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A mathematical model describing the xylem and phloem transport
 
processes and their responses to changes in environmental conditions was
 
formulated based on a conceptualization of the flow network.  The model
 
represents a plant with one source leaf, one sink leaf, and one root
 
system.  Components of plant transport pathways are represented by
 
compartments and are connected to form flow networks.  The pathways
 
include those for transport of water in both liquid and vapor phases,
 
CO2, and the free sugar solution.
 
Total water,  osmotic, w,  and turgor potentials,  yrp,  and
 Wt,
 
concentrations of CO2,  [CO2]  , free sugar,  [C,J, and starch,  [C,], are
 
assigned to each compartment.  These components are the system variables
 
for which solutions are obtained.
 
Transport equations for water, CO2, and free sugar are based on
 
the application of pressure flow and diffusion mechanisms.  The carbon
 
transformation equations, e.g. rates of photosynthesis, respiration,
 
starch  formation  and mobilization,  and growth  are  based  on  the
 
Michaelis-Menten concept for saturated kinetic rate process.  All of
 
these equations as well as equations for mass storage and changes in
 
flow geometry were derived in terms of system variables.
 
The mathematical system balances mass inflows and outflows of
 
water, CO2, free sugar and starch for every compartment.  Subjected to
 
imposed time dependent boundary conditions  (BC),  the system yields
 
values of system variables.  The BC's include the air temperature, the
 
Redacted for Privacyrelative humidity,  [CO2] of the air, the availability of light and the
 
Wt at the root surface.  The system requires  [Cfs]  in the root phloem
 
(RP) and the interior of mesophyll of the sink leaf  (SMS) compartments
 
as additional BC's.  These [C,j's are treated to be functions of water
 
potentials at the root surface and of the sink leaf.
 
The model requires knowledge of  the values of
  the constant
 
parameters which describe the rates of mass transport,  mass storage, and
 
carbon transformations as well as the flow geometry.  A set of values
 
of these constant parameters is obtained by calibration,  performed by
 
several simulations subjected to the BC representing well  irrigated
 
field conditions.
 
The validation of the mathematical model was checked by subjecting
 
the model with and without the sink leaf to water  stress boundary
 
conditions which vary from non-stress to  severe stress.
  Simulation
 
results for mass transport and carbon transformation rates as well as
 
for  the daily rate  of allocation of  fixed -CO2 mass were  in good
 
agreement with observations from field and laboratory experiments.
 
Results of sensitivity analyses suggest that the mathematical
 
functions describing the rate of photosynthesis and the stomatal opening
 
should be modified.  The model as presented still has unsolved problems,
 
namely uncertainty about whether or not the rate of phloem unloading to
 
the sink leaf determines the growth rate of the sink leaf  and whether
 
or not there is competition for the allocation of the fixed -CO2 mass
 
between the sink leaf and the roots.  The answers to these two problems
 
will lead to the modification of mathematical model.
 
The model can be applied to evaluate hypotheses which  can not be
 
tested by experiments,  e.g.  the effect of changes in environmental
 
condition on the CO2 compensation point.  Moreover, the model can be
 
used for predictive and retrospective analyses,  e.g. the response of
 
plants to consequences of global carbon increase.
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INTRODUCTION
 
Plants have pathways which reach every cell or cell structure for
 
the transport of materials required for growth and maintenance of cells.
 
The materials to be transported are chemicals involved in the metabolic
 
processes which  occur  in  the  various plant  organs.  The major
 
transported materials include water (H20), carbondioxide  (CO2), mineral
 
nutrients and carbohydrates.
  Plants have leaves for the uptake of  CO2
 
and production of carbohydrates while they have roots for the uptake of
 
water and nutrients from the soil.
  Since plant roots and leaves  are
 
located in different regions, coupled transport pathways are required
 
to conduct those materials to all cells.
 The coupled transport pathways
 
are two parallel pathways formed by the arrangement of plant cells to
 
conduct water, solutes and carbohydrates.
 
The major components of coupled transport pathways are the xylem
 
and the phloem.
  Water and nutrients are transported from  the soil
 
through the plant root system first and then in the xylem from the roots
 
to the leaves (Pate, 1989).
  In contrast, the carbohydrates produced in
 
the mesophyll cells of the leaves are loaded into the phloem and then
 
further transported in the phloem from the leaves to the roots (Pate,
 
1989).  Plant organs which lie along the coupled pathways can absorb
 
nutrients and carbohydrates from the flowing water in which they are
 
dissolved.  The unloading of materials from the xylem and the phloem
 
makes them available for metabolic uses in the plant organs.
 Metabolic
 
processes result in the growth of meristematic organs, production of
 
energy within plant organs, and synthesis of other carbon compounds such
 
as  amino acids,  fatty acids,  starch,
 and sugar.  The latter two
 
metabolic products are also stored in plant  storage organs.
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In addition to the xylem and phloem pathways for fluids, plants
 
have a transport pathway for vapor phase transport which  connects the
 
fluid flow system to the atmosphere.  The connection is through the
 
intercellular air spaces  of  the  leaves and the  stomates.
  These
 
structures serve as the pathway for gases including carbondioxide  (CO2)
 
and water vapor (H2O).  Since CO2 for carbohydrate production is obtained
 
from the atmosphere, this pathway allows the diffusion of CO2 from the
 
atmosphere to the sites of carbohydrate production inside  the leaves.
 
In addition,  this transport pathway allows the liquid phase  water,
 
evaporated at the surfaces of mesophyll cells to be transported from the
 
leaves to the atmosphere.
 
The pathways of the liquid phase and the vapor phase of water are
 
connected which allows the continuous flow of water from  the soil
 
through the plant body to  the atmosphere  (Blizzard,  1980).  The
 
continuous flow of water is sometimes referred to as the transport of
 
water in the soil-plant-atmosphere continuum
 (SPAC)  (Lindstrom et.
 
al.,1990).  The connection between the pathways for liquid phase and
 
vapor phase of water also allows  CO,  in  the vapor phase at  the
 
interfaces between the intercellular air spaces and leaf cell walls to
 
dissolve in the liquid phase water.  This dissolution of CO, can
 
continue to diffuse to the sites of carbohydrate  production in the
 
chloroplasts of leaf mesophyll cells.
 
The transport of water in the SPAC system greatly affects the
 
production and utilization of carbohydrate.  The transport of water in
 
the SPAC is influenced by the interaction between  a plant and its
 
environmental  conditions  (Geiger,  1979;  Blizzard,  1980).  The
 
evaporative demand of the atmosphere drives the flow of water from the
 
soil through the plant via the xylem pathway to the atmosphere (Boersma
 
et. al., 1988; Lindstrom et. al., 1990; Dai et. al., 1992).  When the
 
hydraulic conductivity of  the  soil  is  high enough to  supply the
 
evaporative demand, the plant can produce and conduct carbohydrates  at
 
optimum level.  This situation occurs when the availability of soil
 
water is high (McCoy et.  al.,  1984).  However, when the soil water
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content is low, which greatly decreases the hydraulic  conductivity of
 
the soil  (McCoy et.  al.,  1984),
 the water supply does not meet the
 
evaporative demand.  This condition is known as  the water stress
 
condition (Hsiao, 1973).  Plants respond to the water stress condition
 
by partially closing stomates (Dai et. al., 1992)  which results in a
 
decrease in the transpiration rate and the flow velocity  of water in the
 
xylem.  The decreasing water  flow velocity directly impacts  the
 
distribution of materials along the xylem and the phloem pathways and
 
the partial closing of the stomates affects the
 production rate of
 
carbohydrates by decreasing the rate of CO, influx into the leaves which
 
in turn results in a decreased production rate of carbohydrates (Bethke
 
and Drew,  1992).  This response in turn leads to a decrease in the
 
availability of carbohydrate for loading and transport in the phloem.
 
Consequently, it alters the availability of carbohydrate available for
 
use in plant organs.
 
Light energy is required for the production of carbohydrates in
 
leaves.  With the absence of light energy,  a plant can not produce
 
carbohydrate.
  However, metabolic processes continue in the dark.  The
 
biological energy for metabolic processes in the dark is derived from
 
starch stored in leaf cells during the daylight hours (Hendrix and
 
Grange, 1992).  During dark periods starch is mobilized, which results
 
in the availability of carbohydrate.
  This availability is the source
 
of carbohydrate to be transported and unloaded in the phloem during the
 
night (Servaites et. al., 1989).
 
The rate of utilization of carbohydrate in various plant organs
 
occurs as a final result of complicated interactions  among production
 
of carbohydrate, transport processes and the environmental  conditions
 
(Geiger, 1979).  Studies of the effects of environmental conditions on
 
carbohydrate utilization in plant organs must be based on a dynamic
 
system because the environmental conditions vary throughout the day.
 
One approach used to study dynamic systems with high interactions among
 
processes is to develop a mathematical model (Thornley, 1971).
  Such a
 
model requires  a  set of mathematical expressions representing the
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interactions of the all the processes involved in the system.  The
 
solution of such a model could lead to better understanding of the
 
interactions of the processes involved.  However, the reliability of the
 
model depends on how well the mathematical expressions represent the
 
processes and on how well the mathematical system is set up.
 
The production and utilization of carbohydrate occurs in certain
 
locations of the plant body.  The availability of carbohydrate as well
 
as other chemicals needed for carbohydrate production requires plant
 
transport pathways in order to conduct those materials from source
 
locations where they will be produced to sink locations where they will
 
be utilized.  Models that  link the  effects  of  the environmental
 
conditions and transport processes in a plant are well established
 
(Hall,  1982; Calkin and Nobel,  1986; Boersma et.  al.,  1991; Xu and
 
Ishii, 1991).  Moreover, the transport mechanisms used in those models
 
are well agreed to among the plant physiologists.  These mechanisms
 
include the pressure flow mechanism  (Minchin et.  al.,  1993).  In
 
addition,  the diffusion mechanism is well defined to describe the
 
transport of the vapor phases of H2O and CO, (Nobel, 1983; Boersma et.
 
al.,  1991).  A model to study the effect of varying environmental
 
conditions on the rate of transport in the transport system for H20, CO,
 
and carbohydrate can be set up based on these mechanisms.  By adding the
 
carbohydrate production and utilization into the plant transport model,
 
one might obtain the mathematical model as a tool to study the effect
 
of varying environmental condition on the allocation of carbohydrate in
 
plant organs and thereby on plant growth.
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Objective
 
The objective  of  this  thesis  is  to  develop and evaluate  a
 
mathematical  model  which  combines  the  transport  processes  with
 
carbohydrate production and utilization to imitate plant responses to
 
the diurnal changes of the environmental conditions.  The development
 
of the model was based on a detailed analysis of plant transport
 
pathways and mechanisms which drive the transport.  The application of
 
the pressure flow mechanisms was used to quantify the mass transport
 
rates  of  liquid phase water and carbohydrate while the diffusion
 
mechanism was used to quantify the mass transport rates of the H2O and
 
CO, in the vapor phase.  Since the interaction between plant transport
 
and environmental conditions can result in the water stress condition,
 
the model also used the effect of water stress to determine the status
 
of stomatal aperture and rates of carbohydrate utilization and loading
 
to the phloem.
 
Furthermore,  the model presents the closed form mathematical
 
equations which describe the effect of water stress on kinetics of the
 
processes of carbohydrate production and utilization.  The utilization
 
of  carbohydrate  includes  growth,  respiration,  starch,  and  sugar
 
accumulation.  With these being proposed mathematical equations, the
 
kinetics of these processes can be described by values of coefficient
 
parameters.  It is inevitable to evaluate a set of values for each of
 
parameters.  Thus, the calibration step used to establish a set of these
 
values was included in this thesis.  The calibration was made for C-3
 
plants as an example.  However, the mathematical model developed will
 
also be readily for the application to C-4 plants.  The validity of the
 
kinetics forms for these processes was checked by comparing through
 
model simulations with results of experiment.  Experimental results
 
reported in the literature was used for this analysis.
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The application of mathematical model developed was used for the
 
study  of  the  diurnal  changes  in  environmental  conditions  on  the
 
allocation  of  carbohydrates  into  different  sink  regions.  The
 
application demonstrated how carbohydrate produced in the source leaf
 
are transported and allocated into the sink locations of roots and the
 
sink leaf.
 
A sensitivity analysis was presented to help understand why plant
 
species  can tolerate water stress  conditions  longer than others.
 
Furthermore, the results of sensitivity analysis may be used by plant
 
breeder to develop drought tolerance varieties.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE TRANSPORT PATHWAYS
 
Description of the transport pathways  is necessary to obtain
 
information about the connections of  the pathways for the continuous
 
flow of water and solutes in the  SPAC system.
  The description also
 
shows why it is necessary to have two different systems of transport for
 
water and mineral nutrients and for the
  soluble carbohydrates.  The
 
description of the pathways also reveals the locations of sources and
 
sinks of materials to be transported.
  The description further helps to
 
define physical processes for the mass transport along the flow paths
 
which need to be expressed mathematically.
 
The pathways are formed when the plant
 cells are packed and
 
arranged to create a plant organ.
 The arrangement of cells forms the
 
transport pathways into two levels.
  The first level is formed for the
 
transport within plant organs and the second level is formed for the
 
transport between plant organs.
 Molz (1976) termed the pathways which
 
occur in the cell walls and the xylem as the apoplastic pathway, and
 
termed the pathways which occur inside the cells and the phloem as the
 
symplastic pathways.  The xylem and phloem which  are the transport
 
pathways between plant organs  are sometimes referred to as the long
 
distance pathways (De Boer, 1989; Steudle,  1989).
 
The description of  transport pathways requires knowledge  of
 
morphology and physiology of cells comprising plant organs.
  Within a
 
plant species, types of cells vary from organs to organs and depend  on
 
the age of the cells (Esau, 1960).
  Furthermore, types of cells for an
 
organ vary in size and number among plant species (Esau, 1960).
  In this
 
analysis, components of an ideal plant cell (Loveless, 1983) are used
 
to identify how the apoplastic and symplastic  paths.
  The pathways
 
formed in the specific organs are identified by the anatomy of the root,
 
the stem and the mature leaf of the
  dicotyledon plant  (flowering
 
species)  with the C-3 photosynthesis pathways
 (Esau,  1960).  The
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formation of transport pathways for other plant species may be different
 
from those used in this study although the priciples remain the same.
 
Apoplastic and Symplastic Pathways Within an Organ
 
Components of a plant cell contain information about how the
 
apoplastic and symplastic paths, in general,  are formed.
  Figure 1 is
 
a schematic diagram of a plant cell (Loveless, 1983)
 showing only the
 
cell components which relate to the formation of transport pathways for
 
carbohydrate utilization between cellular regions.  The cell consists
 
of its boundary and its body.
 The boundary of the cell is determined
 
by the dimension of its cell wall.
  The cell body inside its cell wall
 
is called protoplast and is separated from the cell wall by a membrane,
 
called plasmalemma or plasma membrane.
  The plasmalemma contains
 
perforations or microchannels, called plasmodesmata which connect the
 
protoplasts of adjacent cells. The protoplast of a cell is divided into
 
two phases,  namely the solution phase and the matric  phase.  The
 
solution phase is called the cytosol.
 The matric phase consists of cell
 
organelles suspended in the cytosol.
  Cell organelles which are the
 
sites of metabolic processes include nuclues, central vacuole, plastids,
 
ribosomes, endoplasmic reticulum, and mitochondria.
  Each of the cell
 
organelles is separated from the cytosol by a membrane (Salisbury and
 
Ross, 1992).
 
The differences in the physico-chemical properties between the
 
cell wall and the plasmalemma create two different pathways, namely the
 
apoplastic and symplastic pathways.
  The apoplastic pathway is formed
 
by the cell wall and is bounded by the plasmalemma.
  The cell wall
 
consists mostly of cellulose and microfibrils.
  With these components,
 
the cell wall  is rigid and elastic  (Nobel,  1983;  Steudle,  1989).
 
However, the molecular structure of the microfibrils leaves the cell
 
wall with free spaces which are large enough to allow water molecules
 
and some inorganic molecules to move through them (Nobel, 1983).  The
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Figure 1.  Schematic diagram of a plant cell showing the cell wall, the
 
cytosol, and the cell organelles.  Cell organelles include nucleus,
 
endoplasmic reticulum, ribosomes, plastids, mitochondria and central
 
vacuole (after Loveless, 1983).  The diagram also shows the apoplastic
 
(solid arrows) and the symplastic paths (open arrows).  Diagram not to
 
scale.
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symplastic pathway which occurs on the opposite side of the plasmalemma
 
is formed inside cells.  Plasmodesmata which connect protoplasts of
 
adjacent cells allow water molecules  to move across  them freely.
 
Organic molecules which are the major solute species suspended in the
 
cytosol (Pate et. al., 1979; Pate, 1989), can not move freely across the
 
plasmodesmata.
 
The plasmalemma which separates the apoplast and symplast consist
 
mostly of lipids and proteins.  This chemical composition gives the
 
plasmalemma the ability to select which molecules can pass into or out
 
of the plant cells.  With this ability of the plasmalemma, movement of
 
organic molecules from the symplastic path to the apoplastic path is
 
restricted (Molz, 1976).  Thus, the materials transport through these
 
two pathways are different (Pate, 1989).  The apoplastic and symplastic
 
pathways are schematically shown in Figure 1 by the solid arrows and
 
open arrows, respectively.
 
Transport Pathways in the Root
 
Roots are plant organs growing below the ground level.  They
 
penetrate and branch between pore spaces formed by the packing of
 
different sizes of soil particles.  The shape of roots is approximately
 
cylindrical (Loveless, 1983).  The absorbing areas of roots occur along
 
the root perimeters which are in contact with the pore spaces in the
 
soil and with soil particles.  The most actively absorbing area of roots
 
is in the first five to ten millimeters from the root tip (Kramar, 1983;
 
Boyer, 1985).
 
Figure 2 shows types of cells comprising the cross section of an
 
actively absorbing region of a root  (Nobel,  1983).  Types of cells 
comprising a plant  root  include epidermal  cells,  cortical  cells, 
endodermal cells and vascular cells. 11 
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Figure 2.  Schematic diagram of an actively absorbing region of a root
 
(after Nobel,  1983).  Types of cells include epidermal,  cortical,
 
endodermal, and vascular cells.  The vascular cells comprise the xylem
 
and phloem which are enclosed by the endodermal cells.  The Casparian
 
strip of the endodermal layer is enlarged showing the accumulation of
 
lignin and suberine between the plasmalemma and the cell walls (after
 
Esau, 1960).  Diagram not to scale.
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The epidermal cells form a layer, called epidermal layer which
 
contacts the soil pore spaces and soil particles.  The epidermal layer
 
encloses cortical cells.  The epidermal layer is usually only one-cell
 
thick.  The development of some epidermal cells makes their cell walls
 
protrude into pore spaces formed between soil particles.  These special
 
cells of the epidermal cells are called root hairs.
 
The type of cells next to and enclosed by the epidermal layer are
 
the cortical cells.  The cortical cells are loosely packed forming a
 
layer, called the cortex.  The cortex layer is about three to five cells
 
thick.  The  loosely packed  cortical  cells  of  the  cortex  leave
 
intercellular  air  spaces  which  are  filled with water  containing
 
inorganic ions (Salisbury and Ross, 1992).  The cells of the cortex are
 
rich in plastid organelles, named amyloplasts, whose function is to
 
store carbohydrates in the form of starch (Loveless, 1983).
 
The endodermal cells separate the cortex from the vascular cells.
 
The latter types of cells are located at the center of a root.  The
 
endodermal cells form a layer, called the endodermal layer.  This layer
 
is only one-cell thick.  The endodermal layer can be identified by the
 
presence of the Casparian strip (Esau, 1960).  This strip is formed by
 
the accumulation of lignin and suberine on and around the radial and
 
transverse walls of endodermal cells.  The accumulation of chemicals in
 
this manner makes protoplasts of endodermal cells firmly attached to the
 
strip which blocks the free apoplastic path in cell walls of the
 
endodermal cells.  Thus, water and dissolved solute molecules can only
 
enter into the protoplast of the endodermal cells across the plasmalemma
 
(Slatyer, 1967).  The presence of the Casparian strip allows roots to
 
select the specific species to be further transported into the root
 
xylem (Salisbury and Ross, 1992).
 
The vascular cells which comprise parenchyma, cambium, phloem and
 
xylem are tightly packed inside the endodermal  layer.  Groups of
 
parenchyma cells form the pericycle which encloses the phloem and xylem.
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Groups of phloem cells surround the xylem which is located at the center
 
of a root.  The phloem and xylem are separated by the cambium cells.
 
With  this  arrangement  of  types  of  cells,  water  containing
 
inorganic molecules which is absorbed from the water filled pores of the
 
soil can move through the cell walls of the epidermal layer and then
 
continue  to  move either  into  the  apoplastic path  or  across  the
 
plasmalemma of epidermal cells into the symplastic path until it reaches
 
the endodermal cells.  The presence of the Casparian strip forces the
 
water to move across the plasmalemma into the endodermal cells.  The
 
water then continues to move either in the symplast or across the
 
plasmalemma into the apoplast until it reaches the root xylem (Slatyer,
 
1967).
 
The Xylem and The Phloem
 
The xylem and phloem are developed from the growing tissues of
 
shoot and root  (Esau,  1960) which results in these structures to be
 
connected continueously from every root through the stem and to every
 
leaf.  In the root, the xylem and phloem can be indentified as vascular
 
types of cells.  In the leaf, the xylem and the phloem can be identified
 
as components of the leaf vein (Loveless, 1983).  The first branch is
 
called the main vein.  The main vein in a leaf continues branching which
 
results in the minor veins spreading throughout a leaf blade.
 
Structure of the xylem.  In dicotyledon species, the xylem is made
 
up of vessel elements.  The vessel elements are hollow cylinders.  Two
 
vessel elements are joined by overlapping one end of the first element
 
to the end of the second element which results in the xylem vessel.  The
 
junction of two elements is called the perforation plate.  The xylem
 
vessels  lose  their  protoplast  so  that  they  can  conduct  water
 
(Zimmermann, 1983).  Thus, the cells comprising xylem vessel are dead
 
cells.  The development of the xylem vessel from the young to the mature
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vessel include an increase in its wall  strength due to a thickening
 
process  (Loveless,  1983).
  The process is  to accumulate lignin and
 
hemicellulose covering the wall of the vessel.
 However, the thickening
 
does not cover all of the wall area.
 The water can move from one vessel
 
element to the next one through perforation plates as well as from
 
inside vessels to neighboring cells through wall areas where thickening
 
did not occur  ( Zimmermann,
 1983).  Figure 3  shows the longitudinal
 
section of a plant stem with xylem and phloem (Nobel,  1983).
 
Structure of the phloem.  The basic unit of the phloem is  the
 
sieve element.  The sieve elements are joined end-to-end which results
 
in the sieve tube.  During development of sieve elements the protoplast
 
remains intact but there is no nucleus (Loveless,  1983).
  The presence
 
of the protoplast indicates that the sieve element remains a living
 
cell.  At the junction between two sieve elements,  plasmodesmata are
 
enlarged to form a connecting area, called the sieve plate.
  The holes
 
in one sieve plate connect the  protoplasts of  two adjacent sieve
 
elements.  Water and carbohydrates can move through these holes along
 
the sieve tubes (Canny, 1973).
  On the longitudinal sieve tube wall,
 
there are plasmodesmata which connect the protoplast  of a sieve tube
 
with its associated cells, namely the companion cells and the parenchyma
 
cells.  Unloading of carbohydrates from the sieve tubes
  can occur
 
through plasmodesmata  (Komor and Orlich,  1986;
 Salisbury and Ross,
 
1992).  Parenchyma cells are formed between the xylem vessel and the
 
sieve tube of a dicotyledon stem.
  Thier function is to strengthen the
 
phloem structure.  Figure 3 also shows the longitudinal section of a
 
typical dicotyledon stem, consisting of sieve elements, companion cells
 
and parenchyma cells.
 
Water in the root xylem is transported through the stem to the
 
leaves by moving inside the vessel elements (Zimmermann,
 1983).  Water
 
can also move radially to the neighboring cells including the sieve
 
tubes of the phloem (Nonami and Boyer, 1993).  The water moving in the
 
xylem transports inorganic ions which  are dissolved in the flowing
 
water.  The water moving in the phloem which contains  carbohydrates
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Figure 3.  Longitudinal section of a stem showing the xylem and the
 
phloem (after Nobel, 1983).  The xylem consists of vessel elements and
 
perforation plates.  The flow of water from one vessel element to the
 
other of the xylem is through the perforation plate.  The sieve tube of
 
phloem consists of sieve elements and sieve plates.  The plasmodesmata
 
in sieve tubes are enlarged so that the carbohydrate molecules can move
 
through them.  The xylem and the phloem are separated by parenchyma
 
cells.  Diagram also shows companion cells which relate to the unloading
 
of carbohydrate.  Diagram not to scale.
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moves in the opposite direction of that in the xylem (Canny,  1973).
 
Along the way unloading of the carbohydrates from sieve tubes occurs
 
(Wolswinkel,  1986).  These chemicals are then utilized by the plant
 
organs for growth (Bennett et. al., 1986).
 
Transport Pathways in the Leaf
 
The types of cells comprising the leaf include epidermal cells,
 
guard cells, mesophyll cells and the cells of the bundle sheaths which
 
enclose xylem, phloem and parenchyma cells.  These cells are identified
 
in Figure 4 showing a cross section of a mature leaf of a C-3 plant
 
(Esau, 1960).  The bundle sheaths and mesophyll cells are bounded by the
 
upper and lower epidermal layers which are formed by the epidermal
 
cells.  The bundle sheaths which include the leaf xylem and phloem are
 
tightly packed groups of cells between epidermal layers.  In contrast,
 
the mesophyll cells are loosely packed between the epidermal layers.
 
This arrangement of mesophyll cells creates air spaces between cells
 
which  are  referred  to  as  the  intercellular  air  spaces.  The
 
intercellular spaces are distributed throughout a leaf between the two
 
epidermal layers.  On the lower and upper epidermal layers, there are
 
pairs of guard cells which create adjustable pores, called stomates
 
whose function it is to connect the intercellular air spaces inside the
 
leaf with the atmosphere.  The number of stomates on the upper surface
 
is usually significantly lower than on the lower surface (Meidner and
 
Mansfield, 1968).  The presence of the leaf in the atmosphere leads to
 
the transition properties of the atmospheric air around the leaf blade.
 
This effect creates the transition layer between leaf and air which is
 
called the leaf-air boundary layer (Nobel 1983; Salisbury and Ross,
 
1992).  This layer completely surrounds the leaf but the thickness
 
varies from place to place on the leaf.
 
Transport of water in the leaf occurs in the liquid phase and the
 
vapor phase.  The liquid phase flow occurs from xylem to cell walls then
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Figure 4.  Cross section of a plant leaf showing the types of cells
 
comprising the leaf (after Esau, 1960).  The bundle sheaths including
 
xylem and phloem are formed by groups of tightly packed cells.  The
 
mesophyll cells are loosely packed cells between the epidermal  layers.
 
This arrangement of leaf cells creates intercellular air spaces.  The
 
vapor .flow occurs through the intercellular air spaces and the liquid
 
flow occurs through cell walls and across cells.
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to the interior of leaf cells.  This flow can follow two major pathways.
 
The major flow of liquid water occurs in the apoplast pathway.  The
 
second pathway is through the symplast pathway (Molz, 1976; Salisbury
 
and Ross, 1992).  The flows of liquid phase water are shown as solid
 
arrows in Figure  5.  Water evaporates from the cell walls of the
 
mesophyll.  The vapor phase transport of water then occurs by diffusion
 
through the intercellular air spaces.  The water diffuses  to  the
 
atmosphere through the stomates and across the leaf-air boundary layer
 
(Turner 1974; Turner et. al. 1986).  The water also evaporates from the
 
epidermal cell walls through the cuticle layer coating the leaf blade
 
before it moves across the leaf-air boundary layer into the air.
 
However, the amount of water which is transported along this path is
 
very small in comparison to the transport through the stomates (Nobel,
 
1983).  The diffusion of vapor phase water is shown by arrows made up
 
of broken lines in Figure 5.
 
Pathways of CO, in the Leaf
 
Carbondioxide fixation occurs in chloroplasts (Servaties et. al.,
 
1989), the special plastid organelles in plant cells.  Chloroplasts are
 
found in large numbers in the cells of mesophyll (Salisbury and Ross,
 
1992).  They are also found in the cells of other plant organs such
 
cells  of  stems and roots  (Esau,  1960).  However,  the number  of
 
chloroplasts found in those organs is much lower in comparison to the
 
cells of mesophyll.  Therefore, the major sites of CO, fixation are in
 
the chloroplasts of the mesophyll cells.  The pathways of CO, are the
 
routes between the atmosphere and the chloroplasts of leaf mesophyll
 
cells.  CO, in the gas phase follows the same pathway as water vapor but
 
in the opposite direction  (Figure 5).  First,  the atmospheric CO,
 
diffuses across the leaf-air boundary layer through the stomatal pores
 
to the intercellular air spaces of the leaf.  Then, diffusion continues
 
from the intercellular air spaces through the cell walls, plasmalemma,
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Figure 5.  Transport of water and CO, in the leaf.  Arrows with the H2O
 
label indicate the transport of water from the leaf xylem through the
 
interior of  cells,  the cell walls,  the intercellular air spaces,
 
stomatal opening across the leaf-air boundary layer to the air.  Arrows
 
with the CO2 label indicate the transport of CO2 from the air across the
 
leaf-air boundary layer, through the stomatal opening, the intercellular
 
air spaces,  the leaf cell walls, across the cell structures to the
 
stroma of chloroplasts of mesophyll cells. Solid arrows indicate the
 
flows of liquid phase water.  Dashed arrows indicate the flows of vapor
 
phase water. Dotted arrows indicate the flows of CO2 gas.
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cytosol and chloroplast membrane into the chloroplasts of mesophyll
 
cells.  The diffusion of CO2 gas is shown by dotted arrows in Figure 5.
 
Form of Carbohydrate To Be Transported
 
The  result  of  CO2  diffusion  into  the  leaf  leads  to  the
 
availability of CO, in chloroplasts.  With the presence of light energy,
 
CO2 is fixed which yields carbohydrate.  The simple chemical reaction
 
(adapted from Loveless, 1983) is
 
6CO2 + 6H20 + light energy - C6H1206 + 1202.
 
This reaction  is  called photosynthesis which involves numbers  of
 
intermediate organic compounds and requires a number of enzymes.  The
 
end  product,  C6H1206,  further  undergoes  polymerization  to  form
 
carbohydrate (Salisbury and Ross, 1992).  For this study, we consider
 
as end products only the major transportable forms of carbohydrate.
 
For a C-3 plant, the first intermediate product of photosynthesis
 
is 3-phosphoglyceric acid or 3-PGA (Salisbury and Ross,  1992),  an
 
organic acid consisting of three carbon atoms.  The 3-PGA compound in
 
chloroplasts undergoes a number of enzymatic reactions which result in
 
the  formation of  starch and hexose.  Hexose  is  a  sugar molecule
 
consisting of six carbon atoms while starch is the polymer of hexose.
 
The starch accumulates in the form of grains in the chloroplasts (Esau,
 
1960;  Salisbury and Ross,  1992).  Hexose changes  its  form to  an
 
intermediate organic acid and diffuses from the stroma of chloroplasts
 
before it moves across the chloroplast membrane.  Then the intermediate
 
organic acid reassembles to become hexose before it becomes availiable
 
in the cytosol of a cell (Salisbury and Ross, 1992).  Hexose undergoes
 
several physiological reactions in the cytosol.  These reactions cause
 
polymerization of hexose  to  form sucrose  (Gordon  et.  al.,  1985).
 
Sucrose can be transported across membranes in the same manner as hexose
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(Salisbury and Ross, 1992).
 For the purpose of this discussion,
  sucrose
 
and hexose will be treated as the transportable forms of carbohydrate
 
and will be referred to as free sugar (Pate et. al., 1979).
 
The free sugar in the cytosol is transported across the membrane
 
to mitochondrion in which it is utilized by respiration process (Gordon
 
et. al. 1985; Engles and Marschner, 1986b).
  Respiration provides the
 
energy in the form of ATP for metabolic uses in the cell.
  Furthermore,
 
the free sugar in the cytosol is also transported across the membrane
 
to ribosome in which it is used for the synthesis of protein (Gordon et.
 
al. 1984).  The free sugar in the cytosol is also loaded to the leaf
 
phloem (Hendrix and Huber, 1986) from where it is distributed throughout
 
the entire plant by unloading from the phloem.
  The processes which
 
occur after the fixation of CO, in the chloroplasts of the mesophyll
 
cells will be referred to as the transformations
  of carbon.  These
 
processes, except photosynthesis, also occur in the other plant  cells.
 
The transformations of carbon in leaf cells are schematically shown in
 
Figure 6.
 
The major difference of physiological  processes between the C-4
 
and  the  C-3  plants  is  that  the  first
 intermediate products  of
 
photosynthesis for the C-4 plant are malic and asperic acids, each
 
consisting of four carbon atoms (Salisbury and Ross, 1992).
  These two
 
organic acids are transported through the  symplastic pathway to the
 
bundle sheath cells from where malic  and aspartic acids release CO,.
 
The presence of CO, leads to physiological  reactions which result in
 
3-PGA in the cytosol of bundle sheath cells.
  3-PGA further undergoes
 
reactions resulting in the formations of hexose,
 sucrose and starch.
 
The starch accumulates in the form of grains in chloroplasts of bundle
 
sheaths. The presences of free sugar (hexose and sucrose) in the cytosol
 
of bundle sheaths for the C-4 plant plays
  the same roles of carbon
 
transformations as it does in the cytosol of mesophyll cells for the C-3
 
plant.
 The physiological processes taking place in this manner make the
 
C-4 plant to have higher efficiency for free sugar production than that
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Figure 6.  Schematic diagram showing transformations of carbon which 
occur in a leaf mesophyll cell.  The complete cell shows only the 
components related to the transport of carbon from the intercellular air 
spaces to the chloroplasts.  The enlarged section shows where carbon 
transformations occur.  The organelles in the enlarged section are a 
chloroplast, starch grains, and a mitochondrion. 
1  diffusion of CO, from the intercellular air spaces 
2  CO2  evolution by respiration 
3  diffusion of free sugar into the cytosol 
4  starch mobilization 
5  starch formation 
6  free sugar loading to leaf phloem 
7  free sugar used by growth processes of the cell 23 
of the C-3 plant.  However, the transport pathways of water, CO2 and
 
free sugar for C-3 and C-4 plants are very similar.
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MODEL DEVELOPMENT
 
Liquid Phase Flow
 
Transport Mechanisms
 
The flow of water can occur only if there is a difference in the
 
free energy of water at two locations.  The direction of flow is toward
 
the  location with low free energy of water  (Nobel,  1983).  The
 
transpiration process is driven by the energy gradient from soil water
 
to atmospheric water.  The free energy of water decreases sequentially
 
from the roots, the stem, the leaves to the atmosphere (Boersma et. al.,
 
1991).  The free energy of water is lowest in the atmosphere.  With this
 
concept, the flow rate of water in the SPAC system can be described
 
quantitatively by knowledge of the free energy gradient of water along
 
the transport pathways of water.
 
Water Potentials
 
The free energy of water in the SPAC system is usually expressed
 
in the form of water potentials (Hsiao, 1973; Nobel, 1983).  The water
 
potential is defined as the free energy of water per unit volume of
 
water (J m3).  This unit of water potentials is equivalent to the unit
 
of pressure (J m-3  = N.m M-3  = N m' = Pa) .  Since water potential is
 
defined on the basis of the chemical potential which comprises the same
 
free energy components, the components of water potential can therefore
 
be mathematically expressed as
 
[1]
 Nit  +  + Nit , 25 
where Wt is the total water potential.  All of these components have the
 
unit of pressure, e.g. MPa.
 
Osmotic Potential, vi,  The osmotic potential accounts for all
 
chemical compositions existing in the water.  The compositions include
 
the solute molecules dissolved in and the solid phases suspended in the
 
water.  Water molecues can be adsorbed by surfaces of solute molecules
 
and of solid phases which in turn decreases its free energy (Alberty and
 
Silbey, 1992).  The relation used to represent this component of water
 
potential (Nobel, 1983) has the form
 
RT  ln aw, ,  [2.1] Wn
 
V 
where R is the universal gas constant  (m3 MPa mol -1  K-1), T is absolute
 
temperature (K) ,  V,.  is the molar volume of water (m3 mol-1) ,  and aw is
 
water activity (dimensionless).  The activity of water is the product
 
of activity coefficient,  7,,  and the water mole fraction, N,  (Nobel,
 
1983).  Equation [2.1] rewritten in terms of the product ywxN becomes
 
RT  RT RT  ln  ( yxN)  [2.2] 111 
vw  VW w vw  w 
RT Term  ink is used to account the persence of solute molecules on the

Vw
 
osmotic component of water potential.  In case of dilute solution, Van't
 
Hoff relation (Nobel,  1983) allows to express  RT  Ac in terms of 
Vw
 
concentration of solutes as:
 
RT ln NW = E  = -RT E  [2.3] 
where  Etvir,,  is  the summation of  osmotic potential caused by the
 
presence of  all  solute species  j  and  5:[c.,.]  is  the summation of
 
concentration (mol m3) for all solute species j.  The expression [2.3]
 
is useful since the measurement of concentration is more practical than
 
the measurement of the mole fraction of water, N.
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Term  RT  yw  of equation  [2.2]  is used to account  for the
 
presence of solid phases suspended in water.  The contribution of solid
 
phases  to  the  osmotic  potential  is  sometimes  called  the  matric
 
potential,  Nit  For plant cells,  the solid phases include the cell
 
organelles suspended in the cytosol.  Thus,  the presence of cell
 
organelles lead to the decrease in free energy of water since the value
 
of activity coefficient, yw, is never greater than one.  For the rest of
 
this thesis, the osmotic potential which is caused by the presence of
 
cell organelles will be referred to as xv,,,orgn and will be treated as a
 
constant. With this treatment, team  RT In Lof equation [2.2] becomesw.
 
which has a negative sign.  Thus, the osmotic potential, equation [2.2],
 
which is resulted from the presence of solute molecules and cell
 
organelles is mathematically expressed as:
 
=
  -RT E [ci]  [3] .
 
tor,.
 Hydrostatic Pressure or Turgor Potential,  The hydrostatic
 
pressure is used when applied to account for the pressure potential
 
component in the apoplastic path.  The hydrostatic pressure in the
 
apoplast is negative and ranges from the negative pore water pressure
 
to the negative potential of the atmosphere (Jachetta et. al., 1986a and
 
1986b).  The hydrostatic pressure in the symplastic path is positive and
 
is referred to as the turgor potential.  The presence of the plasmalemma
 
which is a semi-permeable membrane allows the accumulation of organic
 
molecules in cells which creates a water potential gradient between the
 
inside of cells and the surrounding water.  Thus water flows from the
 
surrounding cells into the cells which results in a positive hydrostatic
 
pressure inside the cells  (Nobel, 1983).  The pressure induced by this
 
method is referred to as  turgor pressure or turgor potential.  This
 
pressure component is the driving force for the flows of water in the
 
symplastic path (Christy and Fierrer, 1973; Goeschl et. al., 1976).
 
Gravitational Potential, ijJ.  This component of potential accounts
 
for the effect of the gravity.  The  is  the relative potential
 NJ
 
measured by the difference in vertical distance between the point of
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interest and an arbitrary reference level.  The mathematical expression
 
representing this component of potential is
 
wz =  p,, gh,  [4] 
where  pw  is  the density of water  (kg m'),  g  is  the gravitational 
constant  (m s'),  and h is the vertical distance measured from the 
arbitrary reference level  (m).  The contribution of  1(L  to the total 
water potential is 0.01 MPa for every one meter height of a plant 
(Nobel, 1983).
 
General Flow Equation for Liquid Phase Water
 
The classical equation used to describe mass flow in small vessels
 
is the Poiseuille equation (Nobel, 1983)  This equation describes the
 
volume flux density of water flowing in a narrow rigid tube where the
 
flow regime is laminar.  The rate depends on the pressure gradient
 
between the two locations of interest.  The equation has the form
 
I
 r2 \I Ap 
[5]

*ItaTC)
 
where Jw is the volume flux density of water  (m3 m' hr-1) ,  r is the
 
radius of the capillary (m), n is the viscosity coefficient of water (Pa
 
s), and the expression in the second bracket is the pressure gradient
 
(AP/Ax,  MPa  m-1)  or the pressure difference AP  (MPa)  between two
 
locations separated by the distance Ax (m).
 
Some modifications of this equation should be made before it can
 
be applied to describe the volume flow rate of the liquid phase water
 
in the SPAC system.  The water transported in the xylem and the phloem
 
system is not pure water.  It contains a number of solute species
 
dissolved in it.  In addition, the radius and the distance of the flow
 
path change depending on the sizes and shapes of the cells which make
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up the flow paths.  In order to overcome the problem that r and Ax are
 
not known, the hydraulic conductance (LI),  m3 m-2 MPa' hr-1) is introduced
 
(Kedem and Katchalsky, 1958).  Equation [5] rewritten in terms of
 
becomes
 
J, = Lp (AP) ,

-r2
 
with  [6]

P  81AX) 
where J is the volume flux density of solution (m3 m-2 hr-3), and Lp is
 
used to account for the geometry of the flow path and the effect of the
 
presence of solute species on the viscosity of solution.  The negative
 
sign is disregarded since the Ax also has a negative sign which does not
 
explicitly show.  With this modification, the solution still moves in
 
the direction of decreasing pressure.
 
The driving force, AP term in equation [6], which is equivalent 
to the total water potential,  Aivt,  can be written in terms of its 
potential components as 
AP = Atlf, = ANfir,0,,  EAv,;  Avz.  [7.1] 
Not all solute species j  (the second term on the right hand side in
 
equation [7.1]) contribute to the flow driving force.  Membrane may be
 
an obstruction for certain solute molecules  (Steudle,  1989).  The
 
species j which can move freely across the membrane do not contribute
 
to the driving force since the  will be the same on both side of the
 
plasmalemma.  To formulate the general flow equation for the solution,
 
the EAkvic3 term of equation [7.1] is modified and rewritten the result
 
(Onsager, 1931; Staverman, 1951) as
 
A P =  A Wiro,,  E  [7.2] AtVp  Akilz
 
where 6; is the reflection coefficient (dimesionless) which accounts for
 
the contribution of solute species  j  to the driving force.  ai has
 
values ranging from 0 to 1.  The value 6j=0 indicates that species j
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does not contribute to the driving force.  This situation implies that
 
the flow path does not include any obstructions for the solute species
 
j  flowing freely through it.  On the other hand, 6j=1 indicates that
 
species j contributes perfectly to the driving force.  This situation
 
implies that the flow path does not allow solute species  j  to flow
 
across  the membrane.  Values of  Gj  for  some  solute species were
 
summerized by Tyerman and Steudle (1982), and Steudle (1989).
 
The gravity term,  of equation  [7.2]  is not an important 
contribution to the flow driving force in comparison to Aw and Atifi,  when 
the flow of solution occurs within plant organs or in a short plant. 
By replacing the term AP  of equation [6] by equation [7.2] and using the 
Lp concept, equation [6] can be rewritten as 
Jv =  lip IOWt[,  + E cr,Ay,  +  .  [ 
Equation [8] is the general flow equation to be used in the mathematical
 
model to describe the volume flow rate of water and solutes.  The
 
equation disregards the contribution of gravity on the driving force
 
(Slatyer, 1967).
 
Vapor Phase Flow
 
Ohm'S Law Analog of H,0 and CO, Pathways
 
The analysis of the diffusion of water vapor and CO, gives the
 
basic concept for the development of the mathematical model representing
 
the transport processes in plants.  The vapor phase transport by
 
diffusion can be simulated by an Ohm's law analog.  By laying out the
 
transport pathway of water vapor as an electric circuit which is shown
 
in Figure 7  (Nobel, 1983; Nobel and Jordan, 1983), the flow of water
 
vapor along the flow paths can be analyzed by the application of Ohm's
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law.  The first end of the circuit (point A) represents the leaf cell
 
walls while the other end (point D)
 represents the atmosphere.  The
 
components of the transport pathway for water  vapor including the
 
intercellular air spaces,  the stomatal  opening,  and the  leaf-air
 
boundary layer are treated as  a  series arrangement  of  resistors
 
(symbolized by R", RSO and fell which connect those  two ends (points A
 
and D).  The arrow on the Rs° resistor indicates that this resistor is
 
adjustable, simulating the opening or closing of stomatal pores.
  The
 
pathway for water vapor across the cuticle on the leaf-air interface
 
outside the leaf blade is treated as a parallel resistor,  labeled by R.'
 
in Figure 7.  This circuit simulates the flow of vapor which evaporates
 
from the leaf cell walls into the atmosphere.
 
AIR 
D 
leaf-air boundary layer
 
C
 
Stomata! opening 
intercellular air space 
A 
leaf cell walls 
Figure 7.  Layout of the electric circuit simulating the flow of water
 
vapor from the leaf cell walls to the air (after Nobel, 1983).  The
 
arrow on RSO indicates that the resistor is adjustable.
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The classical Ohm's law states that
 
AV I =
 
R
 
where I  is the electrical current and AV is the difference in the
 
electrical potential across a resistance, R.  For the steady state flow,
 
the law allows the calculation of a decrease in electrical potential
 
(AV) across each resistor in the circuit.  The calculation requires
 
knowledge of the magnitude of resistance for each resistor.
 
Ohm's law when applied to describe the flow of water vapor can be
 
rewritten (Nobel, 1983) as
 
flux density	  = (1/resistance)x(driving force)
 
= (conductance)x(driving force)  [9]
 
where the flux density is the flow of water vapor mass across the unit
 
area and the conductance is defined as the reciprocal of a resistance
 
(1/R).  Knowing the magnitude of conductance for each flow path allows
 
the calculation of a decrease in the flow driving force across each flow
 
path.  In general, the steady state flow rarely occurs in a plant under
 
natural conditions since the components of the flow pathway have the
 
ability to store water and a plant leaf is subjected to a changing rate
 
of  transpiration  (Nobel  and  Jordan,  1983;  Xu  and  Ishii,  1991).
 
Therefore, the flow is not steady.  This situation implies the adding
 
of a capacitor to each resistor of the electric circuit imitating the
 
flow of water vapor.  Thus, the calculation of a decrease in the flow
 
driving force requires knowledge of the magnitude of both resistance and
 
capacitance for each component of the flow paths.
 
The diffusion of water vapor is caused by the gradient of vapor
 
concentration between two points of interest.  The functional form of
 
diffusion equation will be present in the consequence section of this
 
chapter.  The vapor concentration is not a force.  However, the analysis
 
of the diffusion equation by Ohm's law allows to state that diffusion
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is driven by the driving force.  Moreover, the similarity of functional
 
form of equation [9] and that of the general flow of liquid phase water,
 
equation [8], also allows us to connect the flows of liquid water to the
 
diffusion of water vapor.  To connect the flows of these two phases of
 
water,  the diffusion equation must be derived to have  the water
 
potential as the flow driving force.
 
AIR 
D 
leaf-air boundary layer  R" 
same pathway
Stomatal opening 
as the flow
 
of water vapor

intercellular air space 
leaf cell walls 
II wall 
Rce 
plasmalemma 
plasmalemma 
Rcytosol 
cytosol 
Rchloroplast membrane
chloroplast membrane 
stroma 
chloroplast stroma  Rchloroplast 
CO2 FIXATION SITES 
Figure 8.  Layout of the electrical circuit simulating the flow of CO2
 
from the air to the sites of CO2 fixation in the chloroplasts (after
 
Nobel, 1983).
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The Ohm's law principle can also be applied to the diffusion of
 
CO2 from the air to the site of its fixation in chloroplasts.  The
 
components of the CO2 transport pathway include the leaf-air boundary
 
layer, the stomatal opening, the intercellular air space, the mesophyll
 
cell walls, the cytosol and the chloroplast membrane and stroma.  These
 
components are treated as a series of resistors shown in Figure  8
 
(Nobel, 1983).  The current, in this case the flux of CO2, which flows
 
from the atmosphere to the site of fixation.  The Ohm's law analogy
 
indicates that the CO2 mass flux is proportional to the driving force
 
and the conductance.  The driving force in this case is the gradient of
 
CO, concentration.  Knowledge of conductance and capacitance for each
 
component along this flow path allows the calculation of the decrease
 
in CO2 concentration from the air to the sites of fixation.
 
Diffusion Equation of the Vapor Phase Water
 
The diffusion equation can be used to simulate the mass flux
 
density of water vapor from leaf cell walls through the intercellular
 
air spaces, stomates and across leaf-air boundary layer to the air.  The
 
diffusion equation  is  derived  from statistical  considerations  to
 
describe the displacement of molecules in the vapor phase and is known
 
as Fick's Law (Nobel, 1983).  The displacement rate of molecules per
 
unit area is proportional to the concentration gradient between two
 
points  of  interest.  The direction of  flow  is  toward the  lower
 
concentration.  Fick's Law, when applied to describe the vapor mass flux
 
density, Jwv (mol -H2O m-2 hr-1) ,  can be expressed as
 
J  Dw  [10] 
where I), is the proportionality constant, referred to as the diffusivity 
coefficient (m2 hr-1) ,  A[cwv]  is the vapor concentration difference (mol­
H2O m') ,  and Ax is the distance over which A[cwv]  exists. 34 
To connect the diffusion of water vapor to the flows of liquid
 
phase water,  equation  [10]  must  be  expressed  in  terms  of  water
 
potential.  By the application of the relationship between relative
 
humidity (RH) and total water potential (Edlefson and Anderson, 1943)
 
\
 
NI,  VW
RH  = exp 
RT 
and relative humidity and vapor concentration (Edlefson and Anderson,
 
1943),
 
[c
RH =  [11.2]
[c::t] 
where  [cwt]  is the vapor concentration at saturation (mol-H20
 
Equation [10] can be rewritten in terms of water potential as follows
 
f \ 
A  at] t  Vit V J  =  Dww  exp(  w)  ,  [12] 77c  RT \ / 
for isothermal conditions, i.e. no difference in temperature between the
 
inside of the leaf and the air.  By the application of the ideal gas
 
law, the saturation concentration of vapor can be expressed in terms of
 
saturation vapor pressure  psat  (MPa), as
 
V  P Sat 
[ C.Xt  [13] W
RT 
Rewriting equation [12] in terms of saturation vapor pressure yields
 
(
 
psat  exp(  [14] RT Ox)  RT") 
where the unit of Jwv has been changed to m3 m' hr'.  If the conductance
 
for water vapor (1,,, m3 m' hr') is defined (Boersma et. al., 1991) as
 
Dk  Vw pto, 
[15]
 RT Ax 
where p is the total atmospheric pressure (MPa), equation [14] becomes
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sat 
= LM  A  exp(  [16] RT
 P t  t 
sat 
where  exp( 
14, 
)  i is defined as the water mole fraction  (Nobel,
 RT
 Prot 
1983).  The minus sign is absorbed in the conductance term which states
 
that the flow is in the direction of decreasing water mole fraction.
 
Diffusion Equation of CO,
 
Fick's Law can also be applied to describe the mass flux density
 
for CO,.  The equation for the diffusion of CO, has the form
 
A[CO2] j 
[17]
 JCO,  DCO,  Lx 
where 1,,0  is the diffusivity coefficient for CO, gas (m2 hr-2)  4[CO2] is ,
 
the CO, concentration difference (mol-CO, m'), and Ax is the distance
 
over which A[CO2]  exists.  The direction of diffusion is toward the
 
decrease in CO, concentration.
 
Mathematical Treatments
 
Application of  flow equations  ([8],  [16]  and  [17])  makes it
 
possible to set the mathematical system representing the response of
 
plants to environmental conditions.  This response will be expressed in
 
terms of a decrease in water potential along the flow paths.  The water
 
potentials of the soil water and the atmosphere become the boundary
 
conditions of the mathematical system and the potentials along the flow
 
paths are the solution.  Potentials at points in the xylem system and
 
the phloem system are being sought.  The system to be solved includes
 
not only the plant transport processes but also the transformations of
 
carbon.  The first step in development of the mathematical model is the
 
construction of a flow network.
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Model Compartments
 
To  form the plant transport network,
 the model divides  the
 
components  of  transport
 pathways  into  several  compartments.  An
 
individual  compartment  is  a  collection  of  the  specific
 pathway
 
components which have similar properties for  transport.
  The model
 
treats each individual compartment as a pool of water in which the forms
 
of carbon are dissolved and which is
  enclosed by a boundary.  The
 
boundary separates each compartment from the others.
  The treatment in
 
this manner allows the components of  transport pathways to have the
 
storage capacity and the transformations of carbon to occur within an
 
individual compartment.  The masses of water and carbon are transported
 
by flowing across the boundaries connecting adjacent compartments.
 The
 
flow of mass occurs along an entire boundary connecting two adjacent
 
compartments.  The continuity of mass transport from one compartment to
 
the others leads to the arrangement of compartments into the network for
 
mass flows.
 
The number of compartments to be divided depends on the resolution
 
of the mathematical model (Lindstrom et. al., 1990; Boersma et. al.,
 
1991).  The higher the resolution,
 the more the compartments to be
 
included.
 However, the mathematical model being developed must include
 
the following important components:
 
1.
  pathways for water uptake by roots.  This component  the
 is
 
connection of the plant transport system to the supply source of
 
water from the soil,
 
2.
  pathways for the transport of liquid phase water occuring in the
 
xylem of roots, a stem, and leaves,
 
3.
  pathways for the transport of liquid phase water and free sugar
 
occuring in the phloem of roots,  a stem, and leaves,
 
4.
  pathways for the transport of vapor phase water and CO, occuring
 
between the cell wall of mesophyll cells, through the stomates to
 
the air,
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5.	  pathways for the transpiration of water vapor and the uptake of
 
CO, by the stomates,
 
6.	  components for the free sugar production by CO,  fixation and
 
carbon transformation, and
 
7.	  components for sink of free sugar both in leaves and roots.
 
The goal of the being developed mathematical model is to provide
 
the methodology on how to set and on how to formulate a mathematical
 
system representing the plant transport processes as affected by the
 
environmental conditions.  To set up the model, we chose to develop the
 
model from the simplest case,  i.e. a plant consists of a root and a
 
leaf.  However, the successful of the being developed model will readily
 
to be applied for the more complicated plant system,  i.e.  a plant
 
consists of multi-roots and leaves.
 
The simplest case of a plant system mimics that a plant uptakes
 
water through its root system.  Water is then transported in plant body
 
through the xylem before it  is transpired by across the stomates.
 
Simultaneously,  CO2  is uptaken through the stomates and is  further
 
transported to the sites of fixation in the leaf before it is fixed to
 
become free sugar.  Free sugar is utilized in the leaf and is loaded to
 
the phloem before it is transported to the sink region in a root.  With
 
this condition of the system, the following compartments will be used
 
in the development step.  For the purpose of the calculation,  the
 
geometry of compartments must be normalized to represent the 0.01x0.01
 
mxm section of a leaf (Boersma et. al., 1991).
 
AIR	  This compartment represents the atmosphere which is the endpoint
 
for the pathway of vapor phase water and the source of CO,
 
BL  This  compartment  represents  the  leaf-air  boundary  layer
 
surrounding the leaf blade.  The thickness of this compartment is
 
a function of wind speed (Nobel, 1983).
 
SO  This compartment represents the stomatal pores which exist on the
 
0.01m x 0.01m leaf surface section.  The cross sectional area of
 
this compartment is a function of water potential because opening
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and closing of stomates is correlated with water potential (Bethke
 
and Drew, 1992).
 
IA  This compartment represents all of the intercellular air spaces
 
existing inside the the 0.01m x 0.01m leaf section.
 
LF  This compartment represents the cell walls of mesophyll cells.
 
This compartment represents the leaf xylem.
 
LP	  This compartment represents the leaf phloem.
 
MESO	 This compartment represents the interior of the mesophyll cells
 
which is bounded by the plasmalemma.  This compartment is a source
 
of free sugar which is obtained from CO, fixation of the next
 
compartment, namely the CH compartment. Transformations of carbon
 
also occur in this compartment.
 
CH	  This compartment represents the chloroplasts present in the 0.01m
 
x 0.01m leaf section.  This compartment is the end point for the
 
diffusion of  CO,  from the  air.  The  CO,  flowing into  this
 
compartment will be fixed and transformed into free sugar.  The
 
free  sugar  produced  in  this  compartment  will  add  to  the 
availability of free sugar in the MESO compartment. 
RX  This compartment represents the root xylem. 
RP  This compartment represents the root phloem. 
RT	  This compartment represents the root suface which is the source
 
of water supplying into the system.  The water potential of this
 
compartment is determined by the availability of the soil water.
 
For the ease of explaining how the network of these compartments
 
simulates the flows of water and carbon, the network is divided into 2
 
diagrams.  The first diagram (Figure 9) shows the flows of water in the
 
network, the second one (Figure 10) shows the flows and transformations
 
of carbon.  However, the same compartment may appear in both diagrams.
 
The compartment which occurs in both places shares the same transport
 
pathway for both water and carbon compounds.
 
Figures 9 shows the transport of water in the system as follows.
 
Symbol LF  IA is used to denote the flow from the LF compartment to the
 
IA compartment.  This symbolization can be applied to the other flow
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Figure  9.  Compartments representing the plant structures involved in the
 
transport of water in the plant.  The variable assigned to these compartments
 
is the total water potential.  Lines connecting two adjacent compartments
 
represent transport of water between them.
 
1.  flow of water from the root surface to the root xylem
 
2.  flow of water between the root phloem and the root xylem
 
3.  flow of water between the root xylem and the leaf xylem
 
4.  flow of water between the leaf xylem and the leaf phloem
 
5.  flow of water between the leaf phloem and the root phloem
 
6.  flow of water between the leaf xylem and the leaf cell wall
 
7.  flow of water between the leaf cell walls and the leaf phloem
 
8.	  flow of water between the leaf cell walls and the interior of the
 
mesophyll cells
 
9.	  diffusion of water vapor from the leaf cell walls to the leaf
 
intercellular air  spaces
 
10. diffusion of water vapor between the leaf intercellular air spaces
 
and stomatal opening
 
11. diffusion of water vapor between the stomatal opening and the leaf-

air boundary layer
 
12. diffusion of water vapor between the leaf-air boundary layer and the
 
air
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paths.  The flows LF-4IA, IA-4SO, SO -* BL, and BL ->AIR represent the
 
diffusion of vapor phase water from the  leaf cell walls through the
 
intercellular air spaces,
 stomatal opening and across the  leaf-air
 
boundary layer to the atmosphere.
 These flows are represented by arrows
 
9, 10, 11 and 12 in Figure 10, respectively.
  The flow LX---)LF simulates
 
the mass flow of liquid phase water from the leaf xylem to the leaf cell
 
walls (arrow 6).  The flow LF -* MESO simulates the mass flow of liquid
 
phase water from the leaf cell walls to the interior of leaf mesophyll
 
cells (arrow 8).  The flow LF -4 LP simulates the mass flow of liquid
 
phase water from the leaf cell walls to the leaf phloem (arrow 7).
 The
 
flow LX  LP simulates the mass flow of liquid phase water from the leaf
 
xylem to the leaf phloem (arrow 4).
 The flow RX--4LX simulates the flow
 
of liquid phase water from the root xylem to the leaf xylem (arrow 3).
 
The flow LP-4RP represents the mass flow of liquid phase water from the
 
leaf phloem to the root phloem (arrow 5).
 Arrow 2 simulates the flow
 
of liquid phase water from the root phloem to the root xylem (RP-4RX).
 
Arrow 1 simulates the mass flow of liquid phase water from the root
 
surface into the system to the root xylem  (RT-4 RX).
 
Figure 10 shows the transport processes and the transformations of
 
carbon.  The flows AIR
  BL, EL-4SO, and SO-4 IA simulate the diffusion
 
of CO, from the atmosphere through the  leaf-air boundary layer,
 the
 
stomatal opening to the intercellular air space, shown as arrows 1,  2,
 
and 3, respectively.
 These flows of CO, share the same path as that of
 
water vapor.  The flow IA -> CH simulates the diffusion of CO, from the
 
intercellular air spaces across cell wall  of mesophyll cells to the
 
chloroplasts (arrow 4).  Arrows 7 and 12 simulate the free sugar loading
 
into the leaf phloem and unloading out of the root phloem, respectively.
 
The unloading is treated to be the sink of  free sugar of the system.
 
Arrow 8 simulates the mass flow of free  sugar from the leaf phloem to
 
the root phloem (LP -4RP).
 
The first transformation occurs in the CH compartment where CO, is
 
fixed to produce the free sugar (Cfs) through photosynthesis.
 The model
 
assumes  that  the  free  sugar
 produced  in  the  CH  compartment  is
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Figure 10.  Compartments representing the plant structures involved in the
 
transport and transformations of carbon in the plant. The variables assigned to
 
these compartments are concentrations of CO,  ([CO2]),  free sugar  ([CfS])  and
 
starch ([CBS])  The [Cfj's for MESO, LP and RP contribute to the total water
 
potentials which are variables for transport of water.
 
1.  diffusion of CO, between the air and the leaf-air boundary layer
 
2.	  diffusion of CO, between the leaf-air boundary layer and the
 
stomatal opening
 
3.	  diffusion of CO, between the stomatal opening and the leaf
 
intercellular air spaces
 
4.	  diffusion of CO, between the leaf intercellular air spaces and the
 
chloroplasts
 
5.  transformation of CO2-3 free sugar by photosynthesis
 
6.  transformation of free sugar -4 CO, by respiration
 
7.	  loading of free sugar from protoplast of mesophyll cells to
 
the leaf phloem
 
8.  mass flow of free sugar from the leaf phloem to the root phloem
 
9.  transformation of free sugar -4 starch by starch formation
 
10. transformation of starch -4 free sugar by starch mobilization
 
11. sink of free sugar by growth process
 
12. sink of free sugar by unloading
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immediately available in mesophyll cells. Arrow 5 of Figure 10 simulates
 
this situation.  Some of the free sugar in the MESO compartment is
 
transformed to CO, by respiration.  The model assumes that all the CO,
 
generated in this manner will be reused as substrate for photosynthesis
 
in the CH compartment.  This is simulated by arrow 6  of Figure 10.
 
Transformation of free sugar to starch form (C,) occurs in the MESO
 
compartment itself, as shown by arrow 9 of Figure 10.  The starch is the
 
temporary storage form of free sugar.  It accumulates in the MESO
 
compartment while free sugar is being still produced.  Simultaneously,
 
the starch can be mobilized into free sugar, shown as arrow 10 of Figure
 
10.  The mobilization of starch is also the source of free sugar to be
 
transported during the night when free sugar is not produced.  Arrow 11
 
of Figure 10 simulates the transformation of free sugar into amino acids
 
and organic acids which are used for growth processes.  The model treats
 
this transformation as a sink of free sugar in the upper part of a
 
plant.
 
System Variables
 
The  formulation  of  the mathematical  system requires  careful
 
assignment of mathematical variables to each compartment.  The variables
 
are assigned to  each compartment  as necessary.  The  total water
 
potentials are used to regulate xylem and phloem flow network.  Water
 
potential also affects physiological processes such as the aperture of
 
stomates and the rate of photosynthesis.  Since the water potential in
 
the flow network changes following daily changes in the environmental
 
conditions,  it also alters the flows of carbon in the flow network.
 
Concentrations of CO, ([CO2]), free sugar ([Cfs]) and starch ([C,]) are
 
used to follow flows of carbon in the system.
 
The assignment of these variables is shown by symbols for each
 
compartment in Figures 9 and 10.  The total water potentials (w0 are
 
assigned to the AIR, BL, SO,  IA, LF, LX, RX and RT compartments.  The
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[CO2]'s are assigned to the AIR, BL,  SO,  IA and CH compartments.  The
 
osmotic potential, which is expressed in terms of [Cfs] 's, and the turgor
 
potentials (t6) are assigned to the MESO, LP and RP compartments.  The
 
[Css]  is assigned to the MESO compartment.  The model refers to these
 
variables as system variables which can be distinguished from other
 
symbols by the presence of the * superscript in front of symbols for
 
these variables.  These variables will be the unknown variables of the
 
mathematical system and their values will be determined by the system
 
solution.
 
Assumptions
 
The following assumptions are applied in order to set up the
 
system variables and the system of mass balance equations.
 
1.	  The temperature of the plant is constant at 25°C.  This assumption
 
is made to avoid the effect of a change in temperature on the rate
 
of transport processes and physiological processes (Salisbury and
 
Ross, 1992).
 
2.	  The concentration of inorganic molecules dissolved in the water is
 
low so that their presence does not significantly contribute to
 
the water potential.  The model disregards  the presence of
 
inorganic molecules.
 
3.	  The model does not consider the gravitational potential because
 
the vertical distances involved are small.
 
4.	  The model assumes that the leaf water potential can be represented
 
by the total water potential of the leaf cell wall compartment,
 
*  LF 
5.	  The total water potential  (Nit)  of the MESO,  the LP and the RP
 
compartments consists of two components, namely turgor potential
 
(wp)  and osmotic potential  (y,).  The model assumes that the
 
osmotic potential contributed from the presence of cell organelles
 
is constant,  i.e.  yJn  = constant.  Hence,  the total water
 
potential for these compartments can be expressed as:
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Wt  orgn  E  WP 
6.	  Term Etvi  is determined by the concentration of solutes including 
organic and inorganic molecules.  The free sugar which is the 
major solute species dissolved in the cytosol is an important 
component of this potential  (Pate et.  al.,  1979;  Pate,  1989; 
Salisbury and Ross, 1992; Wiskich and Meidan, 1992).  The model
 
assumes  that  the  for  the  MESO,  the  LP,  and  the  RP
 Ekijr,3 
compartments is caused only by the number of free sugar molecules 
presented in these compartments.  Therefore, the Eyre;  reduces to 
This component of potential can be expressed in terms of
 
concentration of free sugar by the application of equation [2.3]
 
as:
 
=-RTx[Cfs],
 
where R and T were previously defined,  [Cf,]  is the concentration
 
of free sugar molecules (mol-Cfs m-3).  The total water potential
 
for the MESO, the LP and the RP compartments can be expressed in
 
terms of the system variables by
 
WtMESO  mMESO	  *14ipMESO 
,  orgn  -RTx*[Cts 
]MESO 
W t
LP 
114Porgn  -RTx*[Cfs]' + *W .P,  and 
WtRP  N1771 orgn  -RTx* [C] RP 
RP 
7.  The model assumes  that  the change  in starch mass does not
 
contribute to the osmotic component of total water potential of
 
the MESO compartment.  The reason for this assumption is that
 
starch mass is stored in chloroplasts of the mesophyll cells
 
(Esau, 1960; Salisbury and Ross, 1992).  The change in starch mass
 
occurs  only  in  the  chloroplasts.  The  contribution  of
 
chloroplasts, the cell organelles, on the osmotic potential is
 
already account in the yncm.  The starch concentration, *[css]MESO, 
a system variable, is determined by dividing the total starch mass
 
in the chloroplasts by the total volume of the MESO compartment.
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8.	  The free sugar in the cytosol of mesophyll cells is in the sucrose
 
and hexose forms.
  Reports indicate that the concentration  of
 
sucrose is three to four times higher than that of hexose (Hendrix
 
and Huber, 1986; Hendrix and Grange, 1991;  Qiu and Israel, 1992;
 
Quick et. al., 1992).  For the purpose of calculation, the model 
will use the concentration of sucrose ,Ci2H2,0, to represent the 
concentration of free sugar for the MESO compartment,  * [  MESO 
Pate	  et.  al.
  (1979)  and  Pate  (1989)  reported  that  the
 
concentration of sucrose is much higher than hexose in the sieve
 
tube  of  the  phloem.  Thus,  the  model  will  also  use  the
 
concentration of sucrose to represent the concentration of free
 
sugar for the LP and RP compartments, *[C,J' and [C,J".
 
9.
  The model assumes that twelve (12) moles of CO2 are equivalent to
 
one  (1)  mole of  free sugar based on the following  chemical
 
reaction:
 
12002 + 12H20
  2C6H1206 + 1202  C12H22011 + H2O + 1202.
 
The first reaction is  002  fixation which gives
 two moles of
 
hexose.
  Hexose, then undergoes polymerization to yield  sucrose.
 
The reactions show that 12 moles of 002 yield  1 mole of sucrose
 
(adapted from Salisbury and Ross, 1992).
 
10.	  The model accounts for the mass of starch in  terms of moles of
 
free sugar, mol-Cfs, based on the following chemical
  reaction:
 
nC12H22021 + nH2O  2nC6H1206
  + 2nH20,
 
where C6,,H10.0 is the general formula for starch  and n ranges from
 
5,000 to 10,000 (adapted from Salisbury  and Ross,
 1992).  The
 
first reaction shows hydrolysis of  sucrose to yield hexose.
 
Hexose undergoes polymerization and becomes starch.  The number of
 
moles of carbon involved in the reactions remains constant so that
 
the starch mass can be expressed in terms of free  sugar mass.
 
Since the starch mass is not included as a component of osmotic
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potential (assumption 7),  this mathematical treatment does not
 
affect the solution of the system.
 
Mathematical Functions for Mass Transport Rate
 
Four forms of mass are transported in the system, namely water in
 
the vapor phase, water in the liquid phase, CO2, and free sugar.  To
 
express the mathematical functions, the model assumes that the flows of
 
these masses follow the directions dictated by the corresponding arrows
 
in Figures 9 and 10.
 
Mass Flux of Vapor Phase Water.  The diffusion of water vapor
 
occurs between the compartments as follows IF -4 IA, IA 4 SO, SO 4 BL,
 
and BL  AIR (arrows 9, 10, 11 and 12 in Figure 9).  The application of
 
equation [16] yields the mass flux of vapor phase water for these paths
 
IA  SO 
L.7",,',9,°'" and  LT,E,'17'. A" )  as WV  Nv
 
sat  *14F17w  pxt  *ivIAfiw 
, IA  ,L,P; ,  A  Pwv  exp  exp  [18] 
Ptor  RT  pf.f  RT 
; 
sat  IA 
*41,
  pXt ,T,I;04, SO  SO 
w  wv  exp  exp
RT  RT Pf,,f  P to t 
*44017w  px.f
 
BL  131,  plat fL17w
 Nv
  exp  exp

RT  RT Ptot  pfof 
( 
sat  sat  1/IR17w
 
,T,R,L, AIR  LL, AIR  pNV  Pwv
 *x4L7,,,
 
exp  exp

RT  RT Pfof  Pfof 
where pw is the density of water (kg-H20 m-3) which is used to convert
 
the volume flux (J, in m3 m-2 hr') to mass flux (J, in kg-H20 m-2 hr-') ,
 
Lw, is the conductances for vapor phase water (m3 m' hr-1) ,  other symbols
 
were previously defined.
 
Mass Flux of Liquid Phase Water.  The liquid phase fluxes are
 
described by equation [8].  Application to the mass fluxes RT RX, RX
 
4 LX, and LX--> LF yields equations [22],  [23], and [24].  These flows
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represent the flow in the cell walls and  in the xylem.
  The model
 
disregards the presence of inorganic species
  and since there is no cell
 
organelles in the cell walls and in  the
 xylem so  that  the terms
 
5: (34,, and worp, of equation [8] become ze
 ro.  The fluxes are driven
 
only by the gradient of hydrostatic pressure
  (AWd.  Along these flow
 
paths the Awp is equal to the AW, and since the presence
  of inorganic
 
molecules is not considered, the mass flux of liquid phase
  water (JJ is
 
equal to the mass flux of solution  (J,).
  The mass  fluxes of water
 
therefore are
 
JIJT, RX  P L
17, RX NetT  ,144X) 
[22]
 
LT;j)f  Pw  (*xt  [23]
 ,
 
LF  LX, LF  e 
[24]
 
where the unit of these fluxes is kg-H20 m-2 hr".
  The Lp terms are the
 
hydraulic conductances (m3 m-2 hr' MPa-1)
  .
 
The fluxes RP --> RX, LX > LP, LF
  LP, and LF -->MESO are the flows
 
of solution across plasmalemmas.
  Since the presence of inorganic
 
molecules is not considered and the solution
  in the MESO, LP and RP
 
compartments contains free sugar molecules,
 the terms 5: 6, A111,,i  of
 
equation  [8]  become
  This  states  that
 6cc_owrzc  only free  sugar
 
molecules contribute to osmotic potential.
  The  assumption that the
 
plasmalemma is a perfect barrier for free sugar leads to
 GC:f s-1  Thus, 
the driving force for these flows becomes 
Aworgr, + 6C,  + Awp ­ +  + Awp - Ay,
 
Since the yt for the RX, LX and LF compartments is equal to the wp, and
 
the wt for the RP, LP and MESO compartments is  equal to worGypilip,c-i-xpri
 
the mass  fluxes
 of  liquid phase water for these flows  which are
 
expressed in terms of system variables have the  form
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= p,, Lp"."  ({114,P, RTx [Cfs] RP }  *Nip")  *V,X)  ,  [25] 
jwLX LP 
hitx'LP  PI RTx*  [ C fs]  *  [26] 
LP  , LP (*.mtF 
org,  -RTX * [C  ] LP + *IVA ]LP [27]
 
wLF MESO  LpLF, MESO (*NitF  (Vf,ESoOrgn  -RTx* [ Cf.5] MESC  "4E50)) 
[28]
 
The unit of these fluxes is kg-H20
 
The LP  RP represents the mass flux of liquid phase water in the
 
phloem.  The sieve plates do not limit the flow of free sugar molecules
 
so that the free sugar mass does not contribute to the driving force,
 
therefore the terms E 63 ,61445  of equation [8] become  zero.  The flow 
along this path is driven by the gradient  of  + *y).  The mass
 
flux of liquid phase water for this flow (jtp,Rp in kg m2 hr 1)
  is
 
= 
Pw  L,LP."  (1  VfS [E]) ({1111,;E;orgn  *Vp"P}  {141;0=gn } *149)  ,  [29] 
where the term (1  17,s[E,J) is the correction factor used to account for
 
the fraction of water in the solution (Boersma et. al., 1991),
 Vfs is
 
the molar volume of free sugar
  (m3  mol-Cfs-1)  and [E,]  is  the average
 
free sugar concentration
  in  the  LP and RP
  compartments  (mol-Cfs. M-3).
 
The average concentration has  the form
 
* [c]LP + [Cfs] RP  [Efs] =  [30] 2
 
Mass Flux of CO,.  The fluxes AIR
  BL -4 SO, SO -4 IA, and IA
 
-4CH are due to diffusion and they are shown by arrows 1 to 4 of Figure
 
10.
  The application of equation [17] gives the diffusion flux of CO,
 
for these paths as
 
AIR,BL  air  ( [c02] A"  *Eco21" 
BL  [31] 
jc.13,t SO 
( * [ CO, ] '  * [ CO,  ] 
SO 
AxEL , SO  [32] 49 
Dcajr 
( 
* [00,1s°  * [002] ra 
AxSO  [33) 
CH  * [002]"  *  [002]Cl.° 
Ax IA, CH  [34] 
where these fluxes 
diffusion coefficient 
have the unit 
of the air 
of 
(m2 
mol-CO, 
hr-1), 
m 
Elco: 
hr', 
is 
Dc-c 
the 
is  the 
effective 
diffusion coefficient of the leaf cell structure (m= hr -1), and Ax's are
 
the corresponding distances for diffusion  (m).  The negative sign
 
disappears since the ix is also negative.
 
Mass Flux of Free Sugar.  The mass of free sugar is carried with
 
the flow of water along the path LP--> RP (arrow 8 of Figure 10).
 Since
 
the mass flow of the solution along this path is driven by the gradient
 
of  + *xi/is),
 orgn  the mass flux of free sugar can be obtained by  the 
application of equation [8] with 5: 6,Aw,-0, as follows: 
I
 
Jff '" =  [ CFs]  +  *NO  + *xe,9) ,  [35]
 
where JP:'RP is the mass flux of free sugar (mol-Cfs m-2 hr-')
  ,
  [Cfs]  is the
 
average concentration of free sugar in the LP and RP compartments.  The
 
concentration is used to convert the volume flux of  solution  m3 m-2 
hr.') into the mass flux of free sugar (J,s, mol-Cfs m-2 hr').
 
Mathematical Functions for Carbon Transformation  Rates
 
The transformations of carbon which  occur in the leaf mesophyll
 
include three forms of carbon, namely molecular  CO, in the vapor phase
 
or dissolved in the cell water,  free sugar, and starch.
  The model
 
requires mathematical functions for relating the  transformations between
 
these  three  forms  to  the  system variables.  The  forms  of  the
 
mathematical  functions  being  used  in  this
  model  represent  our
 
interpretation of physiological processes for carbon  transformation.
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Rate of photosynthesis, P.
 The photosynthesis rate is defined as
 
the rate of CO2 fixation per unit leaf area per unit time.
  The result
 
of this process is the production of free sugar (arrow 5 of Figure 10).
 
The units of Pn can be expressed either as mol-0O2 fixed m-2 hr' or as
 
mol-Cfs produced m-2
 hr-1 depending on the  process being considered.
 
Photosynthesis proceeds according to
 
12CO2 + 12E120 + light energy  - 2C61-11206 + 1202 - C12H22011 + H2O + 1202,
 
where C6H1206 is hexose (glucose and fructose)
 and C12H22011 is sucrose.
 
The reactions relate photosynthesis to the free  sugar as stated by
 
assumption  8.  Based on the photosynthetic reaction,
 the rate of
 
photosynthesis can be formulated as  a function of availability of CO2,
 
the light energy, and the leaf water potential.
 
Under  controlled  environmental  conditions,  the  relationship
 
between the rate of photosynthesis and either  the availability of CO2
 
inside leaves or the light energy has the form of a saturable kinetic
 
reaction while the relatioship between the rate of photosynthesis and
 
the leaf water potential has the form of an S-shape curve.
 In fact, the
 
rate of photosynthesis depends  on the rate of photon absorption by
 
chloroplasts rather than the light energy (Assman and Gieger, 1985), so
 
that  the  availability  of  light  energy  is
  represented  by  the
 
photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD,  mol-photon m2 hr-1).
  Figure
 
11 shows relative rate of P versus the leaf water potential, Figure 12
 
shows the relative Pn as a function of
  the  [CO2]  inside leaves, and
 
Figure 13 shows the relative Pn as a function of PPFD.
 
The mathematical function describing the  rate of Pn is:
 
Pn( *kifF  * [ CO2]  PPFD) = 
r 
OC"' * [ CO2]  r UPPFD  PPFD a,­ [36]
 
13/0n4-7FnexP((S  *Wt)  4O'+*[CajcH  K:PD+PPFD
 
where Pn(*qr,*[CO,] 75,PPFD) is the mathematical symbol denoting that the
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Figure 11.  Plot of relative rate of photosynthesis versus leaf water
 
potential.  The relative rate of photosynthesis is defined by
 
Pn (  1
 
777 a  Pn + ypn  (expb,2 Wt) 
where Pn is the rate of photosynthesis (mol-0O2 712 hr') at any value of
 
leaf water potential  yt  (MPa)  and P  is  the maximum rate of
 
photosynthesis (mol-0O2 m-2 hr').  The constants ap,  p,, 7, and 8, were 
obtained for each crop by fitting the experimental data to the equation 
shown above.  The data were obtained from Boyer (1970a and 1970b) for 
corn, soybean and sunflower; and Girma and Krieg (1992b) for sorghum. 52 
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Figure  12.  Plot  of  relative  rate  of photosynthesis versus  CO2
 
concentration  inside  the  leaf  blade.  The  relative  rate  of
 
photosynthesis is defined by
 
Pn
 
Knio2
 
[CO2] 
where Pr, is the rate of photosynthesis (mol-0O2 m-2 hr.') at any value of
 
[CO2)  (mol m-3) and Pr,,  is the maximum rate of photosynthesis (mol-0O2
 
m-2 hr-3).  Data points were obtained from Lauer et.  al.  (1989)  for
 
soybean; Dai et. al.  (1991)  for castor bean; and Ziska and Nakamura
 
(1992) for rice.  The solid line shown in diagram was plotted using the
 
values of Kf'=0.0010 mol m' and ac;=1.10 which were obtained by fitting
 
equation to data for soybean.
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Figure  13.  Plot  of  relative  rate  of  photosynthesis  versus
 
photosynthetic photon  flux density,  PPFD.  The relative rate of
 
photosynthesis is defined by
 
Pn
  a"' PPFD
 
-15:=  Kri'D + PPFD
 
where P. is the rate of photosynthesis (mol-0O2 m 2 hr-') at any value of
 
PPFD (mol-photon m-2 hr.') and P,  is the maximum rate of photosynthesis
 
(mol-0O2 m2 hr-').  Data points were obtained from Assmann and Geiger
 
(1985) for orchid; Lauer et. al. (1989) for soybean; Dai et. al. (1991)
 
for castor bean; and Gimenez et. al.  (1992) for sunflower.  The solid
 
line shown in diagram was plotted by using the values of K:"D=0.50 mol
 
m-3 and aPPFD=1.07 which were obtained by fitting equation to the data for
 
soybean.
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rate of photosynthesis is a function of  * [c02] CH  and PPFD.  Term
 
P is the maximum rate of photosynthesis  (mol-CO, m-2 hr-1) under the
 
optimum conditions.  The expression in the first bracket  describes the
 
effect  of  leaf water potential on the relative  rate of  Pn.  The
 
expressions in the second and third brackets  give the effect of
  [CO2]
 
and PPFD on the relative rate of Pn according to the form of a saturable
 
kinetic rate of reaction (Michaelis-Menten  form, Nobel,
 1983).  The
 
expression in each bracket is dimensionless with its values varying from
 
0 to 1. The quantities upn, 13, and ipn (dimensionless)
  ,
  and Spn  (MPa') are 
parameters which determine the shape of the general  S-shape curve.  The
 
quantities c(50'  (dimensionless) and K,,c,°- (mol-CO, m-3) are parameters which
 
determine the shape of saturable rate for
  CO2.  The quantitiesa'
 
(dimensionless)  and  K:PFD  (mol-photon m-2  hr')  are parameters which
 
determine the shape of saturable rate for PPFD.
  Equation [36]  is the
 
proposed form of rate of CO2 fixation.
  The factor 1/12 is converts the
 
fixation rate to the production rate (12  moles of CO2 is equivalent to
 
1 mole of sucrose).
 
Rate of Free Sugar Loading, LR.  The rate of loading of free sugar
 
is defined as the rate of free  sugar transfer from the cytosol of
 
mesophyll cells into the leaf phloem (arrow
  7  of Figure 10).  The
 
loading requires the expense of  energy (Konor and Orlich, 1986) and
 
enzymatic carriers (Eschlich,
 1986; Hitz,  1986; Delrot,  1989).  The
 
kinetics of the rate of phloem loading is formulated in the saturable
 
form as a function of sucrose concentration in mesophyll cells (Wilson
 
and Lucas, 1986; Daie, 1986).  The rate has the form
 
V  *[C,]mEs°
 LR =  max
  [37.1]
 *EctjmEs°
 
where  Vmax
 is saturation velocity (mol-Cfs m' hr'), Kf  is Michaelis
 
constant (mol-Cfs m'), and *[Cfs]n's° is the free sugar concentration in
 
mesophyll cells.  Since the model want to account the effect of water
 
stress on this rate, term V, of equation [37.1] is modified to have the
 
form
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al0.1?  ,t4F al  [37.2]
 
where quantities ar (mol-Cfs m-3 hr-1) and latR  (mol-Cfs
  hr-1 MPa') are
 
*WLF constant parameters,  and  is  the leaf water potential  (MPa).
 
Replacing this relation of Vmax into equation [37.1]
 yields the phloem
 
loading,  LR(*Il' *[Cf]'']),  which  is  a  function  of
 if,
  leaf water
 
potential and free sugar concentration  as
 
(ceo'R + at' *Ni) *[cfs]mEsc LR(*Ilfr,*[CfjPIESO)  [37.3]
 KLR + *  is] mEso 
where LR(vVr,*[C,J''') has the unit of mol-Cfs 111-3  hr-1.
 
Rate of Respiration and Photorespiration, R.  The Resp is defined
 
as  the  rate  of  free  sugar  consumption  by  respiration  and
 
photorespiration (arrow 6 of Figure 10).  The process involves oxidation
 
of carbon compounds to create energy in the form of ATP.
  The process
 
results in the evolution of CO,  (Fock et.
 al.,  1974).  The carbon
 
compounds which can be used as reactants for this process include
 
hexose, sucrose, fatty acids and starch (Salisbury and Ross, 1992). The
 
rate is influenced by the type of photosynthetic pathway, i.e. C-3 or
 
C-4 pathway.  During the presence of light,  a C-3 plant has a higher
 
rate of photorespiration than a C-4 plant (Fock et. al., 1974; Salisbury
 
and Ross, 1992).
 Several carbon compounds can be used as reactants for
 
the respiration but the free sugar (hexose and sucrose) is the most used
 
substrate.
 
Reports indicate that the leaf water potential does not affect the
 
rate of respiration measured by the evolution of CO, (DeVries et. al.,
 
1979; Amthor et. al., 1992; Nobel et. al., 1991).
  The model proposes
 
the rate of free sugar consumption by respiration as a function of free
 
sugar concentration and light energy.
 Light dependency accounts for the
 
difference between the C-3  and C-4 photosynthetic pathways.  The
 
modified saturable kinetic rate for Resp has the form
 
(aVsP + afesP PPFD) * [ C fs] MESO R  * C fs I mEs°, PPFD) =  [38]

x,esP + * Cfs] K,,  [ mEs° 56 
where Resp has the units of mol-C, rt-13 hr-1.  The quantities c(-:"  (mol -CfS 
m-3 hr-1)  ,  aresP (mol-Cfs m-1 mol-photon-') and KrfjesP  (mol-Cf,  ril') are constant 
parameters.  The rate of CO, evolution which has the unit of mol-CO, m-3 
hr' can be obtained by multiplying Resp by 12.  The value of  the 
parameter afesP is zero when the rate is applied to C-3 plants andaifsP 
is negative when the rate is applied to C-4 plants. 
Rate of Starch Accumulation,  The starch accumulation rate is
 
defined as the net rate of starch formation in chloroplasts as indicated
 
by arrows 9 and 10 in Figure 10.  The rate has the units of mol-Cfs 111-3
 
hr.' (assumption 10).  The reversible reaction describes the kinetics of
 
starch accumulation.  The reaction has the form
 
nC121-122011 + n}-120  2nC61-11206 ~ 2C6nH1onOsn + 2n1-120.
 
Since both sucrose  (C12H22011)  and hexose  (C61-11206)  are  free  sugars
 
(assumption 5),  the reversible rate of starch accumulation can be
 
expressed as
 
Saco  Sform  Sr,  [39.1] 
where Sform is the rate of starch formation (mol-Cfs m 3 hr-1) and  Srev  is 
the rate of starch mobilization  (mol-Cfs  hr-1).  Reports on the rri-3
 
kinetics of starch accumulation show that the conversion rates are
 
affected by water stress (Fisher, 1969a, 1969b and 1969c; Boyer, 1970b).
 
The model proposes the rate of starch accumulation to be dependent on
 
the availability of free sugar and starch, and also on the leaf water
 
potential.  This is expressed by the equation:
 
Storm  Srev 
( kfo + kf1 *NisF) * [  MESO  ( k ro + kr1 *wtF ) * [Csj MESO 
[39.2]

K
form  ] + * [C]  mEs°  K,rev +  [Css 
MESO 
where the quantities k (mol-Cfs m-3 hr-') ,  kfi (mol -Cf5 111-3 hr-1 MPa-1) ,Icfc'm
 
(mol-Cfs  m3)  are  constant  parameters  for  starch  formation,  the
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quantities kro  (mol-Cfs m 3  hr-1) ,  kr1 (mol-Cfs 1-11-3  hr."' MPa-1) and Kr-`v  (mol-

Cfs m-3) are constant parameters for starch mobilization.
 
Rate of Growth, GR.  The rate of growth is defined as the rate of
 
free sugar consumption by the growth (arrow 11 in Figure 10).  Lockhart
 
(1965)  proposed that the growth of plant tissue requires a turgor
 
pressure of cells above a critical minimum pressure (Y in MPa).  This
 
pressure is required to induce irreversible extensibility of cell walls
 
(Cosgrove, 1993).  The rate of expansion of a young leaf has the form
 
m (yJ5  Y)  ,  [40.1] 
where yip is the turgor potential, Y is the threshold turgor pressure,
 
and m is the extensibility.  Extensibility has units of m MPa-1 hr-1.
 
The model uses this mechanism to describe the rate of  free sugar
 
consumption by the growth process.  The model further assumes that "m"
 
is also the rate of volume enlargement which has the units of m3 MPa-1
 
hr-1.  Letting p0  (mol-Cfs m-3)  be the number of moles of free sugar
 
required to build up one cubic meter of the new growing tissue, the
 
consumption rate by this mechanism is
 
941ESO 
Pc  [40.2] 
Free sugar is also being used to synthesize amino and fatty acids.  This
 
process is modelled by a first order rate of reaction so that the rate
 
of growth is
 
= GR(*yrss°, *[cfs  MESO ) 
m ( *kes° - y)  kGR * [ Cfs] MESO vMESO  [41] 
where the unit of GR is mol-Cfs hr.-1.  The quantities p,  (mol-Cfs m-3), m
 
(m3 MPa-1 hr-1)  Y (MPa) and kGR (hr.') are constant parameters. VMESO is the
 ,
 
volume of the MESO compartment (m3).
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Mathematical Functions for Changes in Geometry of the Flow Paths
 
The model requires knowledge of the geometric parameters of flow
 
path including compartmental volumes and connecting areas before the
 
system of mass balance equations can be set up.  The magnitudes of
 
compartmental volumes and connecting areas to be evaluated are shown in
 
Table 1.  The magnitude of these parameters can be obtained from the
 
anatomy of plant.
 
Table 1.  The magnitudes of compartmental volumes and connecting areas
 
to be evaluated.
 
Volume	  Area
 
_m-2 
VBL	  ABL , AIR 
ASO, BL VS° 
AIA, SO VIA 
ALF , IA
VC11 
vMESO	  AIA, OH 
VLF	  ALF , MESO 
ALX , LF
VLX 
ALF , LP V" 
ALX, LP VRX
 
V"	  ARX 
ALP, RP 
ARP' RN 
ART, RX 
Not all of these parameters remain constant.  The aperture of 
stomates changes as a result of changes in leaf water potential.  The 
Aso, BL  and Au, SO magnitudes of VSO  and of the connecting areas As  change as a 
result of the change in aperture of the stomates.  Only the volumes V', 
ALF,IA VIA and VcH and the areas A
BL,AIR,  and A' are not affected by the 59 
change in aperture of stomates.  Additionally, the flow of liquid phase
 
water causes changes in the magnitudes of volumes V', V"'  V'', V', V'
 
ALx, LP  ALF , LP and V',  and of connecting areas ALF
, MESO  and ARP ''.  The 
connecting areas for the flows which occur inside either the xylem 
ARx , LX vessel or the sieve tube,  i.e.  ART.',  ALx'"  and  are not 
affected by the flows of liquid phase water.  The volumes and areas 
which are not affected by the aperture of stomates and the flow of water 
are assumed to be constant during the simulation period.  The model 
requires identification of mathematical forms which describe the changes 
in the magnitude of volumes and areas which change during simulation. 
These mathematical expressions must be derived in terms of the system 
variables.  This will be done in the following sections. 
Stomatal Aperture.  Changes in the stomatal aperture cause changes
 
in the volume of the SO compartment and in the areas connecting the IA
 
-4 SO and the SO -4 BL compartments.  Stomatal aperture responds to
 
changes in temperature (Meidner and Mansfield, 1968; Kearns and Assmann,
 
1993), the relative humidity (Dai et. al., 1992), plant hormones in the
 
guard cells (Tardieu and Davies, 1992; Kearn and Assmann, 1993), CO2
 
concentration both inside and outside the leaf blades  (Dai et.  al.,
 
1992), and water stress (Turner, 1974; Guehl and Aussenac, 1987).  The
 
aperture of stomates is also regulated by light intensity (Meidner and
 
Manfield, 1968).  Under optimum environmental conditions, stomates are
 
open during the day time and closed during the night.
 
To formulate the mathematical expression, let A6rA's° be the maximum
 
area  (m2) when all of stomates are fully open and AIA,SO be the actual
 
area of stomatal aperture (m2).  The model writes the ratio of the two
 
areas as
 
AIA, SO 
STopen X BF  ,  [42.1] 
A6rA's 
where  ST0per,  is a dimensionless factor describing the effect of leaf 
water potential on the stomatal aperture, and BF is a dimensionless 
factor describing the effect of light on the aperture of stomates.  The 60 
behavior of BF and STopen are shown in Figures 14 and 15, respectively.
 
The values of both factors vary from 0 to 1.  The zero value indicates
 
that stomates are completely closed.  The value of one indicates that
 
stomates are fully open.  The latter situation occurs when plants are
 
exposed to light and are not subjected to stress.
 
The curve showing typical behavior of stomatal aperture during a
 
daily cycle (Meiner and Mansfield, 1965) is shown in Figure 14.  The
 
curve consists of 4 stages.  The first stage occurs during the night
 
where all of the stomates are closed.  The BF factor must be zero during
 
this period.  However, the value of BF is not perfectly zero.  This
 
implies that gas exchange between plant leaves and the atmosphere occurs
 
by diffusion through the cuticle on the leaf surface (Nobel, 1983).  The
 
second stage is the opening of stomates which occurs two to three hours
 
before the sun rises.  This aperture is sometimes referred to as predawn
 
aperture (Meidner and Mansfield, 1968). During the third stage stomates
 
are fully open under optimum conditions.  The last stage occurs during
 
sunset.  This behavior of stomates is described by the BF-factor.
 
STop, represents the effect of water stress on stomatal opening.
 
Figure 15 shows stomatal aperture as a function of leaf water potential
 
for two plant species.  This behavior follows an S-shape curve.
 
To obtain the actual stomatal aperture at any time during the
 
daily cycle, equation [42.1] is rewritten as follows:
 
1  A6TA, SO A IA  BF ( time) x aST  [42.2] 
PST  + YST  exp (8sT *WtF) 
where BF(time) is the value of BF which is a function of time.  This 
factor varies during the day.  The expression in the big bracket defines 
the general S-shape curve by the parameters iksT,  13sT  yST  (dimensionless) 
and 6, (MPa-1) .
 
The model assumes that the connecting area As' is equal to the
 
area of  AIA,s0 since these two  areas are created by the same pairs of
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Figure 14.  The relative stomatal opening (BF-factor) during a typical
 
daily cycle (after Meidner and Mansfield, 1965).
 
1  all stomates are closed during the night
 
2 - stomates begin to open during predawn period
 
3  stomates are fully open during the day
 
4 - stomates begin closing
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Figure  15.  Stomatal opening factor as  a function of leaf water
 
potential.  The form of the curve is
 
STo
  'fisT  ygr exp  (SST  kV,  )  )1 
where the shape of this curve is determined by parameters asT,  pm,  ys, 
(dimensionless) and Ss,  (MPa-1).  Parameters for the two plant species 
were obtained by fitting the experimental data to the equation shown 
above.  The data used were obtained from Turner (1974) for sunflower and 
from Boyer (1970b) for soybean. 63 
guard cells.  The As' has the same functional  form as  the Aso
 
(equation [42.2]).
 
The volume of SO compartment (m3)  is obtained by multiplying the
 
area with the average depth of the stomatal pores (6", m), so that V'
 
is
 
vso  A IA, SO x 850  [43]
 
Volumes of Compartments.  The geometry of certain parts of the
 
flow path changes during the day in two ways.  One change occurs in the
 
pathways formed by the living cells,  i.e. mesophyll cells and the
 
phloem.  The flow of water into these cells causes the turgor potential
 
inside these cells to change which causes changes in cell volumes.  The
 
interaction between volume increase and increased turgor pressure is
 
controlled by the elasticity of plant cell walls (Nobel, 1983; Tyerman
 
et. al., 1989; Steudle, 1989).  The elasticity is defined by the modulus
 
of elasticity,  E  (MPa), which is used to describe the change in the
 
volume for the MESO, LP and RP compartments.
 
The modulus of elasticity, E, which shows the relationship of the
 
cell volume as a function of cell turgor pressure has the form:
 
( 
E  =  crj,  [44.1]
vi 
where  the  superscript  i  applies  to  the MESO,  the  LP  or  the  RP
 
compartment, Wand vr; are the volume (m3) and the turgor potential (MPa)
 
of the it compartment,  is the reference turgor potential (i.e. at 0
 ipro
 
MPa), and  Vol  is the cell volume at  Ipri;  turgor potential.  The model
 
assumes that El lineary related to the turgor potential (Steudle, 1989)
 
as follows:
 
E  = aLas  Pelas kV'D  [42.2] 
The  two  relationships  (equations  [44.1]  and  [44.2])  give  the
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compartmental volumes for the V"sp, V' and V' in terms of their turgor
 
potential as
 
,v;Eso 
vmE.1144Es°,*NJT's1  =  1 +  VP1ESD  ,  [45] 
aeias  + Kiff 
V LP(Vo P , *VL,P)  1  4" 
CCas  *V p' 
[46] 
*II4P 
V RIVDRP , *N4 )  1 
RP 
V0PP ,  [47] 
aeias  +  *WIRDP 
where ocelas  (MPa) and Belas  (dimensionless)  are constants. 
The model also  uses  the modulus  of  elasticity to describe the 
ALX, LP  ALF, LP changes in connecting areas for the ALE.'"s°  and A"'".  The
 ,
 
changes in these connecting areas follow from the change in the volume
 
of  the MESO,  LP  or  RP compartments.  The model assumes that the
 
compartmental volume is the product of the connecting area, PO'', and the
 
compartmental length,  8.  If  the length for these compartment  is
 
constant, any change in the compartmental volume reflects the change in
 
the connecting area.  The relationship of  E,  equation  [44.1],  is
 
rewritten in terms of the connecting area as follows:
 
I \ 
*WP  Wo  *Wp Wo  tvg Ej  V0 '_  5At  Ai,  [48]
V'  1703  8 (112'5 -At-7) 
where superscripts i,j apply to the above mentioned flow paths,  A"j
 
corresponds to the area connecting the ith and the jth compartments, and
 
the area .2103 is evaluted at zero turgor potential, V.  The functional
 
form of E given by equation [44.2]  can be applied to evaluate Ai."s
 
which leads to the expressions for the connecting areas in terms of
 
turgor potential as follows
 
( 
*N4ESO
 
ALP, mEso(AoLF MESO  *.tv1;1,ESO)  MESO
 
[49]
 
ceefEis:
  *N4"° 
A LX, LP(A6LX, LP'  *Vr 1 +  X, LP  [50] 
0(111'..s  + ffe'llas  *Nri,P 
( 
A LF, Lp(A6LF, LP  *vr 1 +  LP ,  [51] 
are'llas
 + PLZas *ke 65 
ARP RX(AP "C*keP)
  1 +  At7  [52]
 
The second volume change occurs in the apoplast,
 i.e.  in cell
 
walls and in the xylem.
  The structure of plant cell walls  consists of
 
numbers of micro-spaces formed by microfibrils  (Slatyer, 1967).
  Water
 
molecules retains in these  spaces under tension by the adhesive force
 
between water molecules and matric phases  of microfibrils.
 The pulling
 
force required to remove water molecules out of these spaces depends on
 
the diameter of these micro-spaces
 (Slatyer, 1967).  The pulling force
 
is driven by the evaporative demand for the process of transpiration.
 
When a plant is initially subjected to the evaporative demand, the first
 
amount of water is removed from the inside of vessel elememts, since the
 
diameter of vessel is much bigger  than micro-space of their walls
 
(Slatyer, 1967).  Once water inside the vessel has been removed but the
 
transpiration is in progress, the higher pulling force is required  to
 
remove the same amount of water out of micro-spaces  of the vessel walls
 
or cell walls.  This mechanism leads apoplast to have storage volume
 
which can be described by the relative  water content (RWC).
  The RWC
 
which defines the change in the storage volume for the LF, the LX or the
 
RX compartments has the form:
 
RWCi =  V2 ', 
V0  [53.1]
 
where the superscript i applies to the LF, LX or RX compartments, V' is
 
the actual storage volume for the
  compartment, V  is the storage
 
volume of the same compartment  at zero water potential.
  The model
 
assumes that RWC is a linear function of the total water potential (Xu
 
and Ishii, 1991) as follows:
 
RWC  = 1.0 +
 
[53.2]
 
The two relationships for RWC give the storage volumes for the LF, LX
 
and RX compartments as functions of total water potential as folows
 
0 +
 vLF(v,;F, ,qtF) = voLF(l.

[54]
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= Upf. I  o  Qrwc  .14-) ,  [55] 
vRvo",  = vro_  0  *40 ,  [56] 
where the P's (MPa-1) are constant.
 
Mass Balance Equations
 
The system of mass balance equations representing the  transport
 
processes is developed in this section.  The equations balance the mass
 
of vapor phase water for the BL,  SO,  IA compartments,  the mass of
 
liquid phase water for the RX, LX, LF, MESO, LP and RP compartments,
 
the mass of CO2 for the BL,  SO,  IA and CH compartments,
  the mass of
 
free sugar for the MESO and LP compartments, and the mass of starch for
 
the MESO compartment.  To set the system of equations, the model  assumes
 
that the flows follow the directions indicated by the arrows in Figures
 
9 and 10.
 
The general form of a mass balance equation within a compartment
 
is
 
3.  dS) + E (s),  [57] fA'.' 
where the first term is  the rate of change of mass M within the
 
compartment. This term represents the mass storage.
  The second term is
 
the sum of mass flows across areas connecting two adjacent compartments.
 
The mass flux, J"', is a vector which is positive when the flux is into
 
a compartment and is negative when the flux out of a compartment.  These
 
are the mass inflow and outflow, respectively.
  The dot product of flux
 
and the unit vector n  results  in the scalar quantity.  The
 
integration of the second term of Equation [57]  over the connecting area
 
yields the rate of total mass inflow or outflow as follows
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,  J) E (  (7--,  3. n)  as)  E  [58]
A. 
where J"'s are obtained by equations [18] to [35] derived previously,
 
and  are the total areas connecting two adjacent compartments. The
 
last term of equation  [57]  is  a  source or sink of mass M  in  a
 
compartment.  Each term of equation [57] has the unit of mass per unit
 
time, i.e. mass hr-1.
 
Mass balance for the water vapor in the BL compartment.  The vapor
 
mass balance equation for the BL compartment consists of the following
 
components
 
1.  the storage of water vapor mass,
 
2.  the inflow (arrow 11, Figure 9), and
 
3.  the outflow (arrow 12, Figure 9).
 
The mass of vapor phase water in the BL compartment, MBL  (kg) can be
 
expressed in terms of the total water potential of the BL compartment
 
by
 
7  EL  sat
PwVw Vo p,  *yr Vw 
exp  [59]

RT  RT 
Differentiation of equation [59] with respect to time yields the storage
 
rate of vapor mass as
 
(  BL  sat \  L \ 
d imEL\  pwVw Vo p,  a  *ivF" 
[60]

w"  RT 
The total mass of vapor phase water inflow and outflow is
 
Inflow = J,"'"As 0,BL 
*V0  Vw 9, Pmt Pk,  ./DXt  *x4L  Aso, BL 
wv  exp  exp  [61]

RT  RT Ptot  Pto t 
JBL A-1'RA EL, AIR Outflow = 
sat  sat 
p,BL,AIR  Pwv  *yt
L  V  w  Pwv  xK" 17 w  A BL, AIR
 
wv  RT  RT

exp  exp  [62]
 
Ptot  P to t 68 
I 
where area A"' BL.  is given by equation [42.2].  The vapor mass balance
 
equation for this compartment is the sum of equations [60] to [62]:
 
L 7 PWVW V(1)3L P:va  * wt 
exp_7177,_
 RT  the rate of 
change of vapor
 
mass in the BL
 
404° TT
 r  So, BL  WV psat IDXt  ASD, BL P  Wv  exp  exp  inflow 
P tot  RT  Ptot  RT 
( 
sat  m 
,  wv  *keL p1.1,3,I,, AIR Psat Pwv  exp  exp  A BL, AIR  outflow
 
P to t  RT  Ptot  RT 
[63] 
Mass balance for the vapor phase water in the SO compartment.  The
 
water vapor mass balance equation for the SO compartment consists of the
 
following components
 
1.  the storage of water vapor mass
 
2.  the inflow (arrow 10, Figure 9), and
 
3.  the outflow (arrow 11, Figure 9).
 
The same analysis used for development of equation [63] yields the
 
vapor mass balance equation for the SO compartment as
 
(  sat 
* 
0
 
PWVW  pwv  .kK
 
VS°  exp RT  RT  the rate of 
change of vapor
 
mass in the SO
 
,so  10::t  "[!IA 
sat 
*yrs° 
exp  exp  A, so 
PwLIAWV
  inflow
 RT  RT Ptot  P tot 
( 
sat  "1-7w  sat 
J,90, BL  Pwv  to  ASO, BL exp
 P  exp  outflow RT  RT
 P tot  Ptot 
[64]
 
Since the volume of the SO compartment is the function of the *41,LF,  the
 
V50 is still in the differential form.  Equation [43] gives the volume
 
for the SO compartment as:
 
vso , A IA, sox oso 69 
ASO, BL The areas A's°  and their functional forms were given by equation
 
[42.2], and 8s° is the average depth of stomates.
 
Mass balance for the vapor phase water in the IA compartment.  The
 
water vapor mass balance equation for the IA compartment consists of the
 
following components
 
1.  the storage of water vapor mass,
 
2.  the inflow (arrow 9, Figure 9), and
 
3.  the outflow (arrow 10, Figure 9).
 
The analysis used to derive equation [63] yields the vapor mass
 
balance equation for the IA compartment as

A \ 
*IVI,  V,,,
 rp,17,, vo" p,sat  d
( 
exp
  the rate of
 RT  RT
 
change of vapor
 
mass in the IA
 
sat
 
, IA  pp,  *VC  7,  PXt  Vw  A0LE, IA 
wv  exp  exp  inflow
 
RT  RT
 Ptot  pt.t
 
sat  ZA  sat
  *wr
SO  Pw  *Wt  A IA, SO exp  exp  outflow
 
RT  RT
 Ptot  Pcot
 
[65]
 
where AI. so is a function of *wtLF and its functional form was given by
 
the equation [42.2].
 
Mass balance for water in the RX compartment.  The mass balance
 
equation for liquid phase water in the RX compartment consists of the
 
following components
 
1.  the storage of water mass,
 
2.  the two inflows (arrows 1 and 2, Figure 9), and
 
3.  the outflow (arrow 3 Figure 9).
 
The mass of liquid phase water in the RX compartment, M  (kg) can be
 
expressed in terms of the total water potential of the RX compartment
 
as
 
=  pwvRx  =  pwvr (1.0 + Prwc*VM  .  [66] 70 
Differentiation of equation [58] yields the storage rate of liquid water
 
mass
 
d (1v1:  (Pw 131f.'cVol  (*VIM.	  [67] 
The total mass of liquid phase water inflow and outflow are:
 
LpT,Rx  4,114.1 AoRT, RX Inflow=
 
*114P  AoRP , OX + p,,, LpP Rx ({kg "o,,  -RTx  [Cu] RP + *k4R}  *le')  1+
 
CCIas +  Feel as*kgP
 
[68] 
Out flow = pw Lr'Lx (* 
LX 
[69] 
where 040,m -RTx [Cfs]'' + *yp") is the total water potential for the RP
 
compartment.  The water mass balance equation for the RX is the sum of
 
equations [67] to [69] as follows:
 
d  the rate of
 (P.13Frv,!,  f
 -"aRX1 )
 
change of water
 
mass for the RX
 
Lr, RX ORT  941 A(/)2T, RX  inflow
 
*114P 
+ p,,, 1.4P RX	  org -RTx [Cfs] RP +  *N411  *W7 )  1+
 
oc.Pias  R:Pias*ke
 
inflow
 
RX, LX 
P.  (*.14x  *Nitx)	  outflow
 
[70]
 
Mass balance for water in the LX compartment.  The mass balance
 
equation for liquid phase water in the LX compartment consists of the
 
following components
 
1.  the storage of water mass,
 
2.  the inflow (arrow 3, Figure 9), and
 
3.  the two outflows (arrows 4 and 6, Figure 9).
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The analysis used for development of equation [70] yields for the water
 
mass balance equation of the LX compartment:
 
the rate of
 .1t*«41t1
 (P. OIL V0 
change of water
 
mass for the LX
 
RX  LX  x  HX, LX  inflow
 
LF (*V,X  *x14,1 Act,X , LF  outflow
 
*ivi!
LP  (*Ntx  -RTx* [C fs] LP + *Xel)  1 + 
LF 
P. LP Ix 
uas +  R eias*ke 
outflow 
[71]
 
Mass balance for water in the LF compartment.  The mass balance
 
equation for liquid phase water in the LF compartment consists of the
 
following components
 
1.  the storage of water mass,
 
2.  the inflow (arrow 6, Figure 9),  and
 
3.  the three outflows (arrows  6,  7  and  8,  Figure 9).
 
The analysis used for development of equation [70] yields for the water
 
mass balance equation of the LF compartment:
 
the rate of
 (pw13.-',F-17,1  cidt(*xv,$) 
change of water
 
for the LF
 
LF  *r) AbLX, LF  inflow
 
ESO 
LF, MESO L5LF,  *1141"  fivt;IE,Sor0  YP 
P  RTx * [C fs] MESO + *N4Es0))  1 +  Ao 
77771777777
 
outflow
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LILF, LP(*  Lc -RTx*[Cfs]" + *V,Pl)  1 +  ,L"F as + 
outflow
 
n,zt
 
LF, IA  plat  F 7
  exp  exp  outflow
 P  RT  RT
 Prot rot 
[72]
 
Mass balance for water in the MESO compartment.  The mass balance
 
equation for liquid phase water in the MESO compartment consists of the
 
following components
 
1.  the storage of water mass, and
 
2.  the inflow (arrow 8, Figure 9).
 
This compartment represents the interior of mesophyll cells which are
 
enclosed by mesophyll cell walls.  The cell walls are represented by the
 
LF compartment.  The inflow of liquid phase water is induced by the
 
accumulation of free sugar in this compartment.  The change in the rate
 
of free sugar accumulation regulates the flow either into or out of the
 
mesophyll cells.  The flow of liquid phase water (incompressible fluid)
 
causes a change in the compartmental volume either it is the inflow or
 
outflow.  The analysis used to derive equation [70] yields for the water
 
mass balance equation of the MESO compartment:
 
*les° pwvoMESO  d 
MESS 
137,f* V;:"°  the rate of 
change of water 
for the MESO 
* NiTESO 
LLF, MESO  1,,,MESO  "4E501  LF, MESO [ C 15] MESO 1)1C,02-1;11 -RTx*  1 + !J 
aelas 
I  le fiaS inflow
 IPl 
[73]
 
Mass balance for water in the LP compartment.  The mass balance
 
equation for liquid phase water for in LP compartment consists of the
 
following components
 
1.  the storage of water mass,
 
2.  the two inflows (arrows 4 and 7, Figure 9), and
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3.  the outflow (arrow 5, Figure 9).
 
The analysis used for development of equation [70] yields  for the water
 
mass balance equation in the LP compartment:
 
(
 
d  .VP
 P pwvoLP
 
ocellas  the  rate of
 
change  of water
 
for the LP
 
LpLF,  *NF  *keLF,LP *1", -RTx*[Cfs]  LP +  *kel)  1  140 
aelas + 
inflow
 
( 
P  LpLX, LP( *ilfr-tX  ftlfr'P, orgn  RTx * [ C] LP +  *1111P1)  1  ALX, LP 
0 
aelas  Mas*WPi
 i
 
inflow
 
p LPP RP (1i7fs [ Efs] )  + *Nft9  + *ke,P)) Ac"' " . 
outflow 
[74]
 
Mass balance for water in the RP compartment.  The mass balance
 
equation for liquid phase water in the RP compartment consists of the
 
following components
 
1.  the storage of water mass,
 
2.  the inflow (arrow 5, Figure 9), and
 
3.  the outflow (arrow 2, Figure 9).
 
The analysis used to derive equation
 [70] yields for the water mass
 
balance equation in the RP compartment:
 
RP  d  *WIP 
RP P v  7-E  aZas  i34P /..*xe  the rate of 
change of water
 
for the RP
 
Pw LpLP RP (1  [Cfs]  )  (f*Ne,on  INCon  *Win) AP RP  inflow 
RX ({- RD( Cf 91 RP +  *4q7,1 - *y1  e 1+  Ar'Rx. 
a:P1a s  elas 
outflow..[75]
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Mass balance for CO, in the BL compartment.
 The CO, mass balance
 
equation for the EL compartment consists of the following  components
 
1.  the storage of CO, mass,
 
2.  the inflow (arrow 1, Figure 10); and,
 
3.  the outflow (arrow 2, Figure 10).
 
The mass of CO2 in the BL compartment, Aff (mol-0O2) can be expressed in
 
terms of its concentration as follows:
 
Mao  = *  C0,1BL  V01'  [76]
 
Differentiation of Equation [76] with respect to time yields the storage
 
rate of CO2 mass as
 
77V10 = VfLP*[COJBL).  [77]
 
The total masses of CO2 inflow and outflow are
 
pg­ j", A"ABL, AIR , In flow =  [ CO2] A"  * [  ] EL)  [78]
 AxBI.:
 
Outflow =  BL ASO, BL  =  (* [CO2] 
BL  * [ CO, ] s°) Aso, BL 
[ 7 9 ]
  dxs° 5L 
Note that A'''L is a function of *W,LF.
  This functional form was given
 
by equation
 [42.2].  The  CO2  mass  balance  equation  for  the  BL
 
compartment is the sum of equations [77] to [79], which has  the form
 
17,;BL
  d(*[copl the rate of
 7-E 2 
change of CO2
 
mass for the BL
 
Dclar
 
(SL , AIR ([ caj AIR - * [ CO3] DL)  inflow AxEL, AIk 
Dct' 
* CO2  .50)  ASO, BL 
dx SO, BL 
( *[COZ]BL  outflow 
[80]
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Mass balance for CO, in the SO compartment.  The CO- mass balance
 
equation for the SO compartment consists of the following  components
 
1.  the storage of CO, mass,
 
2.  the inflow (arrow 2, Figure 10), and
 
3.  the outflow (arrow 3, Figure 10).
 
The same analysis used to derive equation [80] yields for  the CO, mass
 
balance equation of the SO compartment:
 
(* [CO2]s° 1/1  =  the rate of TE 
change of CO,
 
mass of the SO
 
air
 
DOOM  (*[COJ''  *[CO211 ASO, BL  inflow
 AxSO, BL 
* [CO2] m) Am, so 
* [CO2] s°  outflow 
[81]
 
Note that Ils°=A IA,S0x0 c'O  is a function of *Wt", and that As' and A" " are 
functions of *Nit'. 
Mass balance for CO, in the IA compartment.  The CO2 mass balance
 
equation for the IA compartment consists of the following components
 
1.  the storage of CO, mass,
 
2.  the inflow (arrow 3, Figure 10), and
 
3.  the outflow (arrow 4, Figure 10).
 
The same analysis used for development of equation [80]  yields for the
 
CO2 mass balance equation of the IA compartment:
 
_aE.d ( *  ._  VIA  co, IA)  the rate of 
change of CO2
 
mass of the IA
 
Oct,r
 
[CO2] s°  * [ CO2] IA)  A IA, 50  inflow
 fir, so  ( * 76 
cell
 
, 
(*  [ CO2 ] ZA  * [CO2]  outflow AxCH, In 
[82]
 
where A"2O is a function of *lft".
 
Mass balance for CO, in the CH compartment.  The CO2 mass balance
 
equation for the CH compartment consists of the following components
 
1.  the storage of CO2 mass,
 
2.  the inflow (arrow 4, Figure 10),
 
3.  the source by respiration (arrow 6, Figure 10), and
 
4.  the sink by CO, fixation (arrow 5, Figure 10).
 
The mass storage and the inflow can be analyzed by equation [80].  The
 
model uses the Resp-function (equation [38]) to describe the rate of CO2
 
evolution and the Pa- function (Equation [36]) to describe the rate of CO2
 
consumption by the CO2 fixation.  The CO2 mass balance equation for the
 
CH compartment has the form
 
the rate of
 
change of CO2
 
mass of the CH
 
VCH 
(* [CO2] cH) 
DCV1 
(*  [ CO2]  * [ CO2] 1  Ar' IA  inflow 
c14, Ij
  *eS0 
(  + aiesP PPFD)  * [ C is] MESO  v.),1ESO 
+ (12)  1
 
MESO  pMeEi aS sO *,4ES6
KmresP  * [ C ] 
MESO 
) \ 
evolution of CO2
 
1  c(c°* CO2 ] CH  aPPFD PPFD  Asurface 
co

13P,,  Yp/, exP(Op*Vt'F)
  '+* [CO2] CH  Kr,1:PFD+PPFD 
CO, fixation
 
[83]
 
The  factor  12  in  the  third  term  is  used  for  correcting  the
 
transformation of free sugar to CO2.
 
Mass balance for Starch in the MESO compartment.  The mass balance
 
equation of  starch mass  in  the MESO compartment consists  of  the
 
following components
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1.  the storage of starch mass,
 
2.  the source by starch formation (arrow 9, Figure 10), and
 
3.  the sink by starch mobilization (arrow 10, Figure 10).
 
msMsESO The mass of starch in the MESO compartment,  (mol-C)  can be
 
expressed in terms of the starch concentration of the MESO compartment
 
as
 
( 
* VpiESO
MESO vMESO  ] MESO INTL ESO  * [ C  * [  voMESO 1 +  [84] 
aelas  Pelas  'VP 
Differentiation of equation [84] with respect to time yields the storage
 
rate of starch mass as
 
* [  55] MESO *14ESO
d iMESO\  ,MESO  d 
[85]

7TV*155  "  7-E  ...MESO  13=*Vp"'"' 
The model uses the Sform- function (the first term of equation [39.2]) to
 
describe the starch formation process, and the Srev-function (the second
 
term of equation  [39.2])  to describe the starch mobilization.  The
 
starch mass balance equation for the MESO compartment has the form
 
*[css]  MESO *4ESO d 
vo 
las  the rate of
 
change of starch
 
mass of the MESO
 
*417,ESO (k+kfi *t4'F)*[C] MESS 
1 + 
MESO  starch formation
K-f°"+ *[C15] '"  (x:iffs  13=2*ke" 
(
*-4fr,,F) * [  ss] MESO  1 +  * NiPi"°  voMESO 
starch
 
Krf,'ev  + * [  Css]MESO  a:lffs  13=*4' 
mobilization
 
[86]
 
Mass balance for free sugar in the MESO compartment.  The mass
 
balance equation of free sugar mass in the MESO compartment consists of
 
the following components
 
1.  storage of free sugar mass,
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2.	  free sugar production (arrow 5, Figure 10).  The model uses the
 
Pfl-function (equation [36]) to describe this rate,
 
3.	  starch mobilization (arrow 10, Figure 10).  The model uses the
 
Srev-function (equation [39.2]) to describe this rate,
 
4.	  respiration (arrow 6, Figure 10).  The model uses the Resp-function
 
(equation (38]) to describe this rate,
 
5.	  starch formation (arrow 9, Figure 10).  The model uses the Sm­
function (equation [39.2]) to describe this rate,
 
6.	  growth process (arrow 11, Figure 10).  The model uses the GR-

function (equation [41]) to describe this rate, and
 
7.	  the loading of free sugar to the LP compartment (arrow 7, Figure
 
10).  The LR-function (equation [37.3]) is used to describe this
 
rate.
 
The rate of change of free sugar mass in this compartment can be
 
analyzed in the same manner as the rate of change of starch mass
 
(equation [85]).  The free sugar mass balance equation for the MESO
 
compartment has the form
 
[cf.,  MESO *4ESO 
Vo" so  d
 
(3 MESO *4"6  the rate of
 
change of free
 
sugar mass
 
of the MESO
 
1  °Cc', [CO2] CH  ( aPPFD PPFD  A surface 
OCielE1.2 
(
  )P
 
13,.+7p exP(8pn*V'5) 
\ 
4°' + * [ CO, ] cii  !cPFD+PPFD
 
production
 
I
 
ki  *tvtF  * [  Es] MESO  so
 
+  Ar°	  1 +  vSfEs°  starch
 .Ectev	  * [  ss] MESO  ceeM  KfTs *14"° 
mobilization
 
MESo  \/  *ESO arsP  +afesP PPFD) * [ Cf s]  1 + 
WP  V-7s° respiration
KmresP	  * [  MESO  cee1ELO  phfiaSO*144ESO 
\ 
(ko+kn	  *kvitF  * [  fs] MESO  ESO 
UoESO 1 +	  starch formation
 
Kc'rm + *[c]mEs° cee'in)  + Vel*`4ES° m  fs 
) 
(  *es°
 
IgESO	  Y)  mEso 
Pc m(	  1+ Vr°  growth

77777757i7 79 
morF  [C,a  MESO
 
vrESO.
 1+  loading R M7SC  m21., 1<'R + * [Cfs] MESO  ",elas  el as "­
[87]
 
Factor (1/12) of the second term is used to correct the mass of CO,
 
transformed to the mass of free sugar.
 
Mass balance for the free sugar in the LP compartment.
  The mass
 
balance equation of free sugar mass in the LP  compartment consists of
 
the following components
 
1.  the storage of free sugar mass,
 
2.  the loading from MESO compartment (arrow 7, Figure 10),  and
 
2.  the outflow to RP compartment (arrow 8, Figure 10).
 
The free sugar mass balance for the LP compartment is in the form
 
LP  d  * [ Cts]  *XeP 
LP 
f31.'i'as*ke  the rate of 
change of free
 
sugar of the LP
 
*.44ESO (ar + oc1R*N4F) * [  mE-9° 
1+  V0 Es°  loading
 Kr.nr-,F.  * [  s] MESO 
ar-f + f32` .$) *wr° 
Lp  P,  *.tpp,P}  *ivP1)  AI)P , RP 
outflow
 
[88]
 
Mathematical System
 
The mathematical system representing the transport processes in
 
plants consists of a set of mass balance equations  as follows:
 
1.  equation  [63]  water vapor in the BL compartment,
 
2.  equation  [64]  water vapor in the SO compartment,
 
3.  equation  [65]  water vapor in the IA compartment,
 
4.
  eqaution  [70]  water in the RX compartment,
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5.	  equation [71]  water in the LX compartment,
 
6.	  equation [72]  water in the LP compartment,
 
7.	  equation [73]  water in the MESO compartment,
 
8.	  equation [74]  water in the LP compartment,
 
9.	  equation [75]  water in the RP compartment,
 
10.	  equation [80]  CO2 in the BL compartment,
 
11.	  equation [81]  CO2 in the SO compartment,
 
12.	  equation [82]  CO2 in the IA compartment,
 
13.	  equation [83]  CO2 in the CH compartment,
 
14.	  equation [86]  starch in the MESO comaprtment,
 
15.	  equation [87]  free sugar in the MESO compartment, and
 
16.	  equation [88]  free sugar in the LP compartment.
 
The set of 16  transient equations has 16 system variables which
 
are unknowns.  The solution of the mathematical model will be values for
 
*Y'tIA *Wi3L,	  *WtSO,  *WtLF,  "IftLX,  "IftRX,  *Wp1MS°, *VP, *14", *[Cf]LF,  *[Cfs] m's°, 
*[Css]m"", *[CO2]', *[CO2]', *[CO2] ' and * [CO2  CH  as a function of time. 
To solve the mathematical system, the solution requires knowledge of the 
values of parameters, osmotic potential caused by the presence of cell 
organelles, Wor,,, and time dependent boundary  conditions as well as 
initial conditions. 
The values of model parameters used for calculating the solution
 
of mathematical system remain constant with time.
  Two groups of
 
parameters can be categorized, namely parameters characterizing  flow
 
paths and parameters describing carbon transformations.
 The parameters
 
characterizing flow paths include
 
1.	  the volumes for each compartment (V)  superscript i indicates
 
the compartmental name,
 
2.	  the  lengths  (43e2)  of  the  flow  paths  between  ith  and 
j th 
compartments  superscripts  i  and  j  denote the two adjacent
 
compartments between which the flow occurs,
 
3.
  the connecting areas (Apij) of the flow paths between ith  and j th 
compartments  superscripts  i  and  j
  denote the two adjacent
 
compartments between which the flow occurs,
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4.	  the hydraulic conductances  (L1.3  and 43) of the flow paths
 
between ith and j  th  compartments  superscripts i and j denote the 
two adjacent compartments between which the flow  occurs, 
5.	  the diffusion coefficients for the vapor phase transport of water
 
and CO2 (=r, IV: and Dg11),
 
6.	  the parameters of the modulus of elasticity for cell walls  (aelas 
and p!), 
7.	  the parameters of the RWC (13,), and
 
8.	  the parameters for the STopen- function (w  NT,  ysT and 8,).
 
The parameters describing carbon transformations include
 
9.	  the parameters for the Ps-function
  ( Pn, max  aPn  PPn  YPn  Pn 
oeITD, and KrT),
 
10.	  the parameters for the Resp-function
  afesP, and 1(esP),
 
11.	  the parameters for the Storm-function  form  and  form
 
12.	  the parameters for the Sze"- function (aV",  aifv, and K;8"),
 
13.	  the parameters for the GR-function (pa,  m, Y and kc,), and
 
14.	  the parameters for the LR-function (at',  and ic,;;R).
 ott'',
 
The solution of the mathematical system requires the prescription
 
of the boundary conditions as functions of time  (BC).  These boundary
 
conditions are 'LAIR, WjT,  [Cts]",  [CO2)'', PPFD and BF-factor.  The first
 
three BC's are required for the balance of water mass in equations [63],
 
.
 [70] and [75]  The [CO2] A.M is required for the balance of CO2 mass in
 
equation [80].  PPFD is required, in part, to determine the rate of CO2
 
fixation and free sugar production which  occur in equations  [83] and
 
[87].  The BF-factor is required to determine, in part, the actual V',
 
Am,so and As''' which occur in equations [63] to [65] and [80] to [82]
  .
 
The mathematical system representing the transport  processes
 
consists of a set of non-linear ordinary differential equations  which
 
will be solved numerically by the iteration method.  The methodology
 
used to solve the system is given in Appendix 2.
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The model does not include as a variable to be solved the balance
 
of free sugar mass in the RP compartment.  The reason is that the [C,]''
 
is one of the boundary conditions which is required in order be able to
 
solve the mathematical system.
 
After the system has converged to a solution, the rate of free
 
sugar unloading, ULR (arrow 12 in Figure 11) from the root phloem (RP)
 
can be calculated.  This unloading rate can be computed by balancing the
 
mass of free sugar in the RP compartment as follows:
 
ULR = Jk"I'XA LP.  [89] dt fs  ' 
where ULR is the mass of free sugar unloaded from the RP compartment and
 
has the units of mol-Cfs hr', J*RP is the flux of free sugar mass
 
(mol-Cfs M-2 hr') flowing from the LP to the RP compartment, ALP' is the
 
connecting area (m2) between these two compartments, and  cci5Vf,1 is the
 
mass of free sugar stored (mol-Cfs hr-1)  in the RP compartment.  The
 
expressions on the right hand side of the equal sign is obtained from
 
the system solution.
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MODEL CALIBRATION
 
Before application of the mathematical model can  commence, the
 
model must  be  calibrated.  Calibration  is  required  to  establish
 
appropriate values for the parameters of the model.  The values of most
 
of  the parameters  are specific  for  certain plant  species.  The
 
parameters obtained for one plant species can not be used for others.
 
For this thesis, the calibration is made for soybean, a C-3 plant.  The
 
mathematical model developed in the preceeding section contains  74
 
independent parameters.  A very large data base would be necessary to
 
obtain the unique value for each parameters.  To overcome this problem,
 
values of some of the parameters were selected from published reports,
 
including values for the geometry and hydraulic conductance of  each
 
segment  of  the  flow  paths.  Other  parameters,  such  as  carbon
 
transformation parameters, which are difficult to measure experimentally
 
and  are  not  available  from  the  literature,  were  evaluated  by
 
calibration.  Appropriate  values
  for  the  carbon  transformation
 
parameters were obtained by comparing results of simulations, using
 
selected values for these parameters, with the experimental observations
 
obtained under specific environmental conditions. The selection  process
 
is guided by the comparisons between simulations and experimental
 
results (Boersma et. al., 1990).
 
RWC and Modulus of Elasticity
 
Values of the parameters describing the geometry of the flow path
 
segments, the coefficients B rrvic,  tlelas and B .elas  of equations [45] to [52]
 
and equations [54] to [56], were selected to represent cells with a low
 
modulus of elasticty, in other words, for stiff cells.  The reason of
 
this selection is to avoid the effect of a high elasticity  on the
 
transport processes.  The study of the effect of the varying modulus of
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elasticity on the transport processes in plants will be provided later
 
in the sensitivity analysis section of this
 thesis.  Values of the
 
geometry parameters for stiff cells were obtained from  measurements made
 
by Steudle (1989)
  .
  Values for p, *tel. and pelas with the equations  to
 
which they pertain are shown in Tables
  2  and  3.  Values for the
 
parameters for the stomatal STopen- factor, the coefficients
  las,r,
  OsT,  YST
 
and 8, of equation [42.2], were obtained by fitting the observations
 
made by Boyer  (1970b)  to equation  [42.2].
  Non-linear regression
 
(Statgraphics, V5.0) yielded the values of a, = 1.038, p, = 1.071, Y
 ST 
= 555.259, and 8, = 4.793 MPa-1, where the first three parameters are
 
dimensionless.
 
Table 2.  Values of parameters used in equations  [45]  to  [52]  for
 
describing the change in geometry of the flow path.
 
Compartment  aelas  13elas  Source 
---MPa--- dimensionless 
RP  8.0  0.0  estimated
 
LP  12.0
  0.0  estimated
 
MESO  10.0
  0.0  Steudle (1989)
 
Table 3.  Values of parameters used in equations  [54]  to  [56]  for
 
describing the change in geometry of the flow path.
 
Compartment  Source
 Prwc 
RX
  0.13  estimated
 
LX  0.08  estimated
 
LF  0.10  Steudle (1989)
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Values of the Geometric Parameters
 
Connecting Areas and Compartmental Volumes
 
Ats, mEsc  IP
 Values for the connecting areas  LF  LP
 
A3  ,  A6LP. RP  ,  A7' RX  and A17'Rx and for the compartmental volumes 176m,
  1.7c'F,
 
V0Es°,  17P,  170Rx and Vr for the soybean plant were obtained from Boersma
 
et. al.  (1988).  A6so,  AorA, SO
 Values for the areas A6BL, AM
  and AbrA'cH and
 
for the volumes  VOBL,  Vos° and 
V3CH
 
were obtained from the anatomy of a
 
mature soybean leaf.  All of the parameter values were normalized to
 
represent a 0.01m x 0.01m section of a soybean leaf  (Boersma et. al.,
 
1988)  as discussed in the model development section of this thesis.
 
Table 4 shows the values of the connecting areas and Table 5 shows the
 
values of the compartmental volumes.
 
Connecting area for the BL-4 AIR flow path,
  11,;3/-AIR.  The value of
 
this area is equal to the total leaf surface  area, Asurface.
  This value
 
of area is fixed at 1.0x10' m'.
 
Volume of the BL compartment,
  17(f1".  The value of this volume is
 
obtained by the product of AcL'AIR and the thickness
 of the leaf-air
 
boundary layer,  8BL.  The value of
  8BL  can be obtained from the
 
relationship (Nobel, 1983),
 
8BL = 4.0(e/p)1/2
  [90]
 
where the thickness 8BL is in mm, the length of a leaf Q
 is in m, and the
 
wind velocity v is in m s".  For most simulations a wind velocity of 1.7
 
m s' (Boyer,  1970b) will be used.  Since 0=0.01 m,  the calculation
 
yields e'=3.0x10-4 m,  so that Vo3L=3.0x10-8 m3.
 
Connecting areas for the SO -4 EL and the IA  SO flow paths,A3°'BL
 
and Alm's°.  These two areas are equal because they are formed by the
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Table 4.  Values of the connecting areas of the flow paths.  The values
 
of these areas were normalized to the total leaf surface area of Asurface
 
= 1.00x10-1 m2. 
Flow Path  A,  3  Source 
-m2 
BL -AIR  1.0x10-4  fixed 
SO-BL  2.0x10'  calculation 
IA-SO  2.0x1(:)-6  calculation 
LF-IA  1.8x10'  Boersma et. al.  (1988) 
IA-CH  1.0x10'  Calculation 
LF-MESO  1.7x10'  Boersma et. al.  (1988) 
LF-LP  5.0x10'  Boersma et. al.  (1988) 
LX-LF  6.5x10'  Boersma et. al.  (1988) 
LX-LP  6.5x10 -6  Boersma et. al.  (1988) 
RX-LX  6.5x10'  Boersma et. al.  (1988) 
LP-RP  5.0x10'  Boersma et. al.  (1988) 
RP-RX  6.5x10'  Boersma et. al.  (1988) 
RT-RX  6.4x10'  Boersma et. al.  (1988) 
Table 5.  Values  of the compartmental volumes.  The values  of  these
 
volumes were  normalized to the  total leaf  surface area of A're" =
 
1.00x10' m2.
 
Compartment  Values  Source
 
--m3--

VoliL  3.0x110-8  Calculation 
V050  3.4x10-41  Calculation 
6.3x10 -9  Boersma et.  al.  (1988) 
1.5x1(:)'  Calculation 
VOLF  8.8x10'2  Boersma et.  al.  (1988) 
vomEso  6.2x10-9  Boersma et.  al.  (1988) 
VoLX  2.9x10 -21  Boersma et.  al.  (1988) 
VOLP  2.1x10-21  Boersma et.  al.  (1988) 
VoRx  1.2x10'  Boersma et.  al.  (1988) 
VORP  8.4x10'2  Boersma et.  al.  (1988) 87 
same pairs of guard cells.  Meidner and Mansfield (1968) suggested that
 
the average area of fully opening stomates is 2% of the total leaf
 
surface area.  Since the total leaf surface area is A'=1 .0x10-4 m2,
 
the values of these connecting areas are 2.0x10' m2.
 
Volume of the SO compartment,  The volume is obtained by
 
multiplying the A6rA's° with the average depth of an individual stomate
 
(5' in m).  Using the value of the 5"..1.7x10-5 m (Fisher, 1967) yields
 
the value of 14°=3.4x10'1 m3.
 
Connecting area for the IA 4 CH flow path,  AnIA'cK.  This area is
 
sum of the surface area of an individual chloroplast existing in the
 
0.01x0.01 m2 section of the leaf blade.
  This area can be obtained as
 
the product of the total number of choloroplasts  per mesophyll cell
 
(Nn), the surface area of an individual chloroplast, and the number of
 
mesophyll cells per 0.01m x 0.01m section of  a soybean leaf (NMS).  The
 
NCH is 30  (Nobel,  1983).  The NMS is 1.14x106 cells (Boersma et. al.,
 
1988).  The dimension of a chloroplast is approximately cylindrical with
 
the diameter of 6.0x10' m and the length of 1.6x106 m (Rost et. al.,
 
1984).  With this dimension of a chloroplast, the calculation yields
  the
 
value of 3.1x10-' m2 for the surface area of  an individual chloroplast.
 
The product of this number and NcHxNms yields the value of A6m'ca=1.0x10-3
 
m2 
Volume of the CH compartment, VOH.  This volume is obtained by the
 
product of N'HxNmsxV'°,cx  The volume of Vin', the individual chloroplast,
 
is 4.5x10-' 11-0,  so that the calculation yields the value of VocH=1.5x10'
 
rrO.
 
Conductance
 
BL, AIR  SO, BL  LIR, SO  LLF, IA The conductances for vapor phase diffusion,
 
will be evaluated in terms of the effective distances, Ox''', where i and
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j denote the flow path segments for water vapor transport.
 The relation
 
between conductance and effective distance given by equation [15] has
 
the form
 
Dir 
Vw ptor
 
RTtlx
 
The advantage of this equation is that the  relationship applies to
 
diffusion of H2O as well as CO, since both share the same pathway.
  The
 
equations [31] to [33] which are used to quantify mass flow rate of CO,
 
also require knowledge of these effective distances.
  Figure 16 is a
 
schematic diagram of the portion of a plant leaf showing the effective
 
distance for diffusion of water vapor and CO,.
 
AxEL , AIR  is the effective distance for diffusion between the leaf-

air boundary layer and the atmosphere, distance from A to B in Figure
 
16.
  This distance is equal to the thickness of the  leaf-air boundary
 
layer,  6BL  (Nobel,  1983).  Since 8'=3.0x10-4 m,  the value of this 
distance becomes Lix"A"=3.0x10' m.
 
and Ax''' are the effective distances for the diffusion
 
between the stomatal pores and the leaf-air boundary layer and between
 
leaf cell walls to the intercellular air spaces.
  These two distances
 
correspond to the distances BC and CD of Figure 16.
  During the day
 
time, water vapor in the intercellular air spaces diffuses across the
 
depth of stomates before it becomes available in the leaf-air boundary
 
layer.  Simultaneously, CO, in the leaf-air boundary layer  diffuses in
 
the opposite direction as of the water vapor across the same depth of
 
stomates before it becomes available in the intercellular  air spaces.
 
Since points B, C, and D in Figure 16  are difficult to defined and the
 
distances of diffusion for both water vapor and CO2 must be the same,
 
the model selects to set each of these distances (Ax" and Ax"'') to
 
be equal to the average depth of stomates, V.  Using the values of
 
Ss°=.1.7x10-5 m yields the value of Ax so,BL=AxIA,s0=1.7x 10 5 m . 89 
air 
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mesophyll
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Figure 16.  Schematic diagram showing the effective distances for the
 
diffusion of water vapor and CO2  used in the model. 
Distance A-B is AxaL'AIR. 
Distance B-C is Axs°'. 
Distance C-D is .aocIA's°. 
Distance D-E is AxLFm. 
Distance D-F is 90 
AxLF IA is the effective distance for water vapor diffusion from the
 
leaf cell walls  to  the intercellular air spaces.  This  distance
 
corresponds to the distance DE in Figure 16.  The value will be derived
 
from experiments conducted by Boyer (1970b).  Boyer grew soybean plants
 
under constant atmospheric temperatures of 25°C during the day time and
 
of 21°C during the night time, and the constant relative  humidity of
 
75%.  By allowing the soil water content  to deplete under these
 
atmospheric conditions, he followed and measured the  changes in leaf
 
water potential, and the rates of transpiration and photosynthesis
  as
 
the soil water was depleted.  For this calibration,
 the rate  of
 
transpiration at -1.000 MPa leaf water potential obtained from Boyer's
 
experiment is used to evaluate the value of OxLF,ZA
  The values of the
 
rate of transpiration and constants needed for this evaluation are
 
summerized in Table 6.
 
The method used to obtain the value of Ax''' is  as follows.
  For
 
steady state flow, the total mass flux per unit time (Q, in kg -H20 hr')
 
is equal to the product of the transpiration rate (TR-rate) and the
 
total leaf surface area (A"rf"e).
 Using TR-rate=1.70x10' kg-I-120 m'
 
(Table 6) and Asur''=1.0x10' m2 yields the value of Q= 1.70x10' kg-1420
 
hr-1.  Furthermore, for steady state flow we can write:
 
IR­
AIR. ABL, AIR  BL,  p;S;v3  (ex  ktLi7w  14 Vw  ABL,AIR, exp

Ptot  RT  RT 
(
 
Vw
 Q =  Sr,C; BL. ASO 131,  BL PXC  Aso, BL exp  exp

RT
 Ptot 
I
 
so.  .L.;, so  IA, SO PXt  A IA, SO
 PwL wv  exp  exp RT Ptot 
sat 
0-vf,...1,;, IA.  ALF IA  wiZ, IA  A LF, IA exp 1.`  exp
Pto t  RT  RT 
Equations [91] form the system of equations which allows  us to obtain
 
L,,L;;'15.
  Using equation [91.1] and the values of ALIJR=1.0x104 m2  from
 
Table 4, and pmt, p, Vw, R, T and wrAIR from Table 6, and of LEL'AIR we
 
can calculate the value of  ttit'.  The result yields the value of
 
NftBL=-35.090 MPa.  Repeating the procedure to calculate Wts° by using
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Table 6.  Constants used for the evaluation of the effective distance
 for the diffusion of water  vapor from the leaf cell walls to the
 AxLF, intercellular air spaces,
  These values were derived from the
 
experiment conducted by Boyer (1970b), using the  transpiration rate at
 -1.000 MPa leaf water potential.
 
Observation  Symbol  Value 
Atmosphere: 
temperature (C)  T  25 
relative humidity  RH  75 
(%) 
wind velocity  u  1.7 
(m s-1-) 
Rate: 
Transpiration  TR-rate
  1.70x10'
 
(kg-H20 irt-2 hr')
 
Water potential:
 
aira (MPa)
  WtA1R  -39.510
 
leaf (MPa)  wtLF
  -1.000
 
Diffusivity:
 
water vapor in
  8.98x10-2
 D air wv
 airb (m2 hr-1)
 
Constant:
 
gas constant  R
  8.314x10'
 
(m3 mol-1 MPa K-1) 
saturation water  sat  0.0032
 
vapor pressureb (MPa)
 
atmospheric
  0.1031
 Ptot pressure (MPa)
 
molar volume of
  Vw  1.8x10-'
 
water (m' mo1-1)
 
density of water
  Pw  1000
 
(kg-H20
 
a
  the total water potential of the air is computed by
 
(IPAIR  Vkr)
RH  exp 
RT 
b  evaluated at 25°C
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equation  [91.2]  yields  the
 value  of  1ec=-21.130  MPa.  For  this
 
calculation, one needs to evaluate the value of Asc.' which depends on
 
the value of leaf water potential,
  tiftl's.
  The relationship between A50Bi­
and xiftLE is given by equation [42.2].  Using BF-factor=1.0,
 
MPa (Table 6) and stomatal opening factor parameters la
PST,
 ST,  YST and
 
SsT) given earlier yield the value of Aso "=1.71x10-6 m2.
  The procedure
 
is  repeated again by using equations  [91.3]  and  [91.4].  These
 
calculation yield the values of VIA= -9.090 MPa and L'YA=0.5376  m' m'
 
hr'.  Replacing this value of LLF-rA into the equation [15]  yields the
 
value of the effective distance for the diffusion of water vapor from
 
the leaf cell wall to the intercellular air spaces as Ax'''.1.25x10' m.
 
BL,112
 The  values  of  Ax
 
41
Axs°'EL  Axm's°,  and  AxLF'"  and  their
 
corresponding conductances are shown in Table 7.
 
LbcIA,CH  and  Dg1  are  the  effective  diffusion  distances  and
 
diffusivity coefficients for CO2  from the intercellular air
  spaces
 
across  the  cell  wall,  the  plasmalemma,  and  the  cytosol  to  the
 
chloroplasts of mesophyll cells.  This distance corresponds to the
 
distance DF in Figure 16.
  The model requires the value of the ratio
 cell 
21  for the simulation.  This ratio will be obtained by the method 
of calibration which will be given in the following  section. 
The values of hydraulic conductances for the liquid phase flow
 
were obtained from the measured values which are also shown in Table 7.
 
These values were measured by Blizzard and Boyer (1980),  Tyerman and
 
Steudle (1982), and Steudle (1989).
 
Values of the Carbon Transformation Parameters
 
The structure of the mathematical model allows determination of
 
the values of parameters for carbon transformation by fitting equations
 
[36]
  to  [41]  to measurements  of  free  sugar concentration  in  the
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mesophyll cells and the rates of the carbon transformations.
  The
 
concentration of free sugar in the mesophyll cells at an instant in time
 
during the course of a day is difficult to measure experimentally.
 
Furthermore, this procedure requires knowledge of the diurnal  changes
 
in the leaf water potential and environmental conditions to which plants
 
are subjected.  It is difficult to obtain this information from the
 
literature because the complete set of data required for  the curve
 
fitting is seldom reported.  Therefore, the values of these parameters
 
were selected by the method of calibration.
 
Table 7.  Values of the hydraulic conductances for liquid phase flow,
 
and the conductances and the effective distances for the diffusion of
 
water vapor.
 
Flow  Source 
Path 
in3 m 2  hr-1  m3 M-2  MPa­ hr-1 
Vapor phase 
BL-AIR  3.0x10'  0.22  calculation 
SO-BL  1.7x10'  3.90  calculation 
IA-SO  1.7x10'  3.90  calculation 
LF-IA  1.3x10'  0.54  calculation 
Liquid Phase 
LF-MESO  2.3x10-4  Tyerman and 
Steudle (1982) 
LF-LP  3.6x10-7  Steudle (1989) 
LX-LF  3.6x10-2  Tyerman and 
Steudle (1982) 
LX-LP  6.1x10-2  Steudle (1989) 
RX-LX  3.6x10'  Tyerman and 
Steudle (1982) 
LP-RP  2.3x10'  Tyerman and 
Steudle (1982) 
RP-RX  6.1x10-2  Steudle (1989) 
RT-RX  1.8x10-4  Blizzard and 
Boyer (1980) 94 
Calibration requires knowledge of the observations  to be compared
 
with the results of the simulations.
  The comparisons will be based on
 
the diurnal response of the typical C-3 plant grown under the natural
 
environmental  conditions with well  irrigated soil.  The  selected
 
observations for the comparisons include the diurnal  course of the
 
following rates and physiological properties:
 
1.
  the rate of transpiration (Tschaplinski and Blake, 1989;  Qiu and
 
Israel, 1992),
 
2.	  the leaf water potential (Tschaplinski and Blake, 1989; Girma and
 
Krieg, 1992a and 1992b),
 
3.	  the leaf osmotic potential (Girma and Krieg, 1992a and 1992b),
 
4.	  the free sugar concentration of the leaf phloem (Pate  et. al.,
 
1979),
 
5.	  the rate of carbondioxide exchange between the air and the inside
 
of leaf, CER (Hendrix and Huber, 1986; Tschaplinski and Blake,
 
1989; Qui and Israel, 1992),
 
6.	  the rate of dark-respiration (Hendrix and Huber, 1986),
 
7.
  the concentrations of CO2 inside the leaf blade (Qiu and  Israel,
 
1992)  and  in  the  chloroplasts  (Boyer,  1970a  and  1970b;
 
Yingjajaval, 1976),
 
8.	  the free sugar mass in the leaf (Hendrix and Huber, 1986; Qiu and
 
Israel, 1992),
 
9.	  the starch mass and the rate of starch accumulation in the leaf
 
(Hendrix and Huber, 1986; Servaites et. al., 1989; Qiu and Israel,
 
1992),
 
10.	  the rate of leaf growth (Schnyder and Nelson, 1988; Schultz  and
 
Matthews, 1993), and
 
11.	  the rate of free sugar loading, LR, (Hendrix and Huber, 1986; Shaw
 
et. al., 1986; Qiu and Israel, 1992).
 
By selecting suitable values for each of the carbon transformation
 
parameters fed into the mathematical model, the appropriate values of
 
these parameters are obtained when the results of the model simulations
 
agree with the observations.
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Boundary Conditions for Calibration
 
The  model  simulations  require  knowledge  of  the  boundary
 
conditions.  The required boundary conditions include  the diurnal
 
changes in air temperature  (T)  and relative humidity
 (RH),  the CO,
 
concentration of air, the photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD), the
 
BF-factor, the water potential at the root surface,  and the free sugar
 
concentration in the root phloem.
  The  following are the boundary
 
conditions used for simulation in the calibration  step.
 
Simulation period.  The simulation runs will be initiated at 6:00
 
in the morning which is the begining of the light period and will be
 
terminated 24 hours later.
  The simulation period consists of 12-hour
 
light and 12-hour dark periods.
 
Diurnal  cycles  of  the  atmospheric  temperature and relative
 
humidity.  These two boundary conditions which determine the value of
 
the atmospheric water potential, tvt'', given by equation  [11.1],
 
i44IR
 
vw
 RH  = exp 
RT
 
were selected from the report by Boersma et. al.
 (1991).  The daily
 
cycle of these boundary conditions  are shown in frame A of Figure 17.
 
Values of kil' obtained by the calculation with these two boundary
 
conditions is shown in frame B of Figure 17.  The  ,AIR decreases  from
 
the begining of the simulation and reaches the lowest potential at 15:00
 
hrs.  This indicates that the maximum atmospheric demand occurs at this
 
time.  The value of
  AIR then increases  and becomes almost constant
 
during the night.
 
Diurnal cycle of the atmospheric CO, concentration.
 This boundary
 
condition is assumed to be constant at 0.01411 mol m3 during the course
 
of the simulation.
 This value of [CO21 corresponds to 350 Ilbar partial
 
pressure by the application of gas law.  The value of [CO,]=0.01411 mol
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Figure 17.  The diurnal cycles of the air temperature  (solid line of
 
frame A) and of the air relative humidity (dashed line of frame A) used
 
as the boundary conditions for the calibration of the model.
  These two
 
boundary conditions were used to compute the diurnal cycle of the water
 
potential of the air which is shown as the solid line in frame B.
  The
 
light period starts at 6:00 hrs and ends at 18:00 hrs as indicated along
 
the top of the graph.
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m-3 represents the current atmospheric  [CO2]  for normal environmental
 
conditions (Hand et. al., 1992).
 
Diurnal cycle of the PPFD.  The diurnal cycle of the number of
 
photons available for photosynthesis, the PPFD, can be obtained from  the
 
diurnal cycle of the solar radiation data (Nobel,  1983).
  The solar
 
energy is made up of the energy of photons of a wide range of the light
 
spectrums.  Only the energy of photons of the red and blue spectrums are
 
of interest for photosynthesis process (Assman and Gieger, 1985;
  Lauer
 
et. al., 1989).  The derivation of the PPFD from the solar energy data
 
requires two steps of calculation.  The first step is to evaluate the
 
energy per mole of photons for the red and blue spectrums.  The second
 
step is the use of a result from the first step to convert the available
 
solar energy data to the PPFD.
 
The energy of the red and blue spectrums can be represented by
 
their wave lengths, i.e. kred=680 nm for the red and kue=460 nm for the
 
blue spectrum (Nobel, 1983).  The average of these two wave lengths is
 
2avg=570 nm.  The average light energy for these two spectrums follow the
 
relationship (Alberty and Silbey, 1992)
 
El= hliV,  [92] 
where E;, is the energy (J)  of the light spectrum with its wavelength
 
value of X (nm), h is Plank constant (6.626x10-34 J s),  c is the speed
 
of light (3.0x108 m s'), and N is an Avogadro number (6.02x1023 mo1-1).
 
Substitute k=570 nm into equation [92] to yield the average energy of
 
the red and blue spectrums Ex.,,=210 kJ mol-photon'.  The PPFD (in mol­
photon m' hr'), can be obtained from the solar radiation data (in J m-2
 
hr-1) by
 
Radiation data
 PPFD =
  [93]
 
Ex_
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For this simulation, the diurnal cycle of the PPFD, computed from
 
the solar radiation data, shown in Figure 18 was used.
  The diurnal
 
cycle of PPFD indicates that  the availability of photons for CO,
 
fixation occurs only during the period of 6:00 hrs to 18:00 hrs.  During
 
this period, the PPFD increases from zero to reach its maximum  value of
 
7.00 mol-photon m' hr-1 at 13:00 hrs before it decreases and vanishes at
 
18:00 hrs.
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Figure 18.  The diurnal cycles of the photosynthetic photon flux density
 
(solid line) and of the stomatal BF-factor (dashed  line) used as the
 
boundary conditions for the calibration of the model.  The light period
 
starts at 6:00 hrs and ends at 18:00 hrs as indicated along  the top of
 
the graph.
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Diurnal cycle of the BF-factor.
  The BF-factor is required to
 
determine, in part, the connecting areas between air spaces inside the
 
leaf blade and the atmosphere, A"." and Also.  Based on the convention
 
of the mathematical model, this factor depends on the presence of light.
 
During the day this factor is set to be one.
  During the night the value
 
of this factor can be obtained through the ratio of the conductance for
 
the cuticle layer, Luticle
  to that for the stomates when they are fully
 cuticle 
open,  This ratio  imitates the fact that the diffusion of
 L",/k,
 
water vapor and CO, between the inside of leaf and the air can occur
 
through the cuticle layer when all of stomates  are perfectly closed.
 
Using the value for the cuticle conductance of LT'cie=1.00x10-4 m' m-2 hr-1
 
(Nobel, 1983) and the value for L,s,°'EL=3.9 m' m' hr." (Table 7), the value
 Lcuticle
 
of this ratio  =0.09.  This value is the BF-factor applied during
 SO, Ell, 
the night when stomates are closed.  The diurnal course of the BF-factor
 
is also shown in Figure 18.
 
Diurnal cycle of the total water potential at the  root surface,
 
ERT  This boundary condition is determined by the availability of soil
 
water.  Values for this boundary condition  were adapted from the
 
simulation results of the model for the transport of  water in the SPAC
 
system subjected to the diurnal changes in the environmental conditions
 
(McCoy et. al., 1984).  The diurnal cycle of VT to which the simulation
 
runs will be subjected is shown in frame A of Figure 19.
 
The value of VT is initiated at -0.029 MPa.
 This value of water
 
potential is high which indicates a well irrigated soil.  It then
 
decreases due to the loss of water by transpiration at the leaf surface.
 
For this diurnal cycle of VT, the minimum value of mit"' occurs at 15:00
 
hrs which indicates that at this time the rate of water uptake from the
 
soil is limitted by the hydraulic conductivity of the soil (McCoy et.
 
al., 1984).  The VT then recovers due to the lower evaporative demand
 
(the increasing values of  wtAIR  in Figure 17) before its value becomes 
almost constant during the night. 100 
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Figure 19.  The diurnal cycles of the water potential at root surface,
 
VRT,  (solid line in frame A) and of the concentration of free sugar in
 
the root phloem,  [Cftl",  (solid line in frame B) used as the boundary
 
conditions for the calibration of the model.  The values of VT were
 
adapted from the simulation results of the model for transport of  water
 
in the SPAC system (McCoy et. al., 1984).  The values of [C,X(' were
 
computed from the relationship between VT and [C,5]".  The functional
 
form is shown as a small box inside frame B.  Data points of this
 
relationship were taken from the simulation results of the model for
 
coupled transport in xylem and phloem (Boersma et. al., 1991).  The
 
relationship was obtained by fitting data points to the functional form
 
by eyes.
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Diurnal cycle of the free sugar concentration in the root phloem,
 
dcl.1L.  The accumulation of free sugar in the root phloem results from
 
the rates of free sugar loading and unloading which occurs along sieve
 
tubes of the phloem (Goeschl et. al., 1976; Goeschl and Magnuson, 1986;
 
Magnuson et. al., 1986).  This accumulation of free sugar follows the
 
diurnal course of the water potential of the root (Pate et. al., 1979).
 
For this simulation, the [Cfs]' boundary condition is assumed to be a
 
function of the water potential at the root surface, keT.
 One possible 
relationship between the [Cfj" and the  RT  might be in the form 
[Cfs]" = 240  400WtRT,
  [94]
 
where the assumed values of [Cfj" and  were taken from the simulation
 
results of the coupled transport in xylem and phloem model (Boersma  et.
 
al., 1991).  The plots of this relationship and the resulting diurnal
 
course of the [Cfj" which will be used for the simulation are shown in
 
frame B of Figure 19.
 
The analysis of the structure of the mathematical model indicates
 
that the prescription of the  [Cfs]'' boundary condition influences the
 
solution of the mathematical system.
  The correctness of the assumed
 
relationship, equation  [94], will be investigated by monitoring the
 
results of simulation and comparing them with the observations  on the
 
flow rates of solution in the phloem system (Jeschke and Pate, 1991a and
 
1991b).  Furthermore, the effect of the varying degree of free sugar
 
accumulation on the simulated rate of transport of solution in  the
 
phloem will be investigated in the sensitivity analysis section of this
 
thesis.
 
Contribution of Cell Organelles to the Osmotic Potential
 
By the convention of this mathematical model, the presence of cell
 
organelles which contributes to the osmotic potential is treated to be
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constant.  For the MESO compartment, the value of N4'Tg.,=-1.000 MPa for
 
the osmotic potential caused by the presence of cell organelles will be
 
used.  For the LP and RP compartments which represent the pathway for
 
free sugar solution in the phloem, the values of ytr.cm=0.000 MPa and
 
xifT",=0.000 MPa will be used.  This choice of selection is based on the
 
fact that there are very few cell organelles (Esau, 1960)
 residing in
 
the phloem system so that their contribution to the osmotic potential
 
is less in comparison to that from free  sugar mass and it might be
 
treated as zero.
 
Initial Conditions for Calibration
 
The  model  simulation  also  requires  knowledge  of  initial
 
conditions.  The initial conditions are the initial values  for system
 
variables.  Numbers in boxes of Figure 20 are the selected  initial
 
values of total water potential.  The initial values for concentrations
 
of CO2, free sugar, and starch are in Figure 21.
 
Initial values of  total water potentials.  The total water
 
potential for the RT and the AIR compartments  are selected to be xvt".=
 
-0.029 MPa and  6.630 MPa.
  The initial values of total water
 
potential for the compartments which connect the flow paths between the
 
RT and the AIR are selected to regulate the flows RT -4RX -* LX -4 LF -4
 
IA > SO > BL -4 AIR.  Their initial values of total water potential are
 
shown by the numbers in the corresponding compartments of Figure 20.
 
The initial values of total water potential for this flow path decrease
 
sequentially from the RT to the AIR.
 
Initial  values  of  free  sugar  concentration  and  of  turgor
 
potentials.  For the MESO, LP, and RP compartments, the required initial
 
conditions are the concentrations of free sugar,  [C,J, and the turgor
 
potentials,  tvp.  The simulation also requires knowledge of initial
 
concentration of starch,  [Csj, for the MESO compartment.  The initial
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AIR
-6.630 
BL 
-5.271
I  A
 
SO1-3.825 
-1.732 
IA1 
A 
MESO 
-1.200  1.150  -0.050 
LF 
-0.044 
LP  LX -0.832 0.780  -0.052  -0.041 
-0.622  0.5921  -0.030 
Figure 20.  The initial values of total water potentials used  as the
 
initial conditions for the  calibration.
  Numbers in boxes  are total
 
water potential,  W.
 Numbers which are tabulated next to the MESO, LP
 
and RP boxes are the corresponding turgor potentials,
  yip,  and osmotic
 
potentials, W,
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AIR
 
0.01411 
0.01420B1 
0.01422 
0.01468 
CH 
IA 
0.01430 
sink by  MESO 
growth  80.0  80.0 
LP
335.6 
sink by 
unloading 
251.0 
Figure 21.  The initial values of concentrations of CO2, of free sugar,
 
and of starch used as the initial conditions  for the calibration.
 
Numbers in the AIR, BL, SO, IA and CH compartments are the initial CO2
 
concentration,  [CO2].  Numbers in the MESO compartment are the initial
 
concentrations of free sugar and starch,  [Cfs] " and [Css]  Numbers
 
in the LP and RP compartments  are the initial concentrations of free
 
sugar,  [Cfs]' and [Cfs]".
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values for these variables are selected as follows:
 
1.	  Select the wt for these compartments to regulate the flows LF 4
 
MESO, LF > LP, LX  LP, and RP  RX.
  The selected initial values
 
of the y, for the MESO, LP, and RP compartments are shown in the
 
corresponding boxes of Figure 20.
 
2.	  Select the initial values of the Wpr-F and WI,' to regulate the flow
 
LP -4 RP.  Since wr'' orgn  Vc?orgn  = 0.000 MPa, this flow is driven 
only by the gradient of turgor potential  so that the selected 
initial values of Ae=0.780 is greater than w"=0.592 MPa. 
3.	  For the LP and RP compartments, compute the osmotic potential, w, 
with the selected ytLP,  xvpLP  y,, and wp" by the application of
,
  " 
equation [1] with wz=0,
 
=	  Nip 
The calculation yields the values of W,LP-0.832 and v,RP-0.622
 
MPa.  The osmotic and turgor components of water potential  for
 
these compartments are tabulated in Figure 20.
 
4.	  For the LP and RP compartments, calculate the initial values of
 
[Cfs]' and [Cfs]" by the application of equation [3],
 
wic = -RTx[Cfs].
 
The result yields  the values  of  [Cfs]'=335.6  mol-Cts m '  and
 
[Cts]'=251.0 mol-Cfs
 
5.
  For the MESO compartment, select the initial values of  [Cts]mEso,_
 
111-3
 80.0 mol-Cfs  and [Css]Mms°=80.0 mol-Cfs m-3.  Since the osmotic
 
potential for the MESO compartment consists of two contributors,
 
namely the presence of cell organelles and free sugar molecules,
 
the WrrmE" is equal to
 
WirMES° =  V1,E, So  RTx [Cfs]mEs°
 
Using the values of ym 
5 Or 
1.000 MPa and [Cfs]m'°=80.0 mot -Cfs 
the calculation yields tvm2"---1.200 MPa.
 
6.
  For the MESO compartment, calculate the initial value of wpmEs° by
 
the application of equation [1] with tvz=0.  The result yields the
 
value of Wms°=1.150 MPa.  The initial values of osmotic and turgor
 
potentials for the MESO compartment are tabulated in Figure 20.
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Initial  CO,  concentrations.  At  the  starting  time  of  the
 
simulation (6:00 hrs)  the CO, concentration,  {CO2,  inside the leaf
 
should be higher than that for the air (Fock et. al., 1974).  This is
 
caused by the respiration of leaf cells which involves the evolution and
 
accumulation of CO, inside a leaf.  The initial value of [CO_]  for the
 
CH compartment is selected to be 0.01468 mol-CO, m-3 while that for the
 
air is constant at 0.01411 mol-CO, m3.  The initial values of [CO2] for
 
the IA, SO, and BL are selected to regulate the diffusion of CO, from CH
 
-4 IA -4 SO -4 BL -4 AIR.  The initial values  of  [CO2]  for  these
 
compartments are shown as numbers in corresponding boxes of Figure 21.
 
Initial concentrations of free sugar and starch. Numbers in other
 
[  MESO  [  LP boxes of Figure 21 are the initial values of  [Cfs] 
MESO 
and [C]".  These values of concentrations are derived in the above 
paragraph. 
Selected Values of Carbon Transformation Parameters
 
Table 8 shows the values selected for the parameter for carbon
 
transformations used for this calibration.  The parameters include the

cell
 
ratio of  parameters for the 1'n-function, parameters for the LR­ IA , Cli 
, 
function, parameters for the Resp-function,  parameters for the S,,­
function, S,v-function, and the GR-function.
 
Values of these selected parameters as well as values of geometric
 
parameter (Tables 2,  3, 4,  5, and 7) are fed into the mathematical model
 
for the purpose of simulation.  The simulation is subjected to the above
 
boundary and initial conditions.  The results of simulation are used to
 
compare with the previously selected experimental observations.
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Table 8.  The selected values of carbon transformation parameters for
 
equations [33] to [37] which were used for the calibration of the model.
 
Symbol  Values  Unit 
Dcell 
OX IA, Cif  0.6959  m 
P -function (equation [36]): 
Pn, max  0.12  mol-0O2 m-2 hr-1 
aPn  1.03  dimensionless 
YPn  1.02  dimensionless 
Yp.  386.79  dimensionless 
5,  3.55  MPa' 
a 
co,  1.10  dimensionless 
0.00100  mol-0O2 
a  PPFD  1.07  dimensionless 
KPPFD  0.50  mol-photon m-2 hr.' 
LR-function (equation [37.3]): 
LR 
ao  20.0  mol-C, 111-3 
LR 
1  mol-C, m-3 MPa-1 hr-1 
KLR 
m  50.0  mol-C, m-3 
R-function (equation [38]) : 
af;e5P  7.5  mol-C, 111-3  hr-1 
fesp  0.0  (mol-C, 11-13 m2 mol-photon') 
250.0  mol-C, 
Ift,-function (equation [39.2]): 
kfo  875.0  mol-C, 
kfi  -90.0  mol-C, m 3 MPa-1 hr' 
Kform  250.0  mol-C, TE1-3 
S-function (equation [39.2]): 
kro  875.0  mol-C, m-3 hr.' 
-100.0  mol-C,  MPa-1 hr-1 
K;"  250.0  mol-C, m -3 
GR-function (equation [41]): 
Pc  1.38x104  mol-C, 
m  11.0x10-11  m3 MPa-1 
Y  0.100  MPa 
k,  2.00x10-4  hr-1 108 
Calibration Results
 
Transpiration Rate, TR
 
Measured  transpiration  rates  for  poplar  as  reported  by
 
Tschaplinski and Blake (1989), and for soybean as reported by Qiu and
 
Israel  (1992) are used for this comparison.
  These experiments were
 
conducted under the natural environmental conditions with well irrigated
 
soil.  However,  the environmental conditions to which these  plant
 
species were subjected were different from the boundary conditions used
 
in this simulation.  Therefore, the comparison between observations and
 
results  of  simulation  is  based  on  the  ratio  the  TR  to
 of  its
 
corresponding maximum TR,  TR  This ratio represents the diurnal
 777
 
shape of TR rather than its magnitude.
  The diurnal courses of this
 
ratio for observations (points) and for simulation results (solid line)
 
are shown in Figure 22.
 
TR
 The diurnal courses of the  ratio for both observations and
 
TRmax
 
simulations show the same trend.  The ratio follows the evaporative
 
vtAIR demand of  the air,  shown in Figure 17.  The ratio for both
 
observations and simulations increases  as soon as evaporative demand
 
increases.  Then, the ratio for observations continues to increase until
 
it reaches its maximum value at 15:00 hrs while
 that for simulations
 
continues to increase until it reaches its maximum value at 12:00 hrs.
 
The ratio for both observations and simulations declines after reaching
 
its maximum value and becomes nearly zero during the night.
 
The differences between observations and simulations
 are the
 
magnitude of TR rate during the day and the time  to the maximum TR,
 
rate.  The difference on the magnitude of TR rate can be explained by
 
the RH and temperature boundary conditions used in this simulation.
 For
 
the first half of the light period the soil water is high and does not
 
limit the rate of transpiration.
 The rate of transpiration follows the
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TRANSPIRATION 
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Figure 22.  Comparison between measured and simulated transpiration
 
rates.  Observations (points) for poplar (A) measured by Tschaplinski
 
and Blake (1989) and for soybean () measured by Qiu and Israel (1992)
 
were obtained under field conditions with well irrigated soil.  The
 
observations and simulation results (solid line) are compared as the
 
TR
  ratio.  The simulation result for the stomatal factor is shown as
 
TE4mx
 
the stomatal factor labelled line.  Light and dark periods are shown as
 
open and closed bars along the top of the graph.
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evaporative demand which is determined by the RH and temperature.  The
 
rate of changes in RH and temperature for the simulations,  or in the
 
other words, the slope of these diurnal courses was less steep during
 
the  period  of  6:00-8:00  hours  in  comparison  to  those  for  the
 
experiments.  The latter conditions were not known.  The higher slope
 
of RH and temperature for the observations makes its TR rate to increase
 
more rapidly than that for simulations during 6:00-8:00 hours.
  During
 
the 8:00-15:00 hours the slope of RH and temperature for  observations
 
might become less steep than the previous period while those for the
 
simulation were constant.  The decreasing steepness of the RH and
 
temperature for the observations makes its TR rate increased with
  the
 
lower rate of  increment while the TR rate  for simulations  still
 
increases with the same rate of increment.
 
The  difference  on
 the  time  to  their maximum  TRmax  between
 
observations and simulations can be explained by the  value of water
 
potentials at root surface boundary condition,  tRT  The assumed  RT  for 
the simulations which reflects the availability of  soil water is low
 
during the period between 12:00 to 15:00 hrs (Figure 19).  The rate of
 
water supply to the plant was limitted at that time.
  The decreasing
 
rate of water supply during 12:00-15:00 hours
 of  the simulations
 
influences the degree of stomatal aperture.
 The simulation result for
 
the diurnal course of degree of stomatal aperture,  expressed in terms
 
of stomatal factor, the product of STopenxBF factors,
 is also shown in
 
Figure 22.  The simulation result shows that during 12:00-15:00 hours,
 
the values of stomatal factor were slightly lower than one.
 The partial
 
closure of stomates decreases the rate of transpiration.
 Therefore, the
 
rate of transpiration does not follow the rate of evaporative  demand.
 
The boundary values for W1RT which existed for the experiments are not
 
known and they might be higher than that used for the simulation, so
 
that the rate of water supply does not limit the rate of transpiration.
 
The simulation results also show that the TR  rate during 12:00­
15:00 hours is slightly lower than its maximum rate.
 This result is in
 
agreement with reports indicating that the slightly closure of stomates
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plays a minor role for controlling the rate of  transpiration when the
 
availability of soil water is high (Boyer, 1970a).
 
Leaf Water Potential
 
Measurements of leaf water potential,  LF  for sorghum measured 
by  Girma  and  Krieg  (1991a  and  1991b),  and  poplar measured  by 
Tschaplinski and Blake  (1989)  are used for this comparison.  The 
comparison between observations and simulations is based on the ratio 
of the absolute value of wt's to its corresponding minimum value, 
liftF1
 
1
 
IlrLF 
t, mm
 This ratio maintains the negative sign of the total water potential.
 
The diurnal course of this ratio for observations
 (points)  and for
 
simulation results (solid line) are shown in Figure  23.
  The diurnal
 
1
 course of 
1V  ratio for both observations and simulation results shows
 
t, ,M11-1 
the same trends.  They decrease when their transpiration rates increase
 
and they increase when their transpiration rates decrease.
 
Figure 24 shows the simulation results  on the diurnal courses of
 
total water potential, Wt, along the flow paths RT -4 RX -4 LX -4 LF -4 IA
 
-4 SO -4 BL -4 AIR.
  Frame A shows the diurnal course of
  for the
 
compartments across which the flow of water is in the liquid phase, and
 
frame B shows Wt for compartments connecting the  flows of vapor phase
 
water.  The scales for frames A and B are different.
 
Wt
 
A small diagram
 
in frame A is the portion of the flow network showing where these flows
 
occur.
 
At any instant in time the total water potential along these paths 
decreases from the RT to the AIR, i.e.  RT  yet RX  LX  LF IA  SO 
Igt131,  AIR  This indicates that water always flows from the RT to the
 
AIR compartment.  The shape and magnitude of water flow rates along
 
these paths are of the same magnitude  as of the transpiration rate,
 
shown in Figure 25.
  The model calculated the flow rate based  on the
 
units of kg-H20 hr-'.
  However, the flow rate will be presented in the
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Comparison between measured and simulated

potentials.  The comparison is based on the  ratio.  Observations
 
Figure  23.  simulated leaf water
 
WI ij,t. mm
 for poplar (A) measured by Tschaplinski and Blake (1989) and for sorghum
 
(D) measured by Girma and Krieg (1991a and 1991b) were obtained under
 
the field conditions with well irrigated soil.  Simulation results are
 
shown as the solid line.  Light and dark periods are shown as open and
 
closed bars along the top of the graph.
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A 
-1.0 
0 
B
 
-140
 
5  10  15 20  25  30
 
TIME (hrs)
 
Figure 24.  Simulation results on the diurnal  course of total water 
potential along the RT > RX > LX  -4  LF -4  IA -3 SO > BL > AIR flow paths. 
Frame A shows the simulated lift",  WtRx,  yftrax,  and WLF.  Frame B shows the 
simulated  Nit'',  lifts°,  ilitm..,  and  wtAIR  Scales of frames A and B  are
 
different.
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units of m3 -H20 hr-1, i.e. the volume flow rate.  This unit of flow rate
 
can be compared with the flow rate of free sugar solution which will be
 
shown in the subsequent paragraphs.  The magnitude of the flow rate
 
along these flow paths is in the order of 10' m3-H20 hr-1.
 These results
 
indicate that values of connecting areas  Ac7'Rx,
  A(;'x'Lx,  A(;'"F,  Ac;"'F'IA,
 
2461A,so,  Aiso,BL,
  LRX, LX  LLX, LF  LLF, IA and A:"-TR, hydraulic conductances Lr'Rx,
 
IA , SO  LSO, BL  RX  LX
 and LAIR, and water storage parameters
  andliff,
 
yield results on the diurnal courses of the transpiration rate and the
 
leaf water potential which are in agreement with the field observations.
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Figure 25.  Simulated flow rate of water along the RT -4RX-4  LF )
 
IA ----> SO-.4 BL -4 AIR flow paths.
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Potential Components for the MESO, LP, and RP
 
Total water potential for the MESO, LP, and RP.
  Figure 26 shows
 
the simulation results on the diurnal changes  in the total water
 
potential for the MESO, LP and RP compartments.
  The diurnal shape and 
magnitude of the VEs° are almost the same as those for the yitLF  (frame
 
A of Figure 24).
  The diurnal shapes and magnitudes for the lift' and for
 
the Wt''" are also nearly the same.  The same results on the shape and
 
magnitude for the yit" and for the IlitRx are also obtained.
  These results
 
agreed with the fact that each pair of these compartments represent flow
 
pathways which are located next to each others.
  The total water
 
potentials for each pair of these compartments must be almost the same
 
(Nonami and Boyer, 1989).
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Figure 26.
  Simulation result  on the diurnal course of total  water
 
potentials connecting the flow of liquid phase water between the xylem
 
and the phloem, the simulated
  Wt', and 114".
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Osmotic potential for the MESO,  kv:IESO  Measurements of the diurnal 
course of the osmotic potential for a sorghum leaf as reported by Girma
 
and Krieg (1991a and 1991b) are used to compare with simulation results
 
on tg,t'.  There are two components of osmotic potential for the MESO
 
compartment, namely N4 ° and Vn!gn.  The latter component of potential
 
was treated to be constant with value of -1.000 MPa.  The simulation
 
result on the free sugar concentration,  [Cts] mmis converted to tif° by
 
the application of equation [3]  The component 4%,  is then added in
 .	 
sc"cm
 
order to obtain the tV iESO.  This Nfitm Eso is compared with the measured leaf
 
I  %HES° I osmotic potential based on the ratio of absolute value,  to its
 
114Es°1
 corresponding minimum value,	  Figure 27 shows the diurnal
 TT
 
course of this ratio for observations (points) and simulation results
 
(solid line).  Simulations and observations are in good agreement.
 
-0.3 
-0.6­
-0.9­
1.25 
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TIME (hrs) 
Figure 27.  Comparison between measured and simulated leaf osmotic
 
1461
 potentials.	 The comparison is based on the  ratio.  Observations
 
/7.r273.n
 (points) for sorghum measured by Girma and Krieg (1991)  were obtained
 
under field conditions with well irrigated soil.  Simulation results are
 
shown as the solid line.
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Free sugar mass in the MESO, Mr°.  The diurnal change in the
 
VESO depends on the change in free sugar mass.  The diurnal course of
 
free sugar mass measured for soybean leaves by Qiu and Israel (1992) and
 
for cotton leaves by Hendrix and Huber (1986)  were used to compare with
 
the simulation results on the MfESo
  The measurement of total mass of
 
free sugar, i.e. the sum of hexose and sucrose contents, for the whole
 
leaf includes free sugar content in the mesophyll cells and in  the leaf
 
phloem.  However, if the mesophyll cells are the major storage volume
 
in the leaf,  then the free sugar measured for the whole leaf  can
 
represent the mass of free sugar in the mesophyll cells.  The simulated
 
mass of free sugar in the MESO compartment, M7'SO

,
  is obtained as the 
product of [Cfs,P'°xV'.  The comparison between simulation result and 
observation is based on the ratio of MfESo  to its corresponding maximum
MESO 
mass,  Figure 28 shows the diurnal change  in this ratio for
 Mt so 
"fs , max 
observations (points) and simulations (solid line).
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Figure 28.  Comparison between measured and simulated free  sugar mass
 
in the leaf.  The comparison is based on the 
Mf 
ratio.  Observations
 Mfs,x (points) for cotton  (11)  measured by Hendrix and Huber (1986) and for
 
soybean (0) measured by Qiu and Israel (1992) were obtained under field
 
conditions with well irrigated soil.  Simulation results are shown as
 
the solid line.
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The ratios for both simulations and observations
 are in good
 
agreement.  The ratio increases as soon as light becomes available and
 
continues to increase to its maximum value at the end of light period,
 
18:00 hours (Figure 28).  After the cessation of light, the ratios for
 
both observations and simulations decrease.  Then they continue to
 
decrease until the end of dark period.
 
The difference between the observation and the simulation is  that
 
the ratios for observations vary from 0.35 to 1.00 while those  for
 
simulations vary from 0.20 to 1.00.  This result suggests that the value
 
of  It  orgn  used in this simulation is too low (more negative value),  so 
that it makes the result of simulation have the higher variation in  the
 
MESO 
f s 
1.0 
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Figure 29.  Simulation results on the diurnal course of the volume flow
 
rate of water between the compartments representing the mesophyll cells
 
(MESO) and their cell walls (LF).  The positive rate indicates flow to
 
the cells while the negative rate indicates flow from cells to the cell
 
walls.
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Flow rate of water along the LF -4 MESO path.  The diurnal change 
in free sugar mass induces the flow of water between the  MESO and LF 
compartments as shown in Figure 29.  The positive flow rate indicates 
the inflow to the MESO, while the negative rate indicates the outflow. 
The magnitude of water flow rate LF -f MESO is in the order of 10-' m3-H20 
hr' which is about a hundred times lower than the transpiration rate or 
that of water flowing along the compartments representing the xylem 
system. 
During the first two hours of the light period, water flows  out
 
off the MESO compartment to the cell wall.  This rate of outflow
 
decreases over time.  Water continued to flow out off MESO during the
 
next four hours but the rate increased over time.
  This behavior
 
indicates that the accumulation of free sugar mass is not high enough
 
to induce the flow of water into the MESO.
  Immediately after 12:00
 
hours, the rate of flow abruptly changed from a negative to a positive
 
rate indicating the flow of water to the MESO.  Water continued to flow
 
into MESO at  a nearly constant  rate  from 12:00  to  15:00  hours.
 
Immediately after 15:00 hours the rate of inflow abruptly increased and
 
then remained constant from 15:00 to 16:30 hours.
  The inflow rate
 
decreased from 16:30 until the end of light period.  Immediately after
 
the end of light period, the inflow to MESO abruptly increased to reach
 
its maximum rate at 19:00 hours, but then the rate decreased and changed
 
to become outflow at 21:00 hours.
  After 21:00 hours the outflow rate
 
remained nearly constant until the end of simulation.
 
The flow between LF-4 MESO is driven by the difference in total
 
water potential between
  and 1102s°.  Both of  ycLF and liftmEs° change over
 
time.  The  changes following the diurnal change in the transpiration
 
rate (Figure 22)  The tift's°  is made up of the VEs° and wpm''.  The

.
 
biggest change in  MESO is caused by the change in free sugar mass, and
 
the change in 101,' is induced by the flow of water between LF -4 MESO
 
which is caused by the change in WitmEsc).
  Therefore, the flow rate between
 
LF -*MESO can be described by comparing the rates of change of  wit') and
 
VtLF  The rate of change of Wit' is the slope of the diurnal change in
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CINrl. 
change in the lift',  4(4,1,1.  Inflow occurs when the  41E(y2"Esc)  is lower than 
the  d *1, and outflow occurs when the 
WM3°,  The rate of change of Nit' is the slope of  the diurnal
 
d(Vri is greater than the
 -TE
  TE
 
Figure 30 shows the diurnal courses of the
  d (VIE/  and of the
 
-5-E
 
No.  During the first half of the light period, the  d(ign is

-TE
 
greater than the  -df
N41.
  This indicates that the accumulation rate of
 
free sugar mass is not high enough to meet the PNO.
 Therefore, water
 
flows out of the MESO to the LF during this period.
  At 12:00 hours the
 
d  El  is still the same rate as of the previous period,
 af  while the 
(xel has changed from the negative value to the positive one which is -TE
 
higher than the  d(irsl.  This abrupt increase in the  d(tO leads to
 -af

the flow of water into the MESO.
  During 12:00-16:30 the  is
 dt (4f1,1
 
greater than the
  d(Ar91 which leads to the continuous flow of water
 E
 
into the MESO.  During 16:30-18:00 hours the  d(teF) is nearly constant
 
while the
 d0,751 increases rapidly from a negative to a positive rate.
 
However, the  d(V1 is still higher than the  7177(t1417.  This increase in
 
-E
 
the  d(irs1 leads to the rapid decrease in the inflow rate.  At 18:00
 7-E.

hours the
  d(411 increases rapidly and reaches its maximum rate, while

t
 
the  d(yr1 increases  but its magnitude is still lower than 7p4rn.
 
This leads to the abrupt increases in the inflow rate at 18:00 hours.
 
During 18:00-21:00 hours both
 d(10 and  d WEI decrease which leads
 
7-E"
 
to the decrease in the rate of inflow.  After 21:00 hours the  d  -avn
 
dr_Ln
 
yiMESO\ 
is greater than
  so that the water flows out off the MESO.  Then
 
water continues to flow out of the MESO until the end of  dark period.
 
The simulation results of the diurnal  course of the flow rate of 
d  MES01 water LF -4 MESO and the  and  d(411 shows
  that the simulation
 -aT`" 
result is sensitive to the change in values of RH,  temperature and 
RT 
boundary conditions.  This can be observed at the point where  an abrut
 
change in the flow rate occurs.  At that point, the slope of those
 
boundary conditions are changing.
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Figure 30.  Simulation results on the diurnal course of the rate of
 
change in the osmotic potential for the compartment representing the
 
d  .1M,5101 interior of mesophyll cells,  (tv- ) and the rate of change in the total
 
water potential for the compartment representing the leaf cell walls,
 
I lMS d  Water flows into the MESO when the  ...aer 
\) <  d  and water Nits  1. 
d flows out of the MESO into the LF compartment when the ..a.Emrs°) >  ) 122 
Turgor potential for the MESO,  The diurnal course of the
 
flow rate of water into the MESO leads to the diurnal course of the
 
turgor potential,  Figure 31 shows the diurnal change in the kiipMESO 
During the first half of the light period while water is flowing out off
 
the MESO, the  MESO is decreasing.  At 12:00 when the outflow has changed
 
to become the inflow the  Nip  so begins  to increase.  Then,  the teEs°
 
continues to increase following the inflow of water from 12:00  to 21:00
 
hours.  After 21:00 hours when the water starts to flow out off  the
 
MESO, the Nip' decreases.  Then the NipmEs° continues to decrease following
 
the outflow of water until the end of dark period.
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Figure 31.  Simulation result of the diurnal course of turgor potential
 
for the compartment representing the interior of mesophyll cells, wpmEso.
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Free sugar concentration in the LP,
 [C,,]L'.  The observations on
 
the diurnal course in the free sugar concentration in the leaf petiole
 
is used to compare with the simulation results  on the  [CP.  The
 fs '
 
petiole of a leaf consists of xylem and the phloem vascular tissues.
 
Since the xylem does not contain free sugar (Pate et. al., 1979), the
 
measurement of [Cfs] in the petiole can represent the [Cfs]
 for the leaf
 
phloem.  The  observations  on  the  diurnal  course  in  free  sugar
 
concentration measured for white lupin petiole (Pate et. al., 1979) are
 
used in this comparison.
 The comparison is based on the ratio of [Cfs]L'
 
[Cfs] "
  to its corresponding maximum concentration,
  The comparison is
 
[Cfs ] max
 
shown in Figure 32.  Simulation results and observations follow  a
 
similar diurnal course.  The ratio increases as soon as the light energy
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Figure  32.  Comparison between measured and  simulated free sugar
 
concentration for the compartment  representing the leaf phloem, [C,]'.
 
The comparison is based on the ratio  [Cfs]
]
 
. Observations (points) for
 
],LP
 white lupin petiole () measured by ipab'A. al.
 (1979) were obtained
 
under field conditions with well irrigated soil.
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is available and reaches its maximum value at 12:00 hours.
  The ratio
 
then remains constant from 12:00 until the end of light period at 18:00
 
hours.  After 18:00 hours the ratios decrease and continue to decrease
 
until the end of dark period.
 
Figure 33 shows the diurnal course of free sugar concentration in
 
the RP,  [Cft]" boundary condition,
 in comparison with the simulated
 
[Cft]''.  The shapes of  [Cft]'' and [Cfj" are almost the same, but the
 
magnitude of [Cfs]L' is higher.  The similarity of the diurnal course of
 
[Cft]'' and [Cfs]" may be explained as the following situations:
 
1.	  The diurnal courses of wt" and Nit' are similar (Figure 24) since
 
both  are
  determined  by  the  interaction  between  the  same
 
evaporative demand and water supply.
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Figure 33. Simulation  result of the diurnal course of the free sugar

concentration for the
  compartments representing the
 leaf and root
 
phloem,  [Cfj' and [Cfj".
  The latter concentration
 is one of the
 
boundary conditions.
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2.	  The diurnal course of y,' follows that of the NftLx, and the diurnal 
course of IC  follows that of the  (Figure 25). 
3.	  The change in the [C] Le and [C]" leads to changes in the osmotic
 
potentials, y," and y".  The change in NJ," and il4" allows the y,' 
and xv,"  to follow the change in the wtLx and  yrtRX 
4.	  The diurnal courses of  [Cfs] LP and [C]'' must change in such the 
way that their total water potential can follow the change in the 
y,Lx  and wtRx.  Therefore, the diurnal courses of [C,]" and [C]" 
may be expected to be similar. 
These simulation results suggest that the relationship  between the
 
[C]" and y," used in this model, equation [94], is selected reasonably.
 
Flow rate along the paths LX -4 LP, LP -4 RP and RP -4 RX.  The
 
diurnal courses of the [C]" and [C]" induce flow of water between the
 
compartments representing the xylem (LF, LX, and RX) and the phloem (LP
 
and RP).  The supply of water to the phloem is by the flows  LF-4 LP and
 
LX -* LP (diagram in Figure 34).
  This water recycled back to the xylem
 
by the flow RP--> RX.
  The interaction between the flow into the LP and
 
the flow out of the RP leads to the flow LP  RP.
 This flow carries the
 
free sugar solution from leaf to root.
 
Figure 34 shows the simulation results on the diurnal course of
 
the volume flow rate of the flows LX -4 LP, LP  -4 RP, and RP -4 RX.
  All
 
flows are positive indicating that at  any instant in time water always
 
flows from LX -4 LP -4 RP -4 RX.  This direction of these flows implies
 
that the free sugar solution is always delivered from the compartments
 
representing the leaf phloem (LP) to the root phloem (RP).  A diagram
 
in this figure also shows the order of magnitude of these flows.
  The
 
rate of the flow LF -4 LP is about a ten-thousand times lower than the
 
flow LX -4 LP,  so that the flow LF -4 LP is negligible and will not be
 
discussed.  The flows LX -4 LP and RP -4 RX have the order of magnitude
 
of 10 -10 m3-H20 hr'.  This order of magnitude is about a hundred times
 
lower than the flows of water between compartments  representing the
 
xylem system.  The rate of flow LP -H RP which is the flow of free  sugar
 
solution has the same order of magnitude as of the flow rates of LX -4
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Figure 34.
 Simulation results of the diurnal course of the volume flow
 
rates of water (LX -4 LP and RP-4RX) and of the free sugar solution (LP
 
---> RP).  The flow rate of free sugar solution is in the unit of m3­
solution hr'.
 The block diagram shows the portion of
  flow network and
 
the numbers next to each arrow indicate the order of magnitude for each
 
flow rate.
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LP and RP  RX, i.e. 10-1° m3-H20 hr-1.  This magnitude of these flows is
 
in agreement with the measured flow rate in the phloem as reported by
 
Jeschke and Pate (1991b).
 
The magnitudes and diurnal courses of the flows LX  -4 LP and RP -9
 
RX are almost the same.  They decrease during the first two hours of the
 
light period, then slightly increase and continue to increase until
 
21:00 hours which is three hours after the cessation of light.
 After
 
21:00 hours the rates decrease and continue to decrease until the  end
 
of dark period.  The small difference between these flows during 6:00­
21:00 hours is caused by the difference in the storage capacity between
 
the LP and RP compartments.  The storage capacities of LP and RP used
 
in this simulation are described by the different values of the modulus
 
of elasticity.
 
2.0 
0.5 
5  10  15 20  25  30 
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Figure 35.  Simulation results of the diurnal course of the mass of free
 
sugar transported in the LP -4 RP path and the mass of free sugar
 
unloading out of the compartment representing the root phloem, ULR.
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The diurnal course of the flow rate of LP-4 RP follows that of the
 
flow LX -4 LP, but its magnitude is higher.  Actually, the same amount
 
of water are transported along these flow paths, LX -4 LP -4 RP -4 RX.
 
However,  the flow of water from the LP to the RP compartment also
 
carries with it the free sugar molecules.  To deliver the same amount
 
of water along these flow paths,  the flow of solution  RP must be
 
higher than that of the flow LX-4 LP.  The difference in volume is the
 
volume of sugar molecules.
 
The free sugar solute carried with the flow LP -4RP is unloaded
 
out of the compartment representing the root phloem (RP).  Figure 35
 
shows the simulation results on the diurnal course of the free sugar
 
mass carried by the flow LP -4 RP and the rate of free sugar unloading,
 
ULR.  Both of them were expressed in terms of the mass of CO, per unit
 
time, i.e. mol-CO, hr.'.  The diurnal shape and magnitude for both the
 
free sugar carried by the flow and the unloading are almost the same.
 
The small difference is caused by the storage of free sugar mass in the
 
LP and RP compartments.  The storage of free sugar mass leads to the
 
change in the concentration in the LP and RP compartments which were
 
shown in Figure 33.  This change in free sugar concentration induced the
 
flow LP-4 RP.
 
Turgor potentials for the LP and RP.  The interaction between the
 
inflow (LX --> LP) and outflow (RP > RX) of water between the compartments
 
representing the xylem and the phloem system create changes in the
 
turgor potential of the compartments representing the phloem system (LP
 
and RP).  Figure 36 shows the simulation results on the diurnal  courses
 
of turgor potential for the LP and RP compartments, WA' and yp".  The
 
shape of these two potentials are almost the same during the entire
 
course of simulation, but the magnitude of  is always greater than
 
yir.  The potentials decrease during the first six hours and reach their
 
minimum potentials at 12:00 hours.  After 12:00 they increase to reach
 
their maximum potentials at 21:00.  After 21:00 hours turgor potentials
 
for these two compartment decrease slowly until the end of the dark
 
period.  The difference of W'  w" is the driving force for the flow
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LP -4 RP which is shown as a dashed line in Figure
  36.  The diurnal
 
course of the driving force for free sugar solution has  the same shape
 
as of the flow rate of free sugar solution shown in Figure  34.
 
Three flows are involved in the determination  of the diurnal
 
courses of the teP and NV'.
 They are the flows LX > LP, LP  RP, and RP
 
--4 RX.  The inflow LX --4 LP increases the magnitude of
  the teP while the
 
outflow RP -4 RX decreases the magnitude of the tlipPP.
  Once the water
 
flows into the LP, the VP is immediately developed.
 At the same time
 
the wipLP creates the turgor pressure gradient and drives  the flow of
 
solution out of the LP compartment which leads to the decrease in its
 
potential.  Once the free sugar solution enters the RP, the \j  is
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Figure 36.  Simulation result of the diurnal  changes in the turgor
 
potential for the compartment representing  the leaf phloem (LP) and the
 
root phloem (RP).  The difference between these two potentials is the
 
driving force for the flow of free  sugar solution along the LP -4 RP
 
path.  The diurnal course of the driving force is shown as the dashed
 
line.
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immediately developed.  At the same time the free sugar is unloaded out
 
of the RP and some must be stored in the RP itself to regulate the flow
 
of water out of the RP, through the flow RP -> RX, at the same rate as
 
the inflow LX > LP.  Therefore, this outflow decreases the magnitude of
 
Nip" to follow the decrease in the magnitude of W-P.
 
The simulation results on the diurnal courses and magnitudes of
 
the  [Cfs]'', 
LP  and yk," strongly depends on those for the [COX'.  In
 
this model the [Cfj" is a boundary condition which is a function of
 
total water potential for the compartment representing the root surface,
 
The use of the relationship between the [C,J" and yfiRT,  equation
 
[94], leads the simulation results on the [Cfs]' in an agreement with 
observations on the concentration of free sugar in the leaf phloem, 
suggesting that this type of boundary condition is in agreement with 
field conditions and the relationship between [Cfs]"and  RT  is selected 
reasonably. 
In conclusion, the result of comparisons shows that the simulated 
and measured diurnal courses of the witMESO  and [C,J" are well agreed.  In 
addition, the diurnal courses and magnitudes of te' and 16", and the 
flows LX > LP, LP --> RP, and RP --> RX obey the pressure flow theory which 
is used to construct this model (Munch, 1930).  Moreover, the simulated 
and measured flow rate in the phloem are also in good agreement.  These 
LP, LX Aj;'F' mEso,
 agreements suggest that the values of connecting areas
 
,,Tf,"P'",  and Ar'", hydraulic conductances 4F'"°,  Lir'," and  LiRR, RX, 
and the modulus of elasticity parameters a= , 
,  S°  I  121Le 1 1' a s  I3Lelas  aRelP as  andf3Rellas 
were chosen appropriately. 
Carbondioxide Exchange Rate, CER
 
The measured CER is the rate of CO, diffusion between the inside
 
of leaf and the air.  This rate is equivalent to the simulated rate of
 
CO, diffusion for the BL -4 SO flow path.  The positive rate indicates
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the diffusion of CO, from the atmosphere into the intercellular spaces
 
of the leaf while the negative rate indicates the diffusion of CO, in
 
the opposite direction.  The observations on the diurnal courses of the
 
CER for cotton (Hendrix and Huber, 1986), for poplar (Tschaplinski and
 
Blake,  1989),  and for soybean  (Qiu and Israel,  1992),  which were
 
obtained from the field experiments with well irrigated soil,  are used
 
for this comparison.  The comparison between observations and simulation
 
results is based on the ratio of the CER to their maximum rate,  CER
 
CE'
 
The diurnal  courses  of  this  ratio  for  observations  (points)  and
 
simulation results (solid labeled CER line) are shown in Figure  37.
 
Measured data and simulation results show good agreement.  The ratio
 
increases rapidly from zero to one as soon as plants are exposed to
 
light.  The ratio remains nearly constant at value of one from 9:00 hrs
 
to 17:00 hrs.  After 17:00 hrs, the ratio decreases rapidly before it
 
becomes negative after the cessation of the light at 18:00 hrs.  The
 
ratio then slightly decreases until the end of dark period.
 
The comparison indicates that the simulation results imitate the
 
plant characteristic on the CO, exchange between the inside of  leaf and
 
the air.  During the day while photosynthesis is  in progress CO2
 
diffuses into the leaf.  During the the night respiration yields CO2
 
which is the source of CO, efflux out of the leaf.  The rate of CO2
 
efflux during the night time is the measured value of the rate of dark
 
respiration (Boyer, 1970a and b).
 
The simulation result on the diurnal course of the respiration
 
Reratio
 rate which is expressed as the  is shown as the Resp labeled
 
line in Figure 37.  During the night, the magnitude of the simulated
 
rate of dark respiration is equivalent to that of the simulated rate of
 
CER during the dark period but they have the different sign.  The
 
simulated CER rate during the dark period is in agreement with  the
 
observation.  This result suggests that the simulated rate of dark
 
respiration is  also  in agreement with the observed rate  of  dark
 
respiration.
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Figure 37.  Comparison between measured and simulated carbondioxide
 
exchange rate, CER, between the leaf and the air.  The comparison is
 
based on the  CER  ratio.  Observations  (points),  for cotton  (A)
 CER
 
measured by Hendrix and Huber  (1986),  for poplar  () measured by
 
Tschaplinke and Blake (1989), and for soybean () measured by Qiu and
 
Israel (1992), were obtained under field conditions with well irrigated
 
CER
 soil.  Simulation on the  ratio is shown as the CER labelled line.
 
CORrmx
 
The graph also shows the simulation results on the diurnal changes in
 
the rates of photosynthesis  (Pr,  labeled line)  and respiration  (Resp
 
labelled line) which are expressed as ratios to their CER..
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Figure 37 also includes the simulation result  on the diurnal
 
course of the rate of photosynthesis, the  P,  labeled line, which is
 
Pr
 
expressed as the ratio,  This ratio follows the shape of the

CERmax
 
CEOdiurnal course of  during the light period but its magnitude is

CE.R,'ax
 
a little bit higher.  This  indicates
 ndicates that the rate of
 
>  CECER
 CEn R.
 
photosynthesis is greater than the rate of CO, influx.  The difference
 
between these two rates during the day is the rate of photorespiration
 
(Nobel,  1983; Salisbury and Ross,  1992) which is shown as the  R
esP
 
CER.
 
curve during the day.  During the night, the ratio 
P 
becomes zero
 
CERr
 
since the photosynthesis can not occur.  The result of simulation shows
 
that the model can imitate the light dependency for the photosynthesis
 
process.
 
Carbondioxide Concentration
 
The observations on the concentration of CO2 used for comparison
 
are the concentration of CO2,  [CO,], inside the leaf which is obtained
 
from the experiment conducted by Qiu and Israel  (1992).  In their
 
experiment, soybeans were grown and exposed to the natural environmental
 
conditions with well irrigated soil.  The calibration interprets this
 
[CO2]  as the concentration of CO2 in the intercellular air spaces,
 
[CO,  ] IA  The comparison between observations and simulation results is
 
[CCM"
 based on the ratio of  [CO,J'A to that of the air,  The ratio
 
[ CO, J AIR
 
greater than one indicates that [CO2] 1A is greater than that for the air,
 
while the ratio less than one indicates a lower [CO2] ' in comparison  to
 
[CO  m
 
2 the air.  Furthermore, 
l 
>1 also implies that the diffusion of CO2

[CO2]Am
 
[CO.]  A
 occurs from the inside of leaf to the air while  '  <1 implies that

[CO,JAIR
 
the diffusion is in the opposite direction.
 
[CO2]SA [CO2]SA
 
38  shows  the diurnal courses of  the ratio of
 
[COJAili
 
obtained from Qiu and Israel's experiment (points) and from simulation
 
results (solid labeled IA line).  During the first four hours, the ratio
 
obtained from the experiment decreases rapidly.  After 10:00 hrs the
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ratio slightly decreases and reaches its minimum value at 15:00 hrs
 
before it rapidly increases to the value of almost one at the  end of the
 
light period.  The simulation results show that the ratio decreases as
 
soon as light becomes available and continues to decrease until it
 
reaches its minimum value at 9:00 hrs.  The ratio is then maintained at
 
a constant value from 9:00 to 17:00 hrs.  The ratio then increases again
 
to the value of almost one at the end of light period.  After the
 
cessation of light, the ratio continues to increase before it slightly
 
decreases during the period 21:00 to 28:00 hrs.  The ratio decreases
 
from then, and reaches the value of almost one at the end of dark
 
period.
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Figure 38.  Comparison between measured data and simulation results of
 
the diurnal course of the CO2 concentration in the intercellular  air
 
[ct FA
 
spaces.  The comparison is based on the 
)2  ratio.  Observations
 
[CV,PLIR

(points) for soybean (I) measured by Qiu and Thrael (1992)  were obtained
 
from filed experiments with well irrigated soil.  The simulation results
 
on the diurnal courses of the concentration for the compartments along
 
the path AIR  BL  SO -4 IA -4 CH are also shown as the correspondingly
 
labelled lines in the graph.
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The comparison indicates that the diurnal courses of [CO2]' for
 
both observations and simulation results are in good agreement.  That
 
is the concentration of CO, inside a leaf is lower than that of the air
 
during  the day while  it  is  higher during  the night.  With this
 
characteristic of the diurnal course of [CO2], it supports the diurnal
 '"
 
course of the CER shown in the preceeding section.  The condition
 
[C0"

2
 
] 
<1 which exists the day indicates that diffusion of CO, into the
 77777
 
leaf occurs.  During the night, respiration increases the internal [CO2]
 
which creates a concentration gradient for the CO efflux as indicated
 
[CO2] "

by  >1.
 
[COJA'
 
Figure 38 also includes the simulation results for the diurnal
 
[COJBL  [COX'  [CO]"
 courses of  and  The simulation results for
 [CO2]AIi [CO, ]AIR  [CO2] 
these ratios show that at an instant in time during the light period the 
ratios decrease from the AIR to the CH compartment,  i.e. 
JAIR
 
[C0J"  [CO ,P°  [CO2]-1'  [CO2]
 
These decreasing ratios

[CO2]"I'  [COJAIR  [ CO,  AIR  [ CO2 AIR 
suggest that CO, always diffuses from the AIR to the CH compartment
 
during the light period.  Furthermore, during the night the ratios
 
increase from the AIR to the CH compartment which suggests that CO,
 
always diffuses from the CH to the AIR.  These simulation results
 
confirm the agreement between simulation results and observations  on the
 
CER.
 
The lowest [CO2] which occurs in the CH compartment while plants
 
are  exposed  to  the  light  is  discussed  further.  This  lowest
 
concentration is sometimes called the CO2-compensation point,  [CO2],
 T
 
(Fock et. al., 1974).  The [CO2]. can be used as an index to determine
 ,
 
the  ability  of  plant  species  for  fixing  CO,  into  carbohydrates
 
(Salisbury and Ross, 1992).  The  [CO2] ft,  is usually presented in the 
unit of CO, partial pressure, i.e. p,bar bar".  In general, the value of 
the CO, compensation point for C-4 plants is lower than that  for  C-3 
plants.  The value of  [CO2]mc, ranges from 0 to 20  .i.bar bar'  for  C-4 
plants and ranges from 20 to 70 libar bar' for C-3 plants (Salisbury and 
Ross,  1992).  For the specific plant species such as soybean,  the 
measurement on [CO2]Z, for mature soybean leaves made by Boyer (1970b) 136 
and Yingjajaval (1976) range from 38 to 47 Wpar bar-1.
  Since the values
 
of parameters for the Pa-function used in this calibration were derived
 
for a soybean plant, the result of simulation on the
  [CO2],c,'1'n must be in
 
this range.  The result of simulation gives the value of [CO2]M=45 ;.tbar
 
bar'.  This value is in an agreement with the experimental observations.
 
The good agreement between observation and simulation result on the CER,
 
[CO2], ' and {CO2] 2c, indicates that the values of the  parameters of the
 
Dg,11

Pa-function and  were chosen appropriately.
 zix IA, C, 11 
Starch Mass and Its Accumulation Rate in the Leaf
 
Starch Mass.  The diurnal course of starch concentration, [C],
 
measured for soybean leaves (Qiu and Israel, 1992)  are used for this
 
comparison.  The comparison between observations and simulation results
 
is  based  on  the  ratio  of  [C,]  to  their  corresponding  maximum
 
[C]

concentration,  The  diurnal  courses  of  this  ratio  for
 
[Css  max 
measurements (points) and for simulations (solid line)
 are shown in
 
Figure 39.
 In general, both observation and simulation results have  the
 
same trend.  The ratio of concentration increases continuously during
 
the day and reaches its maximum value at the end of light period, while
 
the ratio decreases continuously during the night.  The simulation
 
results also show the decrease in the ratio during the first two hours
 
of the light period.  The decrease during this period agrees with
 
experimental results reported by Servaites et. al.  (1989).
 
Starch accumulation rate, Sacc.  Observations of the diurnal course
 
of the Sacc for cotton (Hendrix and Huber, 1986) and for soybean (Qiu and
 
Israel, 1992), obtained from field experiment with well irrigated soil,
 
are used in this comparison.
 The basis for comparison is the ratio of
 S  S,
 to its corresponding maximum CER rate,
  The diurnal courses
 
CERrnax 
of this ratio for observations (points) and simulation  results (solid
 
line) are shown in Figure 40.  The positive ratio of  Sacc  indicates
 
CERmax 
a net starch accumulation rate which, in other words, an increase in the
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concentration of starch in the mesophyll cells (Qui and Israel, 1992).
 
In contrast, the negative ratio indicates a net mobilization rate which
 
decreases the concentration of starch in the mesophyll cells.  Figure
 
40 also includes the ratio CEO  (dashed line) for the comparison on
 
the magnitude of Sac, to the CER.  Observations and simulation results
 
are in good agreement.  The rate which is initiated as a negative ratio
 
increases and becomes a positive ratio two hours after light becomes
 
available.  The ratio is then maintained to become almost constant at
 
the end of the light period.  The ratio then decreases rapidly to become
 
negative at the end of light period.  The negative ratio increases from
 
then until the end of dark period.
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Figure 39.  Comparison between measured and simulated starch mass in the
 
leaf.  The comparison is based on the  Mss  ratio.  Observations
 
Mss .max
 
(points) for soybean measured by Qiu and Israel (1992) were obtained
 
under field conditions with well irrigated soil.  Simulation results are
 
shown as the solid line.
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The ratio of the area under the  a"'  curve to the area under the  C
 
CER.
  CEER
 R.
 
curve is the ratio of starch mass to the total fixed-CO, mass.
 Reports
 
indicate that 20% to 40% of the total fixed-CO, mass is allocated into
 
starch during the day (Servaites et.  al.,  1989; Hexdrix and Grange,
 
1991; Qiu and Israel, 1992).  For this comparison, 18% of total fixed
 
CO2 mass was allocated into starch for soybean, and 35% for cotton.
  The
 
simulation results show that 26% of total fixed-CO, mass was allocated
 
to  starch mass during the  light period.  Simulation results and
 
observations were in good agreement.
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Figure 40.  Comparison between measured and simulated rate of starch
 
Sacc accumulation.  The  comparison  is  based  on  the  ratio.
 
CERmax
 
Observations  (points)  for cotton () measured by Hendrix and Huber
 
(1986)  and for soybean  (0)  measured by Qiu and Israel  (1992), were
 
obtained under field conditions with well irrigated soil.  Simulation
 
results are shown as  the solid line.  The graph also shows the
 
simulation result on the diurnal course of the  CER  ratio (dashed

CERmx
 
line).
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Growth Rate, GR
 
The diurnal course of the rate of  free sugar consumption by
 
GR
 growth, GR, which is expressed in terms of the ratio  is shown in
 
CER,a.
 
Figure 41.  The GR was modelled to have two kinds of free  sugar
 
consumption.  The first consumption is for the creation of new plant
 
tissue which is  the major consumption in this model.  The second
 
consumption is for the synthesis of amino and fatty acids in
  cells.
 
Since the major consumption of GR is a function of Iiimeso,
  the diurnal
 
GR  mEso
 shape of the  therefore, follows that of the  The rate of
 CER.
,
 
GR during the day is lower than that during the night.  This simulation
 
result agrees with the growth rate of grass leaves reported by  Schnyder
 
and Nelson (1988), and Schultz and Matthews (1993).
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Figure 41.  Simulation result of the diurnal course of the growth rate
 
GR
 expressed as the 
CERm ratio (GR labelled line).  The graph also shows
 
CER
 the simulation result of the diurnal change in the
  ratio (dashed

CERmax
 
line).
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Loading Rate, LR
 
The diurnal course of free sugar loading, LR, measured for cotton
 
(Hendrix and Huber,  1986),  for pepper (Shaw et.  al.,  1986), and for
 
soybean  (Qiu and Israel,  1992)  are used for this comparison.  The
 
comparison between the observations and simulation results is based on
 
LR
 the ratio of LR to their corresponding maximum CER,  The diurnal
 CER.
 
cycle of this ratio for observations (points) and simulation results
 
(solid line) are shown in Figure 42.  The observations of the diurnal
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Figure 42.  Comparison between measured and simulated rate of free sugar
 
LR
 loading.  The comparison is based on the  ratio.  Observations
 
CERma.
 
(points),  for cotton  (II)  measured by Hexdrix and Huber (1986),  for
 
pepper (A) measured by Shaw et. al. (1986), and for soybean (0) measured
 
by Qiu and Israel (1992), were obtained under field conditions with well
 
irrigated soil.  Simulation results are shown as the LR labelled line.
 
C
 The graph also shows the simulation result of the diurnal course of the
 
Rmu,
 
ratio (dashed line).
  CER
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LR change in the  are divided into two groups.  The first group is

CER 
for cotton.  The  for cotton starts to increase from the begining

CERtR 
of the light period.  Then the ratio continues to increase to reach its
 
maximum value at 12:00 hours.  The ratio is then maintained with this
 
maximum value until the end of light period.  After the cessation of
 
light, the ratio decreses rapidly to its mimimum value.  The ratio then
 
slightly increases to reach a constant value until the end of the dark
 
period.
 
LR The second group is for pepper and soybean.  Their  ratios
 
CERmax 
are maintained to be almost constant for the whole course of the day.
 
The simulation results follow the diurnal course of the latter group.
 
The ratio for simulation slightly increases from the begining of the
 
light before it reaches its maximum ratio at 12:00 hours.  However, the
 
maximum ratio is slightly higher than the starting ratio.  After the
 
cessation of light,  the ratio for simulation decreases slightly and
 
continue to decrease until the end of dark period.
 
A major difference between measured LR and simulation results was
 
observed.  During the light period the measured LR for soybean varies
 
from 70 to 80% of the CER rate, while the LR for simulations varies from
 
18 to 23%.  This difference is caused by the present structure of the
 
mathematical model.  In growing plants, the sources and sinks of free
 
sugar mass occur in the different parts of the plant.  The source of
 
free sugar is in the mature leaves while the sink is in the young leaves
 
(Servaites et. al., 1989; Hendrix and Grange, 1991).  The consumption
 
of free sugar by growth, GR-rate, should not occur in the mature leaves.
 
For this simulation,  the free sugar production and use of sugar by
 
growth are modelled to occur in the same compartment,  i.e. the MESO
 
compartment.  This treatment of the model imitates the sink of free
 
sugar mass to occur in the upper part of the plant.  The treatment of
 
having the production and consumption of free sugar mass in the  same
 
location decreases the amount of free sugar available to be loaded from
 
the MESO to the LP compartment,  so that the simulated LR rate is
 
significantly lower than that of the measured rate.
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The present version of the mathematical model establishes the
 
basic principles for formulation of mathematical equations which link
 
the production of free sugar with the transport processes of water, CO2,
 
and free sugar.  The present version of the model will be extended later
 
to include a sink region in a separate compartment.  This extended
 
version of the model will be presented in the application section.
 
At this point, the simulation results show the desired agreement
 
between the simulated diurnal shape of the LR rate and the measured LR
 
rate,  namely  that  the  diurnal  course  of  the  LR  rate  for  both
 
observations and simulations remains at a constant level for the whole
 
day.
 
Figure 43 summerizes the simulation results on the diurnal courses
 
of the rates of carbon transformation.  Frame A of Figure 43 includes
 
the rate of photosynthesis, P,-rate, the rate of free sugar consumptions
 
by growth of leaf, GR-rate, and by respiration, Resp-rate, the rates of
 
starch and free sugar accumulation in the MESO, Sacc -rate and FS: f°, and
 
the rate of free sugar unloading from the RP, ULR-rate.  Frame B of
 
Figure 43 includes the rate of free sugar accumulation in the LP and RP
 
compartments.  The rates of free sugar accumulation (FSff°  FSaP, and
 
)  in  the  MESO,  LP,  and  RP  compartments  is  obtained  by 
differentiating  the  mass  of  free  sugar  with  respect  to  time, 
F.Sacc 
d 
dt(4`afs)  The unit for the rates of carbon transformation is 
presented in mol-0O2 hr'.
 
Daily Allocations of the Fixed-0O3, Mass
 
The CO2 mass entering the leaf during the light period is fixed to
 
become the free sugar mass.  The transport of water and free sugar
 
masses and utilization of free sugar mass result in the allocation of
 
free sugar mass, or in other words the fixed -CO2 mass, to the various
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Figure 43.  Summary the simulation results of the diurnal course of the
 
rates of carbon transformation.  The scales of frame A and B are
 
different.
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P  rate of free sugar accumulation in the LP
 
c,cAT
 ULR-rate of free sugar unloading  ..-'acc- rate of free sugar accumulation in the RP
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plant parts.  The simulation results on the allocation of fixed CO, mass
 
include
 
1.  the growth of leaves,
 
2.  the respiration of leaves, 
3.  the storage of free sugar mass in leaves and roots,
 
4.  the storage of starch mass in leaves and roots, and
 
5.  the utilization of free sugar in the roots.
 
Daily CO, mass fixed by photosynthesis,  Pri,dzuly  The total amount
 
of CO2 mass fixed can be obtained as the area under the diurnal
  course
 
of the Pa-rate.  Mathematically,  the area under this curve can be
 
expressed as:
 
0=30
 
Pn, daily =  Pn  [95]
 
where the interval of integration from t=6 to t=30 denotes the initial
 
and final simulation time, respectively.  The simulation results yield
 
t-30
 
the area  dt = 74.6x10-6 mol-CO, per 10-4 m2 leaf surface  area and
 
per day.  Based on the same leaf surface area, the total influx  of CO,
 
t=18
 
mass into the leaf during the day time,  CER dt, measured for soybean
 
by Qiu and Israel (1992) is 70.4x10' mol-0O2.
  The magnitude of these
 
two quantities agree well, confirming that the values of the Pa-function
 ncell 
1-,c02
and  were chosen appropriately.

Axr"
 
Daily consumption of free sugar by leaf growth, GRdaiiy.  The amount
 
of free sugar utilized for the growth of the leaf can be obtained as the
 
area under the diurnal course of GR-rate.  The GR,,ily  is expressed
 
mathematically as:
 
GRda.ly  = GR,ight  GRdark  or 
t=18  t =3 0
 
=  r  GRdt +  GRdt,  [96]

it=6
 
t=18
  0=3 0
 
where the areas GRli ght= it=6  GR dt and GRdark=
  GR dt are the amount of
 
free sugar mass consumed by growth during the light and the dark period,
 
respectively.  Each term of equation [96] has the unit of mol-C,.  For
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the purpose of comparison, factor 12 is used to convert the unit from
 
mol-Cfs to mol-0O2,  1 mole of Cfs  = 12 moles of CO2,.
  The simulation
 
results yield the daily consumption of free sugar mass by growth GRth,ly
 
= 41.1x10-6 mol-CO, and are summerized in Table 9.
 
Table 9.  Simulation results on the daily allocation of the fixed CO,
 
into various pools.  The integral interval is from 6:00-30:00 hours for
 
the daily, from 6:00-18:00 hours for the light period, and from 18:00­
30:00 hours for the dark period.  Number in brackets is the percent to
 
the P,c,iy.
 
daily  light period  dark period 
mol-CO,  mol-CO,  mol-CO, 
t, 
J t, 
dt  74.6x10'  74.6x10' 
(100%)  (100%) 
rt2 GR dt  41.1x10-6  17.2x10'  23.9x10' 
tl 
(55%)  (23%)  (32%) 
R
"P 
dt  6.2x10-6  3.3x10'  2.9x10-6 
(8%)  (4%)  (4%) 
f tt: Sa dt  -1.3x10-6
  18.9x10'  -20.2x10-6
 
(-1%)  (25%)
 
f 
(-26%) 
t2  FS "" dt  -2.8x106  22.0x106 a CC  22.8x106 
(-3%)  (30%)  (-33%)
 
LP
 FS,  dt  0.0  2.4x10'  -2.4x10'
 
(0%)  (0%)
  (0%)
 
ft' FSL. dt  0.1x106
  0.2x10'  -0.1x106
 
ti
 
(0%)  (0%)  (0%)
 
ft: ULR dt  30.6x10-6  15.5x10-6  15.1x10'
 
(41%)  (21%)  (20%)
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Daily consumption of free sugar by the leaf respiration, Repd
 
This consumption of free sugar mass is the area under the diurnal course
 
of the Resp-rate which can be expressed as:
 
Resp, daily  Reap, light  +  Resp, dark'  or 
t=18  t =30 
dt +  Resp  dt,  [97]
 L.,  L.18
 
t=18  t=30 
where the areas Resp,light = 1.,  R espdt  and Resp,  dark  Resp dt are the amount
6  ic=18 
of  free  sugar  mass  consumed  by  the  photorespiration  and  dark-

respiration,
 respectively.  The simulation results yield the daily
 
consumption of free sugar by respiration Resp,
  6.2x10-6mol-CO2 and are
 
summerized in Table 9.
 
Daily storage of starch, Sace,daily  The storage of fixed CO2 mass 
allocated to the starch mass which occurs in the MESO compartment is the
 
area under the diurnal course of the Sate-rate.
  The daily storage of
 
starch can be expressed as:
 
MESO  samcEcs,oi samcEcs,odar,
Sacc, daily  light  or
 
rt=r18  t=3

S  dt +  at,  [98]
 Jt=6  acc  Sacc 
C =18 MESO  t=3 0 where the areas Sligh, =  S  dt and 
MESO
 
dark  =  S  dt are the 
acc
  it..  a"
 
fixed CO, mass stored as starch mass during the light and dark period,
 
respectively. The simulation results yield the daily stored starch mass Sla4naily
 
= -1.3x10' mol-0O2.  The negative SafricEfdaily  indicates that there is the
 
net starch mobilization during the day for this  simulation.
 
Daily storage of free sugar, FS,,
  daily.  The storage of fixed CO,
 
allocated to the free sugar mass occurs in three compartments, namely
 
the MESO, LP, and RP.
  The amount of fixed CO, mass allocated to be free
 
sugar mass in the MESO can be obtained as the following  expression:
 
FSM7ciaily  = F4night  f'Snark,
 
t=18  = t3 0 
FSLEf °  dt + f  FSfcts° dt  [99]
 ft=6  e=i8 147 
t=18 
where F4nigh, =  FS:T dt and F4nark  FS:ffc dt are the storage
 
of free sugar mass in the MESO compartment during the light and dark
 
period, respectively.  The same analysis can be applied to obtain the
 
storage of  free sugar mass  in the  LP and RP compartments.  The
 
simulation results yield the storage of free  sugar mass FS:ily =
 
-2.8x10-6 mol-CO, for the MESO,  FSa  sail. = 0.0 mol-CO, for the LP, and 
FSaRcPc,daily =  0.1x10-6 mol -0O2 for the RP. 
Daily unloading of free sugar to sink region in the root, ULRda,..
 
The unloading of the fixed -CO2 mass which will be utilized in the roots
 
includes the growth and respiration of root cells, and the storage  as
 
starch mass in the roots.  The amount of fixed CO mass allocated to the
 
roots can be obtained by the area under the diurnal course of the ULR-

rate.  The daily allocation can be expressed as:
 
ULIRdaily  =  ULRlight +  ULRdarx  or 
ftris  t=30
 
ULR dt +  ULR dt,
  [100]

t=6 
t=18
 
where the areas  ULRlight  =  ft=6 
t=30 
ULR dt and ULRdark  =  ULR dt are the 
fixed CO, mass utilized in the roots during the light and dark period,
 
respectively.  The simulation results yield the daily allocation to the
 
root ULRday=30.6x10-6  mol-0O2. 
Table 9 summerizes the magnitude of the daily rates of carbon
 
transformation.
 
Shoot/Root Ratio
 
This ratio is used to compared the magnitude of the allocation of
 
the fixed CO, mass into the above ground parts and that into the below
 
ground parts of plants.  For this version of the mathematical model, the
 
allocation of the fixed CO, mass into the shoot is
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samfoda, , LP allocation to shoot = GR,:11, +
  esp,  daily  F-,acc, daily 
[101]
 
The allocation of the fixed CO2 mass into the root  is
 
allocation to root = ULRdally +  FSRP
 acc, daily  [102] 
The simulation results yield the mass of shoot equal to 43.2x10-6 mol­
CO2, and the mass of root equal to 30.7x10' mol-0O2.
  Therefore, the
 
shoot/root ratio  is  1.41.  This  ratio suggests  that under  field
 
conditions with well irrigated soil the fixed CO2 mass allocates into
 
the shoot more than into the root.  This result is also in agreement
 
with the measurements of shoot/root ratio for soybeans  as reported by
 
Qiu and Israel (1992).
 
Conclusion
 
The use of a set of the selected values of parameters, shown in
 
Tables 1-4 and 6-7, results in simulation results which are in agreement
 
with observations obtained under field conditions with  well irrigated
 
soil.  The simulation results agree with observations both with regards
 
to the diurnal course of the response and the magnitude of the response.
 
Only the magnitude of the simulated LR rate does not  agree with the
 
measured value.  These results suggest that the formulation of the
 
mathematical  model  given  in  the  preceeding  chapter  links  the
 
transformations of carbon successfully to the transport processes for
 
water, CO2, and free sugar.
 However, this conclusion does not mean that
 
the model has the ability to simulate the response of plants to changes
 
in environmental conditions as for example water stress conditions.
 The
 
proposed mathematical  equations describing  the
 transformations  of
 
carbon, which include the effect of water stress, will be tested in the
 
next chapter of this thesis.
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MODEL VALIDATION
 
The ability of  the mathematical model  to imitate the plant
 
responses will be validated by subjecting the simulation runs to the
 
water stress boundary conditions and comparing the simulation results
 
with the general characteristics of plant responses under water stress
 
conditions.  The simulated plant responses will be evaluated  with
 
respect to the rate of transpiration (Eavis and Taylor, 1979), the  flow
 
rate of free sugar solution (Jeschke and Pate, 1991a and 1991b),  the
 
flow rate of CO2 (Bethke and Drew,  1992), the rate of photosynthesis
 
(Boyer 1970a and 1970b), the allocation of the fixed-0O2
  mass to the
 
various regions of the plant (Hsiao,  1973; McCoy et.  al.,
 1989a and
 
1989b), and the volume-pressure relationship (Richter, 1978;  Gupta and
 
Berkowitz, 1987).
 
Boundary Conditions for Model Validation
 
The construction of the water stress boundary conditions induced
 
by the diurnal changes in environmental conditions requires  knowledge
 
of how the water stress is developed.
 Under field conditions, the water
 
stress occurs as the result of the depletion in the soil water content
 
which in turn limits the rate of water transport from  the soil to root
 
surfaces  (McCoy et.  al.,  1984).  The more depletion of soil water
 
content the higher the degree of water stress  (Hsiao,  1973).  The
 
depletion  of  soil
  water  content  is  caused  by  the  continuous
 
transpiration of water at the leaf surfaces and/or the  continuous
 
evaporation of water at the soil surface (McCoy et. al.,  1984).
 
The following field conditions are assumed for the purpose of the
 
validation:
 
1.  plants are initially grown in a well irrigated soil,
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2.	  plants are subjected to the diurnal change in atmospheric demand
 
for several cycles, and
 
3.  there is no water added to the soil.
 
The above conditions are implemented into boundary conditions  for
 
simulation runs as described below.
  The simulation runs will be
 
initiated at 6:00 hours and will be terminated 168 hours later,
 i.e.
 
seven 24-hour cycles.  The simulation runs will be sujected to the
 
diurnal changes of the boundary conditions for seven cycles.  Each cycle
 
will be last 24 hours.  The period is from 6:00-30:00 for the first
 
cycle, from 30:00-54:00 hours for the second cycle, and from 150:00­
174:00 hours for the seventh cycle.  Each simulation cycle consists of
 
12-hour light and 12-hour dark period.
 
Atmospheric temperature and relative humidity. The diurnal cycles
 
of these boundary conditions are the same  as  those used for the
 
calibration (Figure 17).  The simulation runs will be subjected to these
 
two boundary conditions repeatedly for seven cycles.  The use of these
 
boundary conditions imitates that plants are subjected  to the same
 
diurnal course of the atmospheric demand for  seven days.
 
Atmospheric CO, concentration.  The constant value of the [CO2]AIR
 
=0.01411 mol-0O2 m' will be used for this seven-day simulation period.
 
PPFD.  The diurnal cycle of the PPFD boundary condition which was
 
shown in Figure 18 will be used for these simulations.  The simulation
 
runs will be subjected repeatedly to the diurnal change in this boundary
 
condition for seven days.  The use of this boundary condition imitates
 
that plants are subjected to the same diurnal course of the number of
 
photons available for the photosynthesis for  seven days.
 
BF-factor.  The same BF-factor BC used in the calibration section
 
will be used for this simulation (Figure 18).
 The simulation runs will
 
be subjected to this boundary condition for seven cycles.  The use of
 
this boundary condition imitates that the stomates are open during the
 
day and closed during the night.  However,  the degree of stomatal
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aperture during the day is affected by water stress which determines the
 
STopen-factor.
 
Water potential at the root surface.  Under the pre-assumed field
 
conditions, plants are subjected to the continuous atmospheric  demand
 
for seven days which leads to the continuous loss of water from the soil
 
by transpiration.  The transpiration of water from the first to the
 
seventh cycle leads to progressive depletion in soil water content since
 
there is no water added to the soil during this simulation period.
 This
 
condition indicates that the rate of water supply to plant roots becomes
 
more and more limitted from the first to the seventh diurnal cycle.
 
This information is used to construct the water potential  at root
 
surface boundary condition, Yt.RT' which is shown in frame A of Figure 44
 
(McCoy et. al., 1984).
 
The first cycle of the wt" is the same boundary condition as used
 
for the calibration.
  This condition applies to a well irrigated soil.
 
At any instant in time of these cycles, the magnitude of the W," for any
 
cycle is lower than that for the previous cycle.  This indicates that
 
the depletion of soil water of the previous cycle decreases  the rate of
 
water supply to plant roots during the subsequent cycle.  In the other
 
words,  the degree of stress increases progressively from the  second
 
cycle to the last one.
  The degree of water stress is highest during the
 
seventh cycle.
 
During the period of 12:00-15:00 hours of each simulation cycle,
 
the maginitude of the wjT decreases exponentially from the first to the
 
seventh diurnal cycle.  This pattern of the decrease in WJT is basesd
 
on the fact that the decrease in soil water content decreases the soil
 
hydraulic conductivity in an exponential pattern (McCoy et. al., 1984).
 
Severity of water stress should be classified. The classification
 
is made for the ease of explanation of the simulation
  results in
 
comparison with observations in the subsequent sections of this thesis.
 
Hsiao (1973) reviewed the effect of different degree of water stress on
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Figure 44.  Boundary conditions for water potential at the root surface
 
(frame A) and the free sugar concentration of root phloem (frame B) used
 
for validation of the model.  Each simulation cycle is separated its
 
neighbors by a vertical, dashed, line.  The light and dark periods for
 
each cycle are indicated by the open and solid bars on the top of the
 
graph.
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the physiological properties and the transport of materials in plants.
 
He suggested that the degree of water stress can be divided into four
 
levels, namely the no-water stress, the mild water stress, the moderate
 
water stress, and the severe water stress levels.  He based the level
 
of water stress on the value of plant water potential, i.e. the more
 
negative value of potential the higher the degree of water stress
 
(Hsiao, 1973).  In general, the mild water stress occurs when the water
 
potential of the stressed plant is from zero to three bars lower than
 
that of the non-stress plant, moderate stress occurs when the potential
 
of the stressed plant is 5-10 bars lower than the non-stress plant, and
 
severe stress is more than 10 bars lower.  However, Hsiao (1973) did not
 
point out which plant parts should be used for this classification.  The
 
severity degree of water stress in this study will be classified by
 
analyzing the total water potential at the root surface.
 
Table 10.  Values of xer at the begining of the light period and the
 
minimum value of teT for each simulation cycle used to classify  the
 
degree of water stress.  Also shown is L(min. teT) which is obtained by
 
substracting the minimum lJRT for the current cycle to that of the  non-

stress cycle.
 
Sim.  tiftRT at  min. VT  A(min. VT)  Degree of
 
cycle  begining  Stress
 
(MPa)  (MPa)  (MPa)
 
1st cycle
  -0.029  -0.124
  Non-stress
 
2  cycle  -0.056  -0.203  -0.079  Non-stress
 
3rd cycle  -0.095  -0.408  -0.284
  Mild stress
 
4' cycle
  -0.150  -0.850  -0.726  Moderate stress
 
5th
  n  cycle  -0.320  -1.479  -1.355  Severe stress
 
6' cycle  -0.584  -2.049  -1.925  Severe stress
 
7th cycle  -0.933  -2.545
 -2.669  Severe stress
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Table 10 summerizes the value of the keT at the begining of the
 
light period and the minimum value of keT for each simulation cycle.
 
Based on the above criteria, the first and second cycles are no-water
 
stress cycles, the third cycle is in mild water stress range, the fourth
 
cycle is in the moderate stress cycle range, and the last three cycles
 
are in the severe stress cycle range.  The result of this classification
 
is also shown in Figure 44.
 
Free sugar concentration in the root phloem.  Frame B of Figure
 
44  shows the free sugar concentration in the root phloem,  [C,J",
 
boundary condition.  The values of this [Cfs]' boundary condition were
 
computed by the relationship of  the keT and  [Cfs]' given  in  the
 
calibration section as equation [94].
 
Contribution of cell organelles to the osmotic potential.  The
 
same values of 4T,=-1.000 MPa, tp-,=0.000 MPa, and ip1[1",,,m=0.000 MPa
 
as used in the calibration will be used in this simulation.
 
Initial Conditions for Validation
 
The  same  initial values  for  system variables used  for  the
 
calibration,  as shown in Figures 20 and 21,  will be used in this
 
simulation.
 
Values for Parameters
 
The same set of values of parameters used in the calibration will
 
be used in this simulation.  The values for geometry of each flow path
 
were shown in Tables 2,  3,  4,  and 5.  The values of parameters for
 
conductance of each flow path were shown in Table 7.  The values of
 
parameters for carbon transformations were shown in Table 8.
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Simulation Results
 
Transpiration rate
 
Figure 45 shows the seven-day simulation results of the diurnal
 
cycle of the transpiration rate, TR rate.  Each of these diurnal cycles
 
has the same pattern.
  The TR rate changes following an increase in
 
atmospheric demand.  The maximum TR rate, TR, decreases for  each
 
successive simulation cycle.  The value of TRmax decreases progressively
 
from 4.50x10' m3-H20 hr." for the first cycle to 0.75x10-8 m3-H70 hr" for
 
the seventh cycle.  The time to the TRmax for each simulation cycle is
 
also different.  The time to TRmax for the first cycle  occurs 6 hours
 
after the presence of light while that for the following cycles occurs
 
earlier.  The earliest time to TR,,ax occurs in the seventh cycle at 2
 
hours after the presence of light.
  These simulation results indicate
 
that the degree of water stress has become more severe from the first
 
cycle to the last one.
 
The area under the diurnal course of  the TR rate  for each
 
simulation cycle is the daily rate of transpiration.
  The simulated
 
daily rate of TR for each cycle  is  shown as
 a number above the
 
corresponding cycle in Figure 45.
 The simulation results show that the
 
simulated rate of TR decreases from 3.63 mm day' for the first cycle to
 
0.84 mm day' for the seventh cycle,  or in other words the daily rate
 
decreases from 100% to 22% when the severity degree  of water stress
 
increased from no-water stress to  severe water stress.
 
Eavis and Taylor  (1979)  studied the effect of  the different
 
degrees of water stress on the daily rate of TR for  mature soybean
 
leaves.
  They conducted experiments under field conditions which  was
 
initiated with the soil well irrigated.  They allowed soil water content
 
to deplete as the result of the atmospheric demand without  re-irrigation
 
during a 12 day-period.
  They monitored and measured the daily rate of
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Figure 45.  Simulated rate of transpiration.
  The number above each
 
simulation cycle is the simulated daily rate of transpiration (in mm-H20
 
day-1).  Table shows the comparison between  the simulated results and
 
observations of  the effect of water stress
 on the daily rate of
 
transpiration.  Observations were reported for soybeans  by Eavis and
 
Taylor (1979).
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TR and reported that the daily rate decreased from 2.45 to 0.23 mm day',
 
or from 100% to 9% when the severity degree of water stress increased
 
from the no-water stress to the severe stress condition.
  The simulation
 
results, when compared to this report, show that the simulated daily
 
rate of TR is in agreement with observations, i.e. the daily rate of TR
 
decreased progressively following the increase in severity in degree of
 
stress.  Result are tabulated in Figure 45 for comparison.  This result
 
of comparison also confirms that the classification of severity  of
 
degree of stress is in the right direction.
 
The difference between simulation results and observation is that
 
the  simulated  rate  of  TR  is  significantly higher  than  that  of
 
observations.  This difference could be caused by the fact that the
 
atmospheric demand boundary conditions for the simulation runs were
 
higher than existed for the observations in the field.  The latter
 
conditions were not known.  This higher atmospheric demand used for the
 
simulation causes more rapid depletion of soil water than occured in the
 
field.  The consequence is that the time to the  severe stress occurs
 
earlier than for observations.
  The time to the severe stress for
 
simulations occurs at day 5 while that for observations occurs at day
 
9 after the well irrigated condition.
  The result of comparison implies
 
that the development of water stress from non-stress  to the severe
 
stress depends largely on the atmospheric demand under which the plants
 
are growing.
 
Total Water Potential Along the RT  AIR Flow Paths
 
Figure 46 shows the seven-day simulation results of the total
 
water potential for the compartments connecting the flow between the
 
root surfaces and the air.  Frame A shows the simulated total water
 
potentials for compartments representing the root xylem, Nit', the leaf
 
xylem,  and the leaf cell wall, WILE.  Frame B shows the simulated
 
total water potentials for compartments representing the intercellular
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Figure 46.  Simulation results of the total water potential along the 
RT -* AIR flow paths.  Frame A shows the simulated wrjx,  NitLX, and xv,LF, and 
mitS0
 the xer boundary condition.  Frame B shows the simulated Wt IA,  and
 
and the VIA boundary condition.  Scales of frames A and B are
 
different.  The diagram in frame A shows the locations of potentials in
 
the flow network.
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air spaces,  ytm,  the stomatal opening,  Nits°,  and the leaf-air boundary 
layer,  Yti3L 
AIR The kilt" and  boundary conditions are also shown in this
 
figure.
 
The total water potential of all compartments for each simulation
 
cycle have the same pattern.  They follow the change in the atmospheric
 
demand, Nit' which is shown as the AIR labelled line in  frame B of
 
liftRX  LX  LF Figure 46.  The minimum values of VT,  and Nit" decrease 
progressively when the stress increases from the  non-stress to the 
severe stress.  In contrast, the minimum values of Nits~  and kilts°  tend to 
increase as the stress level increases and to become more severe.  This 
behavior of total water potentials along the RT -*AIR flow paths follows 
from the change in stomatal aperture in response to decreasing  LF 
The simulation results of the stomatal factor, BFxSTop,, during
 
the seven-day simulation period are shown in Figure 47.  The simulation
 
shows the stomates are fully open during the first half of light period,
 
that partial closure occurs during midday followed by recover during the
 
second half of  light period for the non-water stress cycles.  As
 
condition become more stressed the period of fully open stomates becomes
 
shorter and the degree of stomatal aperture during the light period
 
becomes more closure.  During the severe stress cycles, stomates  are
 
never fully open during the first half of the light period and they are
 
almost perfectly closed during the second half of the light period.  The
 
simulation results of the stomatal factor reflect the typical behavior
 
of the effect of water stress on the stomatal aperture of plants as
 
reported by Meidner and Manfield (1968) and Boyer (1970a and b).
 
Figure 48 shows the simulation results for the flow rate of water
 
vapor between the LF-4IA, IA  SO, SO -H>BL, and BL--)AIR paths, and of
 
the flow rate of liquid phase water between the RT -4 RX, RX  LX, the
 
LX -4 LF paths.  The shapes and magnitudes of these flows are all the
 
same as those for the simulated TR rate.
  This result of simulation
 
indicates that the storage capacity along these paths plays a minor role
 
in the transport of water.
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Figure 47.  Simulation results of the stomatal factor during the seven-

day simulation period.  The value of the stomatal factor equal to 0.09
 
imitates complete closure of the stomates.
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Figure 48.  Simulation results of the flow rate along the RT --> AIR  flow 
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Figure 49.  Simulation results for the difference in water mole fraction
 
(frame A), dimensionless, and the difference in water potential (frame
 
B),  MPa, along the RT -4 AIR flow paths.  These differences are the
 
driving for the flow of water.  Lines 1,  2,  3 and 4 represent the
 
driving force for the flows BL -4 AIR, SO -4 BL, IA -4 SO, and LF -4 IA,
 
respectively.  Lines 5,  6, and 7 represent the driving force for the
 
flows LX -4 LF, RX -4 LX, and RT -+ RX, respectively.
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The flow rate of water along RT -*AIR paths decreases as the water
 
stress level increases (Figures 45 and 48).  This can be explained by
 
the degree of stomatal aperture and the flow driving force along these
 
paths.  The partial closure of stomates causes the increase in  the
 
driving force for the flow across stomates, i.e. the increase in water
 
mole fraction for the flow from IA  SO and from SO--BL.  This is shown
 
in Figure 49 as the increase in mole fraction of water for these flows
 
as the stress level increases.
  This increase in water mole fraction
 
maintains the leaf water potential, Nit' (Figure 46),  not to follow the
 
potential for the evaporative demand.  This maintaining Nit' decreases
 
the driving force for the flow of liquid water, i.e. the decrease in the
 
difference in water potential along RT -4 RX -4 LX -4 LF (Figure 49).
 
Therefore, the flow rate along these flow paths decrease as the stress
 
becomes more severe.
 
Components of Water Potentials for the MESO, LP, and RP
 
Total water potentials for MESO, LP, and RP.  Figure 50 shows the 
seven-day simulation results for the total water potentials  of the 
compartments representing the interior of mesophyll cells,  MESO  the 
leaf phloem, V,  and the root phloem, Vt'.  The shapes and magnitudes 
of the YtMES°  the w,',  and the te'  follow those of the ty,',  the  and 
the Nit',  respectively.  The reasons that the shape and magnitude for 
each pairs of total water potentials are the same was explained in the
 
calibration section.
 
Osmotic potentials for MESO,  LP, and RP.  Figure 51 shows the
 
seven-day  simulation  results  for  the  osmotic  potentials  of  the 
compartments representing the interior of mesophyll cells,  ii4MESO  the 
leaf phloem, tv,',  and the root phloem, WARP  .  The shape of witMESO  kv7LP  and 
WjP for each simulation cycle has  the same pattern.  The osmotic 
potentials decrease during the light period and recover during the dark 
period. The change in osmotic potential in this manner leads the  MESO 163 
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Figure 50.  Simulation results for the total water potential of the
 
compartments representing the interior of mesophyll cells, wt's°,  the
 
leaf phloem,  YtLP, and the root phloem, wt".
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Figure  51.
  Simulation results  for  the osmotic potential of  the
 
compartments representing the interior of mesophyll cells, w:'', the
 
leaf phloem, wit', and the root phloem, tel'.
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Nit'',  and VP to follow the diurnal change in the 11f,',  W 
LX  and  tiftR-\, 
respectively.  This change is of important to regulate the flow between 
the xylem and the phloem as well as the flow in the phloem which will 
be presented latter.  The magnitude of  `Y LP  and WJF during the day 
decreases progressively from the non-stress to the severe stress cycle. 
In contrast,  the magnitude of iv," does not decrease following the 
increase in severity degree of stress.  The value of minimum tifi" during 
the non-stress, mild and moderate stress cycles is almost the same while 
that during the severe stress cycle tends to increase.  This increase 
in the minimum value of MIMESO for the severe stress cycles is a result 
of the interaction between the gain and loss of free sugar mass in the 
MESO compartment.  The MESO gains free sugar mass by photosynthesis and 
loses mass by utilization processes including the free sugar loading, 
LR, to the leaf phloem compartment.  During the severe stress cycles, 
the stress greatly decreases the rate of photosynthesis, to be presented 
later,  so that the MESO gains a lower amount of free sugar mass. 
Simultaneously, the free sugar mass continues to be utilized and loaded 
to the LP.  Therefore, less mass is stored in the MESO in comparison to 
the non-stress cycle.  The lower free sugar mass in the MESO makes the 
less negative during the day time for the severe stress cycles.
 
The values of 14I  and wit' are lower than Ni"s° during the day time
 
of the severe stress cycles.  This response is caused by the loading of
 
free sugar mass into the LP.  This loading leads to the accumulation of
 
free sugar mass in the LP and RP compartments, which decreases the
 
osmotic potentials.  The result that y,," and tvRP continue to decrease
 
while the total water potential is decreasing in adjacent compartments
 
(W  and ivtR9  suggests that the transport of free sugar solution is
 
still in progress under the severe stress condition (Quick et.  al.,
 
1992).
 
Flow rate of water for the LF-->MESO path.  The change in the  w,TMESO 
induces the flow of water between the interior of mesophyll cells and 
their cell walls.  The seven-day simulated rate of this flow is shown 
in Figure 52.  The area under each simulation cycle of the LF -4 MESO 165 
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Figure 52.  Simulation results for the flow rate of water between the
 
compartments representing the interior of mesophyll cells, MESO, and
 
their cell walls, LF.  Numbers above the curve are the daily flow rate
 
for each simulation cycle.
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Figure 53.  Simulation results for the mass of water in the compartment
 
representing the interior of the mesophyll cells, MESO.  Numbers under
 
the curve are the average value of mass of water for each simulation
 
cycle.
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flow rate is the net daily amount of water flowing between these two
 
compartments.  On the daily basis, the positive amount indicates a net
 
inflow to the MESO, while the negative amount indicates a net outflow
 
from the MESO.  The simulation results of the daily flow rate are shown
 
as numbers above the corresponding cycles in the same figure.  The
 
simulation  results  show  that  daily  flow  rates  are  all  negative
 
indicating that water is lost from the MESO during each of simulation
 
cycle.  The simulation results also show that the amount of outflow for
 
the non-stress, mild, and moderate stress cycles is almost the same,
 
namely in  the range of  -0.20x10-4°  to  -0.70x10-1° m3-H:0 day'.  In
 
contrast, the amount of outflow for severe stress cycles increases from
 
-0.70x10-' to -2.86x10-1°  rn3 H2 0 day-1.  This suggests that the mass of 
water for the MESO compartment must decrease as the stress level becomes
 
more severe imitating that the cells are being dehydrated (Nir and
 
Mayber, 1967).
 
Figure 53 shows the simulation results for the mass of water in
 
the MESO for the seven-day simulation period.  The number under each
 
simulation cycle  is  the daily average mass  of water in  the MESO
 
compartment.  The average mass of water decreases from 7.00x10-6 kg-H20
 
for the non-stress cycle to 6.02x10-6 kg-H20 for the severe stress cycle,
 
or the average mass decreases from 100% to 86%.  Nir and Mayber (1967)
 
reported that the water content for Swiss chard leaves decreased from
 
91% (mass of water to mass of tissue) for the non-water stress condition
 
to 78% for the severe stress condition.  This comparison shows that
 
simulation results and observations are in good agreement under stress
 
condition.
 
Turgor potential of the MESO.  Figure 54 shows the seven-day
 
simulation results for the turgor potential of the MESO compartment,
 
VESO.
  The WIESO for each simulation cycle has the same pattern, i.e.
 
potential decreases during the first half of light period and recovers
 
during the second half of light period.  This result may be explained
 
by the flow of water between the LF -4 MESO (Figure 52)  During the
 .
 
first half of the light period,  the flow of water out off the MESO
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Figure  54.  Simulation results  for  the  turgor potential  of  the
 
compartment representing the interior of mesophyll cells, MIMESO
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Figure  55.  Simulation results  for the turgor potentials of  the
 
compartments representing the leaf phloem, LP, and the root phloem, RP.
 
The difference in magnitude of these potentials representing the driving
 
force for the flow of  free sugar solution,  is shown as the LP-RP
 
labelled line.
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decreases the wpmEs° while during the second half of the light period the 
flow of water into the MESO increases the wpm Esc,.  During the dark period 
the  wpMESO  for the non-water stress, mild stress, and moderate stress
 
cycles decreases while that for the severe stress cycles still recovers
 
from the water stress effect.  The decrease in wiEso during the night
 
time for these cycles is caused by the continuing flow of water out of
 
the MESO (Figure 52).  The outflow during this period is a  consequence
 
of the continuity of free sugar loading out of the MESO to the  LP.  the
 
loading decreases the mass of  free sugar in the MESO so  that  it
 
increases the osmotic potential which lead to the condition
  xMESO  LF 
The 
wpMESO  for the severe stress cycles is negative.  The negative value
 
of turgor potential were found in some plant species under severe stress
 
conditions as reported by Tyree (1976) and Kyriakopoulos and Richter
 
(1977).  This simulated negative value of  suggests  that  the
 
mesophyll cells are dehydrated due to the loss of water shown in Figures
 
52 and 53.  Dehydrated mesophyll cells can occur in growing plants under
 
the severe stress condition as reported by Nir and Mayber,  (1967).
 
Turgor potential for the LP and RP.  Figure 55 shows the seven-day
 
simulation results  for  the  turgor potential  of  the  compartments
 
representing the leaf phloem,  WpLP,  and the root phloem,  Nip".  The
 
simulated kli  and wp" have a similar shape for each simulation cycle.
 
The potential decreases during the first half of light period and
 
increases during the second half of the light period.  Then the turgor
 
potential  decreases again during  the  dark period.  However,  the
 
magnitude of V,!' is always greater than Wp" during the entire course of
 
seven-day simulation.
 
Figure 55 also shows the difference in the simulated  turgor
 
potential between these two compartments, shown as the LP-RP labelled,
 
dashed, line.  The difference in turgor potential is the driving force
 
for the flow of free sugar solution.  In general, the driving force
 
decreases as the severity degree of stress increases from the non-stress
 
to the severe stress.  This can be monitored by the minimum and maximum
 
values of the driving force for each simulation cycle.  For the no-water
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stress, mild stress, and moderate stress cycles, the driving force for
 
free sugar solution increases during the first quarter of the light
 
period but it decreases during the second quarter.  Then the driving
 
force increases again during the last two quarters of the light period.
 
It then continues to decrease for the entire dark period.  During the
 
severe stress cycles, the driving force decreases during the first half
 
of the light but recovers during the second half of the light.  Then it
 
is maintained to be almost constant during the dark.
 
Flow rates for the LX -4 LP,  LP -4 RP,  and RP -4 RX paths.  The
 
change in osmotic and turgor potentials for the LP and RP compartments
 
induces these flows.  Figure 56 shows the seven-day simulation results
 
for these flow rates.  The magnitude of these flows is in the order of
 
m' hr.' which is about a hundred times lower than the flow of water
 
in the xylem (Jeschke and Pate,  1991b).  These flows have the same
 
pattern and they follow the shape of the driving force for the flow of
 
free sugar solution, LP-Ho RP, which is shown as the LP-RP labelled line
 
in Figure 55.  The flow rate decreases as the severity degree of stress
 
increases from the non-stress to the severe stress, and the flow of free
 
sugar LP-4RP is always higher that the flows of water LX -4 LP and RP
 
4RX for the whole seven-day simulation period.  The reason why the LP
 
4 RP is always greater than the flows LX -4 LP and RP -4 RX has been
 
explained in the calibration section.
 
Photosynthesis Rate
 
Figure 57 shows the seven-day simulation results of the  rate of
 
photosynthesis,  P,,.  The shape of the rate of Pn for each simulation
 
cycle has the same pattern, i.e. during the light period the rate of Pn
 
is positive and the rate becomes zero during the dark period.  The
 
maximum rate of Pn for each simulation cycle occurs during the first
 
half of the light period.  The value of the maximum rate decreases when
 
the degree of water stress increases from the non-stress to the severe
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Figure 56.  Simulation results of the flow rates of water for the RP-4
 
RX and LX  LP paths, and the flow rate of free sugar solution, LP -*RP.
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Figure 57.  Simulation results for the rate of photosynthesis,  Pn.
 
Numbers under each curve are the daily rate of photosynthesis in gmol­
CO2 day-1 for each simulation cycle.
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stress condition.  For the non- and mild stress cycles, the rate of P,
 
is maintained in the range of the maximum rate during the entire course
 
of  the light period.  The rate for the moderate stress cycle is
 
maintained in the range of the maximum rate only during the first half
 
of the light period.  The rate then decreases from the maximum value but
 
the rate is not much lower than the maximum rate during the second half
 
of the light period.  During the severe stress cycles, the rate reaches
 
the maximum value only for a short period and then decreases drastically
 
to its minimum value.  During the second half of the light period, the
 
rate remains at its minimum value.
 
The daily rate of P for each simulation cycle is shown by the
 
numbers under each curve in Figure 57.  The simulation results show that
 
the daily rate decreases from 74.60x10 -6 mol -0O2 day' for the non-stress
 
cycle to 26.60x10-6 mol-CO, day' for the last severe stress cycle.  The
 
decrease in the daily rate of Pn in this manner is the typical response
 
of plants under water stress conditions as reported by Brix (1962) and
 
Barlow (1974).
 
The behavior of the rate of P for each simulation cycle can be
 
explained by monitoring the concentration of CO, and the degree of
 
stomatal aperture.  The latter has been presented in Figure 47.  Figure
 
58 shows the seven-day simulation results for the concentration of CO,
 
in  the  compartments  representing  the  chloroplasts,  [CO2J°,  the
 
intercellular air space,  [CO2]  the stomatal opening, [CO2]', the leaf-

air boundary layer,  [CO2]', and the air, [CO3]'.  Each simulation cycle
 
has the same pattern of CO, concentrations.  During the light period,
 
the concentration decreases sequentially from the [CO2] A' to the [CO2]°H
 
indicating that CO, flows into the leaf for photosynthesis.  During the
 
dark, the concentrations are reversed, i.e. the concentration decreases
 
AIR
 sequentially from the [CO2]c" to the [CO2], indicating the efflux of CO,
 
due to the dark respiration.
 
The magnitudes of [CO2]  [CO,]'A,  [CO2]S0, and [CO2] " for each of
 
the non- and mild stress cycles are maintained in the range of the
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maximum gradient of  [CO21  during the light period,  to maintain the
 
maximum flow rate of CO2 into the leaf which in turn maintains the rate
 
of Pn to be maximum.  During the moderate stress cycle,  the  [CO2]'s
 
during the first half of the light period are the same as those for the
 
non-stress cycles.  However, during the second half of the light period
 
the  [CO2]c" and  [CO2]BL increase from their minimum values, while  the
 
[CO2]IA and [CO2]SO continues to decrease.  The increase in [CO2]c" during
 
the second half of the light period is caused by water stress.
  Stress
 
decreases the ability of chloroplasts to fix CO2 (Nir and Mayber, 1967),
 
so that the consumption of CO2 by photosynthesis decreases.
 This leaves
 
the chloroplasts with the higher amount of CO2 in comparison to the non-

stress chloroplasts.  The consequence is that the gradient of [CO2]
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Figure 58.  Simulation results for the concentrations of CO2 in the
 
compartments representing the chloroplast, [CO2]', the intercellular air
 
[CO2] IA,
 spaces,  the stomatal opening, (CO21', and the leaf-air boundary
 
layer,  [CO2]BL.  Numbers under each curve are the minimum value of [CO2],
 
expressed in the unit of partial pressure, gbar bar',  of  the CH
 
comparment for each simulation cycle.
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becomes lower than the preceeding period.  Therefore, it decreases rate
 
of CO2 diffusion into the leaf.  During the severe stress cycles, the
 
concentrations initially decrease to reach their minimum values during
 
the first half of the light period.  However, after [CO2]'s have reached
 
their minimum values, they increase drastically to  a value which is
 
maintained to be almost constant during the second half of the light
 
period.  The increasing [CO2]'s during these severe stress cycles can be
 
explained in the same manner as of the moderate stress cycle.
 Since the
 
the degree of stress is more severe, the requirement of CO, influx is
 
lower than the moderate stress cycle.  Therefore, the higher [CO3] might
 
be expected for these severe stress cycles.
 
Numbers shown between two adjacent vertical, dashed,  lines in
 
Figure 58 are the minimum values of the [COJ in the CH compartment, or
 
[CO2], mn  for each simulation cycle.  The simulation results show that
 
the value of  [coj On increases from 45 ploar bar' for the  non-stress
 
cycle to 64 pibar bar-1 for the most severe stress cycle.
  This result of
 
simulation is in agreement with measured  [CO2]min made for pepper as
 
reported by Bethke and Drew (1992).  The value of
  [CO2],4c, increases as
 
the degree of water stress increases.  Furthermore,  the simulation
 
results show that during the severe stress cycles, the value of [COJcH
 
is never be maintained at its minimum value.  As a result, the daily
 
rate of Pn for these severe cycles is significantly lower than that for
 
the non-stress cycles.
 
Free sugar and Starch Accumulation Rates in the MESO
 
Figure 59 shows the seven-day simulation results for the rates of
 
free  sugar,  F Sfr,  and  starch  accumulation,  Sfr,  in  the  MESO
 
compartment.  In general,  the shape of the simulated FSfr andSfr
 
rates have the same trend for every simulation cycle.  The rates
 
increase from their negative values at the begining of the light period
 
to their maximum positive values around the midday.  The rates then
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decline from these maximum values and become negative again  immediately
 
after the cessation of light.  This is caused by the production of free
 
sugar is ceased but the free sugar loading is in progress.
  During the
 
dark period the rates increases gradually but remain negative until the
 
end  of  dark  period.  As  the  severity  of  stress  increases  the
 
fluctuations of the FS:T and SZT rates decrease.
 
Numbers at the top of the curves shown in Figure 59 are the daily
 
rate of FS:T, and those below the x=0 line are the daily rate of S:T.
 
The daily rates of FS 7° and S:T have the same trend.  The daily rates
 
are negative for the first simulation cycle indicating that the MESO
 
loses some fixed-CO, mass.  The daily rates then increase progressively
 
from cycle to cycle indicating that fixed-CO, mass is stored in the MESO
 
when stress becomes more severe.  However, as stress becomes more severe
 
the MESO begins to lose fixed -CO2 mass again.
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Figure 59. Simulation results for the rates of free sugar accumulation, F
 
(dashed line),  and starch accumulation,  (solid line),  in the
 Satr
 
compartment representing the interior of mesophyll cells.  Numbers at
 
the top of the graph are the daily rate of FSZT and numbers just below
 
the x=0 line are the daily rate of S:r in Ilmol-0O2 day-1 for each
 
simulation cycle.
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The simulated F.ST,  and  rates lead to fluctuations of the
 
mr0,  sMsSO diurnal course of free sugar,  and starch masses,  in the MESO
 
compartment for each simulation cycle as shown in Figure 60.  The
 
simulated M7S0 and 47° masses for each simulation cycle have the same
 
pattern, i.e. the masses increase from their values at the beginning of
 
the light period to a maximum value at the end of light period,
 then
 
decrease during the night time.
 
Numbers  shown  on  the  top  of  the  graph  of  Figure  60  are
 
respectively masses of free sugar and starch at the beginning  and end
 
for each of simulation cycles.  The daily mass of CO, fixed,
  and
 
mLESO  corresponds to the daily rates of the simulated FSLEcs°
 andS:cEes°
 
rates.  When the daily rates FSZT and  are negative the M7fs° and
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mrs so
 Figure  60.  Simulation results for the masses of  free sugar,
 
mrs so
 (dashed line),  and starch,  (solid line),  in the compartment
 
representing the interior of mesophyll cells.  Numbers are the masses
 
in limol-Cfs of free sugar (first row) and starch (second row) at the
 
begining and the end of each simulation cycle.
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M:r masses at the beginning of light period  are lower than those at the
 
end of dark period.  In contrast, if the daily rates are positive, theA.
 
and M:fs° masses at the beginning of the light peroid are higher than
 
those at the end of the dark period.
 
The simulation results of M7SESO and MT° are in agreement with the
 
measured free sugar and starch masses as affected by water stress made
 
for eucalyptus and sunflower as reported by Quick et. al., 1992.  This
 
report shows that the masses of free sugar and starch of plant leaves
 
increase when the water stress becomes severe.  However,  as stress
 
becomes more and more severe,  the leaves loss free sugar and starch
 
masses (Brandner, 1992).  This is caused by the very low rate of P,, and
 
the continuous loading of free sugar mass out of the mesophyll cells
 
(Quick et. al., 1992).
 
Respiration Rate
 
Figure 61 shows the seven-day simulation results for the rate of
 
growth, GR, and the rate of respiration, Resp.  The shape of the rate of
 
respiration curve is nearly the same for every simulation cycles.  The
 
respiration rate tends to increase from the value at the begining of the
 
light period to the maximum value at the end of the light period.  Then
 
the rate decreases during the dark.  The maximum rate of respiration
 
decreases as the degree of water stress increases from the non-stress
 
condition to the severe stress condition.
 
The daily rates of Reap are indicated by the numbers under the Resp
 
curves.  The rate decreases from 6.16x10-6 mol-CO, day' during the first
 
non-stress cycle to 5.81x10-6 mol-CO, day' for the second non-stress
 
cycle.  The rate then increases progressively and reaches the value of
 
6.01x10 -6 mol-CO, day' when degree of stress increases from the  non-

stress to the severe stress.  The daily rate rate of Resp decreases and
 
becomes 5.18x10-6 mol-CO, day' during the last severe stress cycle.
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Brix (1962) measured the effect of water stress on the respiration
 
rate of loblolly pine leaves.
 He regulated the water stress by allowing
 
soil water to deplete by transpiration for several
  days.  He reported
 
that the rate decreased first, when stress level becomes mild, then the
 
rate increased at severe stress, and finally the rate declined again at
 
extremely severe stress.  Brix's experiment shows our simulation results
 
for respiration to be in good agreement with these observations.
 
2.5 
NON-STRESS  NON-STRESS  MILD STRESS	  MODERATE  SEVERE  SEVERE  SEVERE 
STRESS  STRESS  STRESS  STRESS 
GR 
40.70  37.60  34.30 
5.34  0.71 
esp 
5.81  5.87  6.12  1 6.29  :  5.18 0.06 6.16 
30  54  78  102  126  150  174 
TIME (hour) 
Figure 61.
 Simulation results for the rate of respiration, Resp, and the
 
rate of growth, GR.
  Numbers are the daily rate of GR (upper part) and
 
Resp (lower part) in limol-CO, day' for each simulation cycle.
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Growth Rate
 
Figure 61 shows the seven-day simulation cycles of the rate of
 
growth, GR.  The shape of the rate of GR follows that of the turgor
 
potential for the MESO which was previously presented in Figure 54.  For
 
the non-stress, mild, and moderate stress cycles, the rate decreases
 
from the rate at the beginning of the light period to reach the minimum
 
rate of GR around midday.  Then the rate increases and reaches the
 
maximum rate at 2-hour after the beginning of the dark.  The rate then
 
decreases again until the end of dark period.  During the severe stress
 
cycles, the rate decreases from the value at the beginning of the light
 
period to reach zero before midday suggesting that the simulated tivEso
 
is  lower than  the critical  turgor pressure needed to  induce  the
 
irreversible extension of cell walls (Matyssek et. al., 1988).  The rate
 
then recovers during the second half of the light period and remains at
 
a constant value during the dark period.  In addition, the rate of GR
 
during the last severe stress cycle becomes almost zero for the entired
 
simulation cycle imitating that the mesophyll cells  are no longer
 
growing due to loss of turgidity (Cleland, 1984; Meyer and Boyer, 1972).
 
This result is consistent with the simulated wpm Eso.
 
The daily rate of GR for each simulation cycle is shown as the
 
numbers under the GR curve in Figure 61 showing that the GR rate
 
decreases from 40.70x10-6 mol-CO, day -1 (100%) during the non-stress cycle
 
to 0.71x10 -6 mol-0O2 day' (2%) during the last severe stress cycle.  The
 
decrease in the simulated daily rate of GR is in good agreement with
 
measurements made on grapevine as reported by Schultz and Matthews
 
(1993),  i.e.  the growth rate decreases from 100% for the non-stress
 
plant to 5% for the severe stress plant.
 
Rate of Free Sugar Loading and Unloading
 
Figure 62 shows the seven-day simulation results for the rate of
 
free sugar loading to the leaf phloem, LR.  The simulated LR has the
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same trend for each simulation cycle.
  The rate increases from its
 
initial rate at the begining of the light period  to reach the maximum
 
LR at the end of the light period.
  Then the rate decreases during the
 
dark period.  The fluctuations of the rate during the  non- and mild
 
stress cycles range from 0.80x10-6 to 1.50x10' mol-CO, hr-',
  then decrease
 
as the degree of stress increases.
 
Figure 62 also shows the seven-day simulation results for the rate
 
of free sugar unloading out off the root phloem, ULR.
  The simulated ULR
 
has the same trend for the non- and mild stress cycles.
  The rate
 
increases from its value at the begining of the light period  to reach
 
the maximum rate at  the end of the light period.  The rate then
 
decreases until the end of the dark period.
 During the moderate stress
 
2.0 
30.50  29.50  29.50  29.90  29.90  28.90  26.40 
I­ 1.5-­
30.40  29.30  29.30  LR 
29.10  28.80  127.40  24.70 
ULR 
1 
NON-STRESS  NON-STRESS  MILD STRESS  MODERATE  SEVERE  SEVERE  SEVERE 
STRESS  STRESS  STRESS  STRESS 
-1.0 
6  30  54  78  102  126  150  174 
TIME (hour) 
Figure 62.  Simulation results for the rate of free sugar loading to the
 
leaf phloem, LR, and the rate of free sugar unloading from the root
 
phloem, ULR.  Numbers are the daily rate of LR (above curves) and ULR
 
(under curves) in limol-0O2 day' for each simulation cycle.
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cycle, the rate decreases during the first half and increases during the
 
second half of the light period.  The rate is then maintained to be
 
constant during the first three hours of the dark period before the rate
 
of ULR decreases until the end of the dark period.  During the severe
 
stress cycles, the shape of the ULR follows that for the moderate stress
 
cycle, but during the first half of the light period the ULR continues
 
to decrease and becomes negative.
 
The difference between the simulation cycles is that the magnitude
 
of the maximum value of rate of ULR increases, and the minimum value
 
decreases as the degree of stress increases.
  This relates to the
 
requirement of free sugar accumulation in the LP and RP  compartments.
 
During the day time of  the stress cycles,  these two compartments
 
accumulate free sugar mass and decrease their osmotic potentials,
  Ni,,LP
 
and w" shown in Figure 51,  in order to follow the change in water 
potentials of klf,Lx  and Wt.', shown in Figure 46.  The ULR follows the wirLP 
and wir" during the stress cycles. 
The negative value of ULR during the day time of severe stress 
cycles suggests that the transport rate of free  sugar mass from the LP 
-4  RP is not high enough to decrease the osmotic potential in  the RP.
 
This decrease is required to follow the decrease in  the total water
 
potential of the root xylem, Wt'.  To meet the requirement of this
 
lowering v,r,  the mass of free sugar from the storage tissues in  root
 
cells, such as in the cortical cells,
 is transported back to and is
 
accumulated in the root phloem (Kouchi and Higuchi, 1988).
 
Figure 63 shows the seven-day simulation results for the rate of
 
free sugar accumulation in the LP and RP, FS,c. (frame A) and FSL!',  (frame
 
B).  The results show that during the first half of the light period of
 
the severe stress cycles, the FSL!', accumulation rate is very high in
 
comparison with that of other simulation cycles.
  These simulation
 
results confirm the negative rate of ULR during the same period of the
 
severe stress cycle.  However, the rate of free sugar accumulation which
 
is the derivative of the daily cycle of the free sugar concentration in
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Figure 63.  Simulation results for the rate of free sugar accumulation
 
in the compartments representing the  leaf phloem (frame A) and root
 
phloem (frame B), FS
  FS. Numbers are the daily rates ofFS,K
 
and FS  for each simulation cycle.
  Scales for frames A and B are
 
different.
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the root phloem influences the ULR rate.  This concentration is one of
 
the boundary conditions.  The analysis of the effect of this boundary
 
condition on the rate of ULR and other simulation results will
  be
 
provided by the sensitivity analysis to be reported in a later chapter
 
of this thesis.
 
Daily Allocation of Fixed-CO, Mass
 
Table 11 summerizes the daily rate of photosynthesis, f-P,,dt,  and
 
the daily rate of the allocation of the fixed -CO2 mass to the various
 
sink regions for each of the simulation cycles.  The allocation of
 
fixed -CO2 includes the daily rate of respiration,  tRespdt,  the daily
 
rate of growth,  f'GR dt,  the daily rates of free sugar and starch 
accumulation in the MESO,  and f 
MESC dt,  the daily rates of PFS,,m,Ecs°c3t
 
free sugar accumulation in the LP and RP,  f'F'SatPcdt  and 
t, 
-FS'accdt ,  and 
the daily rates free sugar loading and unloading, I -LR dt and f ULR dt. 
The interval of integration t1 and t2 correspond to the beginning of the 
light period and the end of the dark period for each of simulation 
cycle, respectively.  The daily allocation of fixed -CO2 mass to the 
shoot was given by equation [101].
 
allocation to shoot  f'GR dt +  espdt +  +  it'S:Tdt 
t ft.  P FSaLCit  [101] 
and the allocation to the root was given by equation [102].
 
allocation to root  :ULR dt +  ft
  -FSL;-cdt
  [102]
 
Table  12  summerizes the allocation of the fixed -CO2  mass as
 
percent of  the daily rate of  for each simulation cycle.  The
 P,,
 
simulation results show that the allocation of fixed -CO2  mass to the
 
shoot part of plants decreases when the stress becomes  more severe.
 
This can be monitored through the shoot/root ratio.  The ratio decreases
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Table 11.  Seven-day simulation results for the allocation of fixed-CO,
 
mass.  The integration interval t, and t2 of each of simulation cycles
 
is from the beginning of the light period and the end of the dark period
 
for the daily rate, from the beginning and the end of the light period
 
for the rate during the day time, and from the beginning and the end of
 
dark period for the rate during the night time.
 
3rd  4th  5th  6th
  7th
 1'  2nd 
cycle  cycle  cycle  cycle  cycle  cycle  cycle
 
x10-6 mol -0O2
 
f
r2 Photosynthesis,  .13,c/t:
 
4
 
Daily  74.60  74.20  73.10  68.90  57.00  40.60  26.60
 
Growth,  it'GR dt: 
ti 
Daily  40.70  37.60  34.30  27.13  15.33  5.34  0.71
 
Light  17.00  15.10  13.00  9.43  4.53  2.52  0.69
 
Dark  23.70  22.50  21.30  17.70  10.80  2.82  0.02
 
Respiration, pRespdt:
 
Daily  6.16  5.81  5.87  6.12  6.29  6.01  5.18
 
Light  3.27  3.01  2.98  3.04  3.14  3.12  2.84
 
Dark  2.89  2.80
  2.89  3.08  3.15  2.89  2.34
 
Starch Accumulation in MESO, ft2S,3,s°dt:
 
Daily  -1.21  0.70  1.71  2.86  2.75  0.21  -2.79
 
Light  18.90  20.00  20.51  19.96  16.35  9.69  4.45
 
Dark  -20.11  -19.30  -18.80  -17.10  -13.60  -9.48  -7.24
 
Free Sugar Accumulation in MESO,  f t, Fsabf,E,Sod 
tl 
Daily  -1.50  0.73  1.75  2.83  2.68  0.10  -2.93
 
Light  19.90  21.43  22.10  21.83  18.18  10.70  4.92
 
Dark  -21.40  -20.70  -20.35  -19.00  -15.50  -10.60  -7.85
 
p
 Free Sugar Accumulation in LP, f
t, FSaLdt: 
4 
Daily  0.00  0.00  0.01  0.02  0.02  0.03  0.04 
Light  0.02  0.02  0.04  0.06  0.09  0.11  0.14 
Dark  -0.02  -0.02  -0.03  -0.04  -0.07  -0.03  -0.10
 
Allocation to shoot:
 
Daily  44.10  44.80  43.60  39.00  27.00  11.70  0.20
 
Light  59.10  59.50  58.50  54.30  42.30  26.10  13.00
 
Dark  -15.00  -14.70  -14.90  -15.30  -15.20  -14.40  -12.80
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Table 11.  (Continued) 
1'  2'  3rd  4'  5th  6th  7' 
cycle  cycle  cycle  cycle  cycle  cycle  cycle 
x10' mol-0O2 
Free Sugar Loading, ft,LR dt: 
J tl 
Daily  30.50  29.50  29.50  29.90  29.90  28.90  26.40 
Light  15.60  14.80  14.60  14.70  14.80  14.60  13.70 
Dark  14.90  14.70  14.90  15.20  15.10  14.30  12.70 
Free Sugar Accumulation in RP, rFSaRPdt: 
ti 
Daily  0.12  0.16  0.24  0.75  1.10  1.46  1.63 
Light  0.17  0.29  0.74  2.05  3.66  4.76  5.60 
Dark  -0.05  -0.13  -0.50  -1.30  -2.56  -3.30  -3.97 
Free sugar Unloading,  f t' ULR dt : 
Daily  30.40  29.30  29.30  29.10  28.80  27.40  24.70 
Light  15.40  14.50  13.80  12.50  11.00  9.70  7.90 
Dark  15.00  14.80  15.40  16.60  17.80  17.70  16.80 
Allocation to Root: 
Daily  30.50  29.50  29.50  29.90  29.90  28.90  26.40 
Light  15.50  14.75  14.60  14.60  14.70  14.50  13.50 
Dark  15.00  14.75  14.90  15.30  15.20  14.40  12.80 
Shoot/Root Ratio: 
Daily  1.45  1.52  1.48  1.31  0.90  0.41  0.01 185 
from 1.45 during the non-stress cycle to 0.01 during the last severe
 
stress cycle.  This decreasing shoot/root ratio is a frequently observed
 
response of plant under water stress conditions as reported by McCoy et.
 
al.  (1989a and 1989b) and Hsiao (1973).
 
Table 12.  Seven-day simulated allocation of the fixed-CO, mass as
 
percent of the daily rate of Pn.
 
1St  3rd  4th  5th  6th 2'  7th 
cycle  cycle  cycle  cycle  cycle  cycle  cycle 
it2P,dt  100  100  100  100  100  100  100 
Shoot Part: 
ft2GRdt 
it2Respdt 
ft's,:rdt 
j.t2FS,r"dt 
faL t2Fs,Pcdt 
Allocation to 
shoot 
55 
8 
-2 
-2 
0 
59 
51 
8 
1 
1 
0 
60 
47 
8 
2 
2 
0 
60 
39 
9 
4 
4 
0 
57 
27 
11 
5 
5 
0 
47 
13 
15 
0 
0 
0 
29 
3 
19 
-11 
-11 
0 
1 
Root Part: 
it2FSR,Pcdt 
E'LILR dt 
Allocation to 
root 
0 
41 
41 
0 
39 
39 
0 
40 
40 
1 
42 
43 
2 
51 
53 
4 
68 
71 
6 
93 
99 
Shoot/Root:  1.45  1.52  1.48  1.31  0.90  0.41  0.01 186 
Discussion
 
Effect of Environmental Conditions on the
 
Relationship Between the Rates of TR and P.
 
Water stress leads to the partial closure of stomates (Meidner and
 
Mansfield, 1968).  This partial closure decreases the magnitude of the
 
term in equation [42] so that the rate of transport of water vapor and
 
CO2 through the stomatal pores is reduced.  The rates of transpiration,
 
TR, and photosynthesis, Pn, should be closely related since these two
 
rates use the same transport pathway, i.e. through the same stomatal
 
pores (Hsiao, 1973).  Consequently, plots of the relative rates of TR
 
and Pn as functions of water stress should have the same shape  one in
 
the general way.  The example of the plots, relative rates of Pr, and TR
 
as functions of water stress for soybeans (Boyer, 1970b) and for corns
 
(Barlow, 1974) are shown in Figure 64.  The plots show that the shapes
 
of relative rates are almost parallel.  The maximum value of these two
 
relative rates occurs at the non-stress level and the value decreases
 
as the stress level becomes more severe (Brix, 1962; Boyer, 1970a and
 
b; Barlow, 1974).
 
TR  P,
 Graphs of the simulated relative rates of  and  as
 7%7  7,77:

function of leaf water potential as the index of stress level (Hsiao,
 
1973) are shown in Figure 65.  Only values of relative rates and leaf
 
water potentials obtained during the light period by simulation (Figures
 
45, 46, and 57) were used to construct this plot.  The result does not
 
show the expected relationship between these two relative rates.  This
 
result is a consequence of the changing atmospheric conditions used in
 
the simulation.  The conditions which were imposed imitate the diurnal
 
changes in the environmental conditions and the development of water
 
stress resulting from these changes.  The assumed evaporative demand,
 
the photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD), and root surface water
 
potential boundary conditions, Figures 17, 18, and 44, change during the
 
simulation  time which  leads  to  several  combinations  of  the  two
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Figure  64.  Graphs showing the relation between relative rates of
 
transpiration (*) and photosynthesis () as functions of water stress
 
for soybeans (after Boyer, 1970b) and for corns (after Barlow, 1974).
 
Degree of water stress is indexed by the leaf water potential.  Lines
 
were fitted by eyes.
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variables, so that the expected relationship  was not found (Qiu and
 
Israel, 1992).
 
The detailed analysis of the TR-10,, relationship as reported for
 
soybean by Brix (1962) and Boyer (1970a and b) indicated that  the TR and
 
Pr, were related.  However,  the plants were grown under controlled
 
environmental conditions, in the growth chamber environment.
  Only the
 
availability of soil water was allowed to decrease over the time domain.
 
To demonstrate that the mathematical model developed in this thesis  has
 
the ability to imitate this relationship as reported by Boyer (1970b),
 
the  simulation  runs  will  be  performed  for  the  same
 controlled 
environmental conditions as used by Boyer (1970b).  The simulated rates 
of TR and Pn  during the light period will be investigated. 
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Figure 65.  Graph of simulated relative rates of transpiration  TR
 
( ,
 
TRnex
 
(
 *)  and photosynthesis  Pn 
,  ) as  functions of  the leaf water 
Pn , max
potential.  Data points were obtained from Figures 45 for TR-rate, 46 
for Wtlx, and 57 for Pa-rate.
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The controlled conditions in Boyer's experiment (1970b)
  were as
 
follows:
 
1.  The light and dark periods were respectively 14 and 12 hours,
 
2.  The air temperature of the growth chamber was set at 25°C,
 
3.  The relative humidity of the air was set at 75%,
 
4.  The wind speed in the growth chamber was 1.7 m s-1, and
 
5.  The PPFD was set at 19.14 mol-photon m-2 hr'.
 
These conditions are prescribed as the boundary conditions for  our
 
simulations.  In addition to complete the boundary conditions required
 
for the new simulation, the concentration of  [CO2]  in the chamber was
 
assumed to be 0.01411 mol-CO, m-3 and to be constant over time.
 The free
 
sugar concentration in the root phloem was assumed to follow the  RT 
[Cfs]" relationship given as equation  [94].  Since the experiment
 
allowed the depletion of soil water, the potential at the root surface
 
boundary  condition,  Figure  44,  was  used  in  this
  simulation.
 
Furthermore, the values of the parameters listed in Tables 2,  3,  4,  5,
 
7, and 8 will be used for this simulation.
 
Figure 66 shows the plot of the simulated relative rates of  TR
 
TRmax 
and 
p 
as functions of the leaf water potential for the controlled
 
environmental conditions.  Stated above the two curves are nearly
 
parallel as indicated by experimental results.
  The results show that
 
the water stress starts to affect the rates of TR and  Pn at leaf water
 
potential value of -1.200 MPa.  When the leaf water potential is less
 
than -1.200 MPa, the rates of TR and Pr, decrease rapidly.
 Minimum rates
 
are reached when the leaf water potential is lower than -2.400 MPa.
 
The simulated (y variable) and observed rate of TR (x-variable)
 
and the simulated and observed rate of Pn can be related by equations
 
[103] and [104],  respectively.  Data used for regression analysis for
 
these two rates at some leaf water potentials are tabulated in Figure
 
66.
 
Transpiration:  y = 0.014 + 0.731x,  R2=97.18%.
  [103]
 
Photosynthesis:  y =-0.025  + 1.183x,  R2=96.76%.
  [104]
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Leaf Water  Transpiration Rate  Photosynthesis Rate
 
Potential  Observation  Simulation  Observation  Simulation
 
--- MPa  mol-CO, m' hr-1  kg-1120 m' hr'
 
-0.700  0.079  0.073  0.170  0.187
 
-1.100  0.077  0.069  0.165  0.159
 
-1.630  0.041  0.048  0.090  0.071
 
-1.800  0.036  0.038  0.065  0.059
 
Figure 66.  Graph of simulated relative rates of transpiration  TR
 
(
 
Pn
 
(
 *) and photosynthesis  , ) as functions of leaf water potential.
 
Pn.max
 
The simulation runs were subjected to the controlled environmental
 
conditions used by Boyer (1970b).  The table shows the observations from
 
Boyer's experiment and simulated results of the TR-rate and Pfl-rate at
 
selected leaf water potentials.  These data were used for the regression
 
analysis.
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The unit of TR is kg-H20 m' hr.' and that of P, is mol-CO, m-2 hr-.  The
 
simulated and observed rates of TR and P, are well correlated,  as
 
indicated by the high value of correlation coefficients (R:>95%).
  The
 
slopes of these two relationships are positive indicating that the model
 
predicts the rates in the same direction as of the observations.
 
The slope of TR-relation has the value of 0.731 which is less than
 
one indicating that the model under-estimates the rate of TR.  In
 
contrast, the slope of Pa-relation has the value of 1.183 indicating
 
that the model over-estimates the rate of photosynthesis.  The apparent
 
under estimation of TR and over estimation of Pn could be caused by  the
 
choice of values for many parameters of this mathematical model.  The
 
regression results on TR and Pa imply that the solution of mathematical
 
model depends largely on how well the values of parameters of the STopen­
and Pa-functions represent the degree of stomatal aperture and  the rate
 
of  photosynthesis  as  influenced  by  water
  stress  conditions.
 
Nevertheless, the regression analysis shows that the mathematical model
 
has the ability to imitate the plant response in terms of  rates of TR
 
and P, under the controlled environmental conditions.
 
Results  of  the  simulations  under  the  diurnal  changes  in
 
environmental  conditions  (Figure  65)
  and  under  the  controlled
 
environmental conditions  (Figure 66),  demonstrate that care must be
 
exercised when extrapolating results of laboratory experiments to field
 
conditions.  Dynamic conditions as contrasted with static conditions
 
greatly affect responses of plants.
 
Relationship between Potential Components and the Cell Volume
 
The Hoefler diagram may be used to further analyze and validate
 
the model.  The relationships between the volume of cell and the
 
components of water potential, namely total  (pt),  osmotic  (y),  and
 
turgor (yip) potentials, are shown in Figure 67 (Slatyer ,1967; Richter,
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1978).  The graphs shown in this diagram  are the standard textbook
 
representations.  This will be used for further reference.
  Consider,
 
a plant cell is immersed in the pure water with zero water potential.
 
The Nip of this cell is now at its maximum value.
  After adding solute
 
molecules to the pure water, water moves out off the cell  in response
 
to the gradient of water potential between the inside and outside of the
 
cell.  This is shown by the decreasing value of  yip  from the maximum
 
value while the cell volume is decreasing from the value of one.
  At a
 
certain concentration of added solute, the wrp of  a cell becomes zero.
 
This potential is referred to as incipient plasmolysis  (Nobel, 1983).
 
As more solute is added to the water outside a cell, the water potential
 
of the surrounding water continues to decrease while water continues to
 
move out off a cell,  shown by the continuing decrease in the cell
 
volume.  However, the turgor potential of a cell never decreases below
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Figure 67.  A theoretical Hoefler diagram showing the relation between
 
a cell volume and components of water potential (after Richter, 1978).
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zero (Richter, 1978; Gupta and Berkowitz, 1987).  This indicates that
 
the flow of water out off a cell after its turgor becomes zero is caused
 
by the decrease in the cell volume.  This decreasing cell volume results
 
in a decrease in osmotic potential for a constant solute molecules
 
inside a cell (Nobel, 1983).
 
By the convention of the model, the MESO compartment represents
 
the  interior  of  mesophyll  cells  which  is  surrounded  by  the  LF
 
compartment representing the mesophyll cell walls.  Hence, the LF acts
 
as the pool of water in which the MESO is immersed.  Therefore, the
 
NipMESO	  minMESO Hoefler diagram constructed from the simulated values of
 
VMESO'  and wtLF  gives insight into the validity of  the mathematical
 
function, equation [45], used to describe the change in the MESO volume
 
in relation to its components of water potentials.  The form of the
 
mathematical equation  [45]  may be considered  to  be valid if  the
 
resulting diagram has the characteristics described in the preceeding
 
paragraph.
 
Figure 68 is the Hoefler diagram constructed from the results of 
simulation runs shown in Figures 46 for wtLF,  51 for Nii,"",  53 for VMESO' 
and 54 for  wpMESO  The comparison between the theoretical (Figure 67) and 
the simulated diagram indicates that the incipient plasmolysis occurs 
when the MESO volume is at 87% of the volume at full turgor.  The result 
is in the range of the typical plant cells (McClendon and McMillen, 
1982; Turner, 1988).  In addition, the volume VMESO decreases following 
the decrease in wpmEs°.  However, three problems become apparent from the 
comparison between the theoretical (Figure 67) and simulated (Figure 68) 
Hoefler diagram as: 
1.	  At any value of VMESO there are more than one value of either the 
WtLF  and W5MESO  This result is caused by the dynamic conditions of 
the simulation.  The simulation mimics the flow of water between 
the interior of mesophyll cells and their cell walls.  The inflow 
and  outflow  of  water  occurs  during  the  entire  course  of 
simulation.  The construction of this diagram (Figure 68) used 
both the potential components data obtained when both inflow and 194 
outflow are occuring.
  In contrast,  the construction of  the
 
theoretical Hoefler diagram  (Figure  67)  uses only potential
 
components resulted from the outflow of water.
 
2.	  The simulated V'" -4fp"'  relationship  in  the  interval  of  the
 
maximum turgor potential and the  zero turgor potential is linear
 
while that for the theoretical diagram is a curvilinear.
  The
 
curvilinear shape is caused by the interaction between the elastic
 
properties of plant cells and turgor pressure near saturation
 
(Richter,  1978).  This difference suggests that the  use of a
 
constant value for the modulus of elasticity (Table 2)
 is not 
sufficient to describe the VM"°-kif
pMESO  relationship for the purpose
 
of the simulation.
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Figure 68.  A Hoefler diagram obtained from the simulation  results. 
Data points were obtained from Figures 46 for WOLF, 51  for wiEso, 53 for 
V"p, and 54 for 
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3.  The  simulated WP'''  becomes negative after  the  occurence  of
 
PMESO plasmolysis.  The negative value of Wmight be found in some
 
experiments  (Tyree,  1976;  Kyriakopoulos  and  Richter,  1977),
 
however,  it  is  still unexplained by the current plant-water
 
relation theory (Hsiao, 1973; Richter, 1978).  In addition, the
 
incipient plasmolysis rarely occurs under natural environmental
 
conditions (Gupta and Berkowitz, 1987).  Furthermore, the osmotic
 
potential,  VEsc),  in  the  same  interval  of  negative  turgor
 
potentials does not decrease following the decrease in total water 
potential of the surrounding cell walls,  LF  This suggests that 
the flow of water between the MESO and the LF compartments is not 
caused by the change in value of the osmotic potential,  tv,mEs°,  but 
by the decrease in the turgor potential of the MESO. 
The mathematical model treats that the change in total water
 
potential for  to be the result of the interaction between the
 %lit'
 
evaporative demand and the availability of soil water and the changes 
in  wpMESO  kificMESO  and the volume V's° are the result of the interaction
 
between the inflow/outflow of water, and the production, accumulation
 
and loading of free sugar in the MESO compartment.  Furthermore, the
 
VMESO  changes  by the  accumulation  of  solute molecules  and/or  the
 
decreasing in  the volume  VMESO  (Husken et.  al.,  1978;  Wendler and
 
Zimmermann, 1982; Wendler and Zimmermann, 1985; Jachetta et. al., 1986a
 
and 1986b).  The accumulation of solute molecules includes the molecules
 
of free sugar, organic and inorganic molecules (Pate et.  al.,  1979;
 
Jeschke and Pate, 1991a and 1991b; Qui and Israel, 1992).  However, this
 
version of the mathematical model does not include the accumulation of
 
solute molecules other than the free sugar.  Since the forms of the
 
mathematical functions describing the effect of water stress  on the
 
production of free sugar, Pa-function, and on the degree of stomatal
 
aperture, STopen-function, were validated in the preceeding section of
 
this thesis, we chose approach to find a new form for the mathematical
 
function describing the V's°-keE8° relationship.  The goal  of  this
 
wpMESO revision is to avoid the negative value of  while the simulation
 
runs are in progress.
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Initially, the model used the modulus of elasticity to describe
 
the change in MESO volume as a function of turgor potential as given by
 
equation [45].
 
1
 
*tilfESO
mEsqvc7S0  xxv2;70)  P 1 +  170Es°
 MESS  [45]
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This equation proved to be insufficient to describe  the  vies°
 
YY
 
relationship (Figure 67).  Therefore, the revised functional form
 
1 
aMESO *4E50
 
vmEso(vc7s°, *VpfEs°) =  W,IESS
  [105]
 AMESO  wz;Ests 
was evaluated, where CejEs° (dimensionless) and  p7so  (MPa) are parameters
 
describing the shape of relation between the volume of MESO, V'° (m3),
 
and the turgor potential,  %IVES°  (MPa', )
  and V,' is the volume of MESO
 
(m3)  at full turgor potential.  Equation [105] indicates that  as the 
value of le' approaches zero the value of volume V'°  also approaches 
zero.  Furthermore, as the value of  approaches infinity (in this 
case the maximum value of  wpMESO  they )
  he value of volume approaches the
 
maximum value of V's° imitating the volume of V's°
  at  full turgor 
potential.  The form of  this mathematical function thus  fits  the 
theoretical VmEs°-tv
pMESO  relationship shown in Figure 67.  Furthermore, the 
change in V's° leads to the change in connecting areas between the LF­
MESO flow path, so that this area must be modified following the change
 
in V'°.  The connecting area of this path was given by equation [49].
 
*441,,ESO
 
LF,  , MESS  *w.I.IESO)  AoLF , MESS
 1 +
  [49]
 
an'es`:  *Vp!"° 
The revised form for the connecting area is
 
oc7,50 *,,,MESO 
ALF, MESO(A6LF , MESS  'FP  LF, MESS
 
RM,250  *4ESO
  [106]
 
(xvMESO  FAMESO where the parameters  and
  lj  are the same as those in equation 
(m2)
 [105], and Ac;'F' plEso  is the connecting area between the LF and MESO
 
when the V's° is at full turgor potential.
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To test and to validate the new functional forms, equations [105]
 
and [106], the following changes were made.
 
1.	  Replace equations [105] and [106]  for the V" and AL'''' in the
 
system of mass balance equations [72],  [73],  [86], and [87].
 
2.	  Use the values of a7s°=1.03 and rs°=0.07 MPa.
 
3.	  Change the value of vr- from 6.30x10-9 m3 to 7.20x10-9 m3, and the
 
value of As° from 1.70x10-' m2 to 2.00x10-3 m=.  These changes
 
are made in order to convert the volume of MESO and the connecting
 
area between LF and MESO from the zero turgor potential to the
 
full turgor.
 
4.	  Use the same values of parameters as listed in Tables 2,  3,  4,  5,
 
7, and 8, and
 
5.	  Re-run the simulation by subjected to the same boundary and
 
initial  conditions  as  used  in  the previous  section  of  the
 
validation.
 
The construction of the Hoefler diagram obtained from the results
 
of the new simulation is shown in Figure 69.  The new diagram follows
 
the general characteristics of the theoretical diagram (Figure 67), i.e.
 
the simulated Hoefler diagram shows the curve relation between VMESO and
 
Furthermore, the value of Nipmeso never becomes
  zero.  In general,
 
under the natural environmental conditions the water stress causes the
 
decrease in the volume of mesophyll cells in the range which is varying
 
from 70% to 50% of the cell volume at full turgor (Nir and Mayber,  1967;
 
Richter, 1978; Gupta and Berkowitz, 1987; Schultz and Matthews,  1993).
 
The value of simulated VMESO decreases from value of  one at full turgor
 
to the value of about 0.30 at the lowest simulated value of Nip'.  This
 
suggests that under the severe stress conditions (the very low value of
 
leaf water potential, NitLF )  the simulation requires the high degree of
 
decreasing V".  This might be interpreted that this high degree of
 
decreasing volume compensates the accumulation of other solute molecules
 
which does not take into account in this version of mathematical model.
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Figure 69.  A Hoefler diagram obtained from the simulation results after
 
the modification on the functional form of the V's°--w  relationship.
 
The scale has been lagged for clearity.
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In addition,  the change in functional form for the  VMES°- klipMES:` 
relationship improves the seven-day simulation results of  the turgor
 
potential and the derived quantities which are related  to the MESO
 
volume, as shown in Figures 70 to 74.  Most of the improvements occur
 
during the severe water stress cycles.
 
wpMESO Turoor potential  for  the MESO,  Figure  70  shows  the
 
simulated WIEs° after the changes were made.  During the first half of
 
the light period of the severe stress cycles, the 4MESO still decreases
 
with recovery during the second half.  However, the value of simulated
 
WMESO  does not decrease below zero as it did before.
 The behavior is in
 
agreement with observations for wheat as reported by Gupta and Berkowitz
 
(1987).
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Figure 70.  Simulated wpmEs° after the modification on the functional form
 
of the v"°-V" relationship.
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Osmotic potential  for the MESO,  tv'.  Figure  71  shows  the
 
simulated wirmeso after the changes were made.
 The simulation results show
 
that the  during the severe stress cycles decreases much more than
 
during the non-stress or mild stress cycles reflecting the effect of 
water stress on the decrease in osmotic potential  MESO.  This decrease 
leads the total water potential ytMESO  to follow the decrease in total 
water potential tvtLF  which in turn induces the flow of water between the 
LF and MESO compartments. 
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Figure 71.
 Simulated tti,c's°  after the modification on the functional form 
of the V""--tvp"" relationship. 201 
Flow rate of water between LF -4 MESO path.  Figure 72 shows the
 
simulated flow rate of liquid phase water between the LF and MESO
 
compartments after the change in the v"-ke''  relationship was made. 
During the severe stress cycles, the simulated flow rate shows that the
 
inflow and outflow fluctuate more than during the non-stress  or mild
 
stress cycles.  In addition, the net daily flow rate for these  severe
 
stress cycles are negative quantities indicating the net out flow of
 
water from the MESO to the LF.  These results of the increasing daily
 
outflow rate indicate that the MESO losses water progressively following
 
the development of stress level.
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Figure 72.  Simulation results for the flow rate of water between the
 
MESO and LF compartments after the modification on the functional form
 
of the V's°.--W's° relationship.  Numbers above the curve are the daily
 
flow rate (m' -H20 day') for each simulation cycle.
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Mass of water in the MESO.  Figure 73 shows the simulated mass of
 
water in the MESO compartment after the changes were made.  The diurnal
 
course of water mass fluctuates more as the stress cycles increases from
 
mild stress to severe stress.  This result is in agreement with the flow
 
rate of water between LF and MESO, which is in Figure 69.  The daily
 
average masses of water, shown as numbers on the top of the curve in
 
Figure 73, decreases as stress increases.  The biggest decrease occurs
 
during severe stress.  This result is consistent with the high outflow
 
rate as shown in Figure 72 during the same period.
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Figure 73.  Simulation results for the mass of water in the MESO
 
compartment after the modification on the functional form of the vivm_
 
Nip' relationship. Numbers above the curve are the average daily mass
 
of water (kg-H20) for each simulation cycle.
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Masses of free sugar and starch in MESO.  Figure 74 shows the
 
msMsESO simulated masses of free sugar,  M7fs°,  and starch,  in the MESO
 
compartment after the  change of the V" -W" relationship was made.
 
The simulated results show that during the severe stress cycles the
 
changes in the masses are lower than during the non-stress/mild stress
 
cycles.  This  simulation result is in agreement with observations as
 
discussed in the preceeding section of the validation.
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Figure 74.  Simulated masses of free sugar,  MmE.so (solid line), and
 fg 
starch,  M  (dashed  line),  for  the  MESO compartment  after  the
 
modification on the functional form  of the Vt"-vi,' relationship.
 
Numbers of the first row are the MITm and those of the second row are
 
Mss  expressed in gmol-Cfs,  at  the beginning and the end of each
 
simulation cycle.
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The revised V"Es° -W" relationship do not affect the seven-day
 
simulation results of the following:
 
1.	  The flow rates of water from the root surface along the xylem path
 
to the ambient air (flows between RT -4 RX -4 LX -4 LF -4 IA -4 SO -4
 
BL -4 AIR), and the total water potential of compartments along
 
these flow paths (results not shown).
 
2.	  The stomatal factor (results not shown).
 
3.	  The TR-rate (results not shown).
 
4 .
  The concentration of [CO2] along the AIR  EL -4 SO > IA-4CH paths
 
(results not shown), and
 
5.  The Pfl-rate (results not shown).
 
The seven-day simulation results of these quantity can be  seen in the
 
preceeding section of this chapter.
 
The revision of the V"-y
pMESO  relationship slightly affects the 
seven-day simulation results on the utilization of free sugar including
 
the  loading  and  unloading  of  free  sugar,  the  growth  rate,  the
 
respiration rate, and the allocation of free sugar between shoot and
 
root (results not shown).  These simulation results still agree with the
 
experimental  observations  conducted under  the  diurnal  changes  in
 
environmental conditions as discussed in the preceeding section of this
 
thesis.  That is, the free sugar favors to be allocated to the root
 
parts when the water stress becomes more  severe.  The seven-day
 
simulation results can be seen in the preceeding section of this chapter
 
(Tables 11 and 12) because the results are very much the same.
 
The  further  consideration  is  the  relationship  between  the
 
components of water potential and the volumes of the leaf (LP) and root
 
phloem (RP) compartments.  By the convention of this mathematical model,
 
these two compartments also represent plant cells,  i.e.  the sieve
 
elements of the phloem conducting tissue.  However, the characteristic
 
of  the  flow  of water between  these  two  compartments  and  their
 
surrounding compartments are different from the flow between the LF and
 
MESO compartments.  The LP and RP compartments are not immersed in the
 
pool of water, but they connect to each others and connect to the
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compartments  representing  the  xylem  system,  i.e.  the  LX  and  RX
 
compartments.  The connection of compartments in this manner mimics the
 
circulation of water within and between the xylem and phloem systems.
 
The simulation results on the components of water potential, Figure  46
 
for Nit" and tilt',  Figure 51 for 114" and  and Figure 55 for te' and
 
WARP,  and the simulated volumes  and V" indicate that the use of
 \71-'
 
modulus of elasticity of cell walls (Table 2) is sufficient to describe
 
the VLP-Wp' and VRP-Nip' relationships for the purpose of the simulation.
 
This conclusion is inducted from the results that the simulated Iv,' and
 
W' during the severe stress cycles decreased much more than those  for
 
the non-stress or mild stress cycles.  This result indicates that the
 
circulation of water was caused by the change in osmotic potentials.
 
Furthermore, the simulated 16' and WI," are never less than zero during
 
the  severe  stress  cycles  which confirms  the  sufficiency  of  the
 
functional form of the V"-Ni," and V"-tvp" relationships.
 
Conclusion
 
Selected observations of plant responses resulting from water
 
stress which  is  induced by the diurnal  changes  in environmental
 
conditions were compared to the results of simulation in order to
 
validate the mathematical model which was developed in the preceeding
 
chapter of this thesis.  The simulation results were in good agreement
 
with observations regarding both the maginitude and the diurnal  course
 
of plant responses.  Furthermore,  the simulation results follow the
 
general characteristics of plant responses as affected by the various
 
degree of water stress.  These characteristics are rates of TR and P,,
 
degree of stomatal aperture, flow rate of fixed -CO2 in the phloem, and
 
allocation of fixed -CO2 to shoots and roots.  With these agreements, the
 
mathematical model might be considered to be validated.
 
The  validity  of  the  mathematical  model  provides  the  basic
 
methodology and principles  for  the  further  application  of  plant
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transport  model  under  changing  environmental  conditions.  The
 
mathematical model structure consists of three major components.  The
 
first component is the transport pathway of water which is  initiated
 
from the soil through the xylem to the ambient air.  The second
 
component is the production and utilization of free sugar in mesophyll
 
cells and the last one is the transport of free sugar from mesophyll
 
cells through the phloem to the sink region of plant roots.
 
The methodology is to divide the transport pathways and the free
 
sugar production unit into the network of compartments.  The network is
 
constructed imitating the direction for the flows which  occur in the
 
soil-plant-atmosphere continuum.  The application of pressure flow and
 
diffusion theories to each segment of two adjacent  compartments allows
 
writing a set of mass balance equations representing the
 flows and
 
storage of water, free sugar and CO, for each compartment.  The set of
 
mass balance equations has the components of water potential treated as
 
the system variables.  These variables include w, w, and wp.  Then, the
 
model links the production and utilization of free sugar to transport
 
processes through the potential variables, i.e. w, and wp.  The system
 
of variables will be solved by subjected the mathematical system to the
 
boundary conditions.  In this way the model  links  the effect  of
 
environmental conditions to the mathematical model.
 
How well the mathematical model predicts the responses of plants
 
under the change in environmental conditions depends largely  on the
 
functional forms and values of parameters representing the  transports
 
of water, free sugar, and CO, as well as those representing the free
 
sugar production and utilization.  The sufficient functional forms of
 
these mathematical functions were presented in the model development
 
chapter and in the preceeding section of validation chapter.  The
 
suitable values of parameters for these mathematical functions  can be
 
obtained by setting an experiment, then using the experimental results
 
to calibrate the model for the further application to other plant
 
species.
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MODEL APPLICATION
 
Effect of Changing Environmental Conditions on Transport
 
and Allocation of Fixed -CO2 Mass between Source and Sink Regions
 
Plants leaves can function as source leaves or sink leaves.
 This
 
classification is based on the rate of free sugar production  of an
 
individual plant leaf and its rate of export or import.  The mature leaf
 
which has been fully developed can produce free sugar mass at the rate
 
which exceeds the requirement for utilization within the leaf itself
 
(Jeschke and Pate, 1991a).  The free sugar utilization for the mature
 
leaf  is  used  for  maintaining  the  metabolic  processes  including
 
respiration and systhesis of protein and fatty acids (Jeschke  and Pate,
 
1991a and b).  Since the rate of production for this kind of leaf
 
exceeds the rate of utilization, the excess of free sugar mass will be
 
loaded into the plant transport pathways,  i.e.  the phloem vascular
 
tissues, before it will be delivered to the sink regions throughout  the
 
plant body.  On the other hand, the young leaf which has not been fully
 
developed can also produce free sugar mass.  However,  the rate of
 
production is not high enough to meet the requirement of free sugar mass
 
for metabolic uses within the leaf and for leaf growth.  The young leaf
 
obtains the additional free sugar mass to meet these requirements from
 
the unloading process (Shaw et. al., 1986).  The unloading process is
 
the discharge of free sugar mass from the phloem pathways to the growing
 
cells.  Since the mature leaf is the source of free sugar mass to the
 
young leaf, the mature leaf will be referred to as the source leaf and
 
the young leaf will be referred to as the sink leaf.
 
Furthermore, free sugar mass which is transported in the phloem
 
can also be transported to the roots where it will be unloaded to
 
maintain metabolic processes and to be used by the growth  process.
 
Hence, plant roots can be considered as another sink of free sugar.
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Sinks of free sugar mass occur in both the upper and lower plant
 
parts so that the mass of free sugar in the phloem must flow toward
 
these sink regions.  The flow rate of free sugar mass in the phloem may
 
be referred to as the rate of phloem transport.  The rate of phloem
 
transport in each direction,  i.e.  toward sink leaves or roots,  is
 
determined by the demand rates of free sugar in the sink regions (Shaw
 
et. al., 1986; Wyse, 1986).
 
The demand rate of free sugar depends on the conditions in each
 
individual sink region, e.g. an individual sink leaf requires free sugar
 
mass for expanding its dimension and mass (McNeil,  1976; Dale, 1988;
 
Schnyder and Nelson, 1988; Cosgrove, 1993; Schultz and Matthrews, 1993)
 
and a growing root requires free sugar mass for extending its length
 
(Molz, 1978; Davies and Zhang, 1991; Cosgrove, 1993).  Many factors are
 
involved in the determination of the demand rate for an individual sink
 
region,  including  the  light  environment  (Dale,  1988),  the  plant
 
regulators (Dale, 1988), the plant nutrients (Brandner, 1992), and the
 
components of water potential in the tissue including turgor potential
 
(Matyssek  et.  al.,  1988)  One  factor  therefore  is  the  water
 
availability (Dale,  1988).  Experimental observations show that the
 
demand rates for free sugar in the different sink regions can be altered
 
by water stress (Barlow, 1974; McCoy et. al., 1989a and 1989b).  During
 
the water stress period the demand rate of free sugar for sink leaves
 
is lower than the demand rate during the non stress period of the same
 
plants (Nonami and Boyer, 1989).  With this altered demand rate of the
 
sink leaves, the allocation of free sugar is altered.  Some experimemts
 
show that the free sugar, or in the other word the fixed -CO2 mass, is
 
preferentially allocated to the upper plant parts during periods of no
 
water stress but to the lower plant parts during periods of stress
 
(McCoy et. al., 1989a and 1989b; Quick et. al., 1992).
 
The interactions between the rate of free sugar production by
 
source and sink leaves, the rate of free sugar loading, the rate of
 
phloem transport, and the demand rates of free sugar in various sink
 
regions determine the allocation of fixed -CO2 mass between source and
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sink regions (Geiger et. al., 1983; Shaw et. al., 1986).
 Moreover, the
 
demand rates at sink regions and the production  rate are greatly
 
influenced by water stress  (Barlow,  1974; McCoy et.
 al.,  1989a and
 
1989b).  Therefore, the stress condition which can result from a change
 
in environmental conditions direct impacts the allocation of fixed-CO,
 
mass (Girma and Krieg, 1992a and 1992b).
 
The objective of this chapter of the thesis is to extend  the
 
mathematical model presented in the development chapter.
 The extension
 
is made by formulating a new version of the mathematical system.  The
 
new version to be formulated will have an additional leaf.
  This leaf
 
is added to create a growth sink and to evaluate the allocations between
 
source and sink regions under changing environmental conditions.  The
 
effects of environmental conditions on the simulated rate and direction
 
of phloem transport as well as the simulated allocation of  fixed-CO,
 
mass to various plant parts will then be evaluated by simulation.
 
Compartments and Flow Network
 
A growing plant consists of a number of leaves each of which
 
varies in size and degree of maturity.  The size of an individual leaf
 
determines the surface area which is available for the transpiration  of
 
water and for the diffusion of CO,.  The larger the leaf, the higher the
 
leaf surface area, thus, the larger the amount of water transpired  by
 
the leaf (Yingjajaval, 1976).  In addition, the degree of maturity of
 
an individual leaf determines the number of chloroplasts per unit area
 
presented in the leaf.  A mature leaf which has the higher number of
 
chloroplasts has a higher capacity to fix CO, in comparison to the
 
growing leaf (Nakamura and Hashimoto, 1988).  Based on these facts, the
 
mathematical system can be constructed based the flow network for  a
 
number of  leaves.  Each leaf  can be represented by a  series  of
 
compartments.  The size and degree of maturity for each leaf can be
 
described by the values of model parameters, specifically the geometry
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and carbon transformation parameters.  However, the mathematical system
 
to be formulated in this manner would consist of a very large set of
 
mass balance equations which would require a very large storage memory
 
of the computer in order to obatin the mathematical solution.  To
 
minimize  the  number  of  equations  and  the  computer  memory,  the
 
mathematical system will be formulated for a flow network which consists
 
of one source leaf, one sink leaf, and one root.  With this structure
 
of the flow network, the mathematical system to be formulated will be
 
referred to as the two-leaf version.
 
Flow Network for the Two-Leaf Version
 
By treating the compartments representing the mature leaf in the
 
flow network of Figures  9
  and  10  as  the source  leaf  and adding
 
compartments representing the sink leaf to the same flow network,  the
 
resulting flow network will have the  source and sink leaf which are
 
located in the different compartments, and are separated from the root
 
compartments.  The transports of water, CO2, and free sugar mass require
 
pathways connecting source and sink compartments.  The methodology and
 
mathematical  functions  representing plant  transport processes  and
 
transformations of carbon developed in the preceeding chapters of this
 
thesis will be applied to formulate the mathematical system of the two-

leaf version.
 
The model assumes  that  a  sink leaf developes  its  transport
 
pathways in the same manner as the source leaf.  This assumption is
 
based on the fact that a sink leaf can transpire water and can produce
 
free sugar mass.  The compartments representing the sink leaf should
 
consist of the same number as those representing the source leaf.  The
 
following compartments are set for representing the sink leaf and they
 
will be added to the flow network of Figures 9 and 10.
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AIR	  This compartment represents the ambient air surrounding the sink
 
leaf.  The temperature, relative humidity, and concentration of
 
CO, of this compartment are the boundary conditions.  They will be
 
set indentical to those of the source leaf.
 
SBL  This  compartment  represents  the  leaf-air  boundary  layer
 
surrounding the sink leaf.
 
SSO
  This compartment represents the stomatal pores of the sink leaf.
 
SIA  This compartment represents the intercellular air spaces of the
 
sink leaf.
 
SLF  This compartment represents cell walls in the sink leaf.
 
SCH  This compartment represents chloroplasts existing in the sink
 
leaf.  The fixation of CO occurs in this compartment.  The
 
product of fixation, free sugar, is immediately available in the
 
SMS compartment.
 
SMS	  This compartment represents the interior of the mesophyll  cells
 
of the sink leaf.  This compartment receives free sugar mass from
 
the SCH compartment.  In addition,  the carbon transformations
 
occur in this compartment.  The transformations include the
 
transformations from free sugar to CO, by respiration, free sugar
 
to starch by starch formation, and starch to free  sugar by the
 
starch mobilization process.
 
SLX  This compartment represents the xylem of the sink leaf.
 
SLP  This compartment represents the phloem of the sink leaf.
 
To connect these additional compartments to the previous version
 
of the flow network, the following compartments are introduced.
 
SX  This compartment represents the xylem of the plant stem.
 
SP  This compartment represents the phloem of the plant  stem.
 
Details of how the SX and SP compartments connect compartments
 
representing the sink leaf to the flow network of Figures 9 and 10 will
 
be described in the following paragraphs.
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Figures 75 and 76 shows the two-leaf version of the flow network
 
after the addition of compartments representing the sink leaf.
  Figure
 
75 shows the flow of water in the system and Figure 76  shows the flow
 
of  free  sugar  and  CO,  and  the  transformations  of  carbon.  The
 
compartmental names of these two figures are repeated in the two figures
 
to indicate that the flows of water, free sugar, and CO, share the  same
 
pathways.  The direction of the flows is indicated by the  arrows in
 
these figures.  The flow directions assumed in the figures do not affect
 
the solution of the mathematical system.  The assumed flow directions
 
are made for the ease of the formulation of the system.
 
Figure 75 simulates the flows of water in the flow network  as
 
follows.  The RT compartment is the source of water for the  system.
 
Water flows from this compartment in response of the atmospheric demand
 
at the AIR compartments.  Initially, water flows through the RT  RX
 
SX route.  When water reaches SX compartment, representing the xylem of
 
the plant stem, the flow is separated into two routes.
 One is the flow
 
of water along the xylem of the source leaf to the ambient air,  i.e. the
 
flow along SX -i LX-4 LF -4 IA -4 SO -4 IA -4 BL -4 AIR flow paths.
 The other
 
route is the flow of water along the xylem of the sink leaf  to the
 
ambient air, i.e. SX -4 SLX -4 SLF -4 SIA -4 SSO -4 SBL -4 AIR flow paths.
 
Water also flows between compartments representing the xylem and the
 
phloem, i.e. the RP ) RX, SX--4 SP, and LX -4 LP flow paths of the  source
 
leaf, and the SLX -4 SLP path of the sink leaf.  The flows between xylem
 
and phloem support the flow of water containing free  sugar molecules in
 
the phloem.  The flow of water between compartments representing the
 
leaf cell walls and the interior of mesophyll cells of the sink leaf
 
occurs through the SLF -4 SMS flow path.
 
Water containing free sugar molecules flows along the phloem of
 
the source leaf to the stem phloem which is represented by the LP  -4 SP
 
flow paths.  Once the free sugar solution reaches the SP compartment,
 
representing the phloem of the plant stem, it can follow two routes, the
 
first is toward the roots,  i.e.  the SP -4 RP path, and the second is
 
toward the leaf phloem of the sink leaf, i.e. the SP-4 SLP path.  When
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Figure 75.  Flows of water in the two-leaf model.  Arrows 1 through 8
 
represent the diffusion of water vapor between the air and the source
 
and sink leaves  Arrows 9 through 14 represent the flows of liquid
 
water along the xylem.  Arrows 15 through 17 represent the flows of
 
liquid water along the phloem.  Arrows 18 through 23 represent the flows
 
of liquid water between the xylem and the phloem.  Symbols with *­
supercript are system variables assigned to each compartment.
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the free sugar solution reaches the RP and SLP compartments, it will  be
 
unloaded and will be utilized in the roots and in the mesophyll  cells
 
of the sink leaf.
 
Figure 76  shows compartments and paths simulating the carbon
 
transformations and carbon transport.  For the source leaf, CO, diffuses
 
from the AIR compartment through the BL, SO, and IA compartments before
 
it dissolves in the liquid water and further diffuses in liquid water
 
to the sites of fixation in the CH compartment.
 The diffusion of CO, in
 
this manner also occurs in the sink leaf,  i.e.
 the diffusion of CO,
 
occurs through the AIR -4 SBL--> SSO -4 SIA -4 SCH flow paths of the sink
 
leaf. Then,  the diffused CO, is fixed in the CH compartment of the
 
source leaf and in the SCH compartment of the sink leaf.
  The model
 
assumes that the amount of CO, fixed in the CH and SCH compartments will
 
be immediately available as free sugar in the compartments representing
 
the interior of mesophyll cells, i.e. MESO for the  source leaf and SMS
 
for the sink leaf.  Simultaneously, the availability of free sugar in
 
the MESO and SMS compartments leads to the transformations of  carbon.
 
The common transformations which occur in these two compartments are the
 
utilization of free sugar to create energy by respiration,  to synthesize
 
starch by starch formation, and to synthesize amino and fatty acids.
 
In addition, starch can be transformed to free sugar by the mobilization
 
process.  Unlike the source leaf,  the sink leaf has not been fully
 
developed,  the consumption of  free sugar by the growth,  e.g.  the
 
expansion of a leaf, is treated to occur in the SMS compartment as sink
 
of free sugar by the sink leaf.
 
The flows of free sugar follow the mass flow of water along
 
compartments representing the phloem.  The mass of free sugar is loaded
 
from the MESO compartment of the source leaf before it becomes available
 
in the compartment representing the leaf phloem of the source leaf, the
 
LP compartment.  The free sugar flows under the pressure gradient from
 
the LP to the root sink through the LP -*SP ->RP paths.  After the free
 
sugar is available in the RP compartment, it is unloaded and utilized
 
by the roots.  Simultaneously, the free sugar mass is carried by the
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Figure 76.  Flows and transformations of carbon in the two-leaf model.
 
Arrow 1 represents the process of free sugar loading to the leaf phloem.
 
Arrows 2 through 4 represent the flows of free sugar solution.  Arrows
 
5 through 12 represent the diffusion of CO2.  Arrows 13 and 16 represent
 
CO2-free sugar transformation.  Arrows 17 and 20 represent free sugar-

starch transformation.  Arrows 21 through 23 represent the sink by
 
growth of the source leaf, sink leaf, and roots.  Arrow 24 represents
 
the process of free sugar unloading to the sink leaf.
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mass flow of water as the result of the pressure gradient from the LP
 
to the SLP of the sink leaf through the LP -4 SP--> SLP paths.  The mass
 
of free sugar is then unloaded into the mesophylls of the sink leaf,
 
i.e.  unloaded into the SMS compartment.  Once the free sugar mass
 
becomes available in the SMS compartment,  it is used for the carbon
 
transformations and the growth of leaf as stated in the preceeding
 
paragraph of this chapter.
 
Mathematical System
 
System Variables
 
To set up the mathematical system,  system variables must be
 
assigned to each compartment existing in the flow network of the  two-

leaf version, Figures 75 and 76.  The variables to be assigned are the
 
solution of the mathematical system which will be solved by subjecting
 
the system to the boundary conditions.  The rule for the assignment of
 
variables  to  each compartment  is  the  same  as  that  used  in  the
 
development chapter of this thesis.
 
The same system of symbols as was used in the development chapter
 
will also be applied to describe the variables in this chapter.  The "*"
 
superscript attached in front of the variable names denotes that these
 
variables are the system variables whose values are sought for the
 
solution.  The variables without "*" superscript are either boundary
 
conditions or constant parameters.
 
Total water potential, Wt, will be assigned to the compartments 
representing the transport pathway components of the xylem and the vapor 
Variables tiftRT,  *ivtRX  *xtitSX  *xiftLX  *lvtLF  *  IA transport.  *W,S°  *ytin. ,  and 
NOIR are assigned to the compartments connecting the flow pathways of 
water from the root surface through the xylem of the stem and the xylem 217 
of the source leaf to the ambient air (Figure 75)  Variables
 .
 
SIA  *WCSSO 
* Wt. SLF  *  and tirtAIR  are assigned to the compartments
 5E31'
 
connecting the flow pathways of water from the xylem of the stem through
 
the xylem of the sink leaf to the ambient air.
 
Concentration of  CO,,  [CO,].  The pathways  for water vapor
 
transport  are  also  the  pathways  for  CO,  diffusion  (Figure  76).
 
''
 Therefore, variables [CO2], *[CO3]1', *[CO2]', *[CO3]', and *[CO2]" are
 
assigned to the compartments representing the pathways for CO, diffusion
 
''
 in the source leaf.  Variables [CO2], *[CO2]'', *[CO3]'', *[c02]SIA, and
 
*[CO2 ]SC"  are assigned to the compartments for the sink leaf. 
Concentration of free sugar,  [C,J.  The transport of free sugar
 
solution which occurs in the phloem requires the potential gradient.
 
The gradient is caused by the accumulation of free  sugar.  Therefore,
 
RP,  * [cf9] LP,  * [cfs] SP, variables  [Cfs]  and *[Cfs]"° are assigned to the
 
compartments representing the flow pathways of free sugar solution from
 
the phloem of root and stem, and the phloem and interior of mesophyll
 
cells of the source leaf (Figure 76).  Variables *[Cfs]'' and *[Cf]'' are
 
assigned to the compartments representing the leaf phloem and  the
 
interior of mesophyll cells of the sink leaf.
 
Turcior potential, WI,.  Variables  and *1pp' which
 *WID"  *VIDSP  *VPLP 
are  components  of  the  potential  gradient  are  assigned  to  the
 
compartments representing the phloem of root and stem, and the phloem
 
and interior of mesophyll cell of the source leaf.  Variables *VLF and
 
*wsms are assigned to the compartments representing the phloem and the
 
interior of mesophyll cells of the sink leaf.
 
Concentration of starch,  [Cssi.  The transformations of carbon
 
which occur in the compartments representing the interior of mesophyll
 
cells of the source leaf, the MESO compartment, and of the sink leaf,
 
the SMS compartment, include the free sugar  starch transformation.
 
Hence, variables *[Css]MESO and *[Css]sms are also assigned to these two
 
compartments.
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Summerization of Mathematical Functions Required
 
by the Mass Balance Equations
 
The flow network, Figures 75 and 76,  guide formulation of the
 
mathematical system of mass balance equations.  The mass balance
 
equations can be formulated by monitoring the gain and loss of mass of
 
an individual compartment existing in the flow network.  The components
 
of the mass balance equation are the mass storage, the rates of mass
 
inflow and outflow, and sources or sinks of mass within an individual
 
compartment (equation 57).  The forms of the mathematical functions
 
representing the mass transport rates, the carbon transformation rates,
 
and the changes in geometry of  flow paths presented in the model
 
development chapter and in the validation chapter of this thesis are
 
summerized in the following section.  The purpose of the summerization
 
is to group the functional form of the mathematical equations since some
 
of mathematical functions had been modified in the validation chapter.
 
Equations introduced in the model development and the validation
 
chapters will be used here.  These equations will be renumbered.  This
 
means that same equations appear two times with different numbers.  The
 
units and the meaning of symbols which will  appear in the following
 
equations have been previously defined, and they will not be repeated.
 
They are cited in Appendix 1.
 
Mass Fluxes
 
,
 Mass flux of water vapor,  Jwv3.  The function is applied to
 
quantify the mass flux of water vapor for the LF----> IA, IA -* SO, SO ---->BL,
 
and BL  AIR paths of the source leaf, and for the SLF--) SIA, SIA--)SSO,
 
SSO -4 SBL, and SBL -4 AIR paths of the sink leaf.  These fluxes are
 
indicated by arrows 1 through 8 of Figure 75.  The function has the
 
form:
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The superscipts "i,j" are applied to the above mentioned flow paths.
 
The flow is from the ith to the jth compartment.
 
Mass flux of liquid water along the xylem,  J,;,2.  The function is
 
applied to the RT -4RX, RX-->SX, SX -* LX, and LX -4 LF flow paths of the
 
source leaf, and the SX--> SLX and SLX --> SLF flow paths of the sink leaf.
 
These fluxes are indicated by arrows 9 through 14 in Figure  75.  The
 
function has the form:
 
P. I'12,  415t)  [108] 
Mass flux of liquid water along the phloem, J?.  The function is
 
applied to the LP -4 SP and SP -4 RP flow paths of the  source leaf, and
 
the SP -3 SLP flow path of the sink leaf.  These fluxes are indicated by
 
arrows 15 through 17 in Figure 75.  The function has the form:
 
= pv LP, J(1  V[E])({m4,, + Vol  or, +  Vio))  [109] 
where  [Cfs]  is  the  average concentration  of  the  ith  and  the  jth 
compartments. 
Mass flux of liquid water between the xylem and phloem,  and
 
between the interior of mesophyll cells and cell walls,  J,;.'2.  The
 
function is applied to the RP > RX, SX > SP, LX  LP, and LF > MESO flow
 
paths of the source leaf, and the SLX -3 SLP and SLF - SMS flow paths of
 
the sink leaf.  These fluxes are indicated by arrows 18 through 23 in
 
Figure 75.  The function has the form:
 
= p, Li  3(xre  RTx [C fs]  te) .  [110] 
Mass flux of free sugar, LTL3.  The function is applied to the LP
 
-4 SP and SP -4 RP flow paths of the source leaf, and the SP -4 SLP flow
 
path of the sink leaf.  These fluxes are indicated by arrows 2 through
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4 in Figure 76.  The function has the form:
 
TfsJ  = [Cfs]  +  + kv))  [111]
 
where  [Cfs]  is  the  average  concentration  of  the  and  the  th 
compartments. 
Mass flux of CO,  LV,63.  The function has the form:
 
([co,]-'  [co,],\
= Dco  [112] 
where the diffusivity coefficient Dco =  Irajr  when the function is applied 
to the AIR  BL,  SO, and SO -) IA flow paths of the source leaf, and
 
the AIR -4 SBL, SBL -4 SSO, and SSO -4 SIA flow paths of the sink  leaf.
 
The diffusivity coefficient Duo = Dg11 when the function is  applied to
 
the IA  CH flow path of the source leaf and SIA
  SCH flow path of the
 
sink leaf.  These fluxes are indicated by arrows 5 through 12 in Figure
 
76.
 
Connecting Areas
 
The product of mass flux and the connecting  area, J--"ixA'j is the
 
mass flow rate.  The functional form of the connecting areas was derived
 
earlier in the model development and validation chapters.  The following
 
functions are the summerized forms of the mathematical  functions used
 
for describing the connecting areas between two adjacent compartments.
 
Connecting areas caused by the stomatal aperture,  A'''.  The
 
functional form of these areas was given by equation [42.2].  The
 
function is applied to quantify the effect of leaf water potential and
 
the availability of light on the aperture of stomates.  This function
 
is applied to the SO -4 BL and IA -4 SO flow paths of  the source leaf
 
(arrows 2 and 3 in Figure 75 and arrows 6 and 7 in Figure 76), and the
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SSO--->SBL and SIA-->SSO flow paths of the sink leaf (arrows 6 and 7 in
 
Figure 75 and arrows 10 and 11 in Figure 76).  The function has the
 
form:
 
1
 A  3 = BF(time) x oc.stre
  [113]

13`2,Te + y`Z,Fe  exp 6 ts7e  11)0 
where the superscript "type" denotes the type of leaf, i.e. the source 
or the sink leaf.  The parameters wsT,  fisT,  7sT,  and 6,  are the shape 
factors describing the dependency of stomatal opening on the leaf water 
potential for either the source or the sink leaf.  Water potential 
tift=*wtLF  when the function is applied for the source leaf, and wt=*WtsLF
 
when the function is applied for the sink leaf.
 
Connecting areas between the xylem and the phloem,  The
 
functional form of these areas was given by equations [49] to [50].  The
 
function is applied to quantify the area connecting the compartments
 
representing the xylem and the phloem for the LX  LP, SX -4 SP, and RP
 
-* RX flow paths of the source leaf (arrows 18 through 20 in Figure 75),
 
and the SLX -4 SLP flow paths of the sink leaf (arrow 22 in Figure 75).
 
The function has the form:
 
krp A'J =  1 +
  [114]

aLas  Vias  Vfp 
where the superscript  "i"  denotes the compartment representing the
 
phloem, i.e. either the LP, SP, RP, or SLP.
 
Connecting areas between the interior of mesophyll cells and their
 
surrounding cell walls, Aij.  The functional form of these areas was
 
given by equation [106].  The function is applied to the LF -4 MESO flow
 
path of the source leaf (arrow 21 in Figure 75), and the SLF -4 SMS flow
 
path of the sink leaf (arrow 23 in Figure 75).  The functional form of
 
these areas is
 
A2-3  c"3,  [115] 
4r; 
where the su erscri  is applied either for the MESO or the SMS. 222 
Connecting areas in the xylem vessel, A".  These areas include
 
the areas for the RX -4 SX, SX -4 LX, LX -4 LF flow paths of the
  source
 
leaf (arrows 10 through 12 in Figure 75), and for the SX  SLX, and SLX
 
-4 SLF flow paths of the sink leaf (arrows 13 and 14 in Figure 75).
  The
 
assumption that these areas are constant over time as was used in the
 
the previous version of  the model prevented the convergence to  a
 
mathematical solution when applied in this version of the model.  This
 
suggests that these connecting areas should be changed in parallel with
 
the change in their compartmental volumes.  Since compartmental volumes
 
change as a function of the magnitude of water potentials, y the model
 
treats  these areas  as  a  function  of  the corresponding  The The
 
functional form of these connecting areas was therefore expressed in the
 
form:
 
A i,j = (1.00 + prwc  Abi  ,  [116]
 
where the superscript "i" is i=RX, i=SX, i=LX, i=SX,  or i=SLX when the
 
equation is used to quantify the magnitude of the area ARX , SX  ASX, LX  ALX, LF 
ASX, SLX 
,
  or AsLx' sLF  respectively. 
Connecting areas of the sieve tubes of phloem, A''.  These areas
 
include the areas for the LP--4 SP, SP -4 RP (arrows 15 and 16 in Figure
 
75), and the SP-4 SLP (arrow 17 in Figure 75) flow paths.  For the two-

leaf model, these areas are also changed following the change in their
 
compartmental volumes.  The model treats these areas as a function of
 
their turgor potentials,  yip,  as follow:
 
=  1 +  Ac;s-7.,
  [117]

c(ias  Nias yip 
where the superscript "i' is i=LP, i=SP, i=SP when the equation is used
 
ALP, SP  ASP, RP to  quantified  the  magnitude  of  the  area  or  ASP SLR 
respectively. 223 
Volumes
 
Knowledge of the change in compartmental volume is needed for the
 
quantification of the mass storage and rate of carbon transformations.
 
The changes in compartmental volumes were given earlier in the model
 
development and validation chapters by equations [43],  [45]  to [47],
 
[54]  to  [56], and [105].  The following functions are the summerized 
mathematical  forms used  to  describe  the  changes  in compartmental 
volumes. 
Volume of the stomatal pores.  Equation [43] which describes the
 
volume of the SO compartment of the source leaf can also be applied to
 
quantify the volume of the SSO compartment of the sink leaf.  The
 
equation has the form:
 
V" = A -7x
  [118]
 
where the superscript  "i"  is applied to either the SO or SSO,  the
 
superscript "i,j" is applied either to the SO -4 BL flow path  of the
 
source leaf or to the SSO -4 SBL flow path of the sink leaf, and 5' is
 
the average depth of stomates applied either to the SO or the SSO.  The
 
functional form of AL' was given by equation [113].
 
Volume of  the compartments representing the xylem,  V'.  The
 
function is applied to the LF, LX, SX and RX compartments of the source
 
leaf, and the SLX and SLF compartments of the sink leaf.  The function
 
has the form:
 
17' - (1 +
  14'  [119]
 
Volume of the compartments representing the phloem,  V'.  The
 
function is applied to the LP, SP, and RP compartments of the source
 
leaf, and the SLP compartment of the sink leaf.  The function has the
 
form:
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Wp
 V' =  1 +  1/0  [120]
 aLas  Vas Vp 
Volume of the compartments representing mesoohyll cells, V'.
  The
 
function is applied to the MESO compartment of the source leaf, and the
 
SMS compartment of the sink leaf.  The function has the form:
 
Vi =
  [121]
 
+ kv;
 
Mass Storages
 
Mass storage of water vapor,  dr gv).  The following function is

-7E
 
applied to quantify the rate of change of water vapor mass for the BL
 
and IA compartments of the source leaf, and the SBL and SIA  compartments
 
of the sink leaf.  The function has the form:
 
(  SatN,  ife pw Vw  Vo p,, 
d  'W [122]
 RT  RT
 
Since the volumes of the SO and SSO compartments depend on the stomatal
 
aperture, the functional
  form for quantifying the mass storage of water
 
vapor in the SO and SSO compartments  is different  from equation [122]
 
and has the form:
 
( \ i  \ pw V pX
, 
51  d  V d ( m  =  A' ' 3  exp 
WK 
[123]
 -TE` '  RT  YE  RT 
I
 
where "i" is applied either to the SO or to the SSO compartments, and
 
superscript "i,j" is applied either to the SO -4 BL  or SSO -4 SBL flow
 
paths.  The functional form of  was given by equation [113].
 
Mass storage of liquid water in the xylem, 
ol 
).  The function
 
-YE  w
 
is applied to quantify the rate of change of liquid water mass for the
 
LF, LX, SX, and RX compartments of the source leaf, and the SLF and SLX
 
compartments of the sink leaf.  The function has the form:
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d (M,;)  - 12G-wc V0)-aF (V)  [124] ET 
a
 Mass storage of liquid water in the phloem,  The function
 
is applied to the RP, SP, and LP compartments of the source leaf, and
 
the SLP of the sink leaf.  The function has the form:
 
( 
4144  (P. Vol  [125] -t  Paias  13;ias  Wi; 
Mass storage of liquid water in the interior of mesophyll cells,
 
d 
(Mw).
 7-E- .)  The function is applied to quantify the rate of change of
 
liquid water mass in the MESO compartment of the source leaf, and for
 
the SMS compartment of the sink leaf.  The function has the form:
 
(1'4) = (P vol)  a  [126] 7"E
 
Mass storage of free sugar in the phloem,  d (4)  The function
 .
 
-E
 
is applied to quantify the rate of change of free sugar mass for the LP,
 
SP, and RP compartments representing the phloem of the  source leaf, and
 
for the SLP compartment representing the phloem of the sink leaf.  The
 
function has the form:
 
( 
Vp  [ cfs] 
= 170a  d  [127] 71- ocLas  13;ias Wic, 
Mass storage of free sugar in the interior of mesophyll cells, 
a (M-L)  - The function is applied for the MESO compartment of the source 
-E
 
leaf and for the SMS compartment of the sink leaf.  The function has the
 
form:
 
cidt(4)  xv-i; [c] voi  ci
 
[128]
 
Rv ± Iv; 
Mass storage of starch in the interior of mesophyll cells,  d(AQ.

TF

The function is applied to quantify the rate of change of starch mass
 
for the MESO compartment of the source leaf and for the SMS compartment
 
of the sink leaf.  The function has the form:
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d  of4, Wp  [C]  ' 
= d SS  [129] 
Y; 
c/(7,,
 Mass storage of CO,  The following  function is applied
 7f
 
to  quantify the rate of change  of CO, mass for  the CH,  IA,  and BL
 
compartments of the source leaf,  and the SCH, SIA,  and SBL compartments
 
of the sink leaf.  The function has the form:
 
= ya  ( [ co, ] 2)  ,  [130]
 
where the superscript "i" is applied either to the CH, IA, BL, SCH, SIA,
 
or SBL.  Since the volume of the SO and SSO compartment depends on the
 
degree of stomatal aperture,  the mass storage of CO, for these two
 
compartments is different from equation [130] and it has the form:
 
d  = Si  (Al'  [CO2} I)  [131] -TE 
where the superscript  "i"  is applied either to the SO or the SSO
 
compartment, and superscript "i,j" is applied either to the SO -4BL or
 
SSO-SBL flow paths.  The functional form of Aj was given by equation
 
[113].
 
Rates of Carbon Transformation
 
The following mathematical functions are used for describing the
 
rate of carbon transformations.
 The transformations occur in the MESO
 
of the source leaf and in the SMS of the sink leaf.
 
Rate of photosynthesis,  P,.  The functional form was given by
 
equation [36] as:
 
1  cep= [ co, ]  a' ' PPFD 
P  Pn%aP, e.  [132] co,  pPFD n p  7p exP 6p.  )  K, + [CO2]  K,  +PPFD 
where the superscript "type" denotes the type of leaf, i.e. the  source
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or sink leaf.  Note that tv,=*kv' and [CO2]=*[CO3]' when the equation is
 
applied to quantify the rate for the  source leaf, and that wt-=*tlits' and
 
[CO2]=*[CO2]scH when the equation is applied to quantify the rate for the
 
sink leaf.
 
Rate of respiration,
 Resp.  The functional form was given by
 
equation [38] as:
 
(c4esP +oeiesP  PPFD) R  [133]
Km ,  +  [Cfs] 
where  [Cfs] =* [Cfs]''  when  this  equation  is  used
 to  quantify  the
 
respiration rate  for the source  leaf,  and
 [Cfs]=*[Cfs]Sms when this
 
equation is applied to quantify the rate for the sink leaf.
 
Rate of starch formation, S,.
  The functional form of this rate
 
was given by equation [39] as:
 
(k + k wt)  [C]
Storm  [134] , Kf°rm + [C]
where Nft=*v' and [Cfs] =* [Cfs]''' when this equation is used to quantify
 
the rate for the source leaf, and Nit=*Nits"  and [C,,,]=*[Cfj" when this
 
equation is applied to quantify the rate for the sink leaf.
 
Rate of starch mobilization, S,,.
  The functional form of this
 
rate was given by equation [39] as:
 
(k + k Nit)  [Cfs] 
[135]
 + [C1s] 
where wt=-*Nit" and [Css]=*[C,]'' when this equation is used to quantify
 
the rate for the source leaf, and klit=--*klit' and
 [C,]=*[Css]sms when this
 
equation is applied to quantify the rate for  the sink leaf.
 
Rate of free sugar loading, LR.
 This function is applied only for
 
the source leaf which imitates the supply of free  sugar from the source
 
leaf to the sink regions of leaf and roots.
 The functional form of this
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equation was given by equation [37.3] as:
 
(c(I),R
  * c(tIR *WLF)  s] MESO 
LR =
  [136]
 * [ C s] MESO 
Rate of amino and fatty acids synthesis in the  source leaf,
 
GRso"rOe.  The model uses the first order kinetic rate of reaction to
 
describe the consumption rate of free sugar mass for the synthesis  of
 
amino and fatty acids in the source leaf, GRs""e.
  The rate GRs""e has
 
the form:
 
GR source	  = kGR * [  MESO * vMESO 
fs	  [137]
 
Additional Assumption for the Two-Leaf Version
 
To furmulate the mathematical system for the two-leaf version,  the
 
following assumptions have been made:
 
1.
  The rate of free sugar consumption by growth of the sink leaf
 
(arrow 21 in Figure 76)  relates to the status of leaf water
 
potential of the sink leaf, and
 
2.	  The rate of free sugar unloading to the sink leaf (arrow 24 in
 
Figure 76) is equal to the demand rate of free sugar mass in the
 
sink leaf.
 
The first additional assumption is made to quantify the demand rate of
 
free sugar by growth of the sink leaf in term of the system variable.
 
The second additional assumption can be interpreted that the demand rate
 
of free sugar mass in the sink leaf determines the  rate of phloem
 
transport in the direction toward the sink leaf.  With these two
 
assumptions, the forms of math functions describing the  rate of free
 
sugar consumption by growth of the sink leaf and the rate of free sugar
 
unloading to the sink leaf can be set up, leading to the completed  set
 
of mathematical functions for describing the rates of  transports and
 
carbon transformations required for the formulation of the system of
 
mass balance equations.
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Rate of growth of the sink leaf,  The model assumes that
 
the rate of free sugar consumption by growth of the sink leaf, GR',  is
 
a function of its leaf water potential, *tlf,'.  This assumption is based
 
on the fact that the rate of young leaf expansion decreases when plants
 
are growing under water stress condition (Boyer 1970a; Dale 1988).  The
 
GRsink rate has the form:
 
GR' = k(;5ink  exp(kfink(*es)9	  [138]
,
 
where kos'k has the unit of mol-Cfs hr' and kf'nk has the unit of MPa-2.
 
This functional form of the GR'' indicates that the rate of free sugar
 
consumption decreases exponentially as plants become stressed  (Molz,
 
1978; Schnyder and Nelson, 1988; Schultz and Matthrews, 1993).
 
Rate of free sugar unloading to the sink leaf,  ULRs'nk.  Based on
 
the second additional assumption, the rate of ULR'''' is  equal to the
 
demand rate of free sugar mass in the SMS compartment representing the
 
sink leaf.  The rate can be obtained by the balance of free sugar mass
 
in the SMS compartment.
 The functional form describing this ULR''nk will
 
be presented as equation [139] in the next section of this  thesis.
 
Mass Balance Equations
 
The mathematical
 functions summerized above will be used  to
 
formulate the system of mass balance equations.
 The equations balance
 
the masses of water, free sugar, starch, and CO, for all compartments
 
existing in the two-leaf version of the flow  network,  as shown in
 
Figures 75 and 76.
 In conclusion, the mathematical system consists of
 
1.	  the balance equations of water vapor for the  BL,  SO,  and IA
 
compartments of the source leaf  (3 equations), and for the SBL,
 
SSO, and SIA compartments of the sink leaf  (3 equations),
 
2.
  the balance equations of liquid water for the RX, SX, LX, LF, RP,
 
SP,  LP, and MESO compartments of the source leaf  (8 equations),
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and for the SLX, SLF, SLP, and SMS compartments of the sink leaf
 
(4 equations),
 
3.  the balance equations of free sugar mass for the SP, LP,  and MESO
 
compartments of the source leaf (3 equations), and for the SLP and
 
SMS compartments of the sink leaf (2 equations),
 
4.  the balance equations of starch mass for the MESO  compartment of
 
the source leaf (1 equation), and for the SMS compartment  of the
 
sink leaf (1 equation), and
 
5.  the balance equations of CO2 mass for the BL,  SO,  IA,  and CH
 
compartments of the source leaf  (4 equations), and for the SBL,
 
SSO, SIA, and SCH compartments of the sink leaf (4 equations).
 
In total,  the mathematical system  consists of 33 equations with 33
 
unknowns.  The complete set of mass balance equations will  not be
 
presented, since the formulation of each equation is based on the same
 
principle (equation [57]).  The following equations are examples of the
 
mass balance equations presented to show the methodology used for
 
formulating an individual mass balance equation.
 
Mass balance equation of water vapor for the SO  compartment.
 
Figure 75 suggests that the components of mass balance of water vapor
 
in this compartment consist of the storage of water vapor mass,
  7717(N/f),
 
one inflow (arrow 2 in Figure 75), and one outflow (arrow 3 in Figure
 
75).  The storage term can be obtained by the application of equation
 
[123].  Since both inflow and outflow is caused by the diffusion of
 
water vapor, the rate of these flows can be obtained by the application
 
of equation [107].
  Furthermore, the computation of these flow rates 
requires knowledge of the connecting areas, As0, BL  and A.'" ' which can be 
obtained by the application of equation [113].  Therefore, the mass
 
balance equation of water vapor in the SO compartment has  the form:
 
Plat 6s°  0 
Vu,  wv 
A"'B'exp
 RT  RT  rate of change of 
water vapor mass
 
in the SO
 
( 
*tif;A  0
 
so  Pu,  t
  A.T.A,sc
 exp  exp
  inflow

Prot  RT  Ptct  RT 231 
P,,  *kK° 17  Pwv exp  exp
 Pw L;"  outflow P ,ot  RT  Ptot  RT 
Mass balance equation of water vapor for the SIA compartment.
 
Figure 75 indicates that the components of mass balance of water vapor
 
in this compartment consist of the storage term,  one inflow (arrow 5 in
 
Figure 75) and one outflow (arrow 6 in Figure 75).  The storage term can
 
be obtained by the application of equation [122], the inflow and outflow
 
can be obtained by the application of equation [107].
  The connecting
 
area A sIA,sso can be obtained by the application of equation [113]  The
 .
 
area AsLF, 
SIA  will be used.  Therefore, the mass balance equation 
of water vapor in the SIA compartment has the form: 
SIA  sat
 
Pw v. Vo  Pwv, 
(
 
exp

RT  rate of change of 
water vapor mass
 
in the SIA
 
( 
Tiw 
L,S;,LF,SIA
  exp  *W1LF  17w  Pwv  exp  ASLF, SIA  inflow RT  RT Ptot  P tot 
Pwv  K" 17  Pwv 
kKSO 
ASIA, ISO exp  exp  outflow
 RT Prot  pto,  RT
 
Mass balance equation of liquid water for the SX compartment.
 
Figure 75 shows that the components of mass balance of liquid water in
 
this compartment consist of the storage, one inflow (arrow 10) and three
 
outflows (arrows 11,  13, and 19).  The storage of water mass in the
 
xylem can be obtained by the application of equation [124].
  The inflow
 
is the flow between RX -4 SX which occurs along the xylem
  and can be
 
obtained by the application of equation [108].  The first and second
 
outflow are the flows between SX>LX and between SXSLX which are the
 
flows along the xylem, so that the flow rate of these outflows  can be
 
obtained by the application of equation [108].  The last outflow is the
 
flow between SX -4 SP which is the flow between the xylem and the phloem,
 
so that the flow rate can be obtained by the application of equation
 
[110].  The connecting area Asx's' which is required to compute the last
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flow rate can be obtained by the application of equation [114].  The
 
areas A  Asx'x,  and AsxsLx which occur in the xylem vessel can be
 
obtained by the application of equation [116].  The summation of these
 
components yields the mass balance equation of liquid water for the SX
 
compartment as:
 
(P. 1319-).`c  vox)  4:__It(*ke)  rate of change of 
liquid water mass
 
in the SX
 
(*Ntx  *No A RX, SX  inflow
 
(,,,kystx  AsxLx  outflow
 
SLX (*tvfX  *1141,X)  A sx,si.,x  outflow
 
pw Lfc" (*e  RTx * [Cf 5] SP  *el) A SX, SP  outflow 
Mass balance equation of liquid water in the SLP compartment.
 
Figure 75 indicates that the components of mass balance of liquid  water
 
in this compartment consist of the storage and two inflows  (arrows 17
 
and 22 in Figure 75).
 Since this compartment represents the phloem, the
 
storage of water mass can be obtained by the application of equation
 
[125].  The first inflow, SP -* SLP, occurs along the phloem so that the
 
flow rate of these flows can be obtained by the application of equation
 
[109].  The second inflow, SLX - SLP, occurs between the xylem and the
 
phloem so that its flow rate can be obtained by the application of
 
equation [110]  The connecting area A'''' which occurs in the phloem
 .
 
can be obtained by the application of equation [117], and the area AsL>:,sLP 
which occurs between the xylem and the phloem can be obtained by the
 
application of equation [114].  The summation of these mass balance
 
components yields the mass balance equation of liquid water for the SLP
 
compartment as:
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(  s  d  *WfLP 
SLF  SLP
 
eias  *WsLif
 p  rate of change of 
liquid water mass
 
in the SLP
 
LpSP, SLP  *No  *Nif,9) (1 Vfs  ASP,  inflow 
LpSLX, SLP (*iiifLX  oP  RTx  [ C s] SLP  SLP  inflow 
Mass balance equation of CO, in the SSO compartment.  Figure 76
 
indicates that the components of mass balance of CO, in this compartment
 
consist of the storage, one inflow (arrow 10 in Figure 76)  and one
 
outflow (arrow 11  in Figure 76).  The storage of CO, mass can be
 
obtained by the application of equation [131].  The mass inflow and
 
outflow can be obtained by the application of equation  [112].  The
 
connecting areas Tiss''s'  and A'A's° which are the stomatal apertures can
 
be obtained by the application of equation [113]  The summation of
 .
 
these components yields the mass balance equation of CO2 for the  SSO
 
compartment as:
 
osso  d  (ASSO, SBL * [ CO2  sso) = 3
  rate of change of
 TE
 
CO2 mass in the SSO
 
* [ CO2] SBL  * [ CO2] SSO  A SSO, SEL  inflow
 
AXSL°' .513L 
air  *[CO2]-cS°  * [ CO2] S"  ASIA, SSO
CO,  outflow 5171, SSC) 
Mass balance equation of CO, in the SCH compartment.  Figure 76
 
shows that the components of mass balance of CO2 in this  compartment
 
consist of the storage, one mass inflow (arrow 12 in Figure 76), and  two
 
carbon transformations (arrows 15 and 16 in Figure 76).  The storage can
 
be obtained by the application of equation [130].  The mass inflow can
 
be obtained by the application of equation [112].  The first carbon
 
transformation is  the transformation of  CO2  to  free sugar mass by
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photosynthesis (arrow 16 in Figure 76) which can be obtained by the
 
application of  equation  [132].  The second transformation  is  the
 
evolution of CO2 by respiration (arrow 15 in Figure 76)  which can be
 
obtained by the application of equation [133].
  The volume of the SMS
 
compartment can be obtained by the application of equation [121].  The
 
connecting area As IA,scii=A6sIA,= will be used.
  The summation of these
 
components yields  the  mass  balance  equation  of  CO2  for
 the  SCH
 
compartment as:
 
vf' d (*  [CO2] scl  =	  rate of change of
 
CO,, mass in the SCH
 
(*(CO2]sm  *[CO2]"\
 
A scw,s/,,,
  mass inflow
 A,SCH, 
)	  1 \
) 
ac°=*[CO,]  s''''
  reffEr PPFD
 a,	  Asurface Prf,inr,2`.
 
13, + y,exp(6,*wff)  Icc,°' +* [ CO2] scH  K:7''+ PPFD
 
)
  ) )
 
photosynthesis
 
( 
(ccrsP +ales')  PPFD) *[Cfs]sms  lar*wiTs 
+  (12)
 
SMS  SMS KresP + * [C]  + *els 
CO, evolution
 
Mass balance equation of free sugar in the MESO  compartment.
 
Figure 76 indicates that there are seven components of mass balance of
 
free  sugar  in  this  compartment,  namely  storage,  five  carbon
 
transformations, and free sugar loading to the leaf phloem.  The storage
 
rate of free sugar mass can be obtained by the application of equation
 
[128].  The rate free sugar transformation to CO, by respiration (arrow
 
14 in Figure 76), to starch by starch formation (arrow 18 in Figure 76),
 
and to amino and fatty acids (arrow 21 in Figure 76)  can be obtained by
 
the application of equations [133], [134], and [137], respectively.  The
 
transformation of CO2 to free sugar (arrow 13  in Figure 76)  can be
 
obtained by the application of equation [132].  The transformation of
 
starch to free sugar by mobilization (arrow 17 in Figure 76)  can be
 
obtained by the application of equation [135].  The free sugar loading
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can be obtained by the application of equation [136].
  The compartmental
 
volume, V'', which is required for the computation of the net rates can
 
be obtained by the application of equation [121].  The summation of
 
these components yields the mass balance equation of free sugar in the
 
MESO compartment as:
 
afrvIESO  *tilpfESO  MESS
 
MESO  d
 
,
 
7-E  VESO 
rate of change of 
free sugar mass
 
in the MESO
 
1  source  1  C°' *  C0,1 CH  PPFD  PPFD  A surface
 in, max
 
YpnexP  [co,]  K,?P,PFD+ PPFD
 
photosynthesis
 
(  \(
(a.,L0,R  atR*44,F)  * [  Ps] MESS  aMESO *4E50
 
UMESO
 
free sugar loading
 + *  MESS  phiESO  *,,,msso
 
CIfs
  \ 
\ 1 
MESO  aMESO *14ESO 
;1 respiration 
(Cicr'P + aresp PPFD) * [cfs]
 
v" ° K;e-P  * [  MESO  r MESO  mES6 
1111 
\ 
* [  5,1 MESS  ceiESO *114ESO ( k  + k
 
UMESO 
K 
torn:  rso  starch + *[Cfs]m'S
  \  WP ) 
formation
 
[( kr, + krl *F * [ CO, MESS 
( 
(4E50 tkeS0 
177.S0
  starch
 a MESS  *smEsO K ;ev + *[  i MESS 
I j 
mobilization
 
( 
cry SO *MESO
(k  * [  ] MESS)  YP  UMESS  growth
 GR  fs  pMvESO  *VIESU 
Mass balance equation of free sugar mass in the SMS compartment
 
and the determination of the ULFV'nk rate.  Figure 76 shows that the
 
components of mass balance of free sugar in this compartment consist of
 
the storage,  five carbon transformations, and the unloading of free
 
sugar.  The  storage  of  free  sugar mass  can be obtained by  the
 
application of equation [128].  The rates free sugar transformation to
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CO, by respiration  (arrow 16  in Figure  76),
  to  starch by starch
 
formation (arrow 20 in Figure 76),  and to leaf growth (arrow 22  in
 
Figure 76) can be obtained by the application of equations [133],
 [134],
 
and [138], respectively.  The transformation of CO, to free sugar (arrow
 
15 in Figure 76) can be obtained by the application of equation  [132].
 
The transformation of starch to free sugar by mobilization (arrow 19 in
 
Figure 76) can be obtained by the application of equation  [135].  The
 
compartmental volume, Vs's, which is required for the computation of the
 
net rates can be obtained by the application of equation [121].
  The
 
summation of these components and the unloading rate of free  sugar,
 
ULRsink,  yields the mass balance equation of free sugar in the SMS
 
compartment as:
 
( 
,,,,Sh'S *MS  SMS 
,,..511.5  d  uL  ,
V 0  7T 
Pr -I- *Vf1S  rate of change of 
free sugar mass
 
in SMS
 
(1  1  aC°` * [ CO2  ] SCH  aPPFD PPFD k ( 72-)P:Taxan,  A  surface 
.  ,FPF D 13, +  yexp(8*wt')  Kr,  + * [ CO2 ] SCK  -Km  +PPFD i  1 1 
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ULIts'nk  unloading
 
(CCO'esP  afesP PPFD) *[Cfs]sils  ar*Njf 
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 ciSMS KfesP + * [c]sms wP fs  / \ 
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/
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where the funtional form of ULR' can be defined in the subsequent
 
paragraphs.
 
Mass balance equation of free sugar in the SLP compartment.
 
Figure 76 shows that the components of mass balance of free sugar in
 
this compartment consist of the storage, one mass inflow (arrow 3 in
 
Figure 76) and one mass outflow (arrow 4 in Figure 76).  The storage
 
which occurs in the phloem can be obtained by the application of
 
equation [124].  The mass inflow and outflow which occur in the phloem
 
can be obtained by the application of equation [111].  The outflow is
 
the unloading of free sugar.  The connecting areas A s's' and ASLP,SMS which
 
occur in the symplastic path can be obtained by the application of
 
equation [116].  The summation of these components yields the mass
 
balance equation of free sugar for the SLP compartment as:
 
rSLP  c  *N4LP  [ C s] SLP 
v o  -a-­
ccsnia's  lea's *Nrs'Ll'  rate of change of 
free sugar mass 
in the SLP 
*  Lf,P SLP  or+ *wf,1  *keg)  ASP'  SLP  inflow 
ULR51IIk	  unloading
 
[139.2]
 
Based on the assumption that the demand rate of free sugar  mass
 
in the sink leaf determines the rate of free sugar unloading to the sink
 
leaf, the quantity ULRs' in equations [139.1] and [139.2]  are equal.
 
The mathematical form of ULRs' for these two equations can be defined
 
as follows:
 
1.	  Rearrange terms of equation [139.1] to have the ULR' term on the
 
left hand side of an equal sign.  The result of this arrangement
 
is the mathematical form of the ULR'nk which will be used in
 
equation [139.2].
 
2.	  Rearrange terms of equation [139.2] to have the ULRs' term on the
 
leaf hand side of an equal sign.  The result of this arrangement
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is the mathematical form of the ULR'' which will
 be used in
 
equation [139.1].
 
Summary
 
The methodology for the balance of mass will be repeated until all
 
the masses for all of the compartments existing in the flow networks of
 
Figures 75 and 76 have been set up.  The unknowns are the system
 
variables,  *y,  *[Cfs],  *[Css],  and *[CO2],  which will be solved by
 
subjecting the mathematical system to  the time-dependent boundary
 
conditions.  The boundary conditions include
 
1.
  The temperature and relative humidity of the air.  This boundary
 
condition determines the atmospheric demand for the transport of
 
water and occurs in the system equations through the balance
  of
 
water vapor mass in the BL and SBL compartments.
 
2.	  The water potential at the root surface,  YtRT  This boundary
 
condition determines the supply of water into the  system and
 
occurs in the balance of liquid water mass in the RX compartment.
 
3.	  The CO,  concentration of  the  air.  This boundary condition
 
determines the supply of CO, to the system which  occurs through
 
the balance of CO, mass in the BL and SBL compartments.
 
4.	  The photosynthetic photon flux density,  PPFD.  This boundary
 
condition determines the rate of photosynthesis which  occurs
 
through  the  balance  of  CO,  mass  in  the  CH  and  the  SCH
 
compartments, and through the balance of free sugar mass in the
 
MESO and SMS compartments.
 
5.	  The BF-factor.  This boundary condition determines, in part, the
 
stomatal opening which occurs in the balances of water vapor mass,
 
and CO, mass in the BL, SO,  IA, SBL, SSO, and SIA compartments.
 
6.	  The free sugar concentration in the root phloem,  [Cfs]''.  This 
boundary condition is treated to be a function of water potential 
at the root surface,  vt.RT  The relationship was shown as equation 
[94] in the calibration chapter.
  This boundary condition occurs
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in the balance of liquid water  mass  in the RP,  RX,  and SP
 
compartments, and in the balance of free sugar mass in the SP
 
compartment.
 
To solve the mathematical system, the solution requires knowledge
 
of the values of parameters characterizing the flow paths, i.e. stomatal
 
opening represented by the stomatal factors,
 compartmental volumes,
 
connecting areas, distances for vapor transport, conductances,  and of
 
the values of parameters describing the carbon transformations,
  i.e.
 
photosynthesis, respiration, starch formation, starch mobilization, free
 
sugar loading, and growth functions.  The mathematical system will be
 
solved numerically by the iteration method.
  The methodology used to
 
solve the system is given in Appendix 2.
 
After the solution of the mathematical system has been obtained,
 
one  additional  computation
 must  be  performed.  This  additional
 
computation is to evaluate the rate of free  sugar unloading from the
 
root phloem compartment, ULR'''.  This mass of free sugar will be used
 
by the growth of root cells.  The rate can be computed by balancing the
 
mass of free sugar in the RP compartment by
 
I R 
fsP)  LTZ, RP )(ASP 'RP  ULRr°°t  [140] 
where 31rRP is the flow rate of free sugar mass into the RP compartment. 
This rate can be obtained by equation  [111].  ASP, RP  is  the area
 
connecting the SP -4 RP flow path.  cl(PIP1  is the storage rate of free

7-E  s
 
sugar mass in the RP compartment.
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Simulation
 
Simulation Period
 
The simulation runs will be started at 6:00 hours and last 7 days.
 
The simulation runs will be subjected to the seven 24-hour cycles of the
 
boundary conditions.
 
Boundary Conditions
 
The simulation will be subject to the same boundary conditions as
 
used in  the validation section of  this  thesis.  The atmospheric
 
temperature and relative humidity were shown in Figure 17.  The constant
 
value of 0.01411 mol-CO, m' for atmospheric CO, concentration will be
 
used in this simulation.  The photosynthetic photon flux density and the
 
BF-factor were defined in Figure 18.  The water potential at the root 
surface  and  the  concentration  of  free  sugar  of  the  root phloem 
compartment were shown in Figure 44. 
Contribution of Cell Organelles to the Osmotic Potential
 
The model assumes that cell organelles in the mesophyll cells of
 
source and sink leaf are similar.  The contribution of cell organelles
 
xifist,orgr,
 to the osmotic potential value of V  0.900 MPa will be used
 
in this simulation.  Since the number of cell organelles in the phloem
 
conducting tissue is less in comparison to that in the mesophyll cells
 
(Pate et. al., 1979), the contribution of cell organelles in the phloem
 
p is treated to be zero.  Therefore, the value of Nf,1"gr,  =
 Wit  , orgn  77 , orgn 
wgLP =  77 , orgn  = 0.000 MPa will be used in this simulation. 241 
Initial Condition
 
The  initial  values  of  water potential  in  the  compartments
 
representing the xylem and vapor transport are assigned to regulate the
 
flows RT -4 RX -4 SX -4 LX -4 LF -4 IA -4 SO -4 BL -4 AIR of
 the source leaf,
 
and to regulate the flows SX -+ SLX  SLF
  SIA) SSO  SBL > AIR of the
 
sink leaf.  The initial values of these potentials are shown in the
 
compartments of Figure 77.
 
The initial values of potential components,  turgor  (w)  and
 
osmotic (i14) potentials, are assigned to regulate the flow of free sugar
 
solution along the phloem as the flows LP-4 SP --> RP and SP) SLP -p SMS.
 
These assigned values also regulate the flow of water between the xylem
 
and the phloem as the flows RP -4 RX, SX  -* SP, LX -4 LP, and LF
  MESO for
 
the source leaf, and the flows SLX
  SLP and SLF>SMS of the sink leaf.
 
The initial values of turgor and osmotic potentials  are shown in the
 
compartments of Figure 77.  Note that the value of osmotic potential is
 
the sum of  the potentials caused by the presences  of  free sugar
 
molecules  (tif
 .,/c,cfs) and of cell organelles (Worcm).  The initial values of
 
free sugar concentration are shown in the  compartments in Figure 78.
 
The initial value of [Cfs] mEso= 80.00 mol-Cfs m-3 was selected for the source
 
leaf.  This value is greater than the value of [Cfs]''=30.00
  mol-Cfs
 
selected for the sink leaf.
 This selections were based on the fact that
 
the free sugar concentration in the sink leaf is lower than that in the
 
source leaf as reported by Pate et. al.  (1979).
 
The initial values  of  concentration  of  CO,  are assigned  to
 
regulate the diffusion of CO2 as the flows CH -4 IA -4 SO -4 BL -4 AIR
 
occuring in the source leaf, and as the flows SCH -4 SIA -4 SSO -4 SBL -4
 
AIR occuring in the sink leaf.
  This assignment is based on the fact
 
that at the end of the dark period the diffusion of
 CO, is from the
 
inside of a leaf to the air (Servaites, 1989).
  The initial values of
 
CO2 concentration are shown as numbers in the corresponding compartments
 
of Figure 78.
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AIR
  AIR
 
Wt
 
-6.630  -6.630 
BL 
-5.271  -5.271 
SSO
 
Wt
 
-3.825  -3.825 
SIA 
-1.732 
-1.732 
SLF  MESO  LF 
Wx  WP  W.  Wt 
-0.045 -1.074  1.150  -1.198  -0.044 
SLP  SLX  LP 
WP 
0.590 
Wx 
-0.642 
Wt 
-0.042 
WI, 
0.780 
W. 
-0.832  -0.041 
SP 
Nip  WR 
0.680  -0.719 
V 
RP  RT 
Nip  Wx  WI 
0.592  -0.622  -0.029 
Figure 77.  Initial values of the water potential components used in the
 
simulation.
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AIR
[co,[ 
0.01411 
SBL 
[co,[ 
0.01420 
SSO 
(C0,1 
0.01422 
SIA 
[CO2) 
0.01430 
SMS  117=im"..mr 
SCH 
CH 
0.01468  0.01466 
[Cts] 
30.0 
[Cu) 
30.0 
sink by 
sink 
leaf 
[Cis] 
80.0 
[Oss] 
80.0 
sink by 
source 
leaf 
SLP 
[CIJ 
259.0  [C,s] 
LP 
335.6 
SP 
[CO 
290.0 
sink by  RP 
roots  [Cf.] 
251.6 
Figure 78.  Initial values of concentrations of free sugar, starch, and 
CO2 used in the simulation. 244 
The initial values of starch concentration  are assumed to be
 
[Css]'=80.00  mol-Cfs  m-3  and  [C55]"=30.00  mol-C  m'
 for  the  SMS
 
compartment.
 
Values of Parameters Describing the Change in Geometry
 
Stomatal parameters.  Table 13 shows the values of parameters
  as,r,
 
YsT, and 5, used in equation [113]  The values of parameters for
 .
 
the source leaf are the same as those used in the  calibration chapter.
 
The values of parameters for the sink leaf  are set to be equal to those
 
used for the source leaf.
  This selection is made to reflect  the
 
similarity of stomatal response to the change in leaf water potential
 
for both source and sink leaf.
 
Relative water content  (RWC) parameters.
  Table 14 shows the
 
values of parameter p used in equations [116]  and [119] describing the
 
change in volumes of the xylem compartments.
  The values of parameters
 
RRx  and gc. are the same as those used in  the calibration
 t-rwc
 
chapter.  The value of parameter  pft:.
  is set to be equal to that of
 
parameter  This setting gives the stem xylem the  same storage
 
capacity as the xylem of the source leaf. Values of parameters
  and=
 
of the sink leaf are set to be equal to values of parameters 13
  andK,
 
as used for the source leaf, respectively.
  This setting makes the
 
storage capacity of leaf xylem and leaf cell walls for both the source
 
and sink leaf to be the same.
 
Modulus of elasticity parameters.
  Table 15 shows the values of 
parameters aelas  and Relas  used in equations [114],  [117], and [120].  The 
values of parameters a el as /  f3  as  aRelPas  and  13:11'as are set to be the  same 
as those used in the calibration chapter.  Values of aesPias and R  are
 
set to be the same as values of ocia, and Res,
 respectively.  This 
setting is to make the stem phloem have the same elastic property as the 
phloem of the source leaf.  Values of parameters cpc:, and  13eias  for the 245 
Table 13.  Values of parameters aST ,  PST,  YST  and 6., used in equation 
[113] for describing the change in geometry of stomatal opening.
 
Leaf type  a,
  PST  Ysa,  EST
 
dimensionless  MPa'
 
Source leaf  1.038  1.071
  555.259  4.793
 
Sink Leaf  1.038  1.071  555.259  4.793
 
Table 14.  Values of parameters p used in equations [116] and [119]
 
for describing the changes in the connecting area and the volume of the
 
compartments representing the xylem.
 
Compartment  Compartment
  f3 rWC 
MPa-1
  MPa-1
 
Source leaf  Sink leaf
 
LF  0.10  SLF
  0.10
 
LX  0.08  SLX  0.08
 
Stem
 
SX  0.08
 
Root
 
RX  0.13
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Table 15.  Values of parameters aelas  and 13, used in equations [114] 
[117] and [120] for describing the changes in the connecting areas and
,
 
volumes of the compartments representing the phloem.
 
Compartment  aelas  Relas 
MPa  dimensionless 
Source leaf 
LP  12.0  0.00 
Stem 
SP  12.0  0.00 
Root 
RP  8.0  0.00 
Sink leaf 
SLP  12.0  0.00 
Table 16.  Values of parameters a. and Pv used in equations [115]  and
 
[121]  for describing the changes in the areas and volumes  of the
 
compartments representing the interior of mesophyll cells of  the source
 
and sink leaf.
 
Compartment
 
dimensionless  MPa
 
Source leaf
 
MESO  1.03
  0.075
 
Sink leaf
 
SMS
  1.03  0.075
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sink leaf are set to be equal to values of parameters  aLeas  and mas as 
used for the source leaf.  This setting reflects the similarity of the 
elastic property of the phloem for both source and sink leaf. 
Pressure-volume parameters.  Parameters 0, and 13,, were introduced
 
in the validation chapter for describing the relationship between the
 
volume and turgor potential of the compartment representing the interior
 
of mesophyll cells.  The values of these parameters for source and sink
 
leaf are tabulated in Table 16.  Values of these parameters for both
 
source leaf and sink leaf are the same indicating that the interior of
 
mesophyll cells of both source and sink leaf have the same pressure-

volume relationship.
 
Values of Compartmental Volumes and Connecting Areas
 
The values of parameters characterizing each section of the flow
 
paths will be normalized to represent the 0.01x0.01 mxm surface area of
 
the source leaf.  The benefit of this normalization is that the values
 
of connecting areas, compartmental volumes, distances for vapor and CO2
 
diffusion derived  for  the  source  leaf  of  soybean plant  in  the
 
calibration chapter can be used in this simulation with only minor
 
modifications.
 
and A,,'F'Rx are set to be the same as those used in the
 
The values of the volumes V:L,  Ws°, 
voIA  voLF  voLX  voRX  voCH  1701,1ESO 
VaLl',  and Vr, and values of the areas Af-
AIR  A690, EL  AcIA , SO  AdTA, CH  AoLF, 
A6LF,A15  Abrs,  LX  A6L.,c, LP 
calibration chapter,  since values of these volumes and areas were
 
derived to represent the 1.00x10' m2 surface area of the source leaf.
 
The values of these volumes and areas used for this simulation  are
 
tabulated in Tables 17 and 18.
 
The simulation requires knowledge of the average size of the sink
 
leaf.  Since the additional surface area of the sink leaf will affect
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the value of the normalized root surface area, ila, which is the area
 
available for the supply of water to the system (Boersma et. al., 1988).
 
Furthermore, the size of the sink leaf determines the geometry for the
 
flow paths which occur in the sink leaf itself.
 The model assumes that
 
the size of the sink leaf is 0.10 times the size of the source leaf.
 
With this assumption, the surface area of the sink leaf becomes 1.0x10-5
 
m2 
Table 17.
 Values of compartmental volumes used for the simulation.
 The
 
values for the sink leaf volumes are ten percent of those for the source

leaf.
 
Symbol  Volume  Symbol  Volume 
m3  m3 
Source leaf  Sink leaf 
v/R. 
3.0x10-8  vosaL 
1.7x10-9 
VSO  3.4x10""  voSSO 
3.4x10"12 
VIA  6.3x10_9 6.3x10-9  6.3x10-1° 
VOX  1.5x10-9 
SCH 
Vo  1.5x10-1° 
vr 
8.8x10-'  VoSLF  8.8x10-11 
VoLX  2.9X10-11  VoSLX  2.9x10-12 
MESO Vo  7.0x10-9  vosms  7.0x10-1° 
Yr  2.1x10-"  170 
SLP 
2.1x10-' 
Stem 
vosx 
3.9x10-1° 
voSP  2.8x10' 
Root 
RX 
1.2x10-9 
RP  1.2x10-' 249 
Table 18.
  Values of areas used for the simulation.
 The values for the
 sink leaf areas are ten percent of those for the  source leaf.
 
Symbol
 
Source leaf
 
AaBL, AIR
 
A0SO, BL
 
IA, SO
 A0
 
IA, CH
 A0
 
AoLF , IA
 
LF, MESO A0
 
Acf,F,LX
 
AgX,LF
 
Stem
 
IX, LX 
AoLP, SP 
AF, SP 
AoSX, SLX 
SP, SLP Ao
 
Root
 
A0Rx, sx 
A:"s
 
A:"x
 
ART, 
Area
 
m2 
1.0x10'
 
2.0x10'
 
2.0x10'
 
1.0x10'
 
1.8x10'
 
1.9x10'
 
6.5x10'
 
6.5x10'
 
6.5x10'
 
5.0x10'
 
6.5x10'
 
6.5x10'
 
5.0x10'
 
6.5x10-6
 
5.0x10'
 
6.0x10'
 
7.0x10-4
 
Symbol
 
Sink leaf
 
ASBL, AIR 
SSO, SBL A0
 
SIR, SSO A0
 
SIR, SCH A0
 
SLF,SIA A0
 
AoSLF, SMS 
ASIPASLX 
o
 
AoSLX, SLP 
Area
 
m2 
1.0x10'
 
2.0x10'
 
2.0x10'
 
1.0x10-4
 
1.8x10'
 
1.9x10'
 
6.5x10'
 
6.5x10'
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RT, RX  The added surface area of the sink leaf leads to an
 
increase in the total surface area for transpiration.  This increase is
 
from 1.0x10-4 m2 to 1.1x10-4 m2.  Therefore, the total leaf surface area
 
of this simulation increases by the factor of 1.1 from the surface area
 
used in the calibration chapter.  This factor will be used to correct
 
AoRT, RX the value of the area at root surface,  Using the value of Ac7Rx=
 
6.4x10-4 m2 obtained from the calibration chapter, the correction yields
 
the value of 24Rx=7.0x104 m2.  This value of area will be used in this
 
simulation.
 
IL.  Value of volume of this compartment depends on the height
 
of a stem and the cross sectional area of the stem xylem.  Boersma et.
 
al.  (1988) evaluated this area and reported the value of 1.3x10-9 m2 for
 
soybean plant. The model assumes that the height of a stem is 0.30 m.
 
The calculation yields the value of Vosx=3.9x10-1° m3.
 
A;'x'sx and Ax-Lx.  The Acf,'x'sx  is the area between the compartments
 
representing the root xylem to the stem xylem, and A6sx'Lx is the area
 
between the compartments representing the stem xylem to the xylem of the
 
source leaf.  The model assumes that the values of these two areas are
 
equal and are set to the value of the area 213'Lx used in the calibration
 
Ac5X, LX chapter.  Therefore, the values of Acx'sx  = 6.5x10-6 m
2  (Boersma 
et. al., 1988) will be used in this simulation. 
14-7.  Value of volume of this compartment depends on the height
 
of a stem and the cross sectional area of the stem phloem.  The area
 
value of 9.6x10-'0 m2 as reported for the phloem of soybean by Boersma
 
et.  al.  (1988) will be used.  With the height value of 0.30 m,  the
 
calculation yields the value of WP=2.8x10-' m3.
 
Ac;9"P and AP-3P.  The model assumes that the values of these two
 
areas are equal and are set to the value of area 2110'R'RP as used in the
 
calibration chapter.  Thus, the values of areas A63"P = e.-5P = 5.0x10-6
 
m2 will be used in this simulation.
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VosPL.
  The volume of leaf-air boundary layer of the sink leaf  can
 
be obtained by the product of the total surface  area,
 As,Jface, and the
 
thickness of the layer, SSBL, of the sink leaf.  The thickness bsEL can be
 
obtained by the application of equation [90].  Using the wind velocity
 
value of 1.7 m s-1 as used in the calibration chapter and the length of
 
the sink leaf value of (1.0x10-5 m2)", or 3.16x10' m, the calculation
 
yields the value of 5'L=1.73x10-4 m.  Since the A=ce of the sink leaf
 
is  1.0x10'  m2,  the  calculation yields  the  value  of  the  volume
 
V65131' =1 . 7 x10-9 m3. 
The area between the leaf-air boundary layer of the sink
 
leaf and the ambient air is set to be 1.0x10' m2.
 
VSO.  Value of volume of stomatal opening of the sink leaf is
 
equal to the product of the average depth of stomates,  and the area
 
SSO , SBL 
.
 of stomatal pores,  ALa  The model assumes that 2% of the surface
 
area of the sink leaf is the stomatal pores which is the same number as
 
used for the source leaf.  With this assumption, the value of the area
 
becomes A6ss°'sEL=2.0x10-7  m2.  Since the average depth of stomates is
 
5sso=
 1.7x10-' m, the product yields the volume VSO value of 3.4x10-12
 
Xss°'sPL and AfIA's'.
  The values of areas between the stomatal
 
opening and the leaf-air boundary layer, and between the intercellular
 
air spaces and the stomatal opening of the sink leaf are set to be the
 
same.  They can be obtained as the product of percent of stomatal area
 
on the leaf surface and the total leaf surface area of the sink leaf.
 
Since 2% of leaf surface (Meidner and Mansfield, 1968) is occupied by
 
stomates and leaf surface area is 1.0x10' m2, the calculation yields the
 
value of Ai,s"'"L = A:Th,sso  2.0x107 m2.
 
WsIA,
  VosLP  Vms, a s V0Lx,  WLP, and Vscji.  Values of these volumes of
 
the sink leaf can be obtained as the product of the factor 0.10 and the
 
corresponding volumes as used for the source leaf.  This factor is
 
derived from the assumption that the size of the sink leaf is 10% of the
 
source leaf.  The values of these volumes are tabulated in Table 17.
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SIA.  SLF, SMS  ASLX SLF 
A,5Lx'"P,  Asx'sLx  ,  "P  and  A.r5 SCH  These 
areas of the sink leaf can be obtained as the product of the factor 0.10
 
and the corresponding areas as used for the source leaf.  Values of
 
these areas are tabulated in Table 18.
 
Values of Distances for Vapor Transport and Hydraulic Conductances
 
AXBL'AM,  AxS°"BL ,  AXIA'  and Ax". IA.  These distances are for the 
diffusion of water vapor and CO,.  The same value of these distances as 
used in the calibration chapter will be used in this simulation.  These 
distances are tabulated in Table 19. 
Table 19.  Values of distances for vapor transport and the corresponding
 
conductances used in the simulations.
 
Symbol  Distance  Symbol  Conductance
 
m  m3 M-2  hr-1 
Source leaf
 
Ax8L,AIR  L 
BL , AIR 3.0x10'  0.22
 
AxSO,BL  L 
SO, EL 1.7x10'  WV  3.90 
IA, SO AXL"°  1.7x10'  WV  3.90 
exLF, IA  L,
LF, IA 1.3x10'  0.54
 
Sink leaf
 
XSBL,AIR  SBL, AIR 1.7x10'  WV  0.39
 
A xSSO, SBL  L,
sso,  SBL 1.7x10'  3.90
 
A xsiA, SSO  SIA, SSO 1.7x10'  3.90
 
A SLF, SIA  1.3x10-5  L,,  0.54 253 
and  These conductances are computed by
 
the application of equation [15] and knowledge of their corresponding
 
diffusive distances.  The corresponding distances used for  computing
 
these conductances were give in the above paragraph.
  Values of these
 
conductances are tabulated in Table 19.
 
AxsIK,Am.
  This distance is for the diffusion of  water vapor and
 
CO2 between the leaf-air-boundary layer of the sink leaf and the ambient
 
air.  This distance is set to be equal to the thickness of the boundary
 
layer,  5s8L.  Since P'=1.73x10-4 m,  this distance has the valueAxsEL.Am
 
= 1.73x10' m.  This diffusive distance is also shown in Table 19.
 
sm,Am.
  This conductance is  obtained by the application of
 
equation [15] and knowledge of the distance Ax.'L  which was given in
 
the above paragraph. The calculation yields the value of conductance
 
= 0.39.
  This value of conductance is also shown in Table 19.
 
AxSSO, SEL  AxSIA, SSC  QxsLF,sIA and  These distances are  for  the
 
diffusion of water vapor and CO, occuring in the sink  leaf.
  The values
 
of these distances are set equal to the corresponding  distances as used
 
for the source leaf.  This setting is made to reflect the similarity of
 
the leaf structure for both the  source and the sink leaf.
  These
 
distances are also tabulated in Table 19.
 
SBI,  LszA, 550 
and L:,./;F'sm.  These conductances are computed by the
 
application  of  equation  [15]  and  knowledge  of  the  corresponding
 
diffusive distances.  The distances were given in the above paragraph.
 
The values of these conductances are tabulated in Table 19.
 
, MESO  L,LF,  LrLX , LP  L,RP, RX  and Lr7Rx.  The same values of these
 
hydraulic conductances as used in the calibration chapter will be used
 
in this simulation.
  The values of these conductances are tabulated in
 
Table 20.
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L,,sx'Lx and Lsx.  These hydraulic conductances are for the flows
 
which occur in the xylem.  Based on Ohm's law,  the summation of the
 
reciprocal of these two conductances must be equal to the value of the
 
hydraulic conductance for the flow RX---> LX as used in the calibration
 
chapter  (Nobel,  1983).  Mathematically,  the relationship of  these
 
conductances can be expressed as:
 
1 1 1
 =
  [141]
 LpRX,  SX,LX LR LX p
 
Assume that Li;x'Lx  = Lr'sx and use the value of  L,P;x'Lx  = 3.60x10-2 m3 m-2
 
MPa-1 hr-1, the calculation yields the value of conductances Lf,'Lx =g's'
 
= 7.20x10-2 m3  111-2 MPa-1 hr-1.  The values of these hydraulic conductance
 
are also shown in Table 20.
 
and  These two hydraulic conductances are for the
 
flows which occur in the phloem.  The same methodology used for
 
computing the value of  can be applied to compute the value of
 ./.4"x'sx
 
these two conductances.  The summation of the reciprocal of these two
 
conductances is equal to that for the flow LP -4 RP as used in the
 
calibration chapter.  Assuming that LitP*" = Lr'" and using the value of
 
= 2.30x10-4 m3 m-2 MPa-1 hr-1,  the calculation yields the value of
 
LpP, RP conductance LiLP."  =  = 4.6x10-4 m3 m-2 MPa' hr-1.  These values of
 
hydraulic conductances are tabulated in Table 20.
 
SX, SP  This hydraulic conductance  is  for the  flow between
 
compartments representing the xylem and the phloem of the stem.  The
 
value of this conductance is set equal to the value of 4x'P.  This
 
assumption is based on the fact that the conductance between the xylem
 
and the phloem occuring in the leaf should not significantly differ from
 
that occuring in the stem.  Upon using the value of  Lit'Y'LP  = 6.1x10-2 m3
 
m-2 MPa-1 hr-1 yields the value of 4x." = 6.1x10-2 m3 m-2 MPa-1 hr-'.  The
 
value of this conductance is also shown in Table 20.
 
LSL,F,SMS  Lr,SLF , SLX 
and L;312''s1.  These conductances of the sink leaf
 
are set to be equal to the values of corresponding conductances of the
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piEso  LpSLF, SLX  LX source leaf,  i.e. 4ff'" =  LF and  L:L'X' "F  =  L,tX' 
The values are tabulated in Table 20. 
and 17.".  The Lr'" occurs in the xylem so that its value
 
is set to be 3.6x10-2 M3 M-2 MPa-1 hr 1.
  The Lifw occurs in the phloem so
 
that its value is set to be 4.6x10-3 m3 m-2 MPa-1 hr-1.
  These values of
 
hydraulic conductances will be used in this simulation.
 
Table 20.  Values of hydraulic conductances for the transport of liquid

phase water used for the simulation.
 
Symbol  Conductance  Symbol
  Conductance
 
M3 m-2 MPa-1 hr-1
  m3 m-2 MPa-1 hr-3
 
Source leaf
  Sink leaf
 
LF,MESO SLF, SP'S Lp  2.3x10"
  Lp  2.3x10"
 
LpLF, LX 
Lp
SLF, SLX
 3.6x10-2
  3.6x10-2
 
SLX SLP ITLX, LP  6.1x10-2  Lp  6.1x10-2 
Stem
 
Lifc,Lx  7.2x10-2
 
4"P  4.6x10' 
Lifx-5P  6.1x10-2 
Lp  3.6x10-2 
sP,mu2
 Lp  4.6x10-3
 
Root
 
RX, SX Lp  7.2x10-2 
SP, RP Lp  4.6x10" 
,RX p LRP 6.1x10-2 
1.8x10"
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cell
 
Values of the  Ratio
 
This ratio is required to compute the  mass flow rate of CO2
 
between compartments representing the intercellular air spaces and the
 
Dc-O.11
 for both the source leaf,  and sink leaf, 
Dcc,
 
7717774'
  A
 
Since the model assumes that the structure of the source and the sink
 
leaf are the same, the values of this ratio for both source and sink
 
Dc.coel  Dccoel 
leaves are set to be the same.  The ratio values of
  Ax s  Sig 
0.6959 m hr." used in the calibration chapter will be used  in this
 
simulation.
 
Values of Parameter for Carbon Transformations
 
Table 21 shows the values of the parameters which appear in the
 
equations for carbon transformations used for the  source and sink
 
leaves.
 
Parameters for photosynthesis.  The values of parameters PrLmax, 
apn  7,,  Kf=,  amT,  and Km PFD used in the calibration chapter
,
 
will be used here to describe the rate of photosynthesis for the source 
leaf in this simulation.  The model assumes that the photosynthic 
response of the sink leaf to the changes in leaf water potential and 
availabilities of CO2 and light is the same as that of the  source leaf. 
Therefore, values of parameters a ,  f3,,, ,  y, ,  ,  ,  icn,`°`  ,  aPPFD  andKrPPFD 
used for the sink leaf are set to be equal to those used for the source 
leaf.  However, the CO2-fixation capacity of the sink leaf is lower than 
that of the source leaf, so that the value of  Pn,max used for the sink
 
leaf is set to be 50% of that for the source leaf (Yingjajaval, 1976).
 
Parameters for respiration. Value of parameters aore" ale"  andK,"' ,  , 
used in the calibration chapter will be used to describe the rate of
 
respiration for the source leaf in this simulation.  The model assumes
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Table 21.  Values of carbon transformation parameters of the source and
 
sink leaf used for the simulation.
 
Symbol  Value  Value
 
Source leaf  Sink leaf 
P -function: 
(mol-CO, m-2 hr.')  0.12  0.06 
apr,  (dimensionless)  1.03  1.03 
ppn (dimensionless)  1.02  1.02 
yi,,  (dimensionless)  386.79  386.79 
SPn  (MPa-1)  3.55  3.55 
am (dimensionless)  1.10  1.10 
40,  (moi-CO2 m--3)  0.00100  0.00100 
appFD (dimensionless)  1.07  1.07 
Kf" (mol-photon m-2 hr-1)  0.50  0.50 
R s-function: 
(mol-C"  hr-1)  7.5  7.5 
(mol-C" m-3 m2 mol-photon-1)  0.0  0.0 
KmesP  (mol-C" m-3)  250.0  250.0 
Stor -function: 
k, (mol-C" m 3 hr-1)  875.0  875.0 
kn (mol-C m-3 MPa-1 hr-1)  -90.0  -90.0 
K:c'nn (mol-C" m-3)  250.0  250.0 
Se,-function: 
kr, (mol-C" 111-3  hr-1)  875.0  875.0 
kn (mol-C" m-3 MPa-1 hr-1)  -100.0  -100.0 
1(fey (mol-C" m-3)  250.0  250.0 
LR-function: 
ar (mol-C" 111-3 hr-1)  40.0 
aiR (mol-C" m-3 MPa-i hr-1)  0.0 
(mol-C  50.0 
GR-function: 
kGR  (hr-1)  2.0x10-4 
k6sink (mol-C" hr-1)  1.60x10-7 
kfink  (MPa-2)  -1.80 258 
that  the respiration response of  the sink leaf  to  the change  in
 
availabilities of free sugar and light is the same as the response of
 
the source leaf.
 
Parameters for starch formation.  The values of parameters k-,
 
kf1, and K7m for both source and sink leaf are set to be the same, and
 
equal to the values used in the calibration chapter.  These settings are
 
made to reflect that both source and sink leaf have the  same kinetics
 
for starch formation.
 
Parameters for starch mobilization.  The values of parameters krc,
 
kri, and AT" for both source and sink leaf are set to be the  same, and
 
equal to the values used in the calibration chapter.  These settings are
 
made to reflect that both source and sink leaf have the same kinetics
 
for starch mobilization.
 
Parameters for growth.  The value of kGR  = 2.0x10' hr.' used in the 
calibration chapter will be used to describe the rate of free  sugar 
consumption by the synthesis of amino and fatty acids for the source 
leaf in this simulation.  The value of parameters kds''k=1.60x10' mol-C 
hr.' and kfink=-1.80 MPa-2 will be used to describe the rate of free sugar 
consumption by growth for the sink leaf. 
Parameters for free sugar loading.  Loading to the phloem occurs
 
only in the source leaf.  The simulation result on the rate of free
 
sugar loading as presented in the calibration chapter indicates that the 
simulated rate was under-estimated.  Therefore, the value of parameters 
a,`;'R=  40.0 mol-C' m' hr-1,  ottR=0.0 mol-Cfs M3 MPa' hr-1, and Kf  = 50.00 
mol-C, m' will be used in this simulation.  The value of parameter aLoR
 
is two times higher than that used in the calibration section.
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Mathematical Problem
 
Several simulation runs were made to evaluate the solution of the
 
mathematical  system.  Result  of  these  tests
 suggested  that  the
 
mathematical system requires the prescription of the concentration of
 
free sugar in the SMS compartment in order to obtain a solution.
  There
 
are several possible reasons for this requirement.
  One possibility is
 
that the form of the photosynthesis function is not adequate to link the
 
transport of CO2 to the transport of the free sugar mass which occurs in
 
the SMS and SCH compartments of the sink leaf.
  This possibility
 
suggests that the functional form used to describe the photosynthetic
 
rate for the sink leaf needs to be modified.
  Development of the new
 
form for this function requires knowledge of the relationship between
 
the rate of photosynthesis and the free  sugar concentration in the
 
mesophyll cells of the sink leaf.  The concentration of free sugar is
 
determined by the interaction  among processes which occur in  the
 
mesophyll cells.  These processes include photosynthesis, respiration,
 
starch formation and mobilization, growth  process, and synthesis of
 
organic compounds.
 The strong interaction of processes which occurs in
 
the  mesophyll  cells  makes  it  difficult
  to
 obtain  the  required
 
relationship.  Unfortunately, we have no published reports to support
 
this idea.  Therefore, development of a  new functional form of the
 
photosynthetic rate for the sink leaf was not attempted.
 
The sink leaf requires the turgor potential  to maintain its rate
 
of expansion (Boyer, 1970a; Dale, 1988; Nonami and Boyer, 1993).  The
 
development of turgor potential is caused by  the accumulation of free
 
sugar molecules in cells of the sink leaf (McNeil 1976;
 Nonami and
 
Boyer, 1993).  The development of turgor potential in this manner may
 
be referred to as osmotic adjustment (Girma and Krieg, 1991a and 1991b).
 
Plants with high ability of osmotic adjustment can maintain their turgor
 
better than those with the lower ability.
  Moreover, reports indicate
 
that osmotic adjustment  follows
 the diurnal course in leaf water
 
potential (Girma and Krieg 1991a and 1991b).
  The accumulation of free
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sugar molecules is high when the value of leaf water potential is low
 
which happens during the presence of light.  With this observation, the
 
problem that the mathematical system requires the prescription of [Cfs] sms
 
can be overcome by treating the concentration [Cfs] " as  a function of
 
leaf water potential.
  This mathematical treatment can be interpreted
 
to indicate that the solution of the mathematical system requires the
 
knowledge of osmotic adjustment ability of a plant.
 
One possible relationship between leaf water potential and the
 
concentration might be in the linear-form, i.e.
 
[cfs] sms =  b*Alitsu,
 
[142]
 
where a is constant (mol-Cfs M-3) and b (mol-Cfs m' MPa-1) is the slope of
 
relation.  The slope of this relation might be used as an index of plant
 
osmotic adjustment ability.  The lower the value of b, the higher the
 
ability of osmotic adjustment.  For the purpose of this simulation, the
 
model will use the values of a=30.00 mol-Cfs m' and b=-300.00 mol-Cfs m'
 
MPa'.
 
Results and Discussion
 
In this simulation,  simulation runs consist of seven 24-hour
 
cycles and they are subjected to the same boundary conditions as were
 
used in the validation chapter.  For ease of the presentation of the
 
simulation results, the classification the degree of water stress cycles
 
which were used in the validation chapter will again be used in this
 
chapter.  That is the first two simulation cycles will be referred to
 
as the no water stress cycles,  the third and the fourth simulation
 
cycles will be referred to as the mild and the moderate water stress
 
cycles, respectively.  Finally, the last three simulation cycles will
 
be referred to as the severe water stress cycles.
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The  following  simulation  results  are  the  solution  of  the
 
mathematical model which is based on the pre-assumed degree of plant
 
osmotic adjustment, as stated in equation [142],  and the pre-assumed
 
rate of growth for the sink leaf, as stated in equation  [138].
  Values
 
of the parameters of the equation are shown in Table  21.
 
Transpiration Rate and Flow Rates Along the Xylem
 
Figure 79 shows the simulated rates of water transport between
 
compartments representing the xylem.  The line labelled RT-RX represents
 
the supply rate of water between the compartments representing  the root
 
xylem and the soil.  The lines labelled LX-LF and SLX-SLF represent the
 
flow rates between the compartments representing the leaf xylem and the
 
leaf cell walls of the source and the sink leaves, respectively.
 At any
 
instant in time, the magnitude of the flow RT -4 RX is almost equal to
 
the sum of the flows LX -4 LF and SLX-4SLF indicating the conservation
 
of water mass.
 The small difference (result not shown) between the sum
 
of flow rates, LX -4 LF and SLX -4 SLF, and the flow  rate RT -4 RX is
 
caused by the water storage along the flow paths, i.e. storage of water
 
in the RX, SX, LX, LF, SLX, and SLF compartments.
 
The areas under the diurnal course of the simulated LX -4 LF and
 
SLX -4 SLF flow rates for each simulation cycle are the daily rates of
 
transpiration for the source and sink leaves, respectively.  This result
 
is obtained because the storage of water mass along the vapor transport
 
pathways for both source and sink leaves is almost zero (results not
 
shown).  These daily rates of transpiration are tabulated in Figure 79.
 
The magnitude of the transpiration rate for the sink leaf is
 
significantly  lower  than  that  for  the  source  leaf.  The  lower
 
transpiration rate for the sink leaf is caused by the smaller leaf
 
surface area of the sink leaf (Table 18).  Furthermore, the simulated
 
daily rate of transpiration for both source and sink leaves decreases
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Cycle	  1 2 3 4  5  6  7 
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source leaf  3.79  3.73  3.52  2.86  1.76  1.10  0.83 
sink leaf  0.48  0.47  0.44  0.35  0.23  0.15  0.11 
Figure  79.  Simulated  flow  rates  of
 water  between compartments
 
representing the xylem.  The line labelled RT-RX represents the supply
 
rate of water to the system.
  The lines labelled LX-LF and SLX-SLF
 
represent flow rates between the compartments  representing the leaf
 
xylem  and  the  leaf  cell
 walls  for  the  source  and  sink  leaf,
 
respectively.
  These two flow rates  are equivalent to the rates of
 
transpiration for the source and the sink leaf,  respectively. The daily
 
rates of transpiration for each simulation cycle of the
  source and sink
 
leaf are tabulated above.
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as water stress becomes more severe.
  This is shown by the progressive
 
decrease in areas under the diurnal  course of the simulated rates of
 
transpiration from the first  to the last simulation cycle.  This
 
simulated result is in agreement with the  observations (Yingjajaval,
 
1976).
 
The positive rates of transpiration for both source and sink
 
leaves indicate that water is always transpired through the surface of
 
the leaves.  This result can be confirmed by monitoring  the diurnal
 
course of the simulated water potential along the xylem and along vapor
 
transport pathways.  Figure 80 shows the diurnal course of the simulated
 
water potentials along the RT -4RX -4 SX -4 LX -4 LF -4 IA -4 SO routes of
 
the source leaf.  At any instance in time,  the magnitude of water
 
potentials decrease successively from the RT  compartment to the SO
 
compartment confirming the positive rate of transpiration  for the source
 
leaf.
  Figure 81 shows the diurnal  course of the simulated water 
potentials along the SX-4SLX -HSLF-->SIA-4SSO routes of the sink leaf. 
During the light period of all simulation cycles,  water potentials along 
these routes decrease sequentially, i.e.  SLF  S IA  SSO SX  SLX 
while during the dark period the water potential  for the compartments
 
representing the leaf xylem is lower than that for the cell walls of the
 
mitSLX sink leaf,  i.e. wtsx
  Furthermore, water potentials along the 
vapor transport decrease sequentially,  i.e.  SLX 
Wt 
SLF  mitSIA  4tSS0 
The successive decrease in water potentials along the vapor transport 
pathways confirms the positive rate of transpiration for the sink leaf 
for the entired period of simulation.  During the dark period while the 
evaporative demand becomes lower, water is  delivered from the SLX 
downward to the SX compartment, shown as 
SX  SLX  The flow of water
 
in this manner indicates that the supply rate of water for transpiration
 
of the sink leaf during the night time  occurs through the phloem, i.e.
 
through the SX -4 SP -4 SLP -4 SLX -4 SLF -4 SIA -4 SSO routes (see flow
 
network in Figures 75 and 76).  This pathway is for the transport of
 
free sugar solution.  The flow rates of free sugar solution along this
 
route will be presented in the subsequent sections of this  chapter.
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Figure 80.  The diurnal course of the simulated water potentials along
 
the compartments representing the xylem (upper frame) and the vapor
 
transport pathways (lower frame) of the source leaf.
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Figure 81.  The diurnal course of the simulated water potentials along
 
the compartments representing the xylem (upper frame) and the vapor
 
transport pathways (lower frame) of the sink leaf.
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Figure  82  shows  the  diurnal
 course  of  the  simulated water
 
potentials for the compartments representing the phloem, i.e. the RP,
 
SP,  LP,  and SLP compartments, and the compartments  representing the
 
interior of mesophyll cells for the source and sink leaves,
 i.e. the
 
MESO and SMS compartments.
  The magnitude of water potential of these
 
compartments is almost the same as that of the  corresponding adjacent
 
RX  SP  SX  L P xylem compartments, i.e. wt" 
'Y 
W,LX  tv,SLP  mitSLX 
'fItMESO  xiftLF  and  SMS  SLF 
Wt  The small difference (result not shown)  in
 
the magnitude of water potentials between  two adjacent xylem-phloem
 
compartments is the driving force for the flow of water between them.
 
This result is consistent with the fact that water potentials of plant
 
organs which are located in the same region should be almost the same
 
(Nonami and Boyer, 1993).
 
Supply and Demand of Free Sugar Mass
 
Supply of free sugar mass.
  By the convention of the model, the
 
major source of free sugar mass of the model is from the photosynthesis
 
(Pn-rate).  Photosynthesis occurs two places, i.e. in the compartments
 
representing the chloroplasts of the source (the CH compartment) and the
 
sink (the SCH compartment) leaves.
 Figure 83 shows the diurnal course
 
of the simulated Pfl-rate for the source and the sink leaves.
  The rate
 
for these two leaves decreases as degree of stress increases, shown as
 
the progressive decrease in areas under the  diurnal course of P-rate
 
from the first to the last simulation cycle.
 
The carbon which is  the raw material
 for photosynthesis  is
 
supplied from the air by the diffusion of CO,.
  This process requires
 
the gradient of CO, concentration between the ambient air and in the
 
chloroplasts  (Fabreguettes  et.  al.,  1992).  Figure  84  shows
 the
 
simulated diurnal course of  [CO2]  for the compartments representing
 
chloroplasts of the source and the sink leaf.  Figure 84 also shows the
 
concentration for the compartments representing the diffusion pathways
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Figure 82.  The diurnal course of the simulated water potentials along
 
the compartments representing the phloem and the interior of mesophyll
 
cells of the source (upper frame) and the sink leaves (lower  frame).
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from the ambient air to the chloroplasts.  The concentrations in the
 
compartments representing chloroplasts for both source and sink leaves
 
increase  as  degree  of  water  stress  increases,  shown  as
  the  CO,
 
compensation point, [CO2]min  The increase is progressive from the first
 
to the last simulation cycles.  Furthermore, at any instant in time of
 
the light period for every simulation cycles, the comparison of the CO
 
compensation points of the source leaf,  [CO2], and the sink leaf,
 0,,
 
[CO21=, shows that the [CO3]2! is greater than [CO2] 2n.  This result is
 
in agreement with observations by Yingjajaval (1976).
 
78  102  126 
TIME (hrs) 
Figure 83.  The simulated rate of photosynthesis for the source and sink
 
leaves.  The rate has the units of Rmol-0O2 hr_,.  Numbers above and
 
below the y = 1.0x10-6 line are the daily rates of photosynthesis, shown
 
in  the units  of  p.mol-0O2  day-1,  for  the  source and sink leaves,
 
respectively.
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Figure 84.  The diurnal course of the simulated CO2 concentration along
 
the vapor transport pathways for the source (upper frame) and the sink
 
leaves (lower frame).  Numbers under the diurnal course are the CO2
 
compensation points of the compartment representing the chloroplasts for
 
each simulation cycle, shown in the units of gbar bar-1.
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Demand of free sugar mass in the source leaf.
  The demand rate
 
includes the rate of respiration and the rate of free sugar consumption
 
by the synthesis of amino and fatty acids.
 Figure 85 shows the diurnal
 
course of these two rates for the source leaf.
  The curve labeled
 
source +GRsource Rosp  is the diurnal course of the sum of these two rates.  Since
 
the value of parameter k., as used for describing the rate of consumption
 
by the synthesis of amino and fatty acids is very low in comparison to
 
the value of respiration parameters (Table 21), the shape and magnitude
 
of  the  diurnal  course  of  the  sum  follows  that  of  the  rate  of
 
respiration.  The daily demand rate, shown as the area under the diurnal
 
GRs u 2-C e course of the Ro 
e  f or each simulation  cycle,  decreases as
 
degree of water stress increases.  This simulated result is in agreement
 
with observations (De Vries et. al., 1979; Palta and Nobel,  1989).
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Figure 85.  The diurnal courses of the simulated rates of free sugar
 
consumption by respiration, RZirce,  and by synthesis of amino and fatty
 
acids, GR'u'e, of the source leaf.  The line labelled R ifsOpurce+GRsource is
 
the diurnal course of the sum of these two rates.  Numbers above the
 
ROrce+GR'urce line are the daily rate of free sugar consumption by the
 
source leaf, shown in the units of limol-CO, day'.
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Temporary storage of free sugar mass in the source leaf.
  Since
 
starch mass can be mobilized to become free  sugar mass (Hendrix and
 
Grange, 1991; Quick et. al., 1992), the rate of free  sugar storage in
 
the source leaf consists of the rates of free sugar, FSffc, and starch
 
accumulation,
  The diurnal courses of the simulated RST,t''' and
 
S:f°,  and the sum of these two rates are shown in frames A and B of
 
Figure 86.  The rates increase during the first half of the light period
 
for each simulation cycle showing that the product of photosynthesis is
 
temporarily stored in the compartment representing the interior of the
 
mesophyll cells of the source leaf,  i.e.  the MESO compartment.
  The
 
rates then decrease during the second half of the light period and
 
continue to decrease for the entire dark period of  each simulation
 
cycle.  This result indicates that the stored free sugar mass is used
 
as the source of free sugar mass for the utilization in the  source leaf
 
as well as for exporting to the phloem during the night time
 (Hendrix
 
and Huber, 1986).
 
Figure 86 also shows that the amount of free sugar mass stored
 
during the ligh period of the non-stress cycles is  higher than that
 
stored in the subsequent cycles.  This is shown by the progressive
 
decrease in areas under the simulated rates of the sum FS:f°+SfT during
 
the light period.  This result reflects that during the  non-stress
 
cycles, while the rate of photosynthesis was optimum, the higher amount
 
of free sugar mass is stored.
  In contrast, during the stress cycles,
 
while the rate of photosynthesis is decreased from  the optimum level,
 
less free sugar mass is stored during the light period.
  Consequently,
 
the rate of free sugar export becomes less during the dark period of the
 
stress cycles.  The simulated rate of free sugar export, LR, will be
 
shown in the subsequent paragraph.
 
Demand of  free sugar mass in the sink leaf.  The sink leaf
 
requires free sugar mass for its respiration and for increasing  its
 
dimension (De Vries et. al., 1979; Schnyder and Nelson,  1988).  Figure
 
87 shows the diurnal course of the simulated  rates of respiration,
 
sink
  and growth,  GRsink,  for the sink leaf.  The line labeled Ressipnk +GRs ink 272 
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Figure 86.  The diurnal courses of the simulated rates of free sugar,
 
MESO  MESO 
,
 Jacc  and starch, Sa  accumulation in the source leaf (frame A). 
Frame 13 shows the diurnal course of the sum of the simulated F.ST,T  +
 
SmEs°.  Numbers between two adjacent vertical dashed lines are the daily
 
rate of free sugar storage during the light period in the source leaf
 
which are shown in the units of jimol-0O2 day'.
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is  the summation of  these two rates.  The diurnal course of  the
 
simulated Ro  rate follows the water potential of the sink leaf,
 
wts'which is consistent with the pre-assumed condition.  The simulated
 
tifts' was shown in Figure 81.  For every simulation cycle, the high rate
 
of demand occurs during the dark period and early during the light
 
period.  This simulation result is in agreement with observations
  as
 
reported by Quick et. al. (1992), indicating that the dependency of the
 
growth rate on the status of leaf water potential used in this model is
 
reasonable.  Furthermore, the daily demand rate of free sugar mass for
 
the sink leaf decreases as the degree of water stress increases, shown
 
as the progressive decrease in areas under the diurnal course of the sum
 
RV/Vc+GRs"k  from the first to the last simulation cycle.
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Figure 87.  The diurnal courses of the simulated rates of free sugar
 
consumption by respiration, RZr', and growth,
  of the sink leaf.
 
The line labeled  Rossipnk+GRsink is the diurnal course of the sum of these
 
two rates.  Numbers between two adjacent vertical dashed lines are the
 
daily rates  of free sugar consumption by the sink leaf, shown in the
 
units of gmol-0O2 day'.
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Temporary storage of free sugar mass in the sink leaf.  Frame A
 
of Figure 88 shows the diurnal course of the simulated rates of  free
 
sugar,  F.5,ff, and starch accumulation, S  in the sink leaf.
  Frame B
 
shows the diurnal course of the sum FSascmcs+Sfcs.
  The accumulation rate
 
of the sum is positive during the light period and is negative during
 
the dark period for each simulation cycle.  This can be interpreted that
 
during the light period while the demand rate of free sugar mass is not
 
high, the sink leaf stores some of free sugar mass.  This stored mass
 
will be released for the growth uses later during the dark period (Wyse,
 
1986).
 
Transport Rate of Free Sugar Mass
 
The transport of free sugar mass along the phloem is initiated by
 
the free sugar loading process (Hendrix and Huber, 1986; Shaw et. al.,
 
1986) .  The mass of free sugar which is loaded from the interior of
 
mesophyll cells of the source leaf is then available in the phloem
 
vessels.  The accumulation of free sugar mass in the phloem vessels
 
regulates the gradient of turgor potential which is the driving force
 
for the transport of free sugar solution along the phloem vessel itself.
 
The result of the phloem transport is the availability of free sugar in
 
the phloem which will be unloaded to  the sink regions.  In this
 
simulation, the transports of free sugar solution along the phloem from
 
the source leaf to the sink regions are simulated as the flows LP--> SP, 
SP > RP, and SP > SLP.  The unloading process occurs through the SLP and 
the RP compartments. 
Accumulation of free sugar mass in the phloem.  Figure 89 shows
 
the diurnal course of the simulated rates of free sugar accumulation in
 
the LP, SP, RP, and SLP compartments, i.e. FSfc, FSfL, FS:L, and FSff.
 
The  magnitude  of  these  rates  depends  on  their  corresponding
 
compartmental volumes (Table 17).  The rates are positive during the
 
light period and are negative during the dark period for all simulation
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Figure 88.  The diurnal courses of the simulated rates of free sugar,
 
SMS  SMS FS,,,c, and starch, S accumulation in the sink leaf (frame A).  Frame
 a cc
 
B shows the diurnal course of the sum of these simulated rates.
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Figure 89.  The diurnal courses of the simulated rates of free sugar
 
accumulation in the compartments representing the phloem.  The lines
 
labeled FSZ,  (frame A),  FSasf,  (frame B),  FS  (frame B),  and FSff
 
(frame A) are the diurnal courses of the accumulation rates in the LP, 
SP, RP, and SLP compartments, respectively.  The diurnal course of the 
SUM  of these accumulation rates which is the demand of free  sugar mass 
for the transport process in the phloem is shown in frame C.  Scales of 
frames A,  B, and C are different.  Numbers under the curve of frame C 
are the daily rate of free sugar accumulation. 277 
cycles.  This simulation result  is  caused by the requirement  for
 
decreasing the osmotic potential of the LP, SP, RP, and SLP compartments
 
to follow the decrease in their total water potentials (see  Figure 82).
 
The decrease in osmotic potential of these compartments  regulates the
 
flow of water from their adjacent xylem compartments, resulting in the
 
gradient of turgor potential in the phloem.  The rates of free sugar
 
accumulation for the non-stress cycles fluctuate less than that during
 
the stress cycles.  The high fluctuation indicates that more free sugar
 
mass is accumulated during the stress period.
 
Figure 89 also shows the diurnal course of the sum of FSf',. +FSfe
 
+
  + FSff which imitates the demand rate of free sugar accumulation
 
for the purpose of phloem transport (Gupta and Berkowitz,
 1987).  The
 
area under the diurnal course of the sum is the daily rate of free sugar
 
accumulation in the phloem.  The daily rate increases as degree of water
 
stress increases from the non-stress to severe stress, shown as the
 
progressive increase in an area under the diurnal course of the sum from
 
the first to the last simulation cycle.
 This simulation result suggests
 
that once plants become stressed the phloem transport requires  higher
 
amounts of  free sugar to be accumulated in the phloem vessels  in
 
comparison to the no stress plants.
 Consequently, the availability of
 
free sugar mass for unloading process decreases.
 
Turgor potentials for the LP,  SP,  RP,  and SLP compartments.
 
Figure 90 shows the diurnal course of the simulated  turgor potentials
 
for the compartments representing the phloem of the  source leaf, VP,
 
the stem phloem, VP, the root phloem, tvp", and the phloem of the sink
 
leaf,  The gradient of turgor potential between these flow paths
 
is also shown in Figure 90.
 
At any instant in time for each simulation cycle, the magnitude
 
of VP is always greater than that of Nip' indicating that the free  sugar
 
mass which is loaded from the MESO compartment is always delivered
 
downward to the SP compartment.  This can be intepreted that free sugar
 
mass which  is produced in the mesophylls  of  the  source  leaf  is
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0.
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30  78  102  126  150  174
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Figure 90.  The diurnal courses of the simulated turgor potentials for
 
the compartments representing the phloem.  The lines labeled SP, LP, RP,
 
and SLP are the diurnal courses of turgor potentials for the SP, LP, RP,
 
and SLP compartments, respectively. The lines labeled LP-SP, SP-RP, and
 
SP-SLP are the driving force for the flow of free sugar solution between
 
the two adjacent compartments.
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continueously loaded to the phloem vessels.
  This free sugar mass will
 
be further used for the demand of transport  process in the phloem
 
vessels as well as for its utilization in the sink regions,
  i.e. in the
 
cells of the sink leaf and the roots.
 
The magnitude of the simulated VP is greater than VP for every
 
simulation cycles except during the middle of the light period of the
 
last cycle where the magnitude of VF is greater than VP.
  The result
 
suggests that during the extremely severe stress period where VP <  NJRP
 
free sugar mass from the root cells discharges
 to phloem vessels in
 
order to meet the demand of its accumulation for decreasing  the osmotic
 
potential to follow the decrease in water potential  in the phloem
 
vessels.
 
During the early and late periods of light  as well as during the
 
dark period for every simulation cycles, the magnitude of VP is greater
 
than that of VLP- This result indicates that during these simulation
 
period free sugar solution is delivered from the SP upward to the SLP
 
compartment in order to supply the demand of free sugar mass in the sink
 
leaf.  In contrast, during the middle of the light period  of every
 
simulation cycles, the VP is less than the /SLP
  indicating that free
 
sugar mass is delivered from the SLP compartment downward to the SP
 
compartment because the rate of free sugar mass production exceeds the
 
demand rate in the sink leaf.  Hence, the free sugar discharges to the
 
phloem vessels during the middle of light period.  During this period,
 
the demand rate of free sugar in the sink leaf is decreased, shown in
 
Figure 88.
 
Rates of free sugar loading and unloading.  Figure 91 shows the
 
diurnal course of the simulated rate of free sugar loading to the phloem
 
of the source leaf, LR-rate.  For every simulation cycle, the LR-rate
 
is positive indicating that free sugar from the mesophyll cells of the
 
source leaf is always loaded to the phloem of the source leaf.  The LR-

rate decreases as the degree of water stress increases, shown as the
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progresive decrease in areas under the diurnal course of the simulated
 
LR-rate from the first to the last simulation cycle.
 
Figure 91 also shows the diurnal course of the simulated rates of
 
free sugar unloading at the sink leaf, ULR'.
  The simulated rates of
 
free sugar unloading can be positive as well as negative.  The positive
 
rate of ULRS'ak indicates that free sugar mass is unloaded  to cells of
 
the sink leaf, while the negative rate indicates that free sugar mass
 
discharges from cells to the phloem of the sink leaf.
 According to the
 
model used here,  the rate of free sugar unloading at the sink leaf,
 
ULRs'nk, depends on the demand rate of free sugar mass in the sink leaf.
 
The following rates are involved in the determination of the ULR'k
 
rate:
 
1.	  The demand of free sugar in the sink leaf,  i.e. the R,Wk+GRs'k
 
rate shown in Figure 87.
 
30  64  78  162  126  1to  174 
TIME (hrs) 
Figure 91.  The diurnal courses of the simulated rates of free sugar
 
loading, LR-rate, and unloading to the sink leaf, ULRs'.  Numbers under
 
the diurnal courses of LR and ULR'"k are the daily rates of free sugar
 
loading and unloading to the sink leaf, respectively.  Units of the
 
daily rate are lamol-0O2 day'.
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2.	  The rate of  free sugar storage  in  the sink  leaf,  i.e.  the
 
FSf54-Sat7 rate shown in Figure 88, and
 
3.	  The rate of photosynthesis of the sink leaf,  Pr,-rate shown in
 
Figure 83.
 
The simulated rate of ULF.' is positive early during  the light
 
period and during the entired dark period of the  non, mild, moderate,
 
and the first two severe stress cycles suggesting that during these
 
periods the sink leaf requires free  sugar mass which is delivered
 
through the phloem vessels for its metabolic processes.
  In contrast,
 
during the middle of the light period of the  same cycles, the ULR'''
 
rate is negative suggesting that the supply of free  sugar mass by
 
photosynthesis exceeds the demand in the sink leaf.  This is caused by
 
the growth rate of the sink leaf is very low during this period (see
 
Figure 87).  The excess mass of free sugar discharges into the phloem
 
vessels.  For the last severe stress cycles, the negative rate of ULR'k
 
occurs from the middle to the end of the light period.  The rate
 
continues to be negative until the end of the dark period.
 This result
 
suggests that during the light period of the last severe stress cycle
 
the supply rate of free sugar mass by photosynthesis exceeds the demand
 
in the sink leaf. Furthermore, the supply rate of free sugar mass by
 
starch mobilization which occurs during the dark period also exceeds the
 
demand in the sink leaf.
  Consequently, the excess of free sugar mass
 
discharges to the phloem vessels.
 The free sugar mass which discharges
 
into the phloem vessels will be used for the  decrease in osmotic
 
potential of compartments representing the phloem and for unloading to
 
the root cells.
 
Figure 92 shows the diurnal course of the simulated rate of free
 
sugar unloading at the root cells,  ULIRr°°t.  In general, the ULR'°°` is
 
positive indicating that free sugar is unloaded  to the root cells for
 
metabolic uses.  However, during the middle of the light period for the
 
last severe stress cycle, the rate becomes negative.  During this period
 
the demand of free sugar mass in the sink leaf and the  requirement of
 
free sugar accumulation in the compartments representing  the phloem
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exceeds the rate of free sugar loading, LR-rate.
 Hence, the additional
 
mass of free sugar discharges from the root cells to  support these
 
requirements.
 
30  54  78  162  126  150  174 
TIME (hrs) 
Figure 92.  The diurnal course of the simulated rate of free sugar
 
loading, LR, and unloading to the root cells, ULR"".
 Numbers under the
 
diurnal course of ULR"" are the daily rate of free sugar unloading to
 
the root cells, shown in the units of Amol-0O2 day'.
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Allocation of Fixed-CO, Mass to Shoot and Root
 
The allocation of fixed-CO, mass to the shoot part includes
  the
 
following components:
 
1.	  the mass of free sugar allocated to the source leaf.  The daily
 
allocation rate can be mathematically expressed  as:
 
t  source  t' Source Leaf  =	  dt  +  G.Rs'urce at + f'm Fs°	  dt Jt	  J. 
+  Sff° dt + fr`FS,ff, dt , 
where the interval of integration is from the beginning of  the
 
light period to the end of the dark period for each simulation
 
cycle.
 
2.	  the mass of free sugar allocated to the sink leaf.  The daily
 
allocation rate can be mathematically expressed as:
 
Sink Leaf  =	  dt + f GR"'k dt +  dt 
to 
it'Sfis dt  'F'S:` 
3.	  the mass of free sugar stored in the stem phloem compartment.  The
 
daily rate of storage can be mathematically expressed  as:
 
Stem =  dt. 
The allocation of fixed-CO, mass to the root part includes the
 
storage of free sugar mass in the RP compartment and the ULR" rate.
 
The daily rate of this allocation can be mathematically expressed as:
 
Root =  FSaP dt + j .EILR"°' dt.
J 
Table 22 summerizes the daily rates of fixed-CO,  mass which is
 
allocated to the shoot and root parts for each of simulation cycles.
 
In general,  the daily rate of allocation to the shoot decreases  as
 
degree of water stress increases  from non to  severe stress.  In
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contrast, the daily rate of allocation to the root increases from the
 
non to severe stress.  This simulation result is in good agreement with
 
observation as previously mentioned in the validation chapter (Hsiao,
 
1973; McCoy et. al., 1991a and 1991b; Quick et. al., 1992).  However,
 
during the last two severe stress cycles where the leaf water potential
 
is very low (see Figures 80 and 81), the daily rate of allocation to the
 
root  decreases.  This might be caused by the  low daily rate of
 
photosynthesis and the high demand rate of free sugar accumulation in
 
the phloem which occur during these severe stress cycles.
 
Table 22 also shows that the daily shoot/root ratio decreases
 
following the increase in degree of water stress.  This is caused by the
 
decrease in the rate of unloading to the sink leaf and the increase in
 
the rate of unloading to the root as degree of water stress increases.
 
These two daily rates were shown in Figures 91 and 92.
 
Table 22.  Seven-day simulation results for the allocation of fixed-CO,
 
mass.
 
lst  2nd  3rd  4th  5th  6th  7th
 
cycle  cycle  cycle  cycle  cycle  cycle  cycle
 
x10' mol CO,
 
Shoot Part: 
Source Leaf  13.20  10.85  9.01  5.65  -0.02  -0.99  3.34 
Sink Leaf  31.86  30.90  28.64  22.98  12.86  6.29  3.56 
Stem  -0.05  0.08  0.09  0.26  0.40  0.47  0.51 
Total  45.01  41.83  37.74  28.89  13.24  7.75  7.41 
Root Part: 
Total  33.84  36.85  39.55  43.27  45.91  36.30  20.68 
Ratio: 
Shoot/Root  1.33  1.14  0.95  0.66  0.29  0.21  0.36 285 
Conclusion
 
The simulation results presented in the preceeding sections of
 
this chapter show several applications of the model.
  The formulation
 
of the mathematical model largely depends  on the assumptions of  1)
 
degree of osmotic adjustment, 2) demand rate of free  sugar mass for the
 
sink leaf as a function of the sink leaf  water potential, and 3)  the
 
change  in  free sugar concentration following the change in  water
 
potential at the root surface.
  The model further assumes that 4)  the
 
rate of free sugar unloading at the sink leaf (ULR''')  was driven by the
 
demand rate of free sugar mass in the sink leaf.  The model solution
 
showed that during the water stress condition the demand rate of free
 
sugar mass in the sink leaf is lower than that during the no water
 
stress condition which is consistent with experimental
  observations
 
(McCoy et. al., 1989a and 1989b; Quick et. al., 1992).
  This is caused
 
by the structure of the mathematical model.
  The structure allows the
 
rate of phloem transport in the direction toward the sink leaf to be
 
flexible following the demand rate in the sink leaf.
  Furthermore, the
 
rate of phloem transport toward the roots is also flexible following the
 
interaction between the demand rate of the sink leaf, the rate of phloem
 
loading, and the rate of free sugar accumulation in the phloem.
  This
 
structure of the model allows the possibility for the balance of free
 
sugar mass for the whole system.
 
However,  the present structure of the model still has  some
 
limitations and unsolved problems.  One problem is  that the model
 
structure does not include the effect of the interaction between  the
 
rate of phloem transport toward the sink leaf and the demand rate of
 
free sugar in the sink leaf which is still the hopothesis of the current
 
researches  (Wyse,  1986;  Eschrich,  1986).  Attempts of include this
 
interaction in the model have lead to difficulties with  obtaining a
 
mathematical solution.
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The second problem is  that  the model  does not  the
 include
 
competition for free sugar mass between the two sink regions,
  i.e. in
 
the sink leaf and in the root.
  This is shown as the absence of  a
 
prescription for the demand rate of free  sugar mass in the roots.
 
Attempts of force the model to have this competition create problems
 
with obtaining the mathematical solution.
 
A third problem is that the unloading process involves the mass
 
flow of free sugar (Koch et. al., 1986; Schmalstig, 1986;  Thorne, 1986),
 
i.e. the flow of free sugar solution under gradient of turgor potential.
 
During the model development period, we attempted to treat the unloading
 
process as the result of the mass flow mechanism.  The simulation
 
results indicated that during the water stress period the free sugar
 
mass flows toward the sink leaf (results not shown), leading to the
 
condition that the allocation of free sugar mass is toward the upper
 
plant part during the stress period which contradicts  experimental
 
observations (McCoy et. al., 1989a and 1989b).  However, this result
 
might be caused by the excluding of the prescription of the demand rate
 
at the roots.  This leads to the condition that the roots  can change to
 
be the source of free sugar supply to the phloem as soon as the supply
 
rate by loading process does not meet the demand rate in the sink leaf.
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
 
This chapter pertains to the response of the mathematical solutions
 
of the two-leaf model to the changes in values of boundary conditions,
 
and in values of independent parameters.
  The analysis will be separated
 
into two parts.  The first part deals with the dependency of model
 
solutions on changes in the imposed boundary conditions, while the second
 
part is concerned with the change in the model solutions  to changes in
 
the values of selected independent parameters.
 
The change of model solutions caused by a change in value of an
 
individual type of boundary condition  or independent parameter is of
 
interest.  Since the model consists of 6 types of boundary  conditions
 
(BC) and 147 independent parameters, it is not practical  to analyze the
 
sensitivity for all types of BC and parameters existing in the model (Box
 
et. al.,  1978).  The analysis will be limitted to the sensitivity  of
 
model solutions to certain selected BC's and parameters of interest.
 
Methodology
 
Expermental Design
 
To perform the sensitivity analysis for an individual type of BC
 
or an individual parameter, the following procedures are applied (Boersma
 
et. al., 1990):
 
1.	  Select a  set of values of BC's and of independent  parameters
 
required by the simulation.  This set of BC's and parameters will
 
be referred to as the reference values of BC's and of parameters.
 
2.	  Run the simulation by using values of BC's and parameters of step
 
1 to obtain mathematical solutions.
  The solution being obtained
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in this step will be referred to as the reference solution.
 
3.	  Vary values of BC or parameter of interest.
  The change will be
 
considered, one with the value of 50% of the reference value and
 
one with the value of 150% of the reference value.
 
4.	  Run the simulation with the lower value and again with the higher
 
value.  The remaining required values of BC's and parameters  are
 
maintained to be the same as the reference values.
 
5.	  Compare the simulation results obtained from the 4" step with  the
 
reference solutions.  The deviation of the mathematical solutions
 
obtained with the 4" step, from the reference solutions gives  the
 
sensitivity of model solutions with respect to the type of BC or
 
parameter of interest.
 
Treatments
 
In this analysis,
 we selected to use the values of BC's and
 
parameters which were used in the application chapter (Figures 17,  18 and
 
44 for BC's and Tables 13 through 21 for independent parameters) as the
 
reference values.  In this sensitivity analysis the solutions for the 2'd
 
(non-stress),  4th (moderate stress), and 6th (severe stress)  cycles were
 
considered.  The model is solved for many variables.  because of the
 
large number only results for a few selected variables  can be given.
 
These are:
 
1.	  The minimum value of leaf water potential for both the source and
 
the sink leaves, i.e. VL  and Wffun.
 
2.	  The daily rate of transpiration for both the source and the sink
 
leaves, i.e.  TR' dt and f TR sink dt.
 
r
 
3.	  The CO, compensation point for both the source  and sink leaves,
 
i.e.	 [CO,] 2, and [CO3]2T.
 
4.	  The daily rate of photosynthesis for both the  source and  sink
 
leaves, i.e.  it`P,; "' dt and fri 'Pu"kdt.
 
5.	  The daily rate of phloem loading, i.e.  LR dt.
 
6.	  The  daily rate  of  phloem unloading  to  the  sink  leaf,  i.e.
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dt, and
 
7.	  The daily rate of phloem unloading to the roots, i.e. j 'ULR'"dt.
 
The integration intervals to and t, denote the begining of the light
 
period and the end of  the dark period,  respectively.  With this
 
selection, the important quantities concerning transport  processes in
 
plants are included and are sufficient to meet the objective of  our
 
analysis.
 
Boundary Conditions:  Figures 93 through 97 show values of the
 
boundary conditions which will  be used  to perform the sensitivity
 
analysis.  The boundary conditions include:
 
1.	  the temperature of the ambient air (Figure 93),
 
2.	  The relative humudity of the ambient air, RH,  (Figure 94),
 
3.	  The photosynthetical photon flux density, PPFD,  (Figure 95),
 
4.	  The water potential at the root surface, W RT,  (Figure 96), and
 
5.  The free sugar for the root phloem compartment,  [C,,J" (Figure 97).
 
The line labeled REF in each of these figures represents the reference
 
values of the boundary conditions.  The lines labeled LOW and HIGH
 
represent the values of the boundary condition which are 50% and 150% of
 
the reference values, respectively.  Further analysis will be performed
 
for atmospheric [CO2] by using the concentration values of [CO2] A][1= 0.00706
 
and [CO2]'=0.02822 mol-0O2 m' which are 50% and 150% of the reference
 
value of [CO2]''.
 
Independent Parameters:  Table 23 shows values of the independent
 
parameters to be considered which are 50% and 150% of the reference
 
values.  These values of independent parameters will be used to perform
 
the sensitivity analysis for an individual parameter.  Parameters are
 
for:
 
1.	  degree  of  osmotic  adjustment,  i.e.  slope  of  [Cfs]"-ytSLF
 
relationship,
 
Dccoell
 Dgll
 
2.	  vapor phase transport, i.e. Ax LF,17,, Ax ' .F,SIA,  and 
Ax IA, 611  Axs-c'''s°4' 
LSX,  SLX 
Lp
LF, MESS 3.	  liquid phase transport,  i.e.  L,7Rx,  Lgx,-, 
,  and
 
SLF, SMS 
.Llp 290 
4.  storage capacity of the flow path, i.e.  p 
LF 
RSLF 
1.7r2s°,  and V6sms,
 
5.  production of free sugar, i.e.  Prf,=' and plink
 
6.  starch transformation, i.e.  kisr're and kr7'"',
 
7.  growth, i.e.  kosink and kfank, and
 
LLP, SP  RP 8.  phloem loading and transport, i.e.  and Lp
P, SLP
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Figure 93.  Values of the air temperature used for sensitivity analysis.
 
The line labeled REF represents the reference air temperature boundary
 
condition (BC).  The lines labeled LOW and HIGH are the BC's whose
 
values are 50% and 150% of the referenced air temperature, respectively.
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Figure 94.  Values  of  the  relative humidity used  for  sensitivity
 
analysis.  The line labeled REF represents the reference RH boundary
 
condition.  The line labeled LOW is the BC whose value is 50% of the
 
reference RH.
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Figure 95.  Values of the photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) used
 
for sensitivity analysis.  The line labeled REF represents the reference
 
PPFD boundary condition.  The lines labeled LOW and HIGH are BC's whose
 
values are 50% and 150% of the reference PPFD, respectively.
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30  4  8  112 1 6  150 1 4 
TIME (hrs) 
Figure 96.  Values of the water potential at root surface, VT,  used for
 
sensitivity analysis.  The line labeled REF represents the reference
  RT 
boundary condition (BC).  The lines labeled LOW and HIGH are BC's whose 
values are 50% and 150% of the reference "`CRT 
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Figure 97.  Values of [C,J" used for sensitivity analysis.
  The line
 
labeled REF represents the reference [Cfj" boundary condition (BC).
 
The lines labeled LOW and HIGH are BC's whose values are 50% and 150%
 
of the reference [Cfs] ".
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Table 23.  Values of the parameters considered for sensitivity analysis.
 
Parameter for  REF  LOW  HIGH 
Degree of Osmotic Adjustment: 
slope of [C,Jsms-NftSLF  -300  -150  -450 
(mol-Cfs MPa.-1) 
Vapor Phase Transport: 
AxLF , /A  (  )  1.3x10-'  0.7x10'  2.0x10-' 
AxSLF , S IA  (  )  1.3x10-5  0.6x10'  2.0x10-' 
DZ'  0.6959  0.5216a  1.0238 
Ax IA, CH  (m2 m-' hr-1) 
D
cell 
A x SIA, SCH  (m2 m'  hr "') 
0.6959  0.3479  1.0238 
Liquid Phase Transport: 
(m3  m-2 MPa'  1.8x10-4  0.9x10-4  2.7x10-4 
Lif"x (m3 M-2 MPa-1 hr.')  7.2x10-2  3.6x10-2  10.8x10-2 
(m3  -2 m  -') M P a-1 hr  3.6x10-2  1.8x10-2  5.4x10-2 
LpF,MESO 
(m3 M-2 MPa-i- hr-1)  2.3x10'  1.2x10-4  3.5x10-4 
LSLF, 
SMS 
(m3  111-2 MPa-1 hr-1)  2.3x10-4  1.2x10-4  3.5x10-4 
Storage Capacity: 
RiCrwc  (MPa-1)  0.13  0.07  0.20 
Rrwc  (MPa-1)  0.10  0.05  0.15 
issZ (MPa')  0.10  0.05  0.15 
R  (MPa)  0.07  0.04  0.10 
13.71S  (MPa)  0.07  0.04  0.10 
a  75% of the reference value 294 
Table 23 (continued)
 
Parameter for
  REF  LOW  HIGH
 
Production of Free Sugar:
 
'n max  (mol-0O2 m-2 hr')  0.12  0.09'  0.18 
sink  (mol-0O2 m' hr-1)  0.06  0.05b  0.09 
Starch Transformation: 
(mol-Cfs m 3 MPa-1 hr')  -90  -45  -135 
(mol-Cfs m-3 MPa-1 hr-1)  -100  -50  -150 
Growth: 
kos/nk  (mol-Cfs hr-1)  1.6x10'  0.8x10-7  2.4x10-7 
kisink  (mpa-2 )  1.80  0.90  2.70 
Phloem Loading and Transport: 
ao 
R  (mol-Cfs  hr.')  40  20  50' 
LLP, SP 
P  (m3 m' MPa' hr')  4.6x10'  2.3x10-4  6.9x10' 
SP RP Lp  (m3 111-2 MPa-1 hr-1)  4.6x10'  2.3x10'  6.9x10' 
SP SLP Lp  (m3 m' MPa-1 hr')  4.6x10-4  2.3x10-4  6.9x10-4 
a 
b 
c 
75% of  the reference value 
83%  of  the reference value 
125%  of the reference value 295 
Results and Discussion
 
Model Sensitivity to Changes in Value of Boundary Conditions
 
Air temperature.  The model solutions are very sensitive  to
 
changes in the air temperature as shown in Table 24.  Both LOW and HIGH
 
treatments  alter  all  of  the  selected
 simulation  results.  The
 
alterations are shown as the deviation from the reference values.
  The
 
LOW treatment which signifies cooler air increases the minimum  leaf
 
water potential and the daily rate of photosynthesis for both source and
 
sink leaves.  The increase in leaf water potential leads to a decrease
 
in the daily rate of transpiration, while the increase  in daily rate of
 
photosynthesis leads to decreases in the CO2 compensation point,
 [CO2im,,,,,
 
and in the daily rate of phloem loading. A consequence of an increasing
 
sink leaf water potential is an increase in the daily rate of phloem
 
unloading to the sink leaf.  This implies that the higher value of the
 
sink leaf water potential increases the rate of growth for the sink
 
leaf.  Therefore, it regulates the flow of free sugar solution along the
 
phloem toward the sink leaf to be higher than the reference value.
  The
 
increasing daily rate of phloem unloading to the sink leaf leads to a
 
decrease in the daily rate of phloem unloading  to the roots, or in other
 
words,  the flow rate of  free sugar solution toward the roots  is
 
decreased.  However, during the severe (6th) stress cycle the daily rates
 
of phloem loading, unloading to the sink leaf,  and unloading to the
 
roots all increase from the reference values.
  These increases are
 
resulted from the higher daily rate of photosynthesis.
 
The HIGH treatment, which signifies warmer air, lowers the minimum
 
leaf water potential for both source and sink leaves.
  This decrease in
 
leaf water potential, i.e. more negative potential, leads to an increase
 
in the daily rate of transpiration, but a decrease in the daily rate of
 
photosynthesis for both leaves.  The decrease in the daily rate of
 
photosynthesis probably occurred as a consequence of stomatal closure
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Table 24.  Effect of LOW and HIGH values of the air temperature on
 
selected simulation results, shown as the percentage of deviation
 
from the referenced simulation results.
 
Selected  LOW  HIGH 
Result  2'  4th  6th  2'  4'  6th 
% deviation 
lie ,min  -40  -14  -4  +37  +15  +8 
441::in  -40  -15  -5  +31  +16  +10 
daily TR"'  -47  -40  -43  +38  +27  +37 
daily TRsink  -44  -36  -43  +23  +20  +10 
[CO2] ZIT,  -5  -5  -6  +1  -2  -4 
[CO2] min  -4  -3  -3  0  -1  -3
 
source daily  0 +5 +8  -6  -9  -9 
daily posink  +5  +11  +13  -14  -14  -10
 
daily LR  +1  +3  +9  -4  -6  -10
 
daily ULR'I'  +24  +10  +2  -6  +2  +13
 
daily ULR''  -16  -1  +10  -2  -10  -13
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(results not shown).  The decrease in the daily rate of photosynthesis
 
of the source leaf leads to a decrease in the daily rate of  phloem
 
loading, while the decrease in the daily rate of photosynthesis of the
 
sink leaf leads to an increase in the daily rate of phloem unloading  to
 
the sink leaf, and a concurrent decrease in the unloading rate  to the
 
roots.
 
Relative humidity, RH.  By the application of equation [11.1], the
 
low value of RH results in a high evaporative demand.  The model
 
solutions are sensitive to changes in RH since all of the selected
 
simulation results are altered from the references as shown in Table 25.
 
For both source and sink leaves, the LOW treatment decreases the
 
minimum leaf water potential but it does not change the CO2 compensation
 
point from the reference value.  The increase in leaf water potential
 
leads to an increase in the daily rate of transpiration and a decrease
 
in the daily rate of photosynthesis for both leaves.
  Furthermore, the
 
lowering of leaf water potential of the sink leaf decreases the daily
 
demand rate of free sugar mass for the sink leaf, which results in the
 
decrease in the daily rate of phloem unloading to the sink leaf.
 
Changes  in the daily rate of phloem unloading to the roots follow the
 
changes in unloading to the sink leaf, but are of opposite sign.
 
The HIGH treatment is not applicable since the value of RH for
 
this  treatment exceeds  1.00 which does  not
 exist  in  the natural
 
condition.  Therefore, the sensitivity analysis for this HIGH treatment
 
will not be performed.
 
Photosynthetic photon flux density,  PPFD.  Table 26 shows the
 
relative effect of changes in PPFD on the selected simulation results.
 
Changes in PPFD do not alter the minimum leaf water potential and the
 
daily rate of transpiration for either source  or sink leaves.  This
 
result implies that the rate of growth for the sink leaf of both LOW and
 
HIGH treatments is not different from the reference value.  However, the
 
changes in PPFD alter the transport of CO2 and its consequences.
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Table 25.  Effect of LOW value of the relative humidity on selected
 
simulation results, shown as the percentage of deviation from the
 
referenced simulation results. 
Selected  LOW  HIGH 
Result  2nd  4th  6th  2na  4th  6th 
% deviation 
F  +19  +6  +3 
1-F 
t,m,..  +16  +7  +3 
daily TR"'  +22  +16  +21 
daily TRsink  +15  +13  +20 
[Ca)] min  +1  +1  0  (No treatment) 
sof [CO21  min  0  0 
daily  prsour ce  -3  -5  -5 
daily  pslnk  -5  -7  -6 
daily LR  -2  -3  -6 
daily ULRsink  -6  -1  +3 
daily ULR"  +1  -4  -7 299 
Table 26.  Effect of LOW and HIGH values of the photosynthetic photon
 
flux density on selected simulation results, shown as the percentage

of deviation from the referenced simulation results.
 
Selected  LOW
  HIGH
 
4th
 Result  2na  6th  2'd  4th  6th
 
% deviation
 
T rain  -1 -1 -1  0  0  0 
LF
 
0 0 0 0 0  0
 
daily TRsoa  0  +1  +1  0  0  0
 
daily TRsink  0  0  0  0  0
  0
 
[ CO2] mciiin  +6  +20  +22  -5  -6  -8
 
, SCH [CO,]  min  +9  +9 +10  -3  -4  -4 
daily Pn"""  -8  -9  -10  +4  +4  +6 
daily P, nk 
-12  -13  -15  +6  +6  +8 
daily LR  -4  -7  -14  +2  +3  +8 
daily ULR'I'  +2  +3  +8  -1  -1  -4 
daily ULR"  -9  -11  -17  +4  +5  +9 300 
The LOW treatment  of  PPFD  leads  to  a  lower  daily rate  of
 
photosynthesis so that the CO, compensation point for both  source and
 
sink leaves increases from the reference value.  As a consequence of the
 
lowering rate of photosynthesis, the sink leaf requires a higher daily
 
rate of phloem unloading to meet the demand rate for its growth in
 
comparison to the reference value.  This results in the higher flow rate
 
of free sugar solution toward the sink leaf (result not shown).  Thus,
 
the dialy rate  of  phloem unloading  to  the  sink  leaf  increases.
 
Furthermore,  the LOW treatment of PPFD decreases the daily rate of
 
phloem loading, so that the daily rate of phloem unloading to the roots
 
decreases.
 
The HIGH treatment of PPFD yields results which are similar to the
 
LOW treatment but in the opposite direction.  The HIGH treatment does
 
not alter the leaf water potential.  It increases the daily rate of
 
photosynthesis which leads to a decrease in the CO, compensation point.
 
Furthermore, the increased rate of photosynthesis leads to the increase
 
in the daily rate of phloem loading, and in the daily rate of phloem
 
unloading to the roots.  The effects of the HIGH treatment are smaller
 
than those of the LOW treatment.  This is so because the value of PPFD
 
used for the REF treatment leads the rate of photosynthesis close to
 
saturation.  The increase in value of PPFD for the HIGH treatment does
 
not significantly increase the rate of photosynthesis from the REF value
 
(see functional form of photosynthesis shown as equation [132]).
 
Water potential at root surfaces, wCRT  Changes in teT reflect the
 
changes in the soil water availability.  The HIGH treatment indicates
 
that the soil is more wet in comparison to the LOW treatment.  The HIGH
 
treatment delays the occurence of the severe stress cycles, while the
 
LOW treatment accelerates it.  Table 27 shows the relative effects of
 
changes in the wr on the selected simulation results.
 
The LOW treatment  (dryer soil)  lowers the minimum leaf water
 
potential and decreases the daily rate of photosynthesis for both source
 
and sink leaves, particularly during the moderate and severe stress
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Table 27.  Effect of LOW and HIGH values of water potential at the
 
root surface on selected simulation results, shown as the percentage
 
of deviation from the referenced simulation results.
 
Selected
  LOW  HIGH --­
simulation  (dryer soil)  (wetter soil)
 
Result  2nd  4th  6th  2nd  4'  6th
 
% deviation
 
,,LF  +7  +17  +47  -7  -18  -34
 
Yt,m.  +5  +14  +47  +4  -13  -31
 
daily TR"'  -3  -25  -28  +2  +22  +127
 
daily TR'k  -4  -23  -24  +3  +24  +104
 
[CO2] mciiin  +1  +4  +15  0  -2  -11
 
[ CO2] ;5,i',  +1  +2  +11  0  -2  -8 
daily pnsource  -1  -11  -41  +1  +7  +66 
daily Pnsink  -2  -13  -41  +1  +10  +75 
daily LR  -1  -6  -49  0  +3  +49 
daily ULRsink  -5  -25  -41  +3  +25  +215 
daily ULRrOOt  +2  +2  -100  -100  -100 302 
cycles.  These alterations decrease the daily rate of transpiration and
 
increase the CO, compensation point.  The increase in the compensation
 
point is caused by the decrease in the daily rate of phloem loading.
 
This decrease in turn leads to a decrease in phloem unloading to the
 
sink leaf but makes the daily rate of phloem unloading to the roots to
 
be higher than the reference value.  These alteration results for the
 
LOW treatment caused by the imposed values of  WORT  make the severe water 
stress cycles occur earlier than in the REF treatment.
 
The HIGH treatment gives results which are much more severe than
 
the LOW treatment and in the opposite direction.  The responses are more
 
severe as a result of the exponential nature of the stomatal opening
 
versus the leaf water potential.  The HIGH treatment lifts the minimum
 
value of leaf water potential, from the reference value, for both source
 
and sink leaves.  This raising leads  to  a higher daily rate of
 
transpiration  for  both  leaves.  Furthermore,  the  HIGH  treatment
 
increases the daily rate of photosynthesis, leading to the lowering of
 
CO, compensation point for both leaves in comparison to the reference
 
value.  As the consequence of the higher sink leaf water potential, the
 
daily rate of phloem unloading to the sink leaf increases, resulting in
 
a lower daily rate of phloem unloading to the roots.
 
Slope of the [Cf,] IRP__,44RT relationship.  This relationship occurs in
 
equation [94].  This equation is one of the boundary conditions used for
 
regulating the  flow of  free sugar solution from the compartments
 
representing the  stem phloem and the root phloem.  The selected
 
simulation results are not sensitive to the changes in slope of this
 
relationship as shown in Table 28.  However, these two treatments alter
 
the  daily  rate  of  free  sugar  accumulation  in  the  compartments
 
representing the phloem.  The daily rate of accumulation for the LOW
 
treatment is lower while the rate for HIGH treatment is higher than the
 
reference value.  This result implies that the LOW treatment requires
 
less amount of free sugar mass, in comparison to the HIGH treatment, to
 
be accumulated in the phloem compartments  in order to create the
 
pressure gradent for the phloem transport.
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Table 28.  Effect of LOW and HIGH values of the slope of [C,,]'-y,'
 
relationship, parameter b in equation [94], on selected simulation
 
results, shown as the percentage of deviation from the referenced
 
simulation results.
 
Selected  LOW  HIGH
 
simulation  (less negative)  (more negative)
 
Result  2nd  4th  6th  2'd  4th  6th
 
% deviation
 
-1 -1 -1 0  0 0
 
daily TR'"  0  +1  +1  0  0  0
 
daily TRS'nk  0  0  0  0  0  0
 
[CO3],c7if,  0  0  0  0  0  0
 
[CO,  ] nisnif  0 0 0 0 0  0
 
daily Pnsaurce  0  0  +1  0  0  0
 
daily pnSi nk
 
0 0 0  0  0 0
 
daily LR  0 0 +2  0  0  0
 
daily ULRsink  0  0  0  0  0  0
 
daily ULR`°°t  0  0  +3  0  0  -1
 
daily free sugar  -45  -52  -58  +40  +52  +66
 
accumulation in
 
the phloem'
 
tl,  7,p  .91.P  RP\  a  daily accumulation = f  (FS,;,c + FS,s, + FS,cc + FSacc)dt
 
to
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Atmospheric CO, concentration,  [CO3]''.  The pre-set value of
 
[CO3]'=0.00706 mol-0O2 if13 for the LOW treatment prevented the obtaining
 
of mathematical solution, suggesting that this value of  [CO,] "'' is not
 
high enough to make the rate of CO, diffusion into the leaf supply the
 
demand rate for photosynthesis.  After several trials, it was found that
 
the system requires the minimum value for [CM"' equal to 80% of the
 
REF treatment, i.e. 0.01129 mol-CO, m', so that this value of [CO2]mR is
 
set to be the value for the LOW treatment.  Table 29 shows the relative
 
effects of changes in [CO2]mR on the selected simulation results.
 
The LOW treatment with the value of [CO3]'=0.01129 mol-CO2 m' does
 
not alter the minimum leaf water potential for either source or sink
 
leaves.  However, it decreases both the daily rate of photosynthesis and
 
the CO, compensation point from the reference value for both leaves.
 
The consequence of the lowering of the daily rate of photosynthesis is
 
the decrease in the daily rate of phloem loading.  Since there is no
 
change in the leaf water potential of the sink leaf, the demand rate of
 
free sugar for growth does not change from the reference value.  The
 
flow of free sugar toward the sink leaf is about the  same as the
 
reference value (result not shown) which results in the small change in
 
the daily rate of phloem unloading to the sink leaf.  As a consequence
 
of this condition and the decrease in daily rate of phloem loading, the
 
daily rate of phloem unloading to the roots decreases.
 
The HIGH treatment of [CO2]AIR do not affect the minimum value of
 
leaf water potential or the daily rate of transpiration (Table 29).
 
However, it raises both the daily rate of photosynthesis for both source
 
and sink leaves.  As a consequence the CO, compensation point and the
 
daily rate of phloem loading also increase from the reference values.
 
Unloading rate in the sink leaf is about the same as the reference
 
value.  This is caused by there is no change in the demand rate of free
 
sugar (result not shown) and the small increase in the daily rate of
 
photosynthesis of the sink leaf.  Consequently, the daily rate of phloem
 
unloading to the roots increases.
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Table 29.  Effect of LOW and HIGH values of the atmospheric CO,
 
concentration on selected simulation results, shown as the percentage
 
of deviation from the referenced simulation results.
 
Selected  --- LOW'  HIGH
 
2nd  4th  6th Result  4th  6th
 
% deviation
 
0 0  0  0 0 0 
LF 
t, min  0 0 0  0 0  0 
Yt,min 
daily TR"'  0 0 0  0  0  0
 
daily TRsink  0  0  0  0  0  0
 
[CO2] ,ciiin  -38  -39  -40  +183  +186  +187
 
[CO2] min  -35  -34  -33  +96  +94  +86 
daily pnsource  -16  -16  -12  +24  +22  +16 
daily pink  -6 -5  -4  +6  +5  +4 
daily LR  -10  -15  -20  +9  +14  +42 
daily ULR'ink  +1  +1  +3  -1  -1  -3 
daily ULRrOOt  -18  -22  -24  +17  +20  +47 
a  [CO2]"IR for the LOW treatment is 80% of the reference value.
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Experiments conducted by increasing the concentration of the air
 
CO, showed that the rate of photosynthesis increases (Bethke and Drew,
 
1992; Dai et. al., 1992) as well as the CO, concentration inside the
 
leaf (Bethke and Drew, 1992; Dai et. al., 1992).  However, this high CO,
 
leads to partial closure of stomates (Bethke and Drew, 1992; Kearn and
 
Assmann, 1993).  Logically, the high CO, concentration should therefore
 
also affect the daily rate of transpiration which did not occur for this
 
simulation.  This  suggests  that modification of  the mathematical
 
conceptualizing is needed.  One possible modification is to change the
 
stomatal factor function  (equation  [113])  to reflect the combining
 
effects of both leaf water potential and the internal CO concentration
 
on the degree of stomatal opening.  With this modification, the expected
 
simulation would result in an alteration of the transpiration rate.
 
This modification will not be done in this thesis.
 
Model Sensitivity to Changes in Values of Individual Parameters
 
Slope of [C]  relationship.  This relationship indicates
 
the degree of plant osmotic adjustment as represented by equation [142].
 
Table 30  shows that only the LOW treatment gives the mathematical
 
solution and that convergence was not achieved during the last two
 
simulation cycles.  This  result suggests  that  the model  is  very
 
sensitive to the slope of this relationship  (equation  [142]).  A
 
mathematical solution is obtained only over the interval between -350
 
to -200 mol-Cfs MPa'.  Within this interval, the selected solutions are
 
not affected by the value.  Only the daily rate of phloem unloading to
 
the sink leaf differed from the reference value.  Unshown simulation
 
results indicate that the LOW treatment decreases the daily rate of free
 
sugar and starch accumulation in the sink leaf which are in good
 
agreement with experimental observations (Ackerson 1981; Ackerson and
 
Herbert,  1981).  However, Ackerson  (1981)  and Ackerson and Herbert
 
(1981)  reported  that  osmotic  adjustment  also alters  the  rate  of
 
photosynthesis and allocation of fixed-CO, mass.  The simulation results
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Table 30.  Effect of LOW and HIGH values of the slope of the [C,Jsms­
wtSLF relationship,
 parameter b in equation [142], on selected
 
simulation results, shown as the percentage of deviation from the
 
referenced simulation results.
 
Selected  LOW  HIGH 
simulation  (less negative)  (more negative) 
Result  2":'  4th  6th  1  2nd  4th  6th 
%  deviation 
WIt'l:min  0  0 
LF 
Yt,min  0  0 
daily TR'  0  0 
daily TRsink  0  0 
[ CO, l mcliin  0  0  (No solution) 
[C0,1 rnsi.nli  -2  -2 
daily source  0  0 
daily pink  0  0 
daily LR  0  0 
daily ULRs"k  -2  -6 
daily ULR'''  +1  +2 
a  No solution 308 
did not shown significantly change in the daily rate of photosynthesis
 
and allocation of fixed -CO2 mass.  This contradicts the experimental
 
observations,  suggesting that the modification of  the relationship
 
between the rate of photosynthesis has to be made, as stated in the
 
application chapter.  This modification will not be done in this thesis.
 
Vapor  transport parameter Ax''.  A smaller value  of  this
 
parameter implies a higher conductance for the flow path from the leaf
 
cell wall to the intercellular air spaces.  Table 31 shows that the LOW
 
treatment, or the high conductance, increases the minimum leaf water
 
potential of the source leaf from the reference value.  This increase
 
leads to an increase in the daily rate of transpiration of the source
 
leaf in comparison to the reference value.  Other selected simulation
 
results are only slightly affected by this LOW treatment.
 
The HIGH treatment lowers the values of the minimum leaf water
 
potential and of the daily rate of transpiration of the source leaf.
 
The other selected simulation results show only a small deviation from
 
the reference values (Table 31).
 
Vapor transport parameter Ax SLF,SIA.  The LOW treatment of this
 
parameter did not give a solution as shown in Table 32.  The reason that
 
the LOW treatment prevented convergence to the mathematical solution
 
might be that the value of the parameter is too low, i.e. conductance
 
is too high.  The high value requires that the flow rate of water from
 
the leaf cell walls to the intercellular air spaces is so high that this
 
flow rate is greater than the supply rate of water from the stem.  This
 
condition prevents convergence to a mathematical solution.
 
The HIGH treatment affects the simulation results by decreasing
 
the minimum leaf water potential and the daily rate of transpiration of
 
the sink leaf.  It does not affect the other selected simulation
 
results.
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Table 31.  Effect of LOW and HIGH values of the Ax''I" on selected
 
simulation results, shown as the percentage of deviation from the
 
referenced simulation results. 
Selected  LOW  HIGH --­
Result  2nd  4th  6th  2'd  4th 
6th 
% deviation 
ke:....  +5  +1  0  -8  -2  0 
as 
[,min  +2  0  0  -3  -1  0 
daily TR''''''  +8  +6  +4  -11  -7  -5 
daily TR'nk  -1  -1  0  +2  +2  0 
[ CO, J min  +1  +1  +1  0  -1  -1 
SCH 
[`-`-'2 i min  0  0  0  0  0  0 
daily Pnsou r "  -1  -1  -1  +1  +1  +1 
daily pnsink  1  1  0  +1  +1  0 
daily LR  0  -1  -1  0  +1  +1 
daily ULRsi'  -1  -1  -1  +2  +1  +1 
daily ULR''  0  -1  -1  -1  +1  +1 310 
Table 32.  Effect of LOW and HIGH values of the  on selected
 
simulation results, shown as the percentage of deviation from the
 
referenced simulation results.
 
Selected
 
Result
 
tmin 
mSLF 
daily TR"'
 
daily TRsink
 
[COJ 
Cmin 
SCH
 
[ C°2 J min
 
our ce daily
 
daily 
prsink
 
daily LR
 
daily ULRs'nk
 
daily ULR"'
 
LOW  HIGH 
2nd  4th  6th  4'  6' 
%  deviation 
0  0  0 
-5  -1  0 
0  0  0 
-13  -10  -7 
(No solution)  0  0  0 
0  0  0 
0  0  0 
+1  +1  +1 
0  0  0 
+3  +1  +1 
-2  -1  0 311 
Dc2
 
Vapor transport parameter  This parameter relates to the
 
diffusion of CO2 from the intercellular air spaces to the chloroplasts
 
of the source leaf.  The higher the value of this parameter, the higher
 
the conductance from the intercellular air spaces to the chloroplasts.
 
Table 33 shows that the LOW treatment,  i.e. low conductance, greatly
 
decreases the daily rate of photosynthesis of the  source leaf and
 
consequently the CO, compensation point is much lower  as well.  The
 
daily rate of phloem loading decreases  following the decrease  in
 
photosynthesis.  There  is no change in the daily rate of phloem
 
unloading to the sink leaf for the LOW treatment since the demand rate
 
of free sugar in the sink leaf is not altered (result not shown).  A
 
decrease in the daily rate of phloem loading follows from the decrease
 
in photosynthesis which in turn results  in lower rate  of phloem
 
unloading to the roots.
 
The HIGH treatment gives the same results as the LOW treatment but
 
in the opposite direction.  That is the HIGH treatment raises the daily
 
rate of photosynthesis and the CO2 compensation point of the  source
 
leaf.  The increasing of the photosynthesis leads to an increase in the
 
daily rate of phloem loading.  Since the daily rate of phloem loading
 
is higher and the daily rate of phloem unloading to the sink leaf is
 
constant, the rate of phloem unloading to the roots increases.
 
cell
 
Vapor transport parameter  This parameter relates to the
 AxSIA, SC14 
diffusion of  CO,  in the sink leaf.  Table  34  shows that  the LOW
 
treatment  lowers  the  daily  rate  of  photosynthesis  and  the  CO,
 
compensation point while the HIGH treatment raises these two quantities
 
from the reference values.  The remaining selected simulation results
 
are not affected by changes in value of this parameter.
 
Liauid phase transport parameter /4"x.  This parameter relates to
 
the delivery of water from the soil to the root xylem.  Table 35 shows
 
that the LOW treatment of this parameter does not give the mathematical
 
solution.  This  is because the value  of  conductance for the LOW
 
treatment is so low that the flow rate of water to the system is not
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 Table 33.  Effect of LOW and HIGH values of the ratio  `rot  on
 
IA, CH 
selected simulation results, shown as the percentage of deviation
 
from the referenced simulation results. 
Selected  LOW  HIGH 
Result  2nd  4th  6th  2nd  4th  6th 
% deviation 
0  0  0  0  0  0 
Yt,mF in  0  0  0  0  0  0 
daily TR'ur'  0  0  0  0  0  0 
daily TRsink  0  0  0  0  0  0 
[CO2] min  -36  -37  -36  +78  +78  +66 
[CO,] ,,,snif  0  0  0  0  0  0 
daily P,""ce  -14  -13  -9  +15  +12  +8 
daily  nsink 
0  0  0  0  0  0 
daily LR  -8  -13  -16  +6  +9  +22 
daily ULR'nk  0  0  0  0  0  0 
daily ULR'  -15  -18  -18  +11  +13  +25 313 
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Table 34.  Effect of LOW and HIGH values of the ratio  on
 AxSIA, srH 
selected simulation results, shown as the percentage of deviation 
from the referenced simulation results. 
Selected  LOW  HIGH 
Result  2nd  4th  6"  2'  4th  6" 
% deviation 
min Yt,m  0  0  0  0  0  0 
mSIS 
yet, min  0  0  0  0  0  0 
daily TR"'  0  0  0  0  0  0 
daily TRsink  0  0  0  0  0  0 
[ Chi  niciiin  0  0  0  0  0  0 
s  -59  -58  -51  +28  +26  +21 
daily pnsource 
0  0  0  0  0  0 
daily P  nk  -12  -9  -5  +2  +2  +1 
daily LR  0  0  0  0  0  0 
daily ULRS'nk  +2  +2  +3  0  0  -1 
daily ULR"  -2  -1  0  0  0  0 314 
sufficient.  This flow rate is not high enough to meet the rate of
 
transpiration of source and sink leaves so that the solution diverges.
 
The  HIGH  treatment  of  Li7Rx  slightly  alters  the  selected
 
simulation results, as shown in Table 35.  The HIGH treatment increases
 
the minimum leaf water potential for both source and sink leaves,
 
leading to an increase in the daily rate of transpiration and  a small
 
increase in the daily rate of photosynthesis.  The rates of phloem
 
loading and unloading are slightly altered by this treatment.
 
Other selected liquid phase transport parameters,  e.g.  L,s,x"---Y,
 
LSX, SLX  LF, MESO  SMS Lp and LpLF,  for both LOW and HIGH treatments did not
 
change  the selected simulation results  from the  reference values
 
(results not shown).
 
Water storage parameters.  Neither the LOW nor HIGH treatments of
 
RRX  RLF  RSLF  rvM,ESO parameters  Prwc  Prwc  Prwc  uc  and ar alter the selected simulation 
results from the reference values (results not shown). 
Free sugar production parameter for the source leaf, P=7. Table
 
36 shows the relative effects of changes in value of Pp=e  on the
 
selected simulation results.  This value of the parameter indicates the
 
capacity of the photosynthesis rate for the source leaf.  However, the
 
actual photosynthesis rate is corrected by the other three factors,
 
namely the leaf water potential and the availabilities of  CO2 in the
 
chloroplasts and of the light energy (see equation [132]).  The LOW and
 
HIGH treatments do not affect the minimum leaf water potential  nor the
 
daily rate of transpiration of either source or sink leaves.  This
 
implies that the demand rate of free sugar in the sink leaf is  not
 
affected by these two treatments, indicating that the daily  rate of
 
phloem unloading to sink leaf is about the reference value.
 
The LOW treatment decreases the daily rate of photosynthesis which
 
in turn results in the higher CO2 compensation and the lowering of the
 
daily rate of phloem loading.  Since the daily rate of phloem unloading
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Table 35.  Effect of LOW and HIGH values of the 47.Rx on selected
 
simulation results, shown as the percentage of deviation from the
 
referenced simulation results.
 
Selected  LOW
 
Result  2nd  4th
 
y[,min 
keL,
 
daily TR"ce
 
daily TRsink
 
CH
 
[CO? ] min  (No solution) 
SCH [ CO, min 
daily  pns o ur ce 
nk
daily Pr,
 
daily LR
 
daily ULRsink
 
daily ULR't
 
6th
 
% deviation
 
-11
 
-7
 
+3
 
+4
 
0
 
0
 
+1
 
+2
 
+1
 
+5
 
-2
 
HIGH --­
4th
 
-4
 
-3
 
+6
 
+6
 
-1
 
-1
 
+2
 
+3
 
+1
 
+2
 
+1
 
6th
 
-1
 
-1
 
+3
 
+2
 
-1
 
-1
 
+3
 
+3
 
+3
 
+1
 
+4
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Table 36.  Effect of LOW and HIGH values of the P=e on selected
 
simulation results, shown as the percentage of deviation from the
 
referenced simulation results. 
Selected  LOW  HIGH 
Result  2nd  4 th  6'  2'  4th  6th 
% deviation 
Illit'F, min  0  0  0  0  0  0 
,5LF 
yt,..,  0  0  0  0  0  0 
daily TR50'  0  0  0  0  0  0 
daily TRsthk  0  0  0  0  0  0 
[CO2] fif,  +73  +71  +68  -53  -53  -54 
[CO3.] msar  0  0  0  0  0  0 
daily pnsource  -14  -15  -18  +13  +14  +24 
daily  prsink 
0  0  0  0  0  0 
daily LR  -8  -13  -24  +5  +9  +31 
daily ULRsink  0  0  0  0  0  -1 
daily ULR"  -14  -19  -27  +9  +13  +35 317 
to the sink leaf is not changed by this treatment, the decrease in the
 
daily rate of phloem loading reduces the daily rate of phloem unloading
 
to the roots.
 
The HIGH treatment gives the same simulation results as the LOW
 
treatment but in the opposite direction.  The HIGH treatment increases
 
the daily rate of photosynthesis which leads to a decrease in the CO,
 
compensation  point.  Furthermore,  the  increasing  daily  rate  of
 
photosynthesis leads to a increase in daily rate of phloem loading.
 
However, this HIGH treatment does not alter the daily rate of phloem
 
unloading to the sink leaf so that the increase in the daily rate of
 
phloem loading leads  to an increase  in  the daily rate of phloem
 
unloading to the roots.
 
Free sugar production parameter for the sink leaf, P=.  Table
 
37 shows that changes in value of Pr= do not affect the leaf water
 
potential nor the daily rate of transpiration for either source or sink
 
leaves.  This LOW treatment does not affect the rates of free sugar
 
production and of phloem loading for the source leaf.  However, the LOW
 
treatment decreases the daily rate of photosynthesis of the sink leaf.
 
Consequently, it increases the CO, compensation point for the sink leaf
 
but it decreases the partial supply rate of free sugar mass in this
 
leaf.  The daily rate of phloem unloading to the sink leaf slightly
 
increases.
 
The HIGH treatment gives results which are opposite to the LOW
 
treatment and much larger.  The HIGH treatment increases the daily rate
 
of photosynthesis of the sink leaf.  This increase leads to the lowering
 
of the daily rate of phloem unloading to the sink leaf and the lowering
 
of the CO, compensation point.  As a consequence,  the daily rate of
 
phloem unloading to the roots increases.
 
Starch transformation parameters,  kiTr'e and kn---.  Changes in
 
values of these two parameters do not altered the selected simulation
 
results from the reference values (results not shown).
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Table 37.  Effect of LOW and HIGH values of the Prf= on selected
 
simulation results, shown as the percentage of deviation from the
 
referenced simulation results. 
Selected  LOW  HIGH --­
Result  4th  6th  2'  4th 
6th 
% deviation 
'tFmin  0  0  0  0  0  0 
LF 
t, min  0  0  0  0  0  0 
daily TR"'  0  0  0  0  0  0 
daily TR'nk  0  0  0  0  0  0 
[ CO, l mcifn  0  0  0  0  0  0 
[CO,l TITI,  +8  +7  +6  -44  -43  -38 
daily  source 
0  0  0  0  0  0 
daily  prsi nk  -7  -7  -7  +40  +42  +45 
daily LR  0  0  0  0  0  0 
daily ULR'nk  +1  +1  +4  -7  -9  -24 
daily ULR`oot  -1  -1  0  +5  +4  +3 319 
.
 Growth parameter, kos 
nx  Changes in value of this parameter relate
 
to the demand rate of free sugar in the sink leaf.  Table 38 shows that
 
the HIGH treatment does not converge. This is so because the value ofkos'''
 
parameter is too high, leading to a high demand rate of free  sugar for
 
phloem unloading to the sink leaf.  This high rate of demand is greater
 
than the production rate by the source leaf.  This condition prevents
 
the convergence of the solution.
 
Table 38 also shows that the LOW treatment affects neither the
 
leaf  water  potential,  the  daily  rate  of  transpiration,  the  CO,
 
compensation point, nor the daily rate of photosynthesis.  However, the
 
LOW treatment gives the lower daily rate of phloem unloading to the sink
 
leaf.  As a consequence, the daily rate of phloem unloading to the roots
 
increases.
 
Growth parameter,  kfa'k.  Table 39 shows that changes in value of
 
this parameter give the same results as the changes in the value of
 
parameter.  Both LOW and HIGH treatments of  kis'nk affect the selected
 
simulation results by altering the rate of phloem unloading to the sink
 
leaf.  The LOW treatment raises the demand rate of free  sugar mass in
 
the sink leaf, leading to the higher daily rate of phloem unloading to
 
the sink leaf.  In contrast, the HIGH treatment lowers the demand rate
 
of free sugar in the sink leaf.  This situation leads to the lowering
 
daily rate of phloem unloading to the sink leaf.  As a consequence, the
 
daily rate of phloem unloading to the roots increases from the reference
 
value.
 
Phloem transport parameter, 
aoLR  This parameter determined the
 
saturation rate of phloem loading from the source leaf to the leaf
 
phloem.  The actual rate depends on the availability of free sugar in
 
the source leaf  (see equation [136]).  Table 40 shows that the LOW
 
treatment does not give the solution.  The divergence of mathematical
 
solution occurs because the value of C  for this LOW treatment is too
 
low.  This condition diverges the mathematical solution.
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Table 38.  Effect of LOW and HIGH values of the kosIn'' on selected
 
simulation results, shown as the percentage of deviation from the
 
referenced simulation results.
 
Selected  LOW
  HIGH
 
2nd  4th
 Result  6'n  2nd  4'  6th 
% deviation 
0 0
 Yt,mth  0
 
maLF
 
y  t, min  0 0  0
 
daily TR"'  0  0  0
 
daily TRsink  0  0  0
 
[ CO, ] On  0  0  0  (No solution)
 
[C07 ],,a  0  0  0
 
daily pnsource 
0  0  0 
daily pnsink 
0  0  0 
daily LR  0  0  0 
daily ULRsink  -58  -57  -47
 
daily ULR'"  +41  +25  +5
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Table 39.  Effect of LOW and HIGH values of the slope kis-ink of
 
equation [138] on selected simulation results, shown  as the
 
percentage of deviation from the referenced simulation results.
 
Selected  LOW
  HIGH
 
simulation  (less  negative)  (more negative)
 
Result  2nd  4th  6th  2nd  4th  6th 
% deviation
 
y min  0 0 0  0  0 0 
0 0  0  0 0 0 
daily TR'hrce  0  0  0  0  0  0
 
daily TRsit'h  0  0  0
  0 0 0
 
[CO21 On  0 0  0  0  0
  0
 
SCH 
[CO2]min  0 0 0 0 0  0
 
daily 
pr;S o u r c e 
0 0 0  0 0 0 
daily Pnsink  0  0  0  0  0  0 
daily LR  0  0  0  0  0  0 
daily ULRsinh  +18  +33  +154  -9  -18  -52 
daily ULR"  -13  -14  -17  +6  +8  +6 322 
Table 40.  Effect of LOW and HIGH values of the  ce2o:R on selected
 
simulation results, shown as the percentage of deviation from the
 
referenced simulation results.
 
Selected
 
Result
 
F
 
t, nun 
F
 
[,min
 
daily TR"'
 
daily TR"flk
 
[co,]mcgin 
sof
 [CO2lmin
 
ource daily
 
prsink daily
 
daily LR
 
daily ULR"nk
 
daily ULR""
 
LOW  HIGH 
2nd  4th  6th  2nd  4th  6" 
% deviation 
0  0  0 
0  0  0 
0  0  0 
0  0  0 
(No solution)  2  -3  -3 
0  0  0 
1  -1  -1 
0  0  0 
+9  +2  -11 
0  0  +1 
+17  +3  -12 323 
The  HIGH  treatment with the higher value  of  a:;''  gives  the
 
mathematcal solution.  Table 40 shows that the HIGH treatment does not
 
alter the leaf water potential or the daily rate of transpiration for
 
either source or sink leaves.  However, it slightly decreases the daily
 
rate of photosynthesis and the CO, compensation point of the source
 
leaf.  This treatment increases the daily rate of phloem loading during
 
the second and the fourth cycles, but decreases during the sixth cycle.
 
Since the treatment does not affect the daily rate of phloem unloading
 
to the sink leaf,  the daily rate of phloem unloading to the roots
 
increases during the second and fourth cycles but it decreases during
 
the sixth cycle.
 
LpLP , SP  LpSP, RP Other selected phloem transport parameters, e.g.  and
 
SLP  for both LOW and HIGH treatments do not affect the selected
 
simulation results (results not shown).
 
Conclusion
 
Changes in boundary conditions for the evaporative demand (i.e.
 
air temperature and RH)  or in water supply (water potential at root
 
surface)  greatly affect the mathematical solution.  Changes in the
 
imposed demand or supply of water lead to the alteration of the minimum
 
leaf water potential for both source and sink leaves.  Since the model
 
used the status of leaf water potential to partially determine the rate
 
of carbon transformations, i.e. photosynthesis and growth of the sink
 
leaf,  these rates were altered following the change in leaf water
 
potential.  As  consequences  of  these  alterations,  the  simulated
 
allocation of fixed-CO, mass is also altered.
 
Changes in boundary conditions relating to the production of free
 
sugar (i.e. PPFD) do not affect the status of leaf water potential, but
 
do alter the rate of free sugar production.  As a consequence, the
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changes alter the rate of free sugar loading and unloading to the sink
 
leaf and to the roots.
 
Changes in the hydraulic conductance for the transport of water
 
from the soil to the root xylem affect the simulation results because
 
the status of leaf water potential is affected which leads  to many
 
changes.  These changes include the production rate of free sugar and,
 
of course,  the rate of phloem transport and allocation of fixed-CO,
 
mass.
 
Changes in the water storage parameters do not affect the selected
 
simulation results.
 
Changes in values of the free sugar production parameters do not
 
affect the status of leaf water potential.
  However, they alter the CO2
 
compensation point and the rate of free sugar production which results
 
in the chnages in the allocation of fixed -CO2 mass.
 
Changes in the value of the phloem loading parameter do not affect
 
the status of the leaf water potential so that they will not affect the
 
rates of transpiration and photosynthesis and the CO2 compensation
 
point.  However,  the rate of phloem loading is affected and  as a
 
consequence, the allocation of fixed-CO-, mass is altered.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
 
A mathematical model describing the xylem and phloem transport
 
processes and responses to changes in environmental conditions was
 
formulated based on a conceptualization of the flow network.  The flow
 
network was constructed after analysis of plant transport pathways.  The
 
model represents a plant with one source leaf, one sink leaf, and one
 
root system.  The pathways include those for transport of water in both
 
liquid and vapor phases, CO2, and the free sugar solution.  Liquid phase
 
water is transported from the soil, through plant roots, the xylem, to
 
the leaf cell walls.  Water vapor and CO2-gas transports occurs between
 
the leaf cell walls and the air through the intercellular air spaces and
 
stomatal pores.  The transport of free sugar solution occurs in the
 
phloem connecting the source leaf, the sink leaf, the stem, and the root
 
system.  Components of plant transport pathways are represented by
 
compartments and are connected to form flow networks.
 
Values for the components of water potential including the total
 
water potential, wt, osmotic potential,  and
 and turgor potential, wp, and
 
for concentrations of CO2, free sugar, and starch are assigned to each
 
compartment.  These  components  are  the  system  variables.  The
 
application of the Van't Hoff equation allows the model to link the
 
transport of water and carbon to the transformations of carbon through
 
the  osmotic  potential  and  free  sugar concentration relationship.
 
Transport equations are based on the application of pressure flow and
 
diffusion mechanisms to each segment of the flow paths.  Equations
 
derived in this manner allow the model to calculate the mass flow rate
 
of water,  CO2,  and free sugar.  The transport of liquid phase water
 
between two adjacent xylem compartments or two adjacent xylem-phloem
 
compartments is driven by the gradient of total water potential.  The
 
transport of water vapor is driven by the gradient of the water mole
 
fraction which is derived from the total water potential.  The transport
 
of CO2 is driven by the gradient of the CO2 concentration between two
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adjacent compartments.  The transport of the free sugar solution between
 
two adjacent phloem compartments is driven by the gradient of turgor
 
potential.  The calculation of the mass transport rates also requires
 
a mathematical expression for possible change in the geometry of flow
 
paths.  These  changes must  be  expressed  as  functions  of  system
 
variables.
 
The model also deals with the transformations of carbon,  e.g.
 
photosynthesis,  respiration,  starch formation and mobilization,  and
 
growth.  The model requires the expression of  the rate for these
 
transformations in term of system variables.  The rate of photosynthesis
 
is treated to be a  function of the leaf water potential,  the CO,
 
concentration in the chloroplasts, and the availability of light.  The
 
rate of respiration is treated to be a function of the free  sugar
 
concentration in the interior of the mesophyll and the availability of
 
light.  The rates of starch formation and starch mobilization  are
 
expressed in terms of the free sugar concentration in the interior of
 
the mesophyll and the leaf water potential.  The rate of growth is
 
expressed in terms of the leaf water potential.  The model requires a
 
mathematical expression for the storage rate of water, CO free sugar,
 
and starch masses within each compartment in terms of system variables.
 
To set up the system of mass balance equations, the model assumed
 
that 1)  the rate of phloem loading follows saturated kinetics rate of
 
reaction, 2) the rate of phloem unloading to the sink leaf is determined
 
by the demand rate of free sugar in the sink leaf, and 3) the rate of
 
phloem unloading to the roots is determined by the rate of phloem
 
loading, unloading to the sink leaf, and the accumulation of free sugar
 
in the phloem.
 
Solutions of the system of mass balance equations yield the values
 
of the system variables, for each time step (minutes), by subjecting the
 
system to the imposed time dependent boundary conditions.  The boundary
 
conditions which imitate changes in environmental conditions include the
 
air temperature, the relative humidity, CO, concentration of the air,
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the availability of light energy and the water potential at the root
 
surface.  The mathematical system also requires knowledge of free sugar
 
concentration in the root phloem and in the interior of the mesophyll
 
compartments.  The model treats the concentration in the root phloem
 
compartment as a function of the water potential at the root surface.
 
The concentration in the interior of mesophyll cells of the sink leaf
 
is treated as a function of the sink leaf water potential which is one
 
of the system variables.
 
The model requires knowledge of values of constant parameters
 
which describe the rates of mass transport, mass storage, and carbon
 
transformations as well as the change in flow geometry.  A set of values
 
of these constant parameters is obtained by calibration, performed by
 
several simulations.  The simulations for the calibration were made by
 
subjecting the mathematical model without the sink leaf to the boundary
 
conditions representing well irrigated field conditions.
 
The validation of the mathematical model was checked by subjecting
 
the model without the sink leaf to water stress boundary conditions and
 
by using a set of values of parameters obtained from the calibration
 
process.  The simulation results were in good agreement with the
 
behavior of plant responses reported as results of the water stress
 
conditions.  The simulation results also showed that the pressure/volume
 
relationship followed the theoritical Hoefler diagram.  The validation
 
was also performed by subjecting the model to the boundary conditions
 
imitating controlled environmental conditions.  The simulation results
 
on  the  relationship  between  the  rates  of  photosynthesis  and
 
transpiration as affected by water stress were in good agreement with
 
observations  reported  for  experiments  done  under  controlled
 
environmental conditions.
 
The application of the model was performed by subjecting the
 
mathematical model with the sink leaf to the time dependent boundary
 
conditions.  The boundary conditions varied from non-stress conditions
 
to severely stressed conditions.  Simulation results for the transport
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rates of water, CO2, and free sugar and for carbon transformation rates
 
as well as for the daily rate of allocation of fixed-CO, mass were in
 
good agreement with observations reported under field conditions.  This
 
suggests  that  the mathematical model conceptualizes  the  transport
 
processes in plants well.
 
The results of sensitivity analyses suggest that the mathematical
 
functions describing 1) the rate of photosynthesis and 2) the stomatal
 
opening should be modified.  The function describing the rate of
 
photosynthesis requires the additional dependency on the concentration
 
of free sugar in the interior of the mesophyll.  The function describing
 
the stomatal opening requires the dependency of the stomatal opening on
 
the CO2 concentration inside the leaf.  These modifications will not be
 
done in this thesis.
 
The mathematical model presented in this thesis still has unsolved
 
problems.  The problems are the uncertainty about 1) whether or not the
 
rate of phloem unloading to the sink leaf determines the growth rate of
 
the sink leaf? and 2)  whether or not there is competition for the
 
allocation of fixed -CO2 mass between the sink leaf and the roots?  The
 
answer of these two problems will lead to modification of mathematical
 
model.
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Appendix I
 
Glossary of Symbols and Abbreviation
 
Symbol  Unit  Description 
a  mol-Cfs  parameter for [Cfs]"-kiftRT 
relationship 
a  mol-Cfs m'  parameter for [Cfs]"-wt SLF 
relationship 
aw  dimensionless  activity of water 
m2  area between two adjacent 
compartments evaluated at any 
potential 
m
2  area between two adjacent 
compartments evaluated at 
zero potential 
b  mol-Cfs m' MPa'  parameter for [Cfs]"- w,RT 
relationship 
b  mol-Cfs m' MPa'  parameter for [Cfs]"-Wt SLF 
relationship 
BF  dimensionless  factor correcting the 
stomatal aperture 
c  M S  speed of light 
[Cfs]  mol-Cfs m-3  concentration of free sugar 
[Efs]  mol-Cfs M-3  average free sugar 
concentration 
[ci]  mol-j mol'  concentration of solute 
species j 
[Css]  mol-Cfs m'  concentration of starch 
[c,]  mol-H20 m'  concentration of water vapor 
mol-H20 m'  concentration of water vapor 
at saturation 
[CO2]  mol-0O2 m'  concentration of carbon 
dioxide 
,  D,V2­ m2  hr'  diffusivity coefficient for 
water vapor in air 
Dcair  m2 hr-1  diffusivity coefficient for 
carbon dioxide in air 
cell 
DCO, 
m2 hr-1  diffusivity coefficient for 
carbon dioxide across cell 
walls and cells 
Ex  J  energy of light spectrum 
g  m S
-2  gravitational constant 
GR  mol-Cfs hr-4  rate of growth 341 
Symbol  Unit  Description 
h  m  vertical distance 
h  J s  Plank constant 
mol-Cfs M-3 hr"  parameter for the rate of 
starch formation 
kf1  mol-Cfs m3 hr" MPa"  parameter for the rate of 
starch formation 
kGr, 
k 
mol-Cfs rr1-3  hr." 
mol-Cfs m 3 hr" 
parameter for the rate of 
growth 
parameter for the rate of 
starch mobilization 
mol-Cfs m-3 hr" MPa"  parameter for the rate of 
starch mobilization 
2  mol-0O2 111-3  parameter for the rate of 
photosynthesis 
Kmform  mol-Cfs  parameter for the rate of 
starch formation 
K.,;fje  mol-Cfs m3  parameter for the rate of 
phloem loading 
K PPFD  mol-photon m-.2 hr"  parameter for the rate of 
photosynthesis 
Kf-"P m 
mol-Cfs m- 3  parameter for the rate of 
respiration 
mol-Cfs 1-(1-3  parameter for the rate of 
starch mobilization 
Jw  kg-H20 m-2 hr" 
or m3 M-2  hr.' 
flux of liquid water 
J-,,,,  mol-H20 m-2 hr" 
or m3 m-2 hr." 
flux of water vapor 
LI,  m3 M-2  hr.'  volume flux of solution 
Jco,  mol-0O2 m-2 hr."  mass flux of carbon dioxide 
LR  mol-Cfs m-3 hr."  rate of phloem loading 
LP  m3 m-2 MPa" hr"  hydraulic conductance 
L,  m3 M-2  hr.'  conductance for vapor 
transport 
cuticle  m3  m-2 MPa" hr"  conductance for cuticle layer 
m  m3 MPa" hr."  extensibility of cell 
Plco  mol-0O2  mass of carbon dioxide 
Mfs  mol-Cfs  mass of free sugar 
Mss  mol-Cfs  mass of starch 
Ali.,  mol-H20  mass of water vapor 342 
Symbol
 
NI
 
N
 
N
 
Ptot
 
Ph, sat
AP
 
PPFD
 
Pn
 
Pn, max 
Q
 
r
 
R
 
RH
 
RWC
 
Resp
 
Sacs
 
Sfsr.
 
rev
 
S Topen
 
T
 
TR
 
Vi
 
Vo
 
Vw 
17-rs 
Ax
 
Y
 
z
 
a
 Pn 
Unit
 
mol-H20
 
mol-1
 
dimesionless
 
MPa
 
MPa
 
MPa
 
mol-photon 111-2 hr-1
 
mol-0O2 m-2 hr -1
 
or mol-Cfs m-2 hr-1
 
mol-0O2 m-2 hr-1
 
or mol-Cfs
 
kg-H20 hr-1
 
m
 
m3 MPa mol-1 K-1
 
dimensionless
 
dimensionless
 
mol-Cfs m-3 hr-1
 
mol-Cfs  hr-1
 
mol-Cfs
 
mol-Cfs m3 hr -1
 
dimesionless
 
K
 
kg-H20 hr-1
 
m3
 
m'
 
mol  hr-1
 
m3  (mol-H20)-1
 
m3  (mol-Cfs) -1
 
m
 
MPa
 
m
 
dimensionless
 
Description
 
mass of liquid water
 
Avogadro number
 
water mole fraction
 
atmospheric pressure
 
saturation vapor pressure
 
pressure difference
 
photosynthetic photon flux
 
density
 
rate of photosynthesis
 
rate of photosynthesis at
 
optimum conditions
 
flow rate of water
 
radius of capillary
 
gas constant
 
relative humidity
 
relative water content
 
rate of respiration
 
rate of starch accumulation
 
rate of starch formation
 
rate of starch mobilization
 
factor for stomatal opening
 
temperature
 
rate of transpiration
 
compartmental volume
 
evaluated at any potential
 
compartmental volume
 
evaluated at zero potential
 
maximum kinetic rate of
 
reaction
 
molar volume of water
 
molar volume of free sugar
 
distance difference
 
yielding stress
 
vertical distance
 
parameter for the rate of
 
photosynthesis
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Symbol  Unit	  Description
 
ceoa,  dimensioless	  parameter for the rate of
 
photosynthesis
 
dimensionless	  parameter for the stomatal
 a  ST
 
opening factor
 
MPa	  parameter for modulus of
 «o/as
 
elasticity versus turgor
 
potential
 
aLR  mol-Cfs m-3 hr'	  parameter for the rate of
 ao
 
phloem loading
 
aLR  mol-Cfs m' MPa-1 hr'  parameter for the rate of
 
, 
phloem loading
 
PPM  mol-photon m2 hr-1	  parameter for the rate of
 
photosynthesis
 
mol-Cfs m' hr'	  parameter for the rate of
 
a

a( 75P
 
respiration
 
celfesp  mol-Cfs m1  parameter for the rate of
 
(mol-photon)'  respiration
 
13Pn  dimensionless	  parameter for the rate of
 
photosynthesis
 
dimensionless	  parameter for the stomatal
 135T 
opening factor
 
MPa'	  parameter for relative water
 
content versus water
 
potential
 
dimensionless	  parameter for modulus of
 Pelas
 
elasticity versus turgor
 
potential
 
YPn  dimensionless	  parameter for the rate of
 
photosynthesis
 
dimensionless	  parameter for the stomatal
 YST 
opening factor 
Yw  dimensionless	  activity of water
 
6  m	  compartmental length
 
/3.L.
  m	  thickness of boundary layer
 
8 so  m	  depth of stomatal pore
 
SP  MPa'	  parameter for the rate of
 
photosynthesis
 
MPa'	  parameter for the stomatal
 O ST
 
opening factor
 
c  MPa	  modulus of elasticity
 
11  Pa s  viscosity coefficient for
 
fluid
 
A  m	  wave length
 
Aavg  m	  average wave length
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Symbol
 
Ablue 
Ared 
Pc
 
Pw
 
t
 
, Cfs 
*it  , Orgn 
Unit
 
m
 
m
 
mol-Cfs
 
kg-F120 m-3
 
dimensionless
 
MPa
 
MPa
 
MPa
 
MPa
 
MPa
 
MPa
 
MPa
 
MPa
 
m s1
 
Description
 
wave length of the blue
 
spectrum
 
wave length of the red
 
spectrum
 
free sugar mass required to
 
built up one cubic meter of
 
the new tissue
 
density of water
 
reflection coefficient
 
total water potential
 
turgor potential
 
gravitational potential
 
osmotic potential
 
osmotic potential caused by
 
the presence of solute
 
species j
 
osmotic potential caused by
 
the presence of free sugar
 
molecules
 
osmotic potential caused by
 
the presence of cell
 
organelles
 
matric potential
 
leaf length
 
wind speed
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Appendix II
 
Method of Mathematical Solution
 
In this thesis,  there are two versions of the system of mass
 
balance equations conceptualizing plant transport processes, namely the
 
model without the sink leaf and the model with the sink leaf.
  The
 
latter version is referred to as the two-leaf version.  The structures
 
of the mathematical system for these two versions are very similar.
 
That is the number of the mass balance equations is equal to the number
 
of system variables, or in the orther word equal to the number of
 
unknowns.  The model without the sink leaf consists of 16 mass balance
 
equations and 16 unknowns, while the two-leaf version consists of 32
 
mass balance equations and 32 unknowns.  With this condition of the
 
mathematical structure, the mathematical system for both versions has
 
the unique solution (Lapidus and Pinder, 1982).
 
For both versions of the mathematical system, the solution of the
 
model is the values of unknowns.  Unknowns are values of total water
 
potential, y turgor potential, tv, carbon dioxide concentration, [002],
 
free sugar concentration,  [Cfs], starch concentration,  [Css],  for every
 
compartments existing in the flow networks, i.e. Figures 9 and 10 for
 
the model without the sink leaf and Figures 75 and 76 for the two-leaf
 
model.  Values of these unknowns as functions of time are determined by
 
values of time dependent boundary conditions (BC) and model parameters.
 
The latter are constant over time.
 
Root Finding Problem
 
Let  Si  and P be column vectors,  and n be the number of mass
 
balance equations.  Elements of the x vector are unknowns of the 
mathematical system.  For the ease of symbolization, all of variables 
w,  yip,  [002] ,  [Cfs] ,  and  [Css]  existing in the flow networks will be 
replaced by x1,  x2,..xn.  The vector of unknowns x is mathematically
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expressed as:
 
=  [x1,  =  [x,],  1 =1. .n,
 
where T denotes the matrix transpose.  Elements of the P vector are mass
 
balance equations each of which is a function of unknowns 11,  i.e.
 
ffi
  = [F,(A), F2(17),...,Fn(A) ]T =  [F,(R)] ,  i=1..n.
 
Upon rearrange terms in each of mass balance equations such that
 
F1 (2)=0, F2(21)=0,...,Fn(R)=0,
 
or P =  [Fi(A)] = 0, i=1..n.  [Al]
 
The solution of the system [Al]  is the vector A which makes  become
 .
 
zero.
 
Iteration Method
 
The structure of the plant transport model is highly non-linear.
 
This is so because the mathematical expressions describing the  mass
 
storage and the change in geometry for each flow paths, as well as the
 
rate of carbon transformations used to construct mass balance equations
 
are dependent on unknowns A.  It is difficult to solve the system
 
analytically.  Therefore, we choose to solve the system numerically by
 
the iteration method (Press et. al., 1989).
 
Newton-Raphson method will be used to solve for values of A that
 
makes the system P = 0 (Press et. al., 1989).  The method requires the
 
initial guess for values of vector A.  Knowledge of derivative of the
 
function,  P',  is used to improve the guess values of vector A by the
 
following expression:
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EI(it(m)) 17.(m-,1)  klm) 
[A2]
 ) 
where (m) and (m+1) are the index of iteration.  Values of vector
 
converges to the solution of the system when
 
(m+-1)  (m)
Max  < TOL,	  [A3]
 jt(m.1) 
where TOL is a size of maximum error allowed for convergence (Press et.
 
al., 1989).  To apply this method to the plant transport model, rewrite
 
[A2] as:
 
(21(m))	  (fc(m+1)  Rlin))  = _  ffi(k-(m))  [A4]
 
Equation [A4] allow us to set up the mathematical system which  can be
 
solved numerically.
 
Procedures
 
1.	  Rearrange each of mass balance equations such that P(21)  = 0.
 
2.	  Rewrite differential forms for each of mass balance equations into
 
difference forms.
 
3.	  For the small increment of time, i.e.  t1 = to + At,
 
3.1	  Make initial guess for values of g'm'
 
i4(..ii(m))
 3.2	  Compute values of  and  (x(.))  by using values of 
boundary conditions at time  t1,  initial conditions,  and
 
model parameters.
 
3.4	  Solve system [A4]  by the linear system solver,  i.e. LUD
 
composition.  The solution is now (x(''1) -.fern)).  Compute
 
values of x'1' with knowledge of 21(m).
 
3.5	  Check convergence by using criteria [A3].
 
If equation  [A3]  is not held,  reset  =  Then
 
repeat step 3.2.
 
If equation [A3] is held, values of X('' is the solution of
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the system for time t1.
 
3.6  Set  as the new initial conditions, and set t  =  t,.
 
4.  Repeat step 3 until the end of simulation.
 
All of simulation results presented in this thesis were obtained
 
by using the value of TOL = 0.0001 which corresponds to the relative
 
error of 0.01%.  The value of time increment used was 0.1 hr.
 